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LET THE CROPS ROT IN THE FIELDS:
A Call For New Strategy in The National Movement Against Mass Incarceration and Prison 
Slavery – Short Version
By Bennu Hannibal Ra-Sun, w/contribution from Kinetik Justice Amun

FREE ALABAMA MOVEMENT

After a period of over 40 years of an accelerated rate of incarceration, the issue of Mass 
Incarceration and Prison Slavery have now reached its crescendo.

Spurred on by factors that included racism, capitalism, free labor, and a politically motivated 
desire to provide jobs to a valued voting block of rural, conservative white citizens by building 
prisons in rural and agricultural areas that had been decimated by the Industrial Revolution and 
the outsourcing of jobs to China, India, Indonesia, etc.

Then, once the prisons were built, the government manufactured a “war on drugs” designed to 
fill those newly built prisons with black, brown and poor whites who had been rendered 
unemployable by corporate downsizing and outsourcing in the early 70’s, and who were 
considered a strain on social programs, unwanted competitors for limited jobs, and ideal 
candidates for corporations that needed a large labor pool for forced slave labor.

Mass incarceration has now culminated in a for-profit Prison Industrialized Complex that now 
holds over 2.5 million men, women and children hostage for the sole and exclusive purpose of 
exploitation and free labor.

Today, January 2015, the people in America’s prisons, mostly black, brown (and white), and all 
poor, now make up a free (or penny wages) labor force for a 500 billion dollar per-year industry 
that is producing a range of products and providing services so broad and extensive that it 
touches every area of the U.S. economy.

Virtually EVERY person in prison, our families, friends and supporters, and even every 
organization that states that they are against mass incarceration prison slavery, are all 
contributing financially to the very companies that are exploiting the people through mass 
incarceration and prison slavery.

Have you ate at McDonald’s or Wendy’s lately? Shopped at WalMart or Victoria’s Secret? How 
about that Dell computer? Have you used a customer service center? Where do you bank at, 
Wells Fargo? Are you in the military? Have you seen a soldier in that finely stitched uniform with 
night vision goggles? Do you work for a State University or agency that gets its furniture 
repaired somewhere?? Or that purchases large amounts of cleaning supplies, or hand-made 
brooms, mops, etc.? How many of these companies do you do business with?

Well, if you get up out of the bed and do anything more than breathe, chances are you 
contribute to the bottom line of a company that is engaged in warehousing millions of people for 
exploitation through mass incarceration and prison slavery.



Just to get a general idea of how pervasive this modern-day forced labor, i.e. slave system is, 
check out this article titled: Corporations Involved in Profiting off Prison Labour. Prison for Profit 
Dirty Secrets1 :

“Prison labor— with no union protection, overtime pay, vacation days, pensions, benefits, health 
and safety protection, or Social Security withholding — also makes complex components for 
McDonnell Douglas/Boeing’s F-15 fighter aircraft, the General Dynamics/Lockheed Martin F-16, 
and Bell/Textron’s Cobra helicopter. Prison labor produces night-vision goggles, body armor, 
camouflage uniforms, radio and communication devices, and lighting systems and components 
for 30-mm to 300-mm battleship anti-aircraft guns, along with land mine sweepers and electro-
optical equipment for the BAE Systems Bradley Fighting Vehicle’s laser rangefinder. Prisoners 
recycle toxic electronic equipment and overhaul military vehicles.”

For a listing of the many other companies, products and services, read the article: Corporations 
Involved in Profiting off Prison Labour. Prison for Profit Dirty Secrets2:

Don’t Trust the Mainstream Media

All across America, one can’t turn on the news, read a newspaper, or follow social media 
without seeing that mass incarceration and prison slavery (‘corrections’ or ‘prisons’ in 
mainstream terms) have become a national problem. The ‘problem’ though, as being reported in 
the mainstream media (msm), is not about the human devastation that mass incarceration has 
wrought, but about the costs associated with maintaining budgets to keep so many people in 
prison.

The mainstream media, which is controlled by the business elite no less that our current 
politicians, are reporting on this ‘problem,’ but with no real solutions being offered.

CAUTION: I must add that the reason the msm is reporting on this issue is because the prison 
profiteers are promoting a ‘reform’ plan to the public that in reality is a new scheme that has 
been thoroughly exposed by N. Heitzeg and K. Whitlock in their Smoke and Mirrors series,3 to 
expand the privatized prison industry directly into the communities with community corrections, 
privatized parole/probation, drug rehabilitation centers, traffic court, and more, with the sole 
purpose of releasing low levels offenders, who will then be required to pay a ransom to enjoy a 
semblance of freedom.

Simply stated, every facet of the criminal justice enterprise will be contracted out to private for-
profit businesses, and the human traffickers who own these businesses will become the new 
slave masters. The businessmen and women will make their campaign contributions, the 
politicians will ensure that the laws are in place, the police with make the arrest, the prosecutors 
and judges will guarantee the convictions, and the prisoner will be a slave.

The New Strategy: Using Direct Economic Action to Affect Change

When determining the best strategy to challenge Mass Incarceration and Prison Slavery, it is 
essential that we step back and take a look at the entire system. We must identify the 
fundamentals of what makes this system work and why this system exists. Once we thoroughly 
understand the underpinnings of the system of Mass Incarceration we can begin to see why the 



old strategies and tactics have not and will not bring about any meaningful change. Then we 
can begin developing a New Strategy that attacks Mass Incarceration at its core.

Just like the Institution of Chattel Slavery, Mass Incarceration is in essence an Economic 
System which uses human beings as its nuts and bolts. Therefore, our new approach must be 
Economically based, and must be focused on the factors of production- the people being forced 
into this slave labor.

Our Three-Part Strategy

1) Organize prison shutdowns at prisons with major economic industries (tag plants, fleet 
services, food distribution centers, agriculture, etc.)

2) Call for a nationwide leaflet campaign, protests, and boycotts of McDonald’s restaurants, 
which is one of the major corporation that has a national presence and that benefits from prison 
slavery, in addition to others like WalMart, Victoria Secret, AT&T, Wells Fargo Banks, Wendy’s, 
GEO/CCA private prison companies that are listed on the NYSE, and more.

3) Having our families, friends, supporters, activists, and others holding protests at the prisons 
where the people are mass incarcerated and oppressed.

PART 1 : “SHUTDOWNS/WORK STRIKES”

1) Organize prison shutdowns at prisons with major economic industries (tag plants, fleet 
services, food distribution centers, agriculture, etc.)

Remember, we are working against a half trillion dollar system that is controlled by businessmen 
and women who are the modern-day slave profiteers. And just like any business, their focus is 
on the bottom line. From this viewpoint, we must organize work stoppages at prisons with 
economic industries that are operated by slave labor. The impact of a work stoppage is 
immediate and significant, as production is shutdown and profit margins plummet around the 
country.

Believe me, if you want to have commissioners, politicians and the like hunting you down, 
organize a strike. You won’t have to call them, because they will call you. Prison industry is 
more than just license plates. Now it includes military, food, clothes, mining, recycling, call 
centers, car parts, cleaning supplies, printing, and so much more.

And when we organize, we have to demand that real “reforms” take place that will afford 
everyone an opportunity to earn our freedom, NOT JUST EARN A CHECK FOR OUR LABOR, 
and that fundamental changes be made throughout the system.

Experience has shown us at FREE ALABAMA MOVEMENT that this approach is more effective 
than hunger strikes, marching and writing letters combined, as those strategies will only bring 
publicity, lip service and some changes, while work stoppages shut down the entire economic 
system and gets directly into their pockets, which brings the movers and shakers to the prison 
for negotiations.

PART 2: McDonald’s



Ronald McDonald: A Slavery Master in Clown’s Clothing !!!!

When deciding on which company to protest we have to devise a strategy that we can use 
nationwide: We can’t boycott all companies because there are simply too many corporations 
involved. What we have to do is focus on just one of them at a time that uses prison slave labor 
and that is large enough and visible enough to bring a true awareness about prison slavery, and 
target that one.

Starting off we have identified McDonald’s as a company that presents itself as family-oriented, 
but which uses prison slavery to produce a number of goods:

“McDonald’s uses inmates to produce frozen foods. Inmates process beef for patties. They may 
also process bread, milk and chicken products.”4

We will start off our McDonald’s protest by locating and reaching out to the people in the prisons 
where McDonald’s products are produced. At the same time, we will begin letter-writing 
campaigns to their investors and shareholders, while also leaving leaflets/pamphlets on the cars 
of their customers at McDonald’s restaurants nationwide, and organize protests at their 
storefronts, in a mall or headquarters, or wherever we can, and call for boycotts of their stores to 
force then to stop using products that are manufactured by forced prison slave labor.

But we focus all of our attention on one corporation at a time, instead of using a scattered 
approach of multiple orgs spread out thinly over several corporate fronts.
When one falls, we move on to the next prison profiteer, which can be Victoria’s Secret, Wal 
Mart, GEO, CCA, JPay, Keefe, or something.

Part 3: Consolidating our Resources

HAVING OUR FAMILIES, FRIENDS, ACTIVISTS, AND SUPPORTERS ALL GALVANIZED AT A 
SELECT PRISON TO ENGAGE IN PROTESTS AND TO SHOW SUPPORT FOR THE PEOPLE 
ON THE INSIDE WHO ARE BEING OPPRESSED.

This strategic move is just as important as the strikes, because it brings all of the people 
together who oppose mass incarceration and prison slavery. We can’t have a unified Movement 
Against Mass Incarceration and Prison Slavery if we are in a long-distance relationship with our 
supporters, organizers, activists and others who support our cause. We have to get everyone 
organized at the prisons, so that we can confront the system at the site of its oppression: the 
prisons.

By having our supporters in one location for each State, we maximize our resources, increase 
our strength in numbers, and we move with a unified front.
Very little can be done by the State at this point except to meet our demands.

The protests against police brutality are taking place at police stations. The workers at Wal Mart 
are protesting at WalMart. The Occupy Wall Street Movement protested on Wall Street. 
Therefore, the Movement and fight against mass incarceration must take place at the prisons !!!

“The Old Way”



Now, let’s take a look at the familiar strategies of Movement Against Mass Incarceration and 
Prison Slavery, and see why we need a change in strategy:

1) Hunger Strikes
2) Marches and Protests at State Capitols, (as opposed to demonstrations at the prisons where 
they should be)
3) Letter writing campaigns, petitions and phone calls, etc.

1) HUNGER STRIKES
The demonstrations put on by the Men and Women in California (and Georgia, Washington 
State, and Texas) showed us all that with leadership and unity, we can defeat mass 
incarceration with the right strategy. But, we also learned that, while we did see progess in some 
areas, it has a minimal impact on the system of mass incarceration.

We have to strategize with the understanding that we are dealing with modern day slave 
profiteers. These businessmen will gladly let us die from starvation so long as their assembly 
lines keep moving.

“Leasing convicts to private businesses made a tidy fortune for both state and local 
governments, especially after slaves were emancipated. In 1878, 73% of Alabama’s entire state 
revenue came from prison labor. Reconstruction-era plantation owners, though, were hardly 
incentivized to care about their charges: When any of their starving workers died, they simply 
asked the state for new ones, at no cost to their bottom line.”5

The net effect on the bottom line from a hunger strike is negligible. This is not going to get the 
response we need, so we have to do more.

2) MARCHES
Sure, the traditional marches bring attention to issues and they bring people together, but they 
simply don’t bring about much results. If we must march, then let’s March at the prisons where 
mass incarceration and prison slavery are taking place at.
As I said above, when the people protest against police brutality in Ferguson, Memphis, and 
California, they are doing it at the police stations.

When “BANTHEBOAT”-activists protested in support of Palestine, they protested at ports. We 
have to ask ourselves: If we are protesting against mass incarceration and prison slavery, then 
why aren’t we doing it at the prisons where our economic strength can be felt?

Just like we saw in California with the hunger strikes, the families and supporters showed their 
support at the prison. The people in the prisons can see that support and receive the boost in 
morale that will be needed to carry this thing through. The meeting place is at the prisons!!!

3) LETTER WRITING, PETITIONS, ETC.
Letter writing campaigns and making phone calls are still effective, but we have to change who 
we are targeting and what we are attempting to communicate.



Letters/calls help when written to alternative media sources and other activists, organizations 
and supporters of our Movement, to let them know that we are striking so that we can inform 
other prisons in other states, so that they can join in also.

Letters/petitions also help when we target companies that are using prison made good to let 
them know that we will boycott them if they don’t stop, and it also helps to contact their 
customers and let them know that they are purchasing slave-made good. But the old habit of 
writing politicians and commissioners won’t work in today’s world, and just haven’t produced 
meaningful results.

It’s time to find a new target audience and bring attention to a new strategy and a new 
message!!

Is The Current Movement Against Mass Incarceration Spread Too Thin?

In F.A.M. we strategize around bringing all of the forces and resources together from each 
individual state into one collective whole. Groups that are fighting against the death penalty, 
solitary confinement, children in prison, voting rights, mentally ill people in prison, free labor, 
disenfranchisement, parole reform, and a few other issues. We will address all of these issues 
in our “FREEDOM BILL”, so everyone and every organization that is fighting against these 
issues should all be fighting together.
Note: Each State should draft their own FREEDOM BILL

The best way that we see to do this in Alabama is to identify the most economically important 
prison(s) in Alabama, and start organizing shutdowns until all of the strategically important 
prisons are shut down. One main prison will serve as the “headquarters” for our families, 
organizers and supporters, etc. At that point, the negotiations begin as to how to tear down the 
system of exploitation and create a new system based on the structure as outlined in the 
FREEDOM BILL, which promotes Education, Rehabilitation and Re-Entry Preparedness.

Take for example the situation that just occurred in California with the various lawsuits that the 
State fought for over 20 years (See the Plata decision by the U.S. Supreme Court) and passage 
of the Prop 47 law that went into effect. Despite the fact of California’s prison system being 
overcrowded with a 160% occupancy rate, the State’s prison officials and Attorney General’s 
office still refused to budge on releasing people who were eligible.

“Most of those prisoners now work as groundskeepers, janitors and in prison kitchens, with 
wages that range from 8 cents to 37 cents per hour. Lawyers for Attorney General Kamala 
Harris had argued in court that if forced to release these inmates early, prisons would lose an 
important labor pool.

Prisoners’ lawyers countered that the corrections department could hire public employees to do 
the work.” (LA Times, 11/14/2014 Federal judges order California to expand prison releases6)

As for the Firefighters, the Attorney General’s Office concluded that these men who risked their 
lives for the State, who saved the State over $1,000,000,000 billion dollars annually, were 
simply too valuable a commodity to release, even though these men worked outside of prison 
every day and were clearly not a threat to society anymore:



“About half of the people fighting wildland fires on the ground for the California Department of 
Forestry and Fire Protection (Cal Fire) are incarcerated: over 4,400 prisoners, housed at 42 
inmate fire camps, including three for women.
Together, says Capt. Jorge Santana, the California Department of Corrections & Rehabilitation 
(CDCR) liaison who supervises the camps, they save the state over $1 billion a year.”7

While it is extremely rare to receive these type of admissions from the State, what we witnessed 
in the California litigation is the reality of modern slavery: Yes, the people have an education and 
are already working in society, but, NO!!!, they can’t be release because it would cost too much 
to replace their free or penny labor!!

This episode highlights why the strategy of work strikes/shutdowns being promoted by FREE 
ALABAMA MOVEMENT, and now joined by FREE MISSISSIPPI MOVEMENT, is the key to 
bringing the system of mass incarceration and prison slavery to its death: If we are been held 
solely for our labor and exploitation even after educating and rehabilitating ourselves, then why 
should we continue to work? If the firefighters in California can’t be freed because they save the 
State a billion dollars that they don’t otherwise have, then why don’t the firefighters go on a 
workstrike? The fires will continue to burn until they either come up with 1 billion dollars to train 
other firefighters, or they can release them and then hire them to do the job that at prevailing 
wages.

Also please note that the State is saving one billion dollars just on the firefighters alone. How 
much more pressure would a work strike/shutdown put on the CDCR or any other prison 
system, when all the kitchen workers go on strike? All the maintenance and electrical workers? 
All the garbage workers? The yard crew? Gym and library workers? And then the BIG whammy, 
when ALL of the factory and farm workers in prisons go on strike at one time, and this strike is 
spread regionally and nationally?

The financial numbers and fallout from such a strike will be felt from Wall Street to Main Street, 
and every street in between. This is the power of economics at play, and this strategy is the only 
strategy that will stop mass incarceration in its tracks.

WE MUST LET THE CROPS ROT IN THE FIELD IF WE AREN’T RECEIVING BENEFIT OF 
THE HARVEST

LET THE CROPS ROT IN THE FIELD is a proven strategy that was passed down to us from 
our Ancestors from the slave plantations that was used to disrupt the economics of the field. The 
harvest of the planter season was reaped when the crops were picked from the field and sold on 
the open market. When the slave master had invested all that he owned into his next crop 
(prison factories), the slaves would wait until just before the harvest and rebel against the slave 
system by ‘going on strike’ and causing the crops to rot in the field. This tactic would completely 
ruin the slave master’s investment.

While these crops were rotting in the field, the slave master would come down from the big 
house, make nice and beg the slaves to go back to work

But when that didn’t work, the slave master, just like the modern prison commissioners and 
wardens, would then result to threats and violence. But those determined for their freedom 
would resist and fight to the end.



In the end, when the crops were left to rot in the field, the slave master would sometimes lose 
his plantation if he had used it as collateral to secure a loan from the bank to plant. This is what 
happens to a prison system that is built upon the exploitation and free labor of the people 
incarcerated: when the laborers stop working, the free labor prison system collapses because 
there isn’t any revenue coming in to finance the system of 30,000 people in Alabama, 23,000 in 
Mississippi, 160,000 in California, or 2.5 million nationwide, who still must be fed, still must be 
provided medical care, still must had lights, water and basic hygiene.

These obligations and costs don’t stop, but the means to pay for them — the revenue that is 
produced by our labor — stops when we stop.

In 2014, Alabama has a 400 million dollar budget to run its prisons, which is paid by the sale of 
the products and services that are manufactured by the slave labor from the people 
incarcerated.

All told, Alabama is making anywhere from 2 to 3 billion dollars each year from our labor, fines, 
fees, canteen, phone calls, etc. while over $500,000,000,000 dollars is made nationwide off of 
prison slave labor.

If we are to end Mass Incarceration and Prison Slavery, which only those caught up in the slave 
system can do, then we must Unify nationwide from inside of these prisons and we must stop 
our labor and LET THE CROPS ROT IN THE FIELD.

Notes:

See online at: http://truthcdm.com/corporations-involved-in-profiting-off-prison-labour-prison-for-
profit-dirty-secrets/
Idem: http://truthcdm.com/corporations-involved-in-profiting-off-prison-labour-prison-for-profit-
dirty-secrets/
See: truth-out.org/news/item/27125-smoke-and-mirrors-inside-the-new-bipartisan-prison-reform-
agenda
See: Atlanta Black Star, Oct. 10th, 2014: 12 Mainstream Corporations Benefiting from the Prison 
Industrial Complex http://atlantablackstar.com/2014/10/10/12-mainstream-corporations-
benefiting-from-the-prison-industrial-complex/
See: Buzzfeed News: The Prisoners Fighting California’s Wildfires, Oct 31st, 2014 http://
www.buzzfeed.com/amandachicagolewis/the-prisoners-fighting-californias-
wildfires#.ajPXZzq8xr
See: LA Times, Nov. 14, 2014 http://www.latimes.com/local/political/la-me-ff-federal-judges-
order-state-to-release-more-prisoners-20141114-story.html
See: Buzzfeed News: The Prisoners Fighting California’s Wildfires, Oct 31st, 2014 http://
www.buzzfeed.com/amandachicagolewis/the-prisoners-fighting-californias-
wildfires#.ajPXZzq8xr



      If we look closely we also see that gen-
der itself cannot be reconciled with a slave’s 
genealogical isolation; that, for the Slave, 
there is no surplus value to be restored to 
the time of labor; that no treaties between 
Blacks and Humans are in Washington 
waiting to be signed and ratifi ed; and 
that, unlike the Settler in the Native 
American political imagination, there is 
no place like Europe to which the Slave can 
return Human beings.
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“The Black Liberation Army and the Paradox of Political Engagement” is 
forthcoming in Postcoloniality-Decoloniality-Black Critique: Joints and Fissures. 

Zine assembled in March 2014 based on an unoffi cial draft of the text. 

ill-will-editions.tumblr.com

illwill@riseup.net
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A BREAK IN THE ARC OF AUTHORIZATIONA BREAK IN THE ARC OF AUTHORIZATION
On October 22, 1970, the Black Liberation Army detonated a timed-release 

antipersonnel bomb at the funeral of a San Francisco police offi cer. This, according 

to the Justice Department and BLA sanctioned literature, was the fi rst of their forty 

to sixty paramilitary actions launched between 1969 and 1981.1 Even though 

they probably never numbered more than four hundred insurgents, nationwide, 

working in small, often unconnected cells, their armed response to the violence 

that enmeshes Black life was probably the most consistent and politically legible 

response since the slave revolts that occurred between 1800 and 1840. 

Twenty years after the Black Liberation Army launched its fi rst attack on the state, 

Toni Morrison, appearing on Bill Moyers’ PBS talk show A World of Ideas was 

queried about the moral ground which Sethe stood on when she killed her child, 

Beloved, in order to save her from slavery. What right, in other words, did she 

have to offer her child death as a sanctuary from bondage? Herein lies the paradox 

of political engagement when the subject of politics is the slave. “It was the right 

thing to do,” Toni Morrison said, “but she had no right to do it.”2

The analogy between on the one hand, Sethe and Beloved, and, on the other 

hand, insurgents from The Black Liberation Army is a structural analogy which 

highlights how both the BLA insurgents and Toni Morrison’s characters (Toni 

Morrison herself!) are void of relationality. In such a void, death is a synonym for 

sanctuary. When death is a synonym for sanctuary, political engagement is, to say 

the least, a paradoxical undertaking.

The political communiqué is that text which the revolutionary offers the world 

in order to make her/his thought and actions legible to all, if acceptable only to 

some. The political communiqué attends to the legitimacy of tactics (“the right 

thing to do”), and it attends to the ethics of strategy (“the right to do it”). It can only 

succeed if its author has a “right” to authorization. But Blacks do not have a right 

to authorization because our status as beings who are sentient but socially dead 

means that our “everyday practices…occur in the default of the political, in the 

absence of the rights of man or the assurances of the self-possessed individual, and 

perhaps even with a ‘person,’ in the usual meaning of the term” (Hartman 65). This 

means that our existence is not our existence, but is embedded in “the master’s 

prerogative” (Hartman and Wilderson 188).
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20  Filial: any community one is born into: nation, religion, ethnicity, family. 
Affi lial: a voluntary association, a community one chooses to enter. In The World, 
the Text, and the Critic, Edward Said describes affi liation as “the transition from a 
failed idea or possibility of fi liation to a kind of compensatory order that, whether it 
is a party, an institution, a culture, a set of beliefs, or even a world-vision, provides 
men and women with a new form of relationship, which I have been calling 
affi liation but which is also a new system. Now whether we look at this new 
affi liative mode of relationship as it is to be found among conservative writers like 
Eliot or among progressive writers like Lukacs and, in his own special way, Freud, 
we will fi nd the deliberately explicitly goal of using that new order to reinstate 
vestiges of the kind of authority associated in the past with fi liative order. This, 
fi nally, is the third part of the pattern. Freud’s psychoanalytic guild and Lukacs’ 
notion of the vanguard party are no less providers of what we might call a restored 
authority. The new hierarchy or, if it is less a hierarchy than a community, the new 
community is greater than the individual adherent or member, just as the father 
is greater by virtue of seniority than the sons and daughters; the ideas, values, 
and the systematic totalizing world-view validated by the new affi liative order are 
all bearers of authority too, with the result that something resembling a cultural 
system is established. Thus if a fi lial relationship was held together by natural 
bonds and natural forms of authority—involving obedience, fear, love, respect, 
and instinctual confl ict—the new affi liative relationship changes these bonds into 
what seem to be transpersonal forms [for our purposes, mediating objects]—such 
as guild consciousness, consensus, collegiality, professional respect, class and the 
hegemony of a dominant culture. The fi liative scheme belongs to the realms of 
nature and of “life,” whereas affi liation belongs exclusively to culture and society.” 
(Said 19-20)
21  This may seem paradoxical given my earlier assertions that the slave is barred 
from subjectivity. I am not going back on that here, but it must be remembered 
that though the slave stands in no dialectical relation to the Human subject, s/he 
facilitates, makes possible, the legibility of that very subjectivity from which s/he is 
barred. As Hartman writes, “The slave is the object or the ground that makes possible 
the existence of the bourgeois subject and, by negation or contradistinction, defi nes 
liberty, citizenship, and the enclosures of the social body” (Scenes of Subjection...p. 
62). And, the political and interpersonal striving for that very subjectivity which 
is unattainable characterizes the conscious intentionality of the Black political 
communiqué (as well as of Black love songs) even though (or perhaps because) a 
Hegelian outcome is impossible.
22  For a critique of Hardt’s and Negri’s notion of the withering away of civil 
society, from a Black perspective, see my Red, White & Black, 247–284.
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To the extent that the arrangement of domination in the antebellum south (and in 

the one-thousand-three-hundred-year enslavement of people who, through slavery, 

became known as Africans (Anderson The Black Holocaust for Beginners)) is to be 

thought of as history, it should be thought of as “a history of the present” (Hartman 

and Wilderson 190); as a schematization of Black life which changes in important 

but ultimately inessential ways.3 Literary and cultural theorist and historian Saidiya 

Hartman writes, “If slave status was the primary determinant of racial identity in 

the antebellum period, with ‘free’ being equivalent to ‘white’ and slave status 

defi ning blackness, how does the production and valuation of race change in the 

context of freedom and equality?” (118) The question, of course, is rhetorical; its 

purpose is to alert us to the blind spots which critical theorists have when thinking 

relations of power through the fi gure of the Black, the Slave: the end of the chattel 

technologies of slavery is often transposed as the end of slavery itself; which, in 

turn, permits the facile drawing of political analogies between Blacks and workers, 

and between Blacks and postcolonial subjects. Hartman goes on to highlight the 

theoretical pitfalls which result from this ruse of analogy.

Legal liberalism as well as critical race theory, has examined issues of race, 

racism, and equality by focusing on the exclusion and marginalization of those 

subjects and bodies marked as different and/or inferior. The disadvantage of 

this approach is that the proposed remedies and correctives to the problem—

inclusion, protection, and greater access to opportunity—do not ultimately 

challenge the economy of racial production or its truth claims or interrogate 

the exclusion constitutive of the norm but instead seek to gain equality, 

liberation, and redress within its confi nes. (Hartman 234)

This explains why the Slave’s political communiqué raises a specter of something 

far more portentous than the call to arms of a revolutionary Marxist or postcolonial 

political communiqué. In this essay, I argue that Marxist and postcolonial armed 

struggle, though radically destabilizing of the status quo, are also endeavors which, 

through their narrative capacity to assimilate “universal” frameworks of liberation 

and redress, unwittingly work to reconstitute the paradigms they seek to destroy. 

They interrogate and attack the violence which constitutes bourgeois modes of 

authorization in the hopes of instantiating analytic modes of authorization. A Black 

Liberation Army political communiqué becomes symptomatic of an undertaking 

that threatens authorization itself.

The arc of an emancipatory progression which ends in either equality, liberation, 

or redress, in other words, a narrative of liberation, is marked by the three generic 
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moments that one fi nds in any narrative: a progression from equilibrium (the spatial-
temporal point prior to oppression), disequilibrium (capitalist political economy or 
the arrival and residence taking of the settler), and equilibrium restored/reorganized/
or reimagined (the dictatorship of the proletariat or the settler’s removal from one’s 
land).4 But this generic progression, which positions the Human subject within a 
dynamic, dialogical context (a terrain pregnant with uncertainty and multiplicities 
of outcomes, a terrain on which one is not merely an object of uncertainty but a 
subject of it) fortifi es and extends the Slave’s “carceral continuum,”5 the time of 
no time at all. This is why the Black insurgent’s communiqué is a torturous clash 
between, on the one hand, an unconscious realization that structural violence 
has elaborated Blacks so as to make our existence void of analogy and, on the 
other hand, a plaintive yearning to be recognized and incorporated by analogy 
nonetheless. Black Liberation Army member Assata Shakur’s “To My People” 
communiqué is illustrative of this paradox.

Assata Shakur was captured on the New Jersey Turnpike in 1973, during a shootout 
with state troopers that left one BLA paramilitary dead and one police offi cer 
dead. She was shot in the chest and then dragged into the roadside and kicked 
and punched by police offi cers who demanded to know in which direction her 
comrade Sundiata Acoli had fl ed. She spent four years in and out of court on 
trumped-up charges for a series of so-called crimes, such as bank expropriation. 
She was acquitted on all charges except for the murder of a New Jersey state trooper. 
Forensic evidence showed that she could not have fi red a gun that evening; and 
the trajectory of bullets that are, to this day, still lodged in her chest indicated that 
when the police shot her, her hands were in the air in a universally recognized 
sign of surrender. (Shakur, Assata: An Autobiography, 3-4, xix, xi-xviii)

Assata spent her fi rst month in the Middlesex County Workhouse hammering out 
a communiqué intended to counter the police and press campaigns portraying her 
as a common criminal “going around,” she wrote, “shooting down cops for the 
hell of it. I had to make a statement” (Shakur, 49). Her attorney, Evelyn Williams, 
who was also Assata’s aunt, smuggled a tape recorder into the prison; and, on July 
4th, 1973, America’s Day of Independence, her communiqué was broadcast on 
many radio stations.

It begins like this:
 

Black brothers, Black sisters, i want you to know that i love you and i hope 
that somewhere in your hearts you have love for me. My name is Assata 
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Gerhard Richter’s October 18, 1977 Paintings”; Sarah Colvin’s “Ulrike Meinhof as 
Woman and Terrorist: Cultural Discourses of Violence and Virtue”; Julian Preece’s 
“The Lives of the RAF Revisited: The Biographical Turn”; Gerd Koenen’s “Armed 
Innocence, or ‘Hitler’s Children’ Revisited.” A notable exception to the interpretive 
frame which exhibits an ease of transfers and connections between fi liation and 
affi liation culminating in the subordination of the latter to the former, is Joanne 
Wright’s Terrorist Propaganda: The Red Army Faction and the Provisional IRA, 
1968-86. It is a book of the 1980s, not of the 21st century. So it does not ooze with 
affect and melancholia which typifi es someone looking back on their youth (or the 
youth of their parents). However, the last section of the book, titled “Propaganda,” 
Wright inevitably fortifi es and extends the authority of the Symbolic Order, by way 
of a triangulation between The Uncommitted Audience, the Sympathetic Audience, 
and the Active Audience, which has strong resonances with Jeremy Varon’s state, 
terrorist, and public triangulation. Even though her points of attention diverge from 
Varon’s, authorization is still vouchsafed via third term mediation. See Wright pp. 
73-173.
17  In addition to being the fi rst woman named as a Most Wanted Terrorist, Assata 
Shakur is only the second domestic terrorist to be added to the list. http://www.fbi.
gov/news/stories/2013/may/joanne-chesimard-fi rst-woman-named-most-wanted-
terrorists-list (Accessed August 3, 2013)
18  Rosenau is an analyst for the Center for Naval Analyses (CNA), a federally 
funded research and development center which has served the Navy and US 
intelligence agencies since its founding in 1942. He works in CNA’s Strategic 
Studies division where all of the analysts are American citizens and have security 
clearance. On the one hand, Rosenau’s article “‘Our Backs Are Against the Wall’: 
The Black Liberation Army and Domestic Terrorism in 1970s America,” labors as 
an obituary of what he describes as “a once-notorious but now largely forgotten 
terrorist group” (177) — à la Pluchinsky’s obituary of the RAF. But it also labors as 
a cautionary tale, imploring law enforcement not become so fi xated on Islamic 
fundamentalist that they take their eyes off of Black folks here at home. To this 
end, he reminds his readers that “the BLA was directly responsible for at least 
20 fatalities, making it far more lethal than the WUO [Weather Underground 
Organization] or SLA [Symbionese Liberation Army]. Among the most notorious 
BLA’s actions were the 1973 killing of a New Jersey state trooper and the prison 
escape in 1979 of BLA leader Joanne Chesimard (also known as Assata Shakur) 
who had been convicted of the murder and today remains a fugitive in Cuba” 
(177).
19  Lemaire, Anika. Jacques Lacan. London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1977: 
55–56. Quoted in Feldman 289.
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and Revolutionary Armed Struggle [pamphlet] Abraham Guillen Press/Arm the 

Spirit—a handbook on revolutionary armed struggle written by an anonymous 

Black Liberation Army soldier in the 1970s.

7  “[T]he compulsion to repeat is an ungovernable process originating in the 

unconscious. As a result of its action, the subject deliberately places himself in 

distressing situations, thereby repeating an old experience, but he does not recall 

this prototype; on the contrary, he has the strong impression that the situation is 

fully determined by the circumstances of the moment. (Laplanche and Pontalis 

The Language of Psycho-Analysis, 78)

8  But I should make it clear that this does not mean that the Black has no inner 

life and that psychoanalysis is of no use to us in thinking about that inner life. It just 

means that such a journey involves both a symptomatic analysis of the text anal 

(and, by extension, the Black’s inner life), as well as an epistemological critique of 

psychoanalysis itself—which does not involve a wholesale rejection of it. This dual 

intervention has been the focus of David Marriott’s work and, of course, of Frantz 

Fanon’s work as well. See Marriott’s “Frantz Fanon’s War,” in On Black Men.

9  Jared Sexton, private conversation.

10  The late Safi ya Bukhari, a Black Panther turned BLA paramilitary writes, 

“The Republic of New Afrika was founded in the right of self-determination of 

Black people in the United States. Its name refers to the fi ve states in the South 

(Mississippi, Alabama, Louisiana, Georgia, and South Carolina) that Black people 

developed and enriched with their labor and where they have lived for more than 

four hundred years. Because of this history, these states form the land base of an 

independent nation for whose liberation Black people fi ght.” (Bukhari, The War 

Before… 42)

11  Attributed to Ulrike Meinhof, “The Urban Guerrilla Concept,” 1971. In 

O’Boyle 32–33. (Italics mine)

12  This is also true of the latter communiqués, such as the April 1992 RAF 

communiqué which announced a ceasefi re in exchange for the release of prisoners 

and the easing of draconian living conditions for those who would remain behind 

bars. 

13  Jeremy Varon’s work is characteristic of a uniquely American way of raising 

tactics to the level of a principled concern. He is also amongst the most prolifi c. 

See his Bringing the War Home: The Weather Underground, The Red Army Faction, 

and Revolutionary Violence in the Sixties and Seventies.

14  Edward Said 1984, p. 20.

15  Said, ibid, p. 20.

16  See, for example, Neal Ascherson’s “The Wife Who Became Public Enemy 

No. 1”; Eric Kligerman’s “Transgenerational Hauntings: Screening the Holocaust in 
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Shakur (slave name joane chesimard), and i am a revolutionary. A Black 
revolutionary. By that i mean that i have declared war on all forces that have 
raped our women, castrated our men, and kept our babies empty-bellied.

I have declared war on the rich who prosper on our poverty, the politicians 
who lie to us with smiling faces, and all the mindless, heartless robots who 
protect them and their property.

I am a Black revolutionary, and, as such, i am a victim of all the wrath, hatred, 
and slander that amerika is capable of. Like all other Black revolutionaries, 
amerika is trying to lynch me.

I am a Black revolutionary woman, and because of this i have been charged 
with and accused of every alleged crime in which a woman was believed to 
have participated. The alleged crimes in which only men were supposedly 
involved, i have been accused of planning. They have plastered pictures 
alleged to be me in post offi ces, airports, hotels, police cars, subways, banks, 
television, and newspapers. They have offered over fi fty thousand dollars in 
rewards for my capture and they have issued orders to shoot on sight and 
shoot to kill.

I am a Black revolutionary, and, by defi nition, that makes me part of the 
Black Liberation Army. The pigs have used their newspapers and TVs to paint 
the Black Liberation Army as vicious, brutal, mad-dog criminals. They have 
called us gangsters and gun molls and have compared us to such characters 
as john dillinger and ma barker. It should be clear, it must be clear to anyone 
who can think, see, or hear, that we are the victims. The victims and not the 
criminals. (Shakur 49–50)

The conscious declarations of Assata’s communiqué—its Marxist/postcolonial 
intention6—struggle to assert something within Blackness that is prior to the 
devastation that defi nes Blackness (Judy); but the force of the repetition compulsion 
with which the communiqué lists, illustrates, and returns to this devastation is 
vertiginous. “i am a victim of all the wrath, hatred, and slander that amerika is 
capable of…amerika is trying to lynch me…The pigs have used their newspapers 
and TVs to paint the Black Liberation Army as vicious, brutal, mad-dog criminals” 
(Shakur 49–50).
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The communiqué contains few narrative fragments which can be cobbled together 

with enough muscle to check this devastation, to act on it in a contrapuntal way: 

This is not a case of the “compulsion to repeat,” which Freud describes in Beyond 
the Pleasure Principle, whereby the repetition is “something that seems […] more 

elementary, more instinctual than the pleasure principle which it over-rides” (Freud 

23).7 Assata Shakur’s communiqué contains no political strategy or therapeutic 

agency through which the violence which engulfs her fl esh can be separated from 

the text’s compulsion to repeat that violence.

In a “normal” situation, a therapeutic and/or political intervention could be 

made to help, in the case of therapy, the subject become aware of a distinction 

between the violence she may indeed encounter from the state and a range of 

psychic alternatives to letting that violence consume her unconscious; and, in 

the case of politics, the vision elaborated by a movement could help the subject 

imagine a new day, and thus imbue state violence with a temporal fi nitude 

(“our day will come” as Irish Republicans used to say, and, so it did), even if 

the subject doesn’t live to experience that fi nitude. But recourse to political and 

therapeutic resources presumes a potential for separating skeins of unconscious 

compulsion (the compulsion to repeat) from the violence whose incursions are 

being compulsively repeated. This presumption only works for Human subjects, 

subjects whose relationship to violence is contingent upon their transgressions. 

The Slave’s relationship to violence is not contingent, it is gratuitous—it bleeds out 

beyond the grasp of narration, from the Symbolic to the Real, where therapy and 

politics have no purchase.8 

In declaring “i have declared war on all forces that have raped our women, castrated 

our men, and kept our babies empty-bellied,” she claims, for herself and for Black 

people, in general, a gendered integrity which the unconscious symptoms of her 

text (the violent swirl) indicate are not recognized by the world in which she lives. 

It is as though, by positing these horrifi c sexual violations in a manner which 

is properly gendered, one which relegates castration to Black men and rape to 

Black women, the communiqué offers her (and her Black readers) the protection 

of a sanctuary that they otherwise might not have. It is not, of course, sanctuary 

from actual rapes and castration but the sanctuary of gendered recognition and 

incorporation which emplotment in a narrative continuum provides: the event of 

gender (equilibrium) is now being violated, by rape or castration (disequilibrium), 

and this turn of events is the essence of agency, through which equilibrium can be 

restored. But “if the defi nition of the crime of rape,” as Hartman argues:
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with the ontological and epistemological time of modernity itself, in which 
Blackness and Slaveness are imbricated ab initio.” My argument, below, is that 
one kind of sentient being (the worker and the postcolonial) experiences violence 
within historical time (a temporality that can be known as temporality); whereas 
another kind of sentient being, the Black-qua-Slave, is constituted ontologically 
by violence. One should be alive to the oxymoronic, indeed, paradoxical nature 
of this claim—a violence that makes for ontological is like no ontology at all. The 
Black is constituted by a “violence that separates ontological time (the time of the 
paradigm) from historical time (the time in the paradigm).” Wilderson, 339-340.
4  What distinguishes the bourgeois narrative from the Marxist narrative is the 
decision regarding to whom and how causal agency is to be ascribed; the “because” 
principle of why things happen. “A particularly strong feature of the classical 
[bourgeois] narrative,” says Wayne, “is the way it locates causal agency […] at the 
level of individual characters. The characters with the most strongly defi ned goals 
are the characters who are charged with the causal principle of making things 
happen, of pushing the narrative along” (Wayne l52). The revolutionary writer 
would locate causal agency at the sites of collectivities in revolt and antagonisms 
at the site of institutional forces rather than interpersonal encounters with lovers, 
villains, and foes. But the story of love lost and found again, and the story of a 
social formation in revolt rely on the same tripartite progression.
5  “Soon the black ghetto, converted into an instrument of naked exclusion 
by the concurrent retrenchment of wage labour and social protection, and further 
destabilized by the increasing penetration of the penal arm of the state, became 
bound to the jail and prison system by a triple relationship of functional equivalency, 
structural homology and cultural syncretism, such that they now constitute a single 
carceral continuum which entraps a redundant population of younger black men 
(and increasingly women) who circulate in closed circuit between its two poles in 
a self-perpetuating cycle of social and legal marginality with devastating personal 
and social consequences.” (Wacquant, 52-53) Wacquant’s defi nition of the carceral 
continuum is helpful, even though his explanation of its generative mechanism is 
weighted heavily within the logic of political economy. By weighting my analysis 
of the Black condition on an interrogation of political discourse and the Symbolic 
Order, I am arguing that the carceral continuum describes the essential nature of 
a Black person’s life whether she is in the ghetto or the White House.
6  Primary texts which show how the BLA adapted Marxism and Postcolonial 
logic to a Black American context included: Black Liberation Army Co-ordinating 
Committee, eds. (197?, 2005) Black Liberation Army Political Dictionary 
[pamphlet]  Montreal: Kersplebedeb Publishing; Jalil Muntaqim (1979, 2002) 
On the Black Liberation Army [pamphlet] Abraham Guillen Press/Arm the Spirit; 
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Wayne, Mike (1997). Theorising Video Practice. London: Lawrence and 
Wishart Ltd.

Wilderson, Frank B. III (2010). Red, White & Black: Cinema and the Structure 
of U.S. Antagonisms. Durham, NC: Duke University Press.

Wright, Joanne (1991). Terrorist Propaganda: The Red Army Faction and the 
Provisional IRA, 1968-86. London: MacMillan 

NOTES 
1  The Justice Department-LEAA Task Force report on BLA activity records 
sixty BLA actions between 1970 and 1976. In the past, this report has been 
reproduced on BLA sanctioned websites and, most recently, in a book of essays 
by Jalil Muntaqim, a Black Liberation Army prisoner of war. See We Are Our Own 
Liberators: Selected Prison Writings, pp. 29-34. The University of Maryland’s Global 
Terrorism Database puts the number at thirty-six. Whereas the GTD includes BLA 
bank expropriations, it does not, unlike the BLA-reproduced Justice Department 
report, include prison escapes (successful and unsuccessful). http://www.start.
umd.edu/gtd/search/Results.aspx?page=2&search=Black%20Liberation%20Army
&expanded=no&charttype=line&chart=overtime&ob=GTDID&od=desc#results-
table  (accessed July 26, 2013)
2  Toni Morrison. “Toni Morrison: Part 1 – On Love and Writing.” On Bill 
Moyers A World of Ideas. Broadcast March 11, 1990. http://billmoyers.com/
content/toni-morrison-part-1/. Accessed July 18, 2013.
3  Blackness, then, predates the Middle Passage and reconceptualizes 
enslavement history to include the Arab slave trade. In other words, the time of 
Blackness, is the time of the paradigm; it is not a temporality that can be grasped 
with the epistemological tools at our disposal. The time of Blackness is no time at 
all, because one cannot know a plenitude of Blackness distinct from Slaveness. 
“Historical time is the time of the worker, the time of the Indian, and the time of the 
woman—the time of analysis. But whereas historical time marks stasis and change 
within a paradigm, it does not mark the time of the paradigm, the time of time 
itself; the time by which the Slave’s dramatic clock is set. For the Slave, historical 
time is no more viable a temporality of emancipation than biographical time—the 
time of empathy. Thus, neither the analytic aesthetic nor the empathetic aesthetic 
can accompany a theory of change that restores Black people to relationality. The 
social and political time of emancipation proclamations should not be confused 
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relies upon the capacity to give consent or exercise will, then how does 
one make legible the sexual violation of the enslaved when that which 
would constitute evidence of intentionality, and thus evidence of the 
crime—the state of consent or willingness of the assailed—opens up a 
Pandora’s box in which the subject formation and object constitution of 
the enslaved female are no less ponderous than the crime itself or when 
the legal defi nition of the enslaved negates the very idea of “reasonable 
resistance”? (80) We might also consider whether the wanton and 
indiscriminate uses of the captive body can be made sense of within 
the heteronormative framing of sexual violation as rape. (74)

By parceling rape out to women, castration to men, the political communiqué 
offers the Black author and the Black reader a sense that their political agency 
is something more than mere “borrowed institutionality.”9 And it saves the Black 
insurgent from the realization that the dust up is not between the workers and the 
bosses, not between settler and the native, not between the queer and the straight, 
but between the living and the dead. If we look closely we also see that gender 
itself cannot be reconciled with a slave’s genealogical isolation; that, for the Slave, 
there is no surplus value to be restored to the time of labor; that no treaties between 
Blacks and Humans are in Washington waiting to be signed and ratifi ed; and that, 
unlike the Settler in the Native American political imagination, there is no place 
like Europe to which the Slave can return Human beings.

DEATH AND DIALOGUE
Assata Shakur begins her communiqué by declaring her love for Black people; 
but there’s a note of uncertainty as to their love for her: “i hope that somewhere 
in your hearts you have love for me.” This is an early example of something that 
troubles the communiqué from beginning to end: that there is no third term, no 
“mediating objects” which can be called upon as third-term semiotic markers in 
self-representation (Raggatt 401). In, for example, her explanation of the change 
of her name from joanne chesimard to Assata Shakur, the third-term semiotic 
marker, the mediating object, is slavery, which is to say the abyss of social death, 
as opposed to a site of culture or economic plenitude, like a lost nation. In other 
words, the signifi er that mediates this aspect of a presumed relation to a presumed 
people is really the absence of signifi cation, rather than an event – or a place within 
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signifi cation. “it is a “trace[…] of memory [which] function[s] in a manner akin to 
a phantom limb, in that what is felt is no longer there. It is a sentient recollection 
of connectedness experienced at the site of rupture, where the very consciousness 
of disconnectedness acts as a mode of testimony;” and as such it cannot function 
as a catalyst for a “return to an originary plenitude” (Hartman 74). Nor, as we scale 
up the ladder of abstraction, do we fi nd the plenitude of mediating objects which 
most postcolonial and Marxist paramilitaries would take for granted.
In “The Dialogical Self and Thirdness: A Semiotic Approach to Positioning Using 
Dialogical Triads,” Peter Raggatt reminds us of Charles Sanders Peirce’s semiotic 
deployment of the idea of “‘Thirdness’ as the infl uence of one subject on a second 
mediated by a third.” “Third-term mediators are distinctive,” Raggatt argues 
“because they have a doubled quality, defi ning both similarities and differences 
between opposing positions” (401). Land, labor-power, and culture artifacts (such 
as language and customs) are often the third-term mediator as we move up the 
scale of abstraction in paramilitary political communiqués. The Black Liberation 
Army did, in fact, take positions on the land question, in which they demanded 
that most of the Southeastern United States, what’s known as “The Black Belt,” be 
given to the descendants of slaves to form an independent country called New 
Afrika.10 I want to bracket the objection that this land belongs to the Cherokee and 
other so-called Civilized Tribes, and it wasn’t the BLA’s land to claim or reclaim. 
While one can only agree with that argument, I think it misses the point. The point 
is that social death is a condition, void, not of land, but of a capacity to secure 
relational status through transindividual objects—be those objects elaborated by 
land, labor, or love. My argument is not that the BLA’s politics were ethical or 
unethical, but that the genome of political discourse is inherently anti-Black. The 
inherent anti-Blackness of political discourse can be discerned by discovering the 
anti-Blackness of narrative itself, by examining how the ontology of basic elements 
which constitute narrative are themselves constituted by the violence of slavery 
and how and why the narrative elements cannot be assimilated by genealogical 
isolates.

In a postcolonial political communiqué (a communiqué written by an insurgent 
who is not Black), Assata’s phrase, “I have declared war,” would typically function 
as a chronotope, a spatial-temporal fragment. In The Dialogic Imagination, Bakhtin 
writes: 

We will give the name chronotope (literally, “time space”) to 
the intrinsic connectedness of temporal and spatial relationships 
that are […] expressed in literature. [In the chronotope, time] 
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thickens, takes on fl esh, becomes […] visible; likewise, space 
becomes charged and responsive to the movements of time, plot 
and history. This intersection of axes and fusion of indicators 
characterizes the chronotope. (Bakhtin 84)

The Bakhtinian chronotope is one narrative element whose ontological status is 
ruptured when it is deployed as an element in the Slave’s narrative. When the Slave 
is the primary fi gure in narrative (such as the discourse of liberation), a thirteen-
hundred-year carceral continuum incarcerates and suppresses the elements 
which are deployed to produce what Bakhtin called the dialogic imagination. 
Reciprocation, reversals, hybrid amalgamations—all this becomes unsustainable 
when the fi gure in the narrative is Black. We should note, however, that before 
the chronotope is manifest in discourse, and before it is refashioned and deployed 
in the narrative of liberation, its assumptive logic comes to us with capacities the 
Slave does not possess: the capacity to transpose time into event, and the capacity 
to transpose space into place.

Assata’s communiqué is not a postcolonial or Marxist political communiqué, even 
though its narrative intent aspires to recognition and incorporation by way of its 
assumptive logics. We see that even though the chronotope of “resistance time” is 
repeated several times, it cannot establish a relay between itself and a mediating 
object (such as land or labor power) which can be recognized and incorporated 
as an object of loss.

For Bakhtin, the integrity of the chronotope depends on its being delinked from 
certainty. “Resistance time” should not be embedded with the certainty of victory 
but with an uncertainty which rests upon the labors of Human agency. Its life force 
is not contained in the realization that the postcolonial subject will get her land 
back eventually, but in the realization that the outcome of the confl ict is up for 
grabs. The guaranteed return of the land is not what imbues a people with their 
collective sense of futurity. On the contrary, it is the knowledge that the outcome 
is not known. This heightens their sense of urgency, intensifi es their experience of 
themselves as beings who are alive, whose agency might fail or succeed in their 
efforts to remake the world. Bakhtin writes, “nothing conclusive has yet taken 
place in the world, the ultimate word of the world and about the world has not yet 
been spoken, the world is open and free, everything is still in the future and will 
always be in the future” (Bakhtin 166).
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In “The Chronotopes of Humanness: Bakhtin and Dostoevsky,” Gary Saul Morson 
amplifi es Bakhtin’s assertion that the dialogic situation does not “follow any preset 
path”; it “does not ‘unfold,’ it ‘becomes’”; because “[t]he same conversational 
starting point can always lead to multiple continuations” (Morson 94). “For life to 
be meaningful,” Morson continues:

[t]he world must really be uncertain in this sense and we must 
experience it as such. Determinism destroys uncertainty, while capital 
punishment destroys the sense of uncertainty. The horror of absolute 
certainty explains the remarkable image of a man begging for mercy 
even after his throat has been cut: the victim may know that he is 
sure to die, but so unacceptable is that knowledge, that he acts as if 
his throat were only just about to be cut. He manufactures suspense. 
(Morson 104-105)

David Marriott is a critical theorist whose psychoanalytic explanations of the role 
mutilated, dying or dead Black men play in the psychic life of culture clashes with 
the idea that all lives can be made meaningful, as Morson’s vignette of a dying man 
suggests. There are profound ways in which Marriot agrees with Morson: Marriott 
would concur that determinism destroys uncertainty; and that capital punishment 
destroys the sense of uncertainty. But Marriott would choose a different image to 
illustrate what Morson calls the horror of absolute certainty. Instead of borrowing 
Morson’s image of a man whose throat had been slit, Marriott borrows Assata 
Shakur’s image of castration. Once this happens the analogy breaks down; the 
ontological implications of the two men bleeding to death cannot be reconciled. 
Compare Morson’s dying man…“The horror of absolute certainty explains the 
remarkable image of a man begging for mercy even after his throat has been cut: the 
victim may know that he is sure to die, but so unacceptable is that knowledge, that 
he acts as if his throat were only just about to be cut. He manufactures suspense” 
(105)… to Marriott’s dying man. Marriott begins by quoting from a 1934 book 
titled The Lynching of Claude Neal: “‘After taking the nigger to the woods …they 
cut off his penis. He was made to eat it. Then they cut off his testicles and made 
him eat them and say he liked it’” (Marriott 6). These are the words of a White man 
who was there and probably partook in the “festivities.” Marriott continues:

The act of forcing a man to ‘fuck’ himself to death with his own excised 
genitals, to feed and gorge himself on his own violating (violated) 
pleasure, may well have been hugely satisfying to those assembled—
especially when the man got to confess his own (seeming) enjoyment. 
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communiqué is not the effect of symbolic transgressions, nor is it the result (as 

Allen Feldman would have it) of a new, global shift in political economy—it is 

simply an extension of the master’s prerogative.
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then by the Europeans. In other words, the idea of “going back” imbues Black 

suffering with a temporality that it doesn’t have; emplots the slave in the arc of 

equilibrium, disequilibrium, equilibrium restored; when, in point of fact, Blackness 

and Slaveness are coterminous. 

The total subsumption of civil society by the violent command modalities of capital 

rob the Irish and the working class of the narrative coherence that Meinhof’s and 

Mac Stíofáin’s political communiqués take for granted—a totalizing violence that 

delivers their revolutionary heirs (for example, the third generation of RAF fi ghters 

and the IRA Hunger Strikers led by Bobby Sands) into what might be called a context 

of terror. Because the third-term symbolic mediators of this new dispensation have 

been so deracinated by new formations of violence, it appears as though the worker 

and the postcolonial have been repositioned as beings upon whom violence acts 

in accordance with its own necessity, a world in which violence is not contingent 

upon narrative acts, a world very much like the Slave’s. It would be tempting to 

end here, link arms and sing Kumbaya. If not for the fact that even this tectonic 

shift, this shift from the supremacy of narrative to the supremacy of violence on its 

own terms is predicated on a narrative progression. 

Again, Blackness cannot be disimbricated from slavery, in the way that Irishness 

can be disimbricated from colonial rule or in the way that labor can be delinked 

from capital. The violence which subsumes the Irish has temporal limits (the time 

of the Troubles, from the late 1960s to the “Good Friday” Agreement of 1998) as 

well as spatial limits (the urban North). Not only is there no punctuation in the 

temporality of the violence that subsumes Assata, but furthermore, no cartography 

of violence can be mapped, for that would imply the prospect for a map of non-

violent space. To the contrary, Assata Shakur’s political communiqué demonstrates 

that she and other Black people are in the throes of what historian David Eltis calls 

“violence beyond the limit” (1423), by which he means (a) in the libidinal economy 

there are no forms of violence so excessive that they would be considered too 

cruel to infl ict upon Blacks; and (b) in political economy there are no rational 

explanations for this limitless theatre of cruelty, no explanations which would 

make political or economic sense of the violence she describes (as, for example, 

Ulrike Meinhof does). Whereas the Human’s relationship to violence is always 

contingent, triggered by her transgressions against the regulatory prohibitions of 

the Symbolic Order or by macro-economic shifts in her social context, the Slave’s 

relationship to violence is open ended, gratuitous, without reason or constraint, 

triggered by prelogical catalysts which are unmoored from her transgressions 

and unaccountable to historical shifts. In short, the violence of Assata Shakur’s 
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To hear him desire his own death—and so turn their terrible pleasure 

into his own violent wish—was to construct a vision of a castrated 

black man as one actively seeking the pleasures of castration. (Marriott 

6, 9)

The determinism that Morson laments in his cautionary tale about how life goes 

askew when conditions necessary for Bakhtinian dialogue are corrupted is a 

determinism which is situated in the realm of experience. We know this because 

even as the man with the slit throat is dying he still has a hand in the tyranny 

of closure that will end his life and, also, end his sense of life. Morson calls the 

injunction that prevents a dialogic situation “capital punishment”; in other words, 

we have arrived at this moment of the slit throat because the victim has transgressed 

some code, some law, for which he is being punished. But the lynching victim in 

Marriott’s example is not being punished. Even if the lynchers claim the he is. 

Marriott implies that punishment is a ruse, a secondary consideration at best. What 

the scene is really about is the lynchers’ ritual of self-making; through this ritual 

they fashion themselves as selves. The man being lynched has “no ontological 

resistance” (Fanon 110) in their eyes; which may explain why he, unlike Morson’s 

victim, doesn’t waste his last precious moments manufacturing suspense. Morson’s 

victim fi nds the knowledge of his certain death, the determined end to a life of 

uncertainty, to be “unacceptable.” Marriott’s man knows that such a posture reeks 

of agency, reeks of entitlement, reeks of a man who may be dying but who will 

carry his unconscious to the grave with him. In contradistinction, the lynching 

ritual demands of its victim much more than death. The violence is all around this 

victim, but it is inside him as well. His psychic capacity to manufacture suspense, 

to possess, that is, his own desire has been usurped by the desire of his lynchers. 

No executioner makes such demands on behalf of the state. As Marriott writes, “he 

must turn [the lyncher’s] terrible pleasure into his own violent wish.” In his dying 

moments he must pursue White pleasure through his own castration. Something 

more profound and ineffable than “determinism” is at work here. Determinism 

implies a temporary injunction against narrative sequencing, and by extension 

against political activity; an injunction against what Bakhtin calls the “dialogic 

situation.” What Marriott is describing is a permanent injunction against ontology—

whether that ontology is experienced as the determinism of capital punishment or as 

the uncertainty of the dialogic situation. The sentient being in Morson’s cautionary 

tale enters the event of capital punishment as a subject, and he takes his Human 

inheritance with him to the grave; his neurotic machinations are proof of this. The 

sentient being in Marriott’s example—the slave, the Black—cannot even savor 

some form of neurotic pleasure in his own annihilation. The photographs of Assata 
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that she writes about in her political communiqué—or of some Black women who 
may or may not have looked like her—are photographs which graced post offi ces, 
airports, hotels and banks, and labor like the photographs of lynching victims which 
became post cards to be circulated well beyond the time and place of the ghastly 
event. The photographs of Assata were not photographs whose main purpose was 
to catch a so-called political terrorist. That would be too simple; that would be 
too Human. They were photographs in which she, like the lynched man above, 
became a “fi gure in a public event”; a fi gure whose political agenda and motive 
will was never under consideration; a fi gure who is always already an implement 
to help the Human (and I need to be clear here: by Human I mean not only Whites, 
but Latinos, Asians, Native Americans, and non-Black women of color—Whites 
and their junior partners) fashion selfhood, to help them secure the integration and 
closure of their bodily schemas; to help them facilitate the identifi cation with their 
fellow citizens whom they may never meet: nonetheless these dead implements 
and the images of them which circulate in all their mutilated splendor are the 
genetic material of civil society, the DNA of Human life.

A GATED COMMUNITY
Postcolonial and Marxist paramilitaries are assimilated by a range of transindividual 
icons, images, and concepts which secure their communiqués’ coherence. 
Consider Seán Mac Stíofáin’s (fi rst chief of staff of the Provisional IRA) message 
printed in Hands Off Ireland!

[T]he nationally minded, the Irish-minded people of the North know 
that the IRA is their army, is the revolutionary army of the Irish people, 
and they know that many IRA volunteers have died fi ghting in defence 
of their areas. They know they will never be able to lead a normal, 
peaceful and happy life until the British imperialist presence has been 
removed from this country. (O’Boyle 32)

Land, as a transindividual third term, mediates a dialogical situation, one which 
implies a rich fi eld of semiotic play at a level of abstraction which is higher than 
Assata Shakur’s level of abstraction. Mac Stíofáin’s communiqué enables him to 
enter the lists of similarities and differences more indicative of the Symbolic push 
and pull of hegemonic struggle, over, for example, the status of national identity, 
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constructions. Violence, Feldman argues, begets its own semiotic structure, it is 
not the product of a (non-violent) semiotic arrangement; in other words, it is not 
an effect of ideological imposition. He argues that the postindustrial context of 
economic relations, otherwise known as globalization, has subsumed all of civil 
society by the command modality of capital.

The work of Mikhail Bakhtin provides Feldman with the theoretical license he 
needs to argue that violence is not a subtracted effect from an originary mise-en-
scene (Britain’s ideology of domination): in a postindustrial world, where all of civil 
society, to echo Hardt and Negri,22 has been subsumed by command, violence has 
become a dialogical situation in its own right. “The dialogical situation,” which 
violence itself can now constitute, without the aid of narrative, Feldman writes:

is one in which two or more confl ictual heterogeneous, or polarized 
social codes are present in the same set of signifi ers. These composite 
signs trace a history of desemantization: their incomplete detachment 
from prior references and their realignment with new meanings and 
inferences. (284)

Now that the global economy has been unhinged from production and from the 
gold standard, Feldman argues, violence has been unhinged from its discursive 
moorings. Violence forms a dialogical situation all its own; it has its own grammar, 
with its own heterogeneous and confl ictual codes; and though this postindustrial 
violence bears the traces of prior references (i.e. the trace of ideology). What is 
equally important to our understanding violence on its own terms, to our theorizing 
it as a dialogical situation, is the radical implications of this detachments from those 
prior references: the realignment of its codes through new meanings and inferences 
means that political logic which underwrote Meinhof’s and Mac Stíofáin’s political 
communiqués has lost a great deal of its explanatory power, as the condition of 
the subjects on whose behalf they wrote has radically changed for the worse.

Though for Feldman’s Northern Irish men and women, topos has now been 
subsumed by violence, the same is not true for Assata and Black people on whose 
behalf she fi ghts and writes. The subsumption of their topography by violence 
is the very condition of Black emergence, it was not contingent upon shifts in 
global economic relations, and it did not start when Nixon took the dollar off 
the gold standard. We cannot even say “it goes back” to the Arab slave trade 
which started in 625 (Anderson; Lewis) because this would imply that there was 
a fi gure called the Black or the African who was enslaved fi rst by the Arabs and 
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This is why civil society is so genuinely terrifi ed by the prospect of Black paramilitary 
terror. Everyone knows (if only instinctively) how all-encompassing and timeless 
the terror which subsumes Blackness is. When civil society is stable, this knowledge 
can be a comfort, for it helps non-Black people fashion self-hood (David Marriott’s 
lynchers) by way of a comparative calculus which reveals to them that they are safe 
on the shore of contingent violence rather than adrift in a sea of gratuitous violence; 
that even when “terror” engulfs them violence can still “mediate relationship[s] 
through the intervention of a third term,” and can harvest symbols which restore 
their lives to relational logic. But when the Black paramilitary picks up the gun, the 
crisis on the horizon is not one of a radical shift in the temporal drama of value (as 
Meinhof would have it) nor one which portends a new and disorienting map (new 
for Mac Stíofáin, disorienting for Thatcher). It is not a crisis which looms, what 
looms is a catastrophe of symbolic capacity, for no symbols can represent what 
Black violence portends. No rational assessment of the objective conditions can 
soothe the nerves. This is what the phrase, “fear of a Black planet” really means: 
the fear of no planet at all, the fear of living one’s life like a Black. A life in which 
there is no civic, no society, in which death is a synonym for sanctuary.

Throughout Assata’s communiqué there is a stark collapse between what Antonio 
Gramsci calls political society (“the pigs”) and civil society (newspapers, TV, 
hotels, subways, airports) (Gramsci 1971). The pigs have used their newspapers 
and TVs to paint the Black Liberation Army as vicious, brutal, mad-dog criminals” 
(Shakur 1987, 50)—as though it would be unimaginable for her to have had an 
experience in the domain of respite, civil society, that is qualitatively different 
from the violence she experiences in prison, political society. This absorption of 
civil society by political society resembles a violent totality that Allen Feldman 
describes in Formations of Violence: The Narrative of the Body and Political Terror 
in Northern Ireland. He argues that violence has become “a dialogic situation” 
unto itself. Violence is no longer an effect of a prior, originary narrative.

Feldman’s study of paramilitary violence in Northern Ireland from l969 through the 
l980s provides us with an important corrective to the cognitive map of postcolonial 
studies. His aim is to help us view paramilitary violence in Northern Ireland as a 
“political technology of the body connected to paramilitary practice both inside 
and outside the prison”; and to analyze violent episodes “within the general 
framework of the cultural construction of violence in Northern Ireland” (231). He 
urges us to think of violence itself as a cultural construction, rather than thinking of 
violence as an effect of, or in contingent relation to, cultural (meaning ideological) 
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the value of political martyrdom, and the restoration of civil society; all of which 
grounds his discourse in a kind of political sanity which is indicative of how well 
the Symbolic push and pull protects him from the Imaginary’s collisions of murder 
and absolute identifi cation found throughout Assata Shakur’s communiqué.

His communiqué can enter into the realm of politics, a world of surprise endings 
and possibilities; the narrative will not fold in on itself—it can escape the loop of 
repetition; a loop that would otherwise crowd out politics because it crowds out 
agency. The political agency resides in the uncertain outcome of the struggle over 
transindividual objects—transindividual because they secure political ontology 
for the British and the Republicans alike. The question Mac Stíofáin’s communiqué 
poses is who will prevail at a conceptual level, not the question of who is alive and 
who is dead, as in the case of the Human and the Slave.

Assata Shakur’s political communiqué starts much closer to the body than the IRA 
or Red Army Faction communiqué (below). When she says she hopes that her 
people love her, she is intimating something deeper than a question of affection—
there is a paradigmatic, ontological, question here as well. There is no need for 
Seán Mac Stíofáin to solicit Catholic working class affection because the question 
of love has already been mediated through/by the concept of land. In other words, 
it is not a question of Mac Stíofáin’s subjectivity which is at stake. Affection is not 
so mimetic in his situation as to make it an all or nothing proposition. Land acts as 
a third term, a grounding wire which shifts the affect from one of immediacy to one 
of mediacy; it takes the neurotic charge out of the question of love, it makes love 
a symbolic, and therefore negotiated, endeavor, one which has a range of possible 
outcomes and interpretations, rather than a precursor to the confi rmation or denial 
of his existence. Mac Stíofáin, the paramilitary author of the communiqué, has no 
need for the reader to recognize and incorporate his psychic presence through 
a declaration of love, because his psychic presence has been secured, a priori, 
by his—and his readers (be they friend or foe!)—shared capacity to inhabit and 
transform meaningless space into meaningful place. Mac Stíofáin is a person, and 
the Irish are his people because they are always already cartographically located; 
even at the time of the communiqué’s release (when their land is occupied by 
invaders). And this is where temporality and spatiality cross: there was a time of 
place, even though it was almost a thousand years ago; therefore, there can be a 
time of place again, when the British are driven away. Equilibrium. Disequilibrium. 
Equilibrium restored. 
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Peter Raggatt’s third-term mediators facilitate narrative progression, even when 
they do not bear the tactile solidity of spatial metaphors. The narrative arc of 
equilibrium, disequilibrium, equilibrium restored still maintains its moorings in 
the realm of the Symbolic; that is to say, it and its author are protected from the 
ravages of the Imaginary even though the event of equilibrium restored promises 
the restoration of an abstraction whose referent is hard to concretize. (The olive 
tree is a common symbol of a Palestinian third-term mediator but no two artists 
would paint the same portrait of lost labor time or labor time restored.) Ulrike 
Meinhof’s Red Army Faction communiqué of third-term mediators is able to work 
temporally, without, to a large extent, the tactile solidity of spatial metaphors.

Three years before Assata Shakur’s “To My People,” Ulrike Meinhof issued one of 
the fi rst Red Army Faction communiqués, in which, on behalf of RAF paramilitaries, 
she argued that urban guerrilla warfare represents “the only revolutionary method 
of intervention available to what are on the whole weak revolutionary forces.”

To this extent the urban guerrilla is the logical consequence of the 

negation of parliamentary democracy long since perpetuated by its very 
own representatives; the only and inevitable response to emergency 

laws and the rule of the hand grenade; the readiness to fi ght with those 
same means the system has chosen to use in trying to eliminate its 
opponents. The urban guerrilla is based on a recognition of the facts 
instead of an apologia of the facts. The urban guerrilla can concretize 
verbal internationalism as the requisition of guns and money. He can 
blunt the state’s weapon of a ban on communists by organizing an 
underground beyond the reach of the police. The urban guerrilla is a 
weapon in the class war. The urban guerrilla signifi es armed struggle, 
necessary to the extent that it is the police which makes indiscriminate 
use of fi rearms, exonerating class justice from guilt and burying our 

comrades alive unless we prevent them […]. The urban guerrilla’s aim 
is to attack the state’s apparatus of control at certain points and put 
them out of action, to destroy the myth of the system’s omnipresence 
and invulnerability.11

Meinhof’s political communiqué asserts the ethical necessity of urban guerilla 
activism as though there was consensus on this point within the West German 
Left. But the fact that not everyone on the West German Left supports RAF tactics, 
and that the West German Right has an economic analysis which cannot be 
reconciled with hers, does not throw into crisis the temporal logic, the Human 
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What Feldman is describing by way of Lemaire is a matrix for relational status of 
which a genealogical isolate like Assata Shakur cannot avail herself. She is an object 
of “structures of representation” and “institutional structures,” but she cannot be 
a subject of them, whether fi lial or affi lial.20 Her communiqué cannot “mediate 
relationship[s] through the intervention of a third term,” and thereby establish 
“recognition between subjects.” The violence which elaborates and sustains her 
haunted presence (if presence is the right word) allows for no “passage from [an] 
immediate ‘dual’ relationship to a mediate relationship.”

The textual heat of Assata Shakur’s communiqué is not cathected by transindividual 
concepts like land and labor power, but instead is dispersed throughout an array of 
bodily violations, horrifying images indexical of a structural rupture of her capacity 
to lay claim to transindividual concepts, to mediating objects. In Assata Shakur’s 
communiqué, we do not get a picture of someone whose native land has been 
stolen, whose labor power has been usurped, or whose culture has been quashed 
and corrupted. Instead, we get a picture of someone whose condition of possibility 
is elaborated by violence too comprehensive to comprehend: violence without 
analogy, violence so totalizing it prevents the closure of her bodily schema.

This comes through most poignantly in the repetition and intensity with which she 
invokes rapes, murders and castrations that she and her people have experienced—
the violence that prohibits the closure of her bodily schema. In the one of the few 
places where she invokes politically coherent transgressions committed against 
her and her people, “the rich who prosper on our property,” we fi nd that the 
cathexis is not located in the idea of capitalist accumulation (à la Meinhof), but 
in images of capitalist physiognomy: the faces, hearts, and minds of the rich and 
powerful—images of sentient being rather than the drama of value which that 
being dominates and controls.

At the lowest scale of abstraction she cannot lay claim to a proper noun, a form 
of unique conceptualization; nor, moving up the scale, can she lay claim to a 
common noun, a form of conceptualization which is collective. Therefore, her 
“political” violence, the armed struggle which Black Liberation Army paramilitaries 
embarked upon, is characteristic not of noun-possessed subjects who use violence 
to change the conceptual context in which they are named, i.e. political, national, 
and economic status, but of a nameless object fi ghting for the status of subjectivity 
itself;21 which is what makes the threat of Black armed insurrection terrifying in a 
way that Marxist or postcolonial and IRA insurrection could never be.
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of the socius, understands that Assata is a symbolic threat, but not in the same way 

that Ulrike Meinhof is a symbolic threat. Meinhof is a threat to stable arrangements 

of symbolism: both fi lial, the wayward daughter with a gun who threatens to 

unhinge The Name of the Father; and affi lial, the wrathful anti-imperialist with 

a gun who threatens to unhinge capitalist hegemony. Assata, on the other hand 

(and the gun she used to wield), threatens not symbolic arrangements—she is not 

recognized and incorporated by such arrangements—but the Symbolic Order itself. 

A workers’ revolution blows the lid off the economy. A postcolonial revolution 

blows the lid of the colony. A Slave revolt blows the lid of the unconscious. The 

slave does not threaten capitalism with a new economic order, or fi liation with a 

new nonpatriarchal order. The Slave threatens Order itself, whether manifest as an 

economic struggle between the capitalist and worker, or as a generational struggle 

between parent and child. Assata is a threat to the symbolic legibility and psychic 

coherence of Humanity writ large.

Though Klaus Kinkel and Margaret Thatcher might never have admitted it, the 

common relationship to symbolic presence, which they share with their RAF 

and IRA paramilitaries, takes the terror out of terrorism by restoring relational 

logic to terror, thereby ratcheting the scale of abstraction downward from terror 

to fear. The so-called terror of the communist, the post-colonialist, and even the 

jihadist labor as modes of articulation with the terror of the state; their terror 

constructs and conserves: it guards a gated community known as the Symbolic 

Order; gated because it keeps the Slave from entering; community because it 

secures a spatial-temporal context which allows for “relational positioning and 

articulation of identities between subjects and between subjects and objects […]. 

The symbolic order is the representational limit formed by institutionalized closure 

that allows codes to operate, relationality to take place, and commensurations to 

be stabilized” (Feldman 289). “[T]he symbolic order is formed by the convergence 

between linguistic and social symbolism […] that is, the fusion of structures of 

representation and institutional structures, as in Levi-Strauss’s linguistic model of 

kinship systems” (Feldman 289). 

The homologous character of linguistic symbolism and social symbolism 

derives from the fact that both are structures of oppositional elements 

capable of being combined, that both establish the possibility of 

recognition between subjects, and, fi nally, that both necessitate the 

passage from immediate “dual” relationship to a mediate relationship 
through the intervention of a third term: the concept of language, and 

the Ancestor, the Sacred cause, the God or Law in Society.19
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community’s assimilation of the communiqué’s third-term mediators. A common 
orientation to a call to arms is not what secures and stabilizes the coherence of 
a political communiqué. The communiqué’s coherence is secured and stabilized 
because Ulrike Meinhof and her readers are assimilated by the event—not by 
this or that event but by event as a formal instantiation of Human endeavors. It 
must be re-emphasized that the event is not in service to political agreement; it 
is in service to symbolic exchange, to the elaboration of dialogic context. Where 
the transindividual modalities of cartography labored to this end in Seán Mac 
Stíofáin’s political communiqué, Ulrike Meinhof’s communiqué is anchored by its 
transindividual inheritance and heritage.

The working day swans throughout Meinhof’s text without needing to be named. 
The character of the working day is what the RAF and the capitalist struggle over—
not the coherence of labor-time itself. To be sure, this is a high-stakes struggle 
(as the violence of the state and Meinhof’s counter violence indicate) over the 
character and ownership of labor time (will it be exploited by those who consume 
or will it be exploited by those who work); but it is not a struggle over the narrative 
coherence of labor-time itself. Though the RAF and the capitalist are locked in 
mortal combat over economic supremacy and symbolic hegemony, this combat 
is not a struggle between species. They both belong to the Human race. The 
transindividuated nature of the working day as a third-term mediator secures the 
political integrity of their species, just as the more generic capacity to produce, 
distribute and consume (or be assimilated by) third term mediators secures the 
integrity of their mutual Humanity. It also—and this is key—is what separates them 
from the dead (i.e., Assata, the BLA, and Black people at large).

Political agreement is secondary to species consolidation; in fact, we could say that 
the political disagreement might consolidate the Human species more effectively 
than political agreement. The temporal shifts in class relations which Meinhof’s 
communiqué reports on, i.e., the “negation of parliamentary democracy” which 
led to “emergency laws and the rule of the hand grenade” are not, as Meinhof 
and other Marxist and postcolonial writers aver, indicators of temporal shifts in 
species relations. Put differently, the violence which enables and maintains these 
shifts cannot be analogized with the violence which enables and maintains Assata 
Shakur’s subjugation. Class warfare marks important shifts in intra-species relations, 
not essential shifts in relations between antagonists. Meinhof is wrong: the bosses 
are not her antagonists. Mac Stíofáin is wrong: the British are not his antagonists. 
They and their oppressors have a common antagonist, the Black.
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The mediating objects of cartography and the event, which Meinhof and Mac 
Stíofáin possess not as a result of their labors but which are, rather, bequeathed 
them as Human inheritance, stabilize the political communiqué in those moments 
when they must legitimize political violence. Mac Stíofáin asserts the goal is to 
remove British “presence” from Ireland and to die, if necessary, in the process. 
The imposition of a British cartography inhibits the restoration of Irish territorial 
integrity—from the corporeal to the nation. But the corporeal and the national are 
not threatened as schemas; symbolic resonance remains intact.
Ulrike Meinhof extends Mac Stíofáin’s cartographic mediation by invoking the 
temporality of narrative itself: revolutionary violence will “destroy the myth of 
the system’s omnipresence and invulnerability” and “exonerate[e] class justice 
from guilt.” In other words, RAF violence is in service to a project which infuses 
chronology with ethics; a violence which enables a pilgrim’s progress from 
mystifi cation to clarifi cation. This makes urban guerrilla warfare something 
very different for Meinhof and Mac Stíofáin than it is for Assata Shakur. What 
Meinhof’s communiqué is saying is that urban guerrilla warfare is that force 
which contributes to the unmasking of capitalist social relations. The crisis in civil 
society which this brings about will catalyze a more essential unmasking of the 
commodity form’s circuit of displacement, substitution, and signifi cation. Meinhof 
and Mac Stíofáin think they will undo the world in this way and bring about a 
new paradigm, but by leaving the violence of Black revolt out of the equation, 
their proletariat and postcolonial violence “destroy[s[ the myth” of a capitalist or 
colonizing “omnipresence and invulnerability” (Meinhof), while it simultaneously 
reinvigorates the generative mechanisms of Human life (i.e., the Symbolic Order), 
mechanisms which are not available to the Slave.

Revolutionary strategies, which unmask the hypostasized form that value (i.e., the 
commodity) takes as it masks both its differential and social relations, experience 
the humiliation of their explanatory power when confronted with the Black. For 
the Black has no social relation(s) to be either masked or unmasked—not, that is, 
in a structural sense. Social relations depend on various pretenses to the contrary; 
therefore, what gets masked by Meinhof’s and Mac Stíofáin’s revolutionary 
violence is, as we will see, the matrix of violence that makes Black relationality an 
oxymoron. To relate, socially, one must enter a social drama’s mise-en-scène with 
spatial and temporal coherence—in other words, with human capacity. Shakur 
is not so much the antithesis of human capacity (for that might imply a dialectic 
potential in the Slave’s encounter with the world) as she is the absence of Human 
capacity.
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renewal. The pageantry of “strike and counter-strike” between the BLA and the 
state never elaborated—never could have elaborated—such a renewal of Human 
kinship; at least not one in which the Black paramilitaries in particular and Black 
people in general could be imagined as members of the Human family. It did 
not promote civic debate about the affi lial isolation of Black people with respect 
to civil society and political economy; nor did it facilitate a reimaging of Black 
people as people, as Human kin.

Sundiata Acoli, Assata Shakur’s co-defendant in the New Jersey Turnpike shootout, 
had been a computer programmer for NASA prior to joining the BLA. He was an 
accomplished mathematician who wrote software for the USA’s fi rst lunar landing. 
This aspect of his biography does nothing for him when he comes up for parole. 
He cannot be re-construed as former contributing member of society who helped 
put a man on the moon. Instead, he has been denied parole at least nine times in 
forty years. In 2010, at the age of seventy-three, the parole board gave him a ten 
year hit which means he must serve an additional six years. He will be seventy-
nine years old when (if) he gets out.

In 2012 Assata Shakur, a sixty-fi ve year old grandmother and political exile 
living in Cuba with three bullets in her chest, a member of a routed paramilitary 
organization, someone who is so isolated that she often has to go underground 
in Cuba to evade bounty hunters who slink from Key West to Cuba in light sea 
crafts in hopes of capturing her and cashing in on the now two million dollar 
reward, became the fi rst woman to be added to the FBI’s Most Wanted Terrorist 
list.17 American civil society has not argued over her fi tness as a mother, her rebirth 
as an educator, or whether her femininity should be compared with fascists or 
saints. And William Rosenau, a government sanction analyst like Pluchinsky and 
Moghadam, consoles his readers by claiming that today the USA faces no clear and 
present danger of another Black American paramilitary offensive which occurred 
in the 1970s.18 Per capita, more young Black men and women are in chains and 
cages than at the height of chattel slavery. Government assisted drug traffi cking 
has decimated the Black urban landscape. Fewer Blacks are enrolled in tertiary 
educational institutions than there were prior to the advent of affi rmative action. 
And the White American radical “allies” who in the sixties and seventies wanted 
to change the world, succumbed to ennui and changed their minds. At whatever 
scale of abstraction one might want to consider the FBI’s adding of Assata Shakur 
to its list of Most Wanted Terrorists, it would be hard to see the logic in it. That’s 
because it is not logical, it is prelogical; prelogical in the sense that the collective 
unconscious of law enforcement, as an integral part of the collective unconscious 
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as Baader who allow such women to dominate” (Bielby 137, 138, 147)

One of the more bizarre examples of what I am describing is to be found in the visual 

artist Jutta Brückner’s comments about her video installation, Bräute des Nichts: 

Der weibliche Terror: Magda Goebbels und Ulrike Meinhof (Brides of nothing: 

female terrorism: Magda Goebbels and Ulrike Meinhof), in which she asserts an 

“‘unprecedented connection between Magda Goebbels and Ulrike Meinhof’”; a 

connection which “‘allows a different, female story of modern times to be told’.” 

“‘I understand Magda Goebbels and Ulrike Meinhof as women who, each in their 

own way fought out the battle between old and new forms of politics through 

the medium of their bodies.’” These assertions are crowned by the declaration: 

“‘Magda Goebbels could have been the mother of Ulrike Meinhof’” (Quoted in 

Bielby, 145-46).

A less peculiar but no less instructive example of fi lial authorization manifest 

as the foundation for state authorization—resultant from the pageantry of RAF 

and government violence—occurred in the West German state of Bremen when, 

during the 2007 parliamentary elections, it was discovered that Susanne Albrecht, 

a former RAF paramilitary who participated in the July 1977 attempted kidnapping 

and subsequent slaying of Dresdner Bank chief Jürgen Ponto, was teaching English 

in a local public school. The Christian Democrats (CDU) said they didn’t want 

terrorists teaching children. The Social Democrats (SPD) argued Albrecht had 

served her time and renounced terror and was no longer a threat, but a citizen 

with rights like everyone else. The parents weighed in, issuing a statement saying, 

“They were outraged that Albrecht’s past was being used as a campaign issue in 

the Bremen elections. Albrecht ‘should continue her very successful work with the 

children of our school.’” (Deutsche Welle staff / DPA (tt), “Ex-Terrorist Becomes 

an Issue in German State Poll” May 12, 2007). The heat of this exchange is not to 

be found in the disagreement over the safety of “our” children; but rather in the 

unspoken consensus of the status of “our” children.  Again, intra-Human political 

violence has such a disruptive effect in the realm of experience (people are injured 

and many die) that it can harden political and social attitudes for years; but it is 

also a balm, a means of relational therapy which elaborates strategies for Human 

renewal, and these strategies are themselves the effects of the fusion of symbolic 

resonances through which relationality and subjectivity, as formal entities, are 

constituted.

The thing to bear in mind here is how profoundly unmarked a Black paramilitary’s 

plight is by this messy and contrariness of civic recognition, incorporation, and 
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There is no shortness of breath, no unmoored fl ights of impressionism in Meinhof’s12 
and Mac Stíofáin’s legitimation of terror, not because they are brave and committed 
but because, compared to Assata Shakur, the spatial-temporal context from which 
they espouse terror is not so terrifying. Everywhere you look, the terror they 
describe and the terror they unleash has symbolic resonance and legitimation. 
Therefore terrorism, as a way of characterizing IRA violence against the British, or 
RAF violence against the West German upper class, loses its universal horror and is 
made relative by how one Human lives her symbolic presence with, through, and 
against the symbolic presence of another Human. This shared context of symbolic 
resonance and legitimation, a dialogic context, continues to exist once the state 
has quashed non-Black paramilitaries.

Dennis A. Pluchinsky, an analyst who, in 1993, worked for the U.S. Department 
of State, Offi ce of Intelligence and Threat Analysis, Bureau of Diplomatic Security, 
characterized the fi nal communiqués of the RAF as documents “that refl ect the 
RAF’s ideological fatigue, strategic confusion, and organizational isolation” 
(Pluchinsky 136), but his gloating obituary of the RAF also reveals the degree to 
which the RAF existed in a dialogic context with the state it sought to destroy, as 
evinced in prison reforms and prisoner releases which came about as a result of 
armed assaults against the state and as a result of discussions between the RAF and 
the government, refl ected in the “Kinkel Initiative,” named after Klaus Kinkel, the 
then-Minister of Justice in West Germany. 

Government sanctioned intellectuals like Pluchinsky see the demobilization of 
groups like the RAF as a failure of political discourse when, in point of fact, the 
ability of a handful of paramilitaries to “occup[y] the European stage for over 22 
years” (Pluchinsky 136), bring one of the strongest police states in the Western world 
to the negotiating table, secure better conditions for some of their comrades and, 
from 1992 to 2011, the release of virtually all of their comrades (Assaf Moghadam 
“Failure and Disengagement in the Red Army Faction” 172-173) could just as 
readily be characterized as the success of RAF political discourse, and of a certain 
amount of “ideological fatigue, strategic confusion, and organizational isolation” 
(Pluchinsky 136) on the part of the government.

The most important intervention to be made here is not, I am arguing, one 
which takes the form of a corrective to the neoliberal agenda of state sanctioned 
intellectuals like Pluchinsky and Moghadam who denounce armed struggle on 
the left and characterize its aftereffects as political failures. Nor is my project one 
of shoring-up the revolutionary backbone of more left-leaning intellectuals who 
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misconstrue tactics for strategy, and thereby produce scholarship which anguishes 

over questions such as “how to judge [60’s- and 70’s-era left wing violence] in 

political and moral terms” (Varon “Refusing to be ‘Good Germans’…29) and, as 

soon as they ask the question, turn around and answer it with a lament that left 

wing political violence of the era “irrespective of [its] grandiose goals of advancing 

‘revolution,’ contributed to a domestic climate of chaos that imposed a political 

limit on the length and intensity of the Vietnam War” (Varon, ibid, 33-34)13. Both 

projects, though at opposite ends of a political spectrum, are enmeshed in the 

same project of civic (Human) stability and monumentalization.

The left liberal Weltschmerz over tactics is, perhaps, the most pernicious because, 

compared to the straight-ahead condemnation of political violence from scholars 

like Pluchinsky and Moghadam, it more successfully reproduces networks of 

“connections, transfers and displacements” (Miller and Rose 1994: 31), in short, 

articulations, between members of the Human family (articulations which, I am also 

arguing are both necessary for Human renewal and for the ontological isolation of 

the Slave). Varon’s epilogue to an anthology on the RAF’s cultural impact is a case 

in point. He writes:

States combating terrorism typically claim to defend not simply their 

legitimacy and the well-being of their political community, but the 

values of the civilised world—civilisation itself—against a resolutely 

evil foe. The “terrorists,” by contrast, declare the wholesale illegitimacy 

of the power they oppose. Claiming the mantle of freedom fi ghters, 

agents of liberation, or holy warriors, they see their violence not simply 

as a grim political necessity but as virtuous and even, in many cases, 

explicitly sacred service to some grand narrative of emancipation or 

moral cleansing. The public—the vital “third term” within terrorism—is 

drawn not only into the material drama of strike and counter-strike, but 

into a larger discursive battle of the confl ict itself and the broader social 

realities. (Varon “Stammheim Forever and the Ghosts of Guantanamo…

2008b, 303)

Here, the paramilitaries and the state exist in a macabre exaggeration of the Lacanian 

Imaginary, a neurotic and deadly dyad of mirror images which impoverish the 

collective psyche of the Human family. But “the public,” as a third-term mediating 

object, stands as that entity which triangulates the exchange and provides the 

Humans with a path from the Imaginary to the Symbolic: “the fusion of structures 

of representation and institutional structures, as in Levi-Strauss’s linguistic model 
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of kinship systems” (Feldman 289). Though Varon’s assessment is moral, intended 
to labor in the realm of experience, it unintentionally demonstrates how Human 
capacity functions and is authorized in its more formal dimensions, thereby giving 
us insight into the divergence between Human ontology and the Black’s ontological 
void. It allows us to segue into an explanation as to how intra-Human violence 
functions as the rebar of relationality rather than the wrecking ball of relationality, 
as both the liberal left and the neo-liberal right would have us believe.

The pageantry of “strike/counter-strike” intensifi ed White Germans’ proclivity to 
imagine political confl ict, which is to say “affi lial” struggles, through fi lial frames. 
Throughout the critical and journalistic literature, the “Good German” dilemma 
raised by the strike/counter-strike violence, questions of citizenship and state power 
which would ordinarily be categorized as affi lial dilemmas involving “transpersonal 
forms of authority…such as…class…and hegemony14,  are displaced onto the good 
wife dilemma (to be or not to be), the dilemma of the good daughter, the good son, 
the good father or the good mother, questions which would ordinarily be categorized 
as fi lial, involving “natural forms of authority…involving obedience, fear, love, 
respect, and instinctual confl ict.”15 The violence wove a tapestry of articulations, 
“connections, transfers and displacements” (Miller and Rose 31), between affi lial 
frames of reference and fi lial frames of reference (some were rational and level-
headed, others quite bizarre) in which the fi lial frame was, primarily, hegemonic, 
for the simple reason that it orients and grounds the scholarship and journalism in 
the manner of a faith-based initiative: without the need for an justifi cations for, or 
explanations of, its deployment.

The three phases of RAF armed insurgency are referred to as “generations” 
regardless of whether the writer is hostile to the groups or in some way sympathetic. 
What the framing allows for is a deeper, more unconscious saturation of Human 
authority because this framing naturalizes state authority as family authority. “[C]
haracteristics of the family environment are projected onto the social environment” 
in such a way as to allow for “no disproportion between family life and the life of 
the nation” (Fanon Black Skin, White Masks 121-122).

Generational framing consolidates the orientation of criticism,16 and it 
overdetermines the way visual representations of the RAF-era are curated. “The 
most striking example of this is the use of a pram as memory object at the permanent 
exhibition of the German History Museum…Germany’s controversial terrorist past 
is represented by an object associated with woman’s cultural role...reduced to a 
pram carrying weapons…blamed on phallic women… and ‘effeminate’ men such 
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The Armed Struggle



Smashing the State in Rojava and Beyond: 
The Formation and Intentions of the International

Revolutionary People’s Guerrilla Forces
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To the comrades, revolutionaries, partisans & guerrillas who have
fought, struggled & died

To those who continue to fight and sacrifice for liberation and a
new world 

To our comrades held in the dungeons of the state & capital

To the ones who silently suffer under tyranny

To the unknown martyrs

★
GLORY AND HONOR TO ALL THE HEROIC MARTYRS OF

ROJAVA!

VICTORY TO THE REVOLUTION IN ROJAVA AND
KURDISTAN!

MILITANT HORIZONTAL SELF-ORGANIZED
COLLECTIVES & COMMUNITIES

FOR THE REVOLUTION AND ANARCHISM!

 

DARE TO STRUGGLE, DARE TO WIN!

ABOLISH BORDERS AND PRISON SOCIETY!

VICTORY TO THE REVOLUTION IN ROJAVA!

VICTORY TO THE BARRICADES, THE SOCIAL
INSURRECTION AND

THE COMMUNE!

International Revolutionary People’s Guerrilla Forces (IRPGF)



Werin Barîkadan!

As anarchists and members of the IRPGF, we acknowledge that 
non-violence only legitimizes the state and its authority. We do not 

recognize any borders, nations or states as legitimate. For 
antifascism to be effective, it must be violent; smashing the fascists 
and their organizations and burning and looting their spaces. While 

we recognize the humanity of our enemies, we realize that they give 
up their humanity when they embark on a crusade to oppress other 

people and seize state power. We will defend our spaces and all 
oppressed people's wherever they are. 

Therefore, we announce the creation of the International 
Revolutionary People’s Guerrilla Forces (IRPGF) to defend the 

revolution in Rojava and all those who find themselves under the 
heel of a boot. The comrades in the IRPGF are a mixture of 
anarchists who are committed to militant action to achieve 

revolutionary goals. Our group’s ideological positions are 
supportive of revolutionary socialism, proletarian internationalism, 
proletarian revolution, insurrectionary anarchism, libertarian 

communism and libertarian Marxism. We are committed anti-

fascists, anti-capitalists, anti-imperialists and against all forms of 
patriarchy and kyriarchy. We declare our support and alliance with 
the YPJ/YPG, the PKK, AIT and the International Freedom 
Battalion including its member organizations. We declare our open 

struggle with all imperialist, fascist and counterrevolutionary forces.

IRPGF

Who We Are...

The International Revolutionary People’s Guerrilla Forces (IRPGF) 
is a militant armed self-organized and horizontal collective working 

to defend social revolutions around the world, to directly confront 
capital and the state, and advance the cause of anarchism. We 

recognize and affirm that principled action necessitates principled 
politics. We are not a political party or platform but rather an armed 
collective comprised of comrades with different anarchist positions. 

The IRPGF’s collective unity manifests itself in the praxis of 
militant action which we consider a prerequisite for achieving 
liberation.

Our role is twofold; to be an armed force capable of defending 
liberatory social revolutions around the world while simultaneously 
being a force capable of insurrection and struggle against all 
kyriarchal forms of power wherever they exist. We do not enter 

conflict zones with intent to command but rather, while retaining 

our autonomy as a collective, to fight alongside other armed groups 
in solidarity with those who are oppressed, exploited and facing 
annihilation. The IRPGF believes collective action, solidarity and 
unity are necessary for struggle. International solidarity is the most 
powerful weapon of the oppressed. 



The rise of the far right is, for the IRPGF, a direct function and 
result of the continuing disillusionment of the people in regards to 
their governments and the ongoing economic crisis. While people 

understand that something is deeply wrong with the system, the ones
that are able to provide the simplistic “answers” are the ones who 

profit or seek to profit from the emerging conflicts and instability.  
They claim to provide an alternative by blaming those that are  
“other”; the refugees, the foreigners, the Muslims, gays/trans* 

peoples, Jews etc. The right wing calls for a return to traditional 
values; the family, gender roles, religion and patriotism. They want 

to convince people of a glorious golden age of democracy and 
national strength that is simply a myth. 

Once again we witness that fascism is in fact a consequence of 
democracy. Fascism is not the opposite of the democratic state but 

merely a further entrenching of the democratic states' authority. 
While many have rejoiced in the emergence of the far right and their
ability to capture hearts, minds and state power; there are many who

have realized the system is and always was bankrupt. This is where 
the fight for freedom and the abolition of hierarchy are a new path 

forward for humanity. The fight for the revolution in Rojava is about
creating and defending one such society. 
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The fight for social autonomy, gender equality, direct democracy 
and worker controlled industries is at the heart of the project in 
Rojava and the goal for an autonomous Kurdistan. We recognize the

struggle against all forms of kyriarchy and we support the ongoing 
revolution in the region.

Who We Fight…

The nation-state, authority, capital and social hierarchy are the 

enemies of a liberated world and therefore enemies of us all. While 
we struggle through self-criticism and collective criticism of our 
personal and collective internalizations of these oppressive 

behaviors, attitudes and practices, the external enemies; the bosses, 
along with their armies and police, must be confronted with bullets, 

bombs and dynamite. The fires of justice and freedom are cleansing 
and all consuming. For us, there is no stepping back and no way to 
achieve liberation except through struggle. Our communities will 

only be liberated when we destroy those few whose wealth and 
power depend on the suffering and exploitation of many.

Meanwhile, hierarchy and domination are only becoming further 
entrenched with the rise of the far right in Europe and the United 

States. As millions of people seek to escape the horrors of the wars 
in the Middle East and Africa in an effort to survive and to save 

their families and themselves, they are met with tear gas, batons and
barbed wire. The fences and walls that only a few decades ago were 
torn down to welcome those in the Eastern Bloc countries are now 

built at a rapid pace to keep out those undesirable; the outsiders, the 
foreigners and those who are Muslim. 

Why We Fight...

We fight not only in defense of life but for life itself. The life we 
fight for is one of total liberation where we can voluntarily choose 

to form communities of solidarity and mutual aid with the goal of 
both truly flourishing as individuals and as a collective. Therefore, 
we fight against the isolation and prison of capitalist modernity 

which has alienated us not only from each other but from ourselves 
and nature; turning us into the monotonous, self-absorbed and 

depressed “zombie” consumers. Our communities are ones in which
no one dominates or oppresses but a place where all work together 
to achieve common goals. Liberated communities are ones that are 

no longer under the constant threat of violence, eviction and 
capitalist market values and speculation, but places that belong to 

the community members as a whole and one that can ecologically 
coexist with the planet. Our communal strength provides the 
foundation for a free life whereby we can prevail and transcend 

hierarchical relationships and become authentic human beings free 
from the identities systemically imposed on us.

The current social revolution in Rojava (Western Kurdistan - Syria) 
is the epicenter of such a struggle. It is one of the greatest beacons 

of militant self-organized and autonomous revolutionary praxis of 
the 21st  Century. Within a brutal civil war in Syria that has cost 

upwards of half a million lives, the Kurdish peoples along with 
other ethnic groups including Ezidis, Arabs, Assyrians, Armenians, 
Turkmen and Circassians as well as foreigners from other countries 

outside the region, have stood up to the barbarity of both Bashar al-
Assad and the theocratic totalitarianism of Daesh (ISIS) in order to 

create a democratic entity which transcends the archetypal nation-
state.



“We are not in the least afraid of ruins. We are going to inherit the earth; there is not the slightest doubt about that… We carry a new world 
here, in our hearts. The world is growing in this minute.” - Buenaventura Durruti
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The rise of the far right is, for the IRPGF, a direct function and 
result of the continuing disillusionment of the people in regards to 
their governments and the ongoing economic crisis. While people 

understand that something is deeply wrong with the system, the ones
that are able to provide the simplistic “answers” are the ones who 

profit or seek to profit from the emerging conflicts and instability.  
They claim to provide an alternative by blaming those that are  
“other”; the refugees, the foreigners, the Muslims, gays/trans* 

peoples, Jews etc. The right wing calls for a return to traditional 
values; the family, gender roles, religion and patriotism. They want 

to convince people of a glorious golden age of democracy and 
national strength that is simply a myth. 

Once again we witness that fascism is in fact a consequence of 
democracy. Fascism is not the opposite of the democratic state but 

merely a further entrenching of the democratic states' authority. 
While many have rejoiced in the emergence of the far right and their
ability to capture hearts, minds and state power; there are many who

have realized the system is and always was bankrupt. This is where 
the fight for freedom and the abolition of hierarchy are a new path 

forward for humanity. The fight for the revolution in Rojava is about

creating and defending one such society. 
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Werin Barîkadan!

As anarchists and members of the IRPGF, we acknowledge that 
non-violence only legitimizes the state and its authority. We do not 

recognize any borders, nations or states as legitimate. For 
antifascism to be effective, it must be violent; smashing the fascists 
and their organizations and burning and looting their spaces. While 

we recognize the humanity of our enemies, we realize that they give 
up their humanity when they embark on a crusade to oppress other 

people and seize state power. We will defend our spaces and all 
oppressed people's wherever they are. 

Therefore, we announce the creation of the International 
Revolutionary People’s Guerrilla Forces (IRPGF) to defend the 

revolution in Rojava and all those who find themselves under the 
heel of a boot. The comrades in the IRPGF are a mixture of 
anarchists who are committed to militant action to achieve 

revolutionary goals. Our group’s ideological positions are 
supportive of revolutionary socialism, proletarian internationalism, 
proletarian revolution, insurrectionary anarchism, libertarian 

communism and libertarian Marxism. We are committed anti-

fascists, anti-capitalists, anti-imperialists and against all forms of 
patriarchy and kyriarchy. We declare our support and alliance with 
the YPJ/YPG, the PKK, AIT and the International Freedom 
Battalion including its member organizations. We declare our open 

struggle with all imperialist, fascist and counterrevolutionary forces.

IRPGF

Who We Are...

The International Revolutionary People’s Guerrilla Forces (IRPGF) 
is a militant armed self-organized and horizontal collective working 

to defend social revolutions around the world, to directly confront 
capital and the state, and advance the cause of anarchism. We 

recognize and affirm that principled action necessitates principled 
politics. We are not a political party or platform but rather an armed 
collective comprised of comrades with different anarchist positions. 

The IRPGF’s collective unity manifests itself in the praxis of 
militant action which we consider a prerequisite for achieving 
liberation.

Our role is twofold; to be an armed force capable of defending 
liberatory social revolutions around the world while simultaneously 
being a force capable of insurrection and struggle against all 
kyriarchal forms of power wherever they exist. We do not enter 

conflict zones with intent to command but rather, while retaining 

our autonomy as a collective, to fight alongside other armed groups 
in solidarity with those who are oppressed, exploited and facing 
annihilation. The IRPGF believes collective action, solidarity and 
unity are necessary for struggle. International solidarity is the most 
powerful weapon of the oppressed. 



To the comrades, revolutionaries, partisans & guerrillas who have
fought, struggled & died

To those who continue to fight and sacrifice for liberation and a
new world 

To our comrades held in the dungeons of the state & capital

To the ones who silently suffer under tyranny

To the unknown martyrs

★
GLORY AND HONOR TO ALL THE HEROIC MARTYRS OF

ROJAVA!

VICTORY TO THE REVOLUTION IN ROJAVA AND
KURDISTAN!

MILITANT HORIZONTAL SELF-ORGANIZED
COLLECTIVES & COMMUNITIES

FOR THE REVOLUTION AND ANARCHISM!

 

DARE TO STRUGGLE, DARE TO WIN!

ABOLISH BORDERS AND PRISON SOCIETY!

VICTORY TO THE REVOLUTION IN ROJAVA!

VICTORY TO THE BARRICADES, THE SOCIAL
INSURRECTION AND

THE COMMUNE!

International Revolutionary People’s Guerrilla Forces (IRPGF)



Smashing the State in Rojava and Beyond: 
The Formation and Intentions of the International

Revolutionary People’s Guerrilla Forces
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The International Revolutionary People’s Guerrilla Forces (IRPGF) 
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politics. We are not a political party or platform but rather an armed 
collective comprised of comrades with different anarchist positions. 
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militant action which we consider a prerequisite for achieving 
liberation.
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liberatory social revolutions around the world while simultaneously 
being a force capable of insurrection and struggle against all 
kyriarchal forms of power wherever they exist. We do not enter 

conflict zones with intent to command but rather, while retaining 

our autonomy as a collective, to fight alongside other armed groups 
in solidarity with those who are oppressed, exploited and facing 
annihilation. The IRPGF believes collective action, solidarity and 
unity are necessary for struggle. International solidarity is the most 
powerful weapon of the oppressed. 































Interview with Nikos Maziotis, imprisoned member of 

Revolutionary Struggle (Greece)

Some Questions and Answers with N. Maziotis, event at Karditsa self-managed space, June 2016 

[excerpts] 

Q. How can the anarchist/antiauthoritarian space change from being reactive into a real revolutionary

movement? In your opinion, what political characteristics should it have, and what kind of 

organization and aims?

A: It is a question of political positions. Anarchy, or Libertarian or antiauthoritarian communism is a 

social proposal and organization. The condition to create a truly revolutionary anarchist movement is 

the existence of political positions and proposals in order to make clear to the people, the masses and 

workers, what we believe and what aims we have as anarchists. This means that we must take positions

on the burning problems and issues of our time that are the result of the capitalist crisis- such as debt, 

memoranda, the dilemma of staying in or leaving the European Union, and to make clear what is our 

goal as anarchists, which is none other than the overthrow and destruction of capital and the state and 

the creation of a stateless, classless society.

These are issues for which the masses of people, the people affected by the crisis and the policies for 

rescuing the system, have searched and still search answers, yet the anarchist/anti-authoritarian space 

had nothing different to offer them compared to the proposals of the mainstream parties (besides 

slogans perhaps). Also beyond the formulation of political positions and proposals it should be clear by

whom or in what ways and means our struggle will promote and implement these political positions 

and proposals- in other words, how we will make Anarchy a reality. 

So if we want to make revolution and overthrow capital and the state and to create a revolutionary 

movement aimed at this stateless and classless society, then we must necessarily have armed struggle in

our practice as a means of struggle. Because as I said in my presentation it is obvious and a given that 

no revolutionary perspective is possible without armed struggle.

Of course a revolutionary movement must have diverse methods of struggle, it must have all the 

different methods as so many arrows in its quiver: propaganda, counter-information, demonstrations, 

self-organized structures, and there must be open and public, as well as illegal actions.

But all these actions must be part of a larger package that serves the same purpose, the overthrow of the

regime. For this it is indispensable to have the greatest possible agreement among comrades on unified 

political positions and proposals, in a kind of political program. Otherwise we simply reproduce the 

characteristics of the current movement, which is a patchwork of groups and individuals, which is 

neither a unifying nor a united force and where all have different priorities, and therefore it remains a 

purely reactive political space, only for protest or at best insurrection, but it can not become a threat to 

the regime nor have a revolutionary perspective.

Regarding the organization that a revolutionary movement must have, it depends on the political 

positions and proposals we have. Since it seems today that nothing can be taken for granted, if we are 



anarchists, we are supposed to aim for the immediate abolition of the state as a mechanism to 

administer societal affairs and the destruction of capital. If our positions and our goals are the 

destruction of capitalism, the market economy and the state, leading to the creation of a stateless and 

classless society- that is, a confederal organization where the societal units are the communities, 

communes and collectives where the decisions are taken by assemblies of the people who make up 

these social organizations- then the organization of the anarchist revolutionary movement is quite 

obviously federal.

Because our organizational set-up is our social proposal in miniature, it is Anarchy in miniature. In 

such a case, anarchists already within their organizations do act as a microcosm of what they profess 

and support. Inside the old is born the new, but not by reproducing the old hierarchical structures and 

values of the world and society we want to change. This is very important, because previous 

revolutions in fact failed in their objectives because they reproduced these hierarchical values and 

structures in a slightly different way.

True communism means a society without a state. The difference between Marxists and anarchists is 

that in the process leading to communism, Marxists believe that there should exist in the transition 

from capitalism to communism, the so-called “workers state” or “dictatorship of the proletariat” and 

that later, when the conditions have matured and the class enemy is defeated, the state will simply 

dissolve itself. Whereas, in contrast, anarchists believe that the state must be dissolved and destroyed 

immediately without any transition. Historical experience has shown that no state dissolves itself, 

various pretexts are given for its preservation, and that no privileged caste resigns its privileges and 

gives up its power in the management of human affairs.

As shown in the example of the Russian Revolution of 1917-21, instead of the assumed self-dissolution

of the state, there was created the most authoritarian and totalitarian state, and this was a bad example 

for the labor movement and anti-imperialist struggles and revolutions in the Third World, which 

reproduced regimes that imposed full nationalization of the economy, along with the dictatorship of a 

bureaucracy that reproduced class divisions.

In the case of anarchists in the example of Spain, they proved what Saint-Just said in the French 

Revolution, that “those who make revolutions halfway only dig their own grave”. The Spanish 

anarchists- and they achieved major gains in terms of self-management in most of the Spanish territory 

where, thanks to their efforts, the Franco coup was suppressed- did not topple the two governments, 

both the local one of Catalonia and the central government in Madrid of the Popular Front, all in the 

name the anti-fascist struggle, with this resulting in constant concessions and repression of self-

management by the Communist-controlled government.

Future revolutions must not repeat past mistakes, and must dissolve the State directly as a mechanism 

of class-rule. We must promote this today as anarchists and we must show our political positions as a 

movement.

In February comrade Roupa attempted to help your getaway from the prison of Korydallos by 

[hijacking a] helicopter. Could you make a comment about this?

It was an action forming part of the framework of the continuation of action that Revolutionary 

Struggle has engaged in since 2009 at the beginning of the crisis, targeting the mechanisms and 

economic power structures that play a significant role in the crisis and its political representatives 

(Athens Stock Exchange, Eurobank, Citibank) and continued with the last attack of the organization in 

2014 on the Directorate of the Bank of Greece and the IMF permanent representative office, for which 

http://325.nostate.net/tag/pola-roupa/
https://325.nostate.net/2016/03/14/open-letter-of-pola-roupa-about-the-attempt-to-break-nikos-maziotis-out-of-koridallos-prison-greece/


I was recently sentenced to life imprisonment.

This escape attempt was a response to repression against Revolutionary Struggle and against other 

armed fighters, and in this context included in the escape were members of the CCF.

Despite the failure of this attempt, it is of great political value and importance.

As Revolutionary Struggle, we have made choices that have brought us face to face with state 

repression, prison, and we have risked our lives in this combat. For us, prison is a terrain of struggle, 

not the end of the fight, and we have proved that it was not the end with the arrests in 2010. To defend 

with pride what we are, and to continue the armed struggle is a duty and right, and it is our especial 

duty towards Lambros Fountas, our comrade who was killed in action, it is a matter of course for us 

and negates the repression.

Such actions as comrade Pola Roupa attempted are exemplary because they give a strong political 

message that we are and remain consequent, despite successive repressive operations of the state 

against us, despite the arrests, heavy sentences, and murder of Lambros Fountas, we are unrepentant 

and we will not stop struggling, we will never throw in the towel, we will never give up the fight.

Also the fact that the escape would have included members of CCF demonstrates further that there is 

not so much importance in different positions about issues concerning the struggle, but that what 

matters is the common goal, the struggle against authority, the struggle for the overthrow of capital and

the state.

Lately it is possible to observe a large deficit of solidarity towards all political prisoners. This was 

particularly illustrated by the massive political prisoners hunger strike of 2015. What do you think is 

the cause of this?

In my estimation, this is a result of the general political failure, or if you like, the political defeat of the 

anarchist/anti-authoritarian space over the last six years where, first of all, it was not up to the historic 

occasion, it could not intervene as a catalyst in the period after the inclusion of the country in the 

programs of international organizations of the Troika, and secondly, due to the fact that the terrorism of

the state started to bite, with the waves of repeated arrests for armed action the 2009-2011 period, a 

result that brought into prison dozens of comrades who have been sentenced to many years of prison, 

and that there exists the perspective that they will remain fairly long years in prison.

On the issue of solidarity there were simultaneous problems of separations, with criteria as to why 

someone was accused and what attitude they held, that is if they were “guilty” or “innocent”, if they 

took responsibility for participation in an armed organization or invoked a judicial “fabrication”. There 

were criteria of “solidarity” based on personal or family relationships, or the criteria that, “anyone I 

disagree with, I am not in solidarity with.”

In recent years we have witnessed many such separations using various criteria. All these divisions 

have basically a political background behind them, such as the exclusion of armed action as part of the 

fight against state and capital.

So a piece of the anarchist space has proven to be easier to mobilize on issues of “human rights” since 

they are considered more popularizable, with the issue of judicial “fabrications”, “unjust persecutions”, 

“construction of cases”, all this rather than of course the armed struggle cases for which the vast 

majority of the political prisoners are in prison, and many of whom have accepted political 

http://325.nostate.net/tag/conspiracy-of-cells-of-fire/


responsibility for their participation in armed groups.

But now there is a general indifference and a general deficit in solidarity towards all political prisoners,

not just for one portion, and is irrespective of divisions and regardless of any controversy, and this is 

due to the political defeat of the anarchist/antiauthoritarian space in recent years. This defeat is the 

result of serious political shortcomings and incapacities, that it has no coherent political positions and 

proposals to the problems of our time, the crisis and policies to oppose it. So it could not intervene in 

the period of big mobilizations against the 1st Memorandum in 2010-12 and was unable to develop into

a serious political pole, a revolutionary movement that would be a threat to the regime.

This general political defeat affects the overall activity of the movement and has led to the present 

resignation and fragmentation- particularly visible in the last rallies against the 3rd Memorandum- and 

of course this too affects the question of solidarity with political prisoners. Naturally, the movement is 

also influenced by the general social defeat, after the mobilizations against the memoranda and rescue 

programs implemented over the past six years have all been defeated. From 2012 there has been a 

decline in social resistance and a lessening of mobilizations made against the governments of Samaras 

and of SYRIZA.

The overall political failure and defeat of the anarchist/anti-authoritarian space to develop into a 

revolutionary movement that has the potential for subversion and revolution is the cause of the deficit 

in solidarity with all the political prisoners, and not just for those that might be said to have 

responsibilities for various confrontations between prisoners, and which in some degree are caused 

between views of “innocence” and “guilt” and the issue of assumption of political responsibility.

To sum up, the problem of the anarchist space is an existential political one. It has forgotten about the 

war against authority, and therefore has forgotten its own prisoners of war. 

https://325.nostate.net/2016/06/29/interview-with-nikos-maziotis-imprisoned-member-of-

revolutionary-struggle-greece/
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28 Pacifism as Pathology

The corresponding rate by which common people are disempowered is
obvious.

8. Bertram Gross, Friendly Fascism: The Face of Power in America
(Boston: South End, 1982).

9. It should be noted that, having pronounced the positions taken
in "Pacifism as Pathology" to be "absurd," more than an dozen leading
proponents of nonviolence comitted themselves at various times between
1986 and 1991 to producing point-by-point written rebuttals for publica-
tion. Not one delivered. Instead, apparently unable to come up with con-
vincing arguments of their own, they've uniformly sought to squelch the
advancing of alternatives wherever possible. Pacifism as Pathology:

Notes on an American Psuedopraxis

Ward Churchill

It is the obligation of every person who claims
to oppose oppression to resist the oppressor by
every means at his or her disposal. Not to
engage in physical resistance, armed resistance
to oppression, is to serve the interests of the
oppressor; no more, no less. There are no
exceptions to the rule, no easy out. . .

- Assata Shakur, 1984

Pacifism, the ideology of nonviolent political ac-
tion, has become axiomatic and all but universal
among the more progressive elements of contem-

porary mainstream North America. With a jargon rang-
ing from a peculiar mishmash of borrowed or fabricated
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tion. Not one delivered. Instead, apparently unable to come up with con-
vincing arguments of their own, they've uniformly sought to squelch the
advancing of alternatives wherever possible.

Pacifism as Pathology:
Notes on an American Psuedopraxis

Ward Churchill

It is the obligation of every person who claims
to oppose oppression to resist the oppressor by
every means at his or her disposal. Not to
engage in physical resistance, armed resistance
to oppression, is to serve the interests of the
oppressor; no more, no less. There are no
exceptions to the rule, no easy out. . .

- Assata Shakur, 1984

Pacifism, the ideology of nonviolent political ac-
tion, has become axiomatic and all but universal
among the more progressive elements of contem-

porary mainstream North America. With a jargon rang-
ing from a peculiar mishmash of borrowed or fabricated
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pseudospiritualism to "Gramscian" notions of prefigura-
tive socialization, pacifism appears as the common de-
nominator linking otherwise disparate "white dissident"
groupings. Always, it promises that the harsh realities of
state power can be transcended via good feelings and
purity of purpose rather than by self-defense and resort
to combat.

Pacifists, with seemingly endless repetition, pro-
nounce that the negativity of the modern corporate-fas-
cist state will atrophy through defection and neglect once
there is a sufficiently positive social vision to take its place
("What if they gave a war and nobody came?"). Known
in the Middle Ages as alchemy, such insistence on the
repetition of insubstantial themes and failed experiments
to obtain a desired result has long been consigned to the
realm of fantasy, discarded by all but the most wishful or
cynical (who use it to manipulate people).1

I don't deny the obviously admirable emotional
content of the pacifist perspective. Surely we can all agree
that the world should become a place of cooperation,
peace, and harmony. Indeed, it would be nice if every-
thing would just get better while nobody got hurt, in-
cluding the oppressor who (temporarily and misguidedly)
makes everything bad. Emotional niceties, however, do
not render a viable politics. As with most delusions de-
signed to avoid rather than confront unpleasant truths
(Lenin's premise that the sort of state he created would
wither away under "correct conditions" comes to mind),2

the pacifist fantasy is inevitably doomed to failure by cir-
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cumstance.
Even the most casual review of twentieth-century

history reveals the graphic contradictions of the pacifist
posture, the costs of its continued practice and its fun-
damental ineffectiveness in accomplishing its purported
transformative mission.3 Nonetheless, we are currently
beset by "nonviolent revolutionary leaders" who habitu-
ally revise historical fact as a means of offsetting their
doctrine's glaring practical deficiencies, and by the spec-
tacle of expressly pacifist organizations claiming
(apparently in all seriousness) to be standing "in solidar-
ity" with practitioners of armed resistance in Central
America, Africa, and elsewhere.4

Despite its inability to avert a revitalized milita-
rism in the United States, the regeneration of overt
racism, and a general rise in native fascism, pacifism -
the stuff of the spent mass movements of the '60s — not

only continues as the normative form of "American ac-
tivism," but seems to have recently experienced a serious
resurgence.5 The purpose here is to examine the pacifist
phenomenon briefly in both its political and psychologi-
cal dimensions, with an eye toward identifying the rela-
tionship between a successful reactionary order on the
one hand, and a pacifist domestic opposition on the other.

Like Lambs to the Slaughter

I have never been able to bring myself to trust
anyone who claims to have saved a Jew from
the SS. The fact is that the Jews were not saved
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. . . no one took the steps necessary to save
them, even themselves.

— Simon Weisenthal, 1967

Pacifism possesses a sublime arrogance in its implicit as-
sumption that its adherents can somehow dictate the
terms of struggle in any contest with the state.6 Such a
supposition seems unaccountable in view of the actual
record of passive/nonviolent resistance to state power.
Although a number of examples can be mustered with
which to illustrate this point — including Buddhist re-
sistance to U.S. policies in Indochina, and the sustained
efforts made to terminate white supremacist rule in south-
ern Africa — none seems more appropriate than the Jew-
ish experience in Hitlerian Germany (and later in the
whole of occupied Europe).

The record is quite clear that, while a range of paci-
fist forms of countering the implications of nazism oc-
curred within the German Jewish community during the
1930s, they offered virtually no physical opposition to
the consolidation of the nazi state.7 To the contrary, there
is strong evidence that orthodox Jewish leaders counseled
"social responsibility" as the best antidote to nazism, while
crucial political formulations such as the zionist Hagana
and Mossad el Aliyah Bet actually seem to have attempted
to co-opt the nazi agenda for their own purposes, enter-
ing into cooperative relations with the SS Jewish Affairs
Bureau, and trying to use forced immigration of Jews as
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a pretext for establishing a "Jewish homeland" in Pales-
tine.8

All of this was apparently done in an effort to ma-
nipulate the political climate in Germany - by "not ex-
acerbating conditions" and "not alienating the German
people any further" - in a manner more favorable to Jews
than the nazis were calling for.9 In the end, of course, the
nazis imposed the "final solution to the Jewish question,"
but by then the dynamics of passive resistance were so
entrenched in the Jewish Zeitgeist (the nazis having been
in power a full decade) that a sort of passive accommo-
dation prevailed. Jewish leaders took their people, qui-
etly and nonviolently, first into the ghettos, and then onto
trains "evacuating" them to the east. Armed resistance
was still widely held to be "irresponsible."10

Eventually, the SS could count upon the brunt of
the nazi liquidation policy being carried out by the
Sonderkommandos, which were composed of the Jews
themselves. It was largely Jews who dragged the gassed
bodies of their exterminated people to the crematoria in
death camps such as Auschwitz/Birkenau, each motivated
by the desire to prolong his own life. Even this became
rationalized as "resistance"; the very act of surviving was
viewed as "defeating" the nazi program.11 By 1945, Jew-
ish passivity and nonviolence in the face of the
Weltanschauung der untermenschen had done nothing to
prevent the loss of millions of lives.12

The phenomenon sketched above must lead to the
obvious question: "[How could] millions of men [sic] like
us walk to their death without resistance?"13 In turn, the
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mere asking of the obvious has spawned a veritable cot-
tage industry among Jewish intellectuals, each explain-
ing how it was that "the process" had left the Jewish
people "no choice" but to go along, to remain passive, to
proceed in accordance with their aversion to violence right
up to the doors of the crematoria - and beyond.14 From
this perspective, there was nothing truly lacking in the
Jewish performance; the Jews were simply and solely
blameless victims of a genocidal system over which it was
quite impossible for them to extend any measure of con-
trol.15

The Jews having suffered horribly under nazi rule,16

it has come to be considered in exceedingly poor taste -
"antisemitic," according to the logic of the Anti-Defa-
mation League of B'nai Brith - to suggest that there was
indeed something very wrong with the nature of the Jew-
ish response to nazism, that the mainly pacifist forms of
resistance exhibited by the Jewish community played di-
rectly into the hands of their executioners.17 Objectively,
there were alternatives, and one need not look to the ut-
terances of some "lunatic fringe" to find them articu-
lated.

Even such a staid and conservative political com-
mentator as Bruno Bettelheim, a former concentration
camp inmate, has offered astute analysis of the role of
passivity and nonviolence in amplifying the magnitude
of the Holocaust. Regarding the single known instance
in which inmates physically revolted at Auschwitz, he
observes that:
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In the single revolt of the twelfth Sonderkommando,
seventy SS were killed, including one commissioned
officer and seventeen non-commissioned officers;
one of the crematoria was totally destroyed and
another severely damaged. True, all eight hundred
and fifty-three of the kommando died. But. . . the
one Sonderkommando which revolted and took such
a heavy toll of the enemy did not die much differ-
ently than all the other Sonderkommandos.18

Aside from pointing out that the Jews had literally
nothing to lose (and quite a lot to gain in terms of hu-
man dignity) by engaging in open revolt against the SS,
Bettelheim goes much further, noting that such actions
both in and outside the death camps stood a reasonable
prospect of greatly impeding the extermination process.19

He states flatly that even individualized armed resistance
could have made the Final Solution a cost-prohibitive
proposition for the nazis:

There is little doubt that the [Jews], who were able
to provide themselves with so much, could have
provided themselves with a gun or two had they
wished. They could have shot down one or two of
the SS men who came for them. The loss of an SS
with every Jew arrested would have noticeably hin-
dered the functioning of the police state.20

Returning to the revolt of the twelfth
Sonderkommando, Bettelheim observes that:

They did only what we should expect all human
beings to do; to use their death, if they could not
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save their lives, to weaken or hinder the enemy as
much as possible; to use even their doomed selves
for making extermination harder, or maybe impos-
sible, not a smooth-running process . . . If they
could do it, so could others. Why didn't they? Why
did they throw their lives away instead of making
things hard for the enemy? Why did they make a
present of their very being to the SS instead of to
their families, their friends, even to their fellow pris-
oners[?]21

"Rebellion could only have saved either the life they
were going to lose anyway, or the lives of others. . . .
Inertia it was that led millions of Jews into the ghet-
tos the SS had created for them. It was inertia that
made hundreds of thousands of Jews sit home,
waiting for their executioners."22

Bettelheim describes this inertia, which he consid-
ers the basis for Jewish passivity in the face of genocide,
as being grounded in a profound desire for "business as
usual," the following of rules, the need to not accept re-
ality or to act upon it. Manifested in the irrational belief
that in remaining "reasonable and responsible," unob-
trusively resisting by continuing "normal" day-to-day
activities proscribed by the nazis through the Nurem-
berg Laws and other infamous legislation, and "not
alienating anyone," this attitude implied that a more-or-
less humane Jewish policy might be morally imposed
upon the nazi state by Jewish pacifism itself.23

Thus, Bettelheim continues:
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The persecution of the Jews was aggravated, slow
step by slow step, when no violent fighting back
occurred. It may have been Jewish acceptance, with-
out retaliatory fight, of ever harsher discrimination
and degradation that first gave the SS the idea that
they could be gotten to the point where they would
walk into the gas chambers on their own . . . [I]n
the deepest sense, the walk to the gas chamber was
only the last consequence of the philosophy of busi-
ness as usual.24

Given this, Bettelheim can do little else but conclude
(correctly) that the post-war rationalization and apologia
for the Jewish response to nazism serves to "stress how
much we all wish to subscribe to this business as usual
philosophy, and forget that it hastens our own destruc-
tion . . . to glorify the attitude of going on with business
as usual, even in a holocaust."25

An Essential Contradiction

/ have no intention of being a good Jew, led
into the ovens like some sheep . . .

- Abbie Hoffman, 1969

The example of the Jews under nazism is, to be sure,
extreme. History affords us few comparable models by
which to assess the effectiveness of nonviolent opposi-
tion to state policies, at least in terms of the scale and
rapidity with which consequences were visited upon the
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passive. Yet it is precisely this extremity which makes the
example useful; the Jewish experience reveals with stark
clarity the basic illogic at the very core of pacifist concep-
tions of morality and political action.26

Proponents of nonviolent political "praxis" are in-
herently placed in the position of claiming to meet the
armed might of the state via an asserted moral superior-
ity attached to the renunciation of arms and physical vio-
lence altogether. It follows that the state has demonstrated,
a priori, its fundamental immorality/illegitimacy by arm-
ing itself in the first place. A certain psychological corre-
lation is typically offered wherein the "good" and "posi-
tive" social vision (Eros) held by the pacifist opposition is
posed against the "bad" or "negative" realities (Thanatos)
evidenced by the state. The correlation lends itself read-
ily to "good versus evil" dichotomies, fostering a view of
social conflict as a morality play.27

There can be no question but that there is a super-
ficial logic to the analytical equation thus established. The
Jews in their disarmed and passive resistance to German
oppression during the '30s and '40s were certainly "good";
the nazis - as well-armed as any group in history up to
that point - might undoubtedly be assessed as a force of
unmitigated "evil."28 Such binary correlations might also
be extended to describe other sets of historical forces:
Gandhi's Indian Union (good) versus troops of the Brit-
ish Empire (evil) and Martin Luther King's nonviolent
Civil Rights Movement (good) versus a host of Klansmen
and Southern cracker police (evil) offer ready examples.
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In each case, the difference between them can be
(and often is) attributed to the relative willingness/un-
willingness of the opposing sides to engage in violence.
And, in each case, it can be (and has been) argued that
good ultimately overcame the evil it confronted, achiev-
ing political gains and at least temporarily dissipating a
form of social violence. To the extent that Eichmann was
eventually tried in Jerusalem for his part in the genocide
of the Jewish people, that India has passed from the con-
trol of England, and that Mississippi blacks can now reg-
ister to vote with comparative ease, it may be (and is)
contended that there is a legacy of nonviolent political
success informing the praxis of contemporary pacifism.29

It becomes quite possible for sensitive, refined, and
morally developed individuals to engage in socially
transformative political action while rejecting violence
(per se) as a means or method containing a positive as
well as negative utility. The ideological assumption here
is that a sort of "negation of the negation" is involved,
that the "power of nonviolence" can in itself be used to
supplant the offending societal violence represented in
the formation of state power. The key to the whole is
that it has been done, as the survival of at least some of the
Jews, the decolonization of India, and the enfranchise-
ment of Southern American blacks demonstrate.30

This tidy scheme, pleasing as it may be on an emo-
tional level, brings up more questions than it answers.
An obvious question is that if nonviolence is to be taken
as the emblem of Jewish goodness in the face of nazi evil,
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how is one to account for the revolt of the twelfth
Sonderkommando mentioned by Bettelheim, or scattered
incidents of the same type which occurred at other death
camps such as Sobibor and Treblinka.31 What of the sev-
eral thousand participants in the sole mass uprising of
Jews outside the camps, the armed revolt of the Warsaw
Ghetto during April and May 1943?32 May it rightly be
suggested that those who took up arms against their ex-
ecutioners crossed the same symbolic line demarcating
good and evil, becoming "the same" as the SS?33

One may assume for the moment that such a gross
distortion of reality is hardly the intent of even the hardi-
est pacifist polemicists, although it may well be an in-
trinsic aspect of their position. Worse than this is the
inconsistency of nonviolent premises. For instance, it has
been abundantly documented that nazi policy toward the
Jews, from 1941 onward, was bound up in the notion
that extermination would proceed until such time as the
entire Jewish population within German occupied terri-
tory was liquidated.34 There is no indication whatsoever
that nonviolent intervention/mediation from any quar-
ter held the least prospect of halting, or even delaying,
the genocidal process. To the contrary, there is evidence
that efforts by neutral parties such as the Red Cross had
the effect of speeding up the slaughter.35

That the Final Solution was halted at a point short
of its full realization was due solely to the massive appli-
cation of armed force against Germany (albeit for
reasons other than the salvation of the Jews). Left to a
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pacifist prescription for the altering of offensive state poli-
cies, and the effecting of positive social change, "World
Jewry" - at least in its Eurasian variants - would have
suffered total extermination by mid-1946 at the latest.
Even the highly symbolic trial of SS Colonel Adolph
Eichmann could not be accomplished by nonviolent
means, but required armed action by an Israeli paramili-
tary unit fifteen years after the last death camp was closed
by Russian tanks.36 There is every indication that adher-
ence to pacifist principles would have resulted in
Eichmann's permanent avoidance of justice, living out
his life in reasonable comfort until - to paraphrase his
own assessment — he leapt into the grave laughing at the
thought of having killed six million Jews.37 With refer-
ence to the Jewish experience, nonviolence was a cata-
strophic failure, and only the most extremely violent
intervention by others saved Europe's Jews at the last mo-
ment from slipping over the brink of utter extinction.
Small wonder that the survivors insist, "Never again!"

While other examples are less crystalline in their
implications, they are instructive. The vaunted career of
Gandhi exhibits characteristics of a calculated strategy of
nonviolence salvaged only by the existence of violent
peripheral processes.38 While it is true that the great In-
dian leader never deviated from his stance of passive
resistance to British colonization, and that in the end
England found it cost-prohibitive to continue its effort
to assert control in the face of his opposition, it is equally
true that the Gandhian success must be viewed in the
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context of a general decline in British power brought
about by two world wars within a thirty-year period.39

Prior to the decimation of British troop strength
and the virtual bankruptcy of the Imperial treasury dur-
ing World War II, Gandhi's movement showed little like-
lihood of forcing England's abandonment of India. With-
out the global violence that destroyed the Empire's abil-
ity to forcibly control its colonial territories (and passive
populations), India might have continued indefinitely in
the pattern of minority rule marking the majority of South
Africa's modern history, the first locale in which the
Gandhian recipe for liberation struck the reef of reality.40

Hence, while the Mahatma and his followers were able
to remain "pure," their victory was contingent upon oth-
ers physically gutting their opponents for them.

Similarly, the limited success attained by Martin
Luther King and his disciples in the United States dur-
ing the 1960s, using a strategy consciously guided by
Gandhian principles of nonviolence, owes a considerable
debt to the existence of less pacifist circumstances. King's
movement had attracted considerable celebrity, but pre-
cious little in the way of tangible political gains prior to
the emergence of a trend signaled in 1967 by the
redesignation of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating
Committee (SNCC; more or less the campus arm of
King's Civil Rights Movement) as the Student National
Coordinating Committee.41

The SNCC's action (precipitated by non-pacifists
such as Stokely Carmichael and H. Rap Brown) occurred
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in the context of armed self-defense tactics being em-
ployed for the first time by rural black leaders such as
Robert Williams, and the eruption of black urban en-
claves in Detroit, Newark, Watts, Harlem, and elsewhere.
It also coincided with the increasing need of the Ameri-
can state for internal stability due to the unexpectedly
intense and effective armed resistance mounted by the
Vietnamese against U.S. aggression in Southeast Asia.42

Suddenly King, previously stonewalled and
redbaited by the establishment, his roster of civil rights
demands evaded or dismissed as being "too radical" and
"premature," found himself viewed as the lesser of evils
by the state.43 He was duly anointed the "responsible black
leader" in the media, and his cherished civil rights agenda
was largely incorporated into law during 1968 (along with
appropriate riders designed to neutralize "Black Power
Militants" such as Carmichael, Brown, and Williams.)44

Without the spectre, real or perceived, of a violent black
revolution at large in America during a time of war, King's
nonviolent strategy was basically impotent in concrete
terms. As one of his Northern organizers, William
Jackson, put it to me in 1969:

There are a lot of reasons why I can't get behind
fomenting violent actions like riots, and none of
'em are religious. It's all pragmatic politics. But I'll
tell you what: I never let a riot slide by. I'm always
the first one down at city hall and testifying before
Congress, tellin' 'em, "See? If you guys'd been deal-
ing with us all along, this never would have hap-
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pened." It gets results, man. Like nothin' else,
y'know? The thing is that Rap Brown and the Black
Panthers are just about the best things that ever
happened to the Civil Rights Movement.

Jackson's exceedingly honest, if more than passingly
cynical, outlook was tacitly shared by King.45 The essen-
tial contradiction inherent to pacifist praxis is that, for
survival itself, any nonviolent confrontation of state power
must ultimately depend either on the state refraining from
unleashing some real measure of its potential violence,
or the active presence of some counterbalancing violence
of precisely the sort pacifism professes to reject as a po-
litical option.

Absurdity clearly abounds when suggesting that the
state will refrain from using all necessary physical force
to protect against undesired forms of change and threats
to its safety. Nonviolent tacticians imply (perhaps unwit-
tingly) that the "immoral state" which they seek to trans-
form will somehow exhibit exactly the same sort of supe-
rior morality they claim for themselves (i.e., at least a
relative degree of nonviolence). The fallacy of such a
proposition is best demonstrated by the nazi state's re-
moval of its "Jewish threat."46

Violent intervention by others divides itself natu-
rally into the two parts represented by Gandhi's unsolic-
ited "windfall" of massive violence directed against his
opponents and King's rather more conscious and delib-
erate utilization of incipient antistate violence as a means
of advancing his own pacifist agenda. History is replete
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with variations on these two subthemes, but variations
do little to alter the crux of the situation: there simply
has never been a revolution, or even a substantial social
reorganization, brought into being on the basis of the
principles of pacifism.47 In every instance, violence has
been an integral requirement of the process of transform-
ing the state.

Pacifist praxis (or, more appropriately, pseudo-
praxis), if followed to its logical conclusions, leaves its
adherents with but two possible outcomes to their line of
action:

1. To render themselves perpetually ineffectual (and con-
sequently unthreatening) in the face of state power, in
which case they will likely be largely ignored by the
status quo and self-eliminating in terms of revolution-
ary potential; or,

2. To make themselves a clear and apparent danger to the
state, in which case they are subject to physical liqui-
dation by the status quo and are self-eliminating in
terms of revolutionary potential.

In either event - mere ineffectuality or suicide - the
objective conditions leading to the necessity for social
revolution remain unlikely to be altered by purely paci-
fist strategies. As these conditions typically include war,
the induced starvation of whole populations and the like,
pacifism and its attendant sacrifice of life cannot even be
rightly said to have substantially impacted the level of
evident societal violence. The mass suffering that revolu-
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tion is intended to alleviate will continue as the revolu-
tion strangles itself on the altar of "nonviolence."

The Comfort Zone

Don't speak to me of revolution until you're
ready to eat rats to survive. . .

- The Last Poets, 1972

Regardless of the shortcomings of pacifism as a meth-
odological approach to revolution, there is nothing
inherent in its basic impulse which prevents real practi-
tioners from experiencing the revolutionary ethos. Rather,
as already noted, the emotional content of the principle
of nonviolence is tantamount to a gut-level rejection of
much, or even all, that the present social order stands
for — an intrinsically revolutionary perspective. The ques-
tion is not the motivations of real pacifists, but instead
the nature of a strategy by which the revolution may be
won, at a minimum sacrifice to all concerned.

This assumes that sacrifice is being made by all
concerned. Here, it becomes relatively easy to separate
the wheat from the chaff among America's proponents of
"nonviolent opposition." While the premise of pacifism
necessarily precludes engaging in violent acts directed at
others, even for reasons of self-defense, it does not pre-
vent its adherents from themselves incurring physical
punishment in pursuit of social justice. In other words,
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there is nothing of a doctrinal nature barring real paci-
fists from running real risks.

And indeed they do. Since at least the early Chris-
tians, devout pacifists have been sacrificing themselves
while standing up for what they believe in against the
armed might of those they consider wrong. Gandhi's fol-
lowers perished by the thousands, allowed themselves to
be beaten and maimed en masse, and clogged India's pe-
nal system in their campaign to end British rule.48 King's
field organizers showed incredible bravery in confront-
ing the racist thugs of the South, and many paid with
their lives on lonely back roads.49

Another type of pacifist action which became a sym-
bol for the nonviolent antiwar movement was that of a
Buddhist monk, Thich Quang Duc, who immolated him-
self on a Saigon street on June 11, 1963. Due's protest
against growing U.S. involvement in his country was
quickly followed by similar actions by other Vietnamese
bonzes and, on November 2, 1965, by an American
Quaker, Norman Morrison, who burned himself in front
of the Pentagon to protest increasing levels of U.S. troop
commitment in Indochina.50 Whatever the strategic value
one may place upon the actions of Morrison and the
Buddhists - and it must be acknowledged that the U.S.
grip on Vietnam rapidly tightened after the self-immola-
tions began,51 while U.S. troop strength in Southeast Asia
spiraled from some 125,000 at the time of Morrison's
suicide to more than 525,000 barely two years later -
they were unquestionably courageous people, entirely
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willing to face the absolute certainty of the most excruci-
ating death in pursuit of their professed ideals. Although
the effectiveness of their tactics is open to question, their
courage and integrity certainly are not.

In a less severe fashion, there are many other exam-
ples of American pacifists putting themselves on the line
for their beliefs. The Berrigan brothers, Phillip and Dan-
iel, clearly qualify in this regard, as do a number of oth-
ers who took direct action against the Selective Service
System and certain U.S. military targets during the late
'60s and early '70s.52 Cadres of Witness for Peace placed
their bodies between CIA-sponsored contra guerrillas and
their intended civilian victims along the Nicaragua/Hon-
duras border during the '80s.53 Members of Greenpeace,
Earth First!, and Friends of the Earth have been known
to take considerable chances with their own well-being
in their advocacy of a range of environmental issues.54

The list of principled and self-sacrificing pacifists
and pacifist acts could undoubtedly be extended and,
ineffectual or not, these people are admirable in their
own right. Unfortunately, they represent the exception
rather than the rule of pacifist performance in the United
States. For every example of serious and committed paci-
fist activism emerging from the normative mass of Ameri-
can nonviolent movements since 1965, one could cite
scores of countering instances in which only lip service
was paid to the ideals of action and self-sacrifice.

The question central to the emergence and main-
tenance of nonviolence as the oppositional foundation
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of American activism has not been the truly pacifist for-
mulation, "How can we forge a revolutionary politics
within which we can avoid inflicting violence on oth-
ers?" On the contrary, a more accurate guiding question
has been, "What sort of politics might I engage in which
will both allow me to posture as a progressive and allow
me to avoid incurring harm to myself?" Hence, the trap-
pings of pacifism have been subverted to establish a sort
of "politics of the comfort zone," not only akin to what
Bettelheim termed "the philosophy of business as usual"
and devoid of perceived risk to its advocates, but minus
any conceivable revolutionary impetus as well.55 The in-
tended revolutionary content of true pacifist activism —
the sort practiced by the Gandhian movement, the
Berrigans, and Norman Morrison - is thus isolated and
subsumed in the United States, even among the ranks of
self-professing participants.

Such a situation must abort whatever limited util-
ity pacifist tactics might have, absent other and concur-
rent forms of struggle, as a socially transformative method.
Yet the history of the American Left over the past decade
shows too clearly that the more diluted the substance
embodied in "pacifist practice," the louder the insistence
of its subscribers that nonviolence is the only mode of
action "appropriate and acceptable within the context of
North America," and the greater the effort to ostracize,
or even stifle divergent types of actions.56 Such strategic
hegemony exerted by proponents of this truncated range
of tactical options has done much to foreclose on what-
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ever revolutionary potential may be said to exist in
modern America.

Is such an assessment too harsh? One need only
attend a mass demonstration (ostensibly directed against
the policies of the state) in any U.S. city to discover the
answer. One will find hundreds, sometimes thousands,
assembled in orderly fashion, listening to selected speak-
ers calling for an end to this or that aspect of lethal state
activity, carrying signs "demanding" the same thing,
welcoming singers who enunciate lyrically on the wor-
thiness of the demonstrators' agenda as well as the plight
of the various victims they are there to "defend," and -
typically - the whole thing is quietly disbanded with
exhortations to the assembled to "keep working" on the
matter and to please sign a petition and/or write letters
to congresspeople requesting that they alter or abandon
offending undertakings.

Throughout the whole charade it will be noticed
that the state is represented by a uniformed police pres-
ence keeping a discreet distance and not interfering with
the activities. And why should they? The organizers of
the demonstration will have gone through "proper chan-
nels" to obtain permits required by the state and instruc-
tions as to where they will be allowed to assemble, how
long they will be allowed to stay and, should a march be
involved in the demonstration, along which routes they
will be allowed to walk.

Surrounding the larger mass of demonstrators can
be seen others — an elite. Adorned with green (or white,
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or powder blue) armbands, their function is to ensure
that demonstrators remain "responsible," not deviating
from the state-sanctioned plan of protest. Individuals or
small groups who attempt to spin off from the main body,
entering areas to which the state has denied access (or
some other unapproved activity) are headed off by these
armbanded "marshals" who argue — pointing to the
nearby police - that "troublemaking" will only "exacer-
bate an already tense situation" and "provoke violence,"
thereby "alienating those we are attempting to reach."57

In some ways, the voice of the "good Jews" can be heard
to echo plainly over the years.

At this juncture, the confluence of interests between
the state and the mass nonviolent movement could not
be clearer. The role of the police, whose function is to
support state policy by minimizing disruption of its pro-
cedures, should be in natural conflict with that of a move-
ment purporting to challenge these same policies and,
indeed, to transform the state itself.58 However, with ap-
parent perverseness, the police find themselves serving as
mere backups (or props) to self-policing (now euphemis-
tically termed "peace-keeping" rather than the more
accurate "marshaling") efforts of the alleged opposition's
own membership. Both sides of the "contestation" con-
cur that the smooth functioning of state processes must
not be physically disturbed, at least not in any significant
way.59

All of this is within the letter and spirit of cooptive
forms of sophisticated self-preservation appearing as an
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integral aspect of the later phases of bourgeois democ-
racy.60 It dovetails well with more shopworn methods such
as the electoral process and has been used by the state as
an innovative means of conducting public opinion polls,
which better hide rather than eliminate controversial poli-
cies.61 Even the movement's own sloganeering tends to
bear this out from time to time, as when Students for a
Democratic Society (SDS) coined the catch-phrase of its
alternative to the polling place: "Vote with your feet, vote
in the street."62

Of course, any movement seeking to project a cred-
ible self-image as something other than just one more
variation of accommodation to state power must ulti-
mately establish its "militant" oppositional credentials
through the media in a manner more compelling than
rhetorical speechifying and the holding of impolite plac-
ards ("Fuck the War" was always a good one) at rallies.63

Here, the time-honored pacifist notion of "civil disobe-
dience" is given a new twist by the adherents of nonvio-
lence in America. Rather than pursuing Gandhi's (or, to
a much lesser extent, King's) method of using passive
bodies to literally clog the functioning of the state appa-
ratus — regardless of the cost to those doing the clogging —
the American nonviolent movement has increasingly
opted for "symbolic actions."64

The centerpiece of such activity usually involves
an arrest, either of a token figurehead of the movement
(or a small, selected group of them) or a mass arrest of
some sort. In the latter event, "arrest training" is gener-
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ally provided - and lately has become "required" by move-
ment organizers - by the same marshals who will later
ensure that crowd control police units will be left with
little or nothing to do. This is to ensure that "no one gets
hurt" in the process of being arrested, and that the police
are not inconvenienced by disorganized arrest proce-
dures.65

The event which activates the arrests is typically
preplanned, well-publicized in advance, and, more often
than not, literally coordinated with the police - often
including estimates by organizers concerning how many
arrestees will likely be involved. Generally speaking, such
"extreme statements" will be scheduled to coincide with
larger-scale peaceful demonstrations so that a consider-
able audience of "committed" bystanders (and, hopefully,
NBC/CBS/ABC/CNN) will be on hand to applaud the
bravery and sacrifice of those arrested; most of the by-
standers will, of course, have considered reasons why they
themselves are unprepared to "go so far" as to be arrested.66

The specific sort of action designed to precipitate the
arrests themselves usually involves one of the following:
(a) sitting down in a restricted area and refusing to leave
when ordered; (b) stepping across an imaginary line drawn
on the ground by a police representative; (c) refusing to
disperse at the appointed time; or (d) chaining or
padlocking the doors to a public building. When things
really get heavy, those seeking to be arrested may pour
blood (real or ersatz) on something of "symbolic value."67

As a rule, those arrested are cooperative in the ex-
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treme, meekly allowing police to lead them to waiting
vans or buses for transportation to whatever station house
or temporary facility has been designated as the process-
ing point. In especially "militant" actions, arrestees go
limp, undoubtedly severely taxing the states repressive
resources by forcing the police to carry them bodily to
the vans or buses (monitored all the while by volunteer
attorneys who are there to ensure that such "police bru-
tality" as pushing, shoving, or dropping an arrestee does
not occur). In either event, the arrestees sit quietly in
their assigned vehicles - or sing "We Shall Overcome"
and other favourites - as they are driven away for book-
ing. The typical charges levied will be trespassing, creat-
ing a public disturbance, or being a public nuisance. In
the heavy instances, the charge may be escalated to mali-
cious mischief or even destruction of public property.
Either way, other than in exceptional circumstances, eve-
ryone will be assigned an arraignment date and released
on personal recognizance or a small cash bond, home in
time for dinner (and to review their exploits on the six
o'clock news).68

In the unlikely event that charges are not dismissed
prior to arraignment (the state having responded to sym-
bolic actions by engaging largely in symbolic selective
prosecutions), the arrestee will appear on the appointed
date in a room resembling a traffic court where s/he will
be allowed to plead guilty, pay a minimal fine, and go
home. Repeat offenders may be "sentenced" to pay a
somewhat larger fine (which, of course, goes into state
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accounts underwriting the very policies the arrestees os-
tensibly oppose) or even to perform a specific number of
"public service hours" (promoting police/community re-
lations, for example).69 It is almost unheard of for arrestees
to be sentenced to jail time for the simple reason that
most jails are already overflowing with less principled
individuals, most of them rather unpacifist in nature, and
many of whom have caused the state a considerably greater
degree of displeasure than the nonviolent movement,
which claims to seek its radical alteration.70

For those arrestees who opt to plead not-guilty to
the charges they themselves literally arranged to incur, a
trial date will be set. They will thereby accrue another
symbolic advantage by exercising their right to explain
why they did whatever they did before a judge and jury.
They may then loftily contend that it is the state, rather
than themselves, that is really criminal. Their rights sat-
isfied, they will then generally be sentenced to exactly
the same penalty which would have been levied had they
pleaded guilty at their arraignment (plus court costs), and
go home. A few will be sentenced to a day or two in jail
as an incentive not to waste court time with such petti-
ness in the future. A few less will refuse to pay whatever
fine is imposed, and receive as much as thirty days in jail
(usually on work release) as an alternative; a number of
these have opted to pen "prison letters" during the pe-
riod of their brief confinement, underscoring the sense
of symbolic (rather than literal) self-sacrifice which is
sought. '
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The trivial nature of this level of activity does not
come fully into focus until it is juxtaposed to the sorts of
state activity which the nonviolent movement claims to
be "working on." A brief sampling of prominent issues
addressed by the American opposition since 1965 will
suffice for purposes of illustration: the U.S. escalation of
the ground war in Southeast Asia to a level where more
than a million lives were lost, the saturation bombing of
Vietnam (another one to two million killed), the expan-
sion of the Vietnam war into all of Indochina (costing
perhaps another two to three million lives when the in-
tentional destruction of Cambodia's farmland and result-
ant mass starvation are considered), U.S. sponsorship of
the Pinochet coup in Chile (at least another 10,000 dead),
U.S. underwriting of the Salvadoran oligarchy (50,000
lives at a minimum), U.S. support of the Guatemalan
junta (perhaps 200,000 killed since 1954), and efforts to
destabilize the Sandinista government in Nicaragua (at
least 20,000 dead).72 A far broader sample of comparably
lethal activities has gone unopposed altogether.73

While the human costs of continuing American
business as usual have registered well into the seven-digit
range (and possibly higher), the nonviolent "opposition"
in the United States has not only restricted its tactics al-
most exclusively to the symbolic arena denoted above,
but has actively endeavored to prevent others from going
further. The methods employed to this end have gener-
ally been restricted to the deliberate stigmatizing, isola-
tion, and minimization of other potentials - as a means
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of neutralizing, or at least containing them — although at
times it seems to have crossed over into collaboration
with state efforts to bring about their outright liquida-
tion.74

The usual approach has been a consistent a priori
dismissal of any one person or group attempting to move
beyond the level of symbolic action as "abandoning the
original spirit [of North American oppositional politics]
and taking the counterproductive path of small-scale vio-
lence now and organizing for serious armed struggle
later."75 This is persistently coupled with attempts to di-
minish the importance of actions aimed at concrete rather
than symbolic effects, epitomized in the question framed
by Sam Brown, a primary organizer of the November
1969 Moratorium to End the War in Vietnam (when
perhaps 5,000 broke free of a carefully orchestrated sched-
ule of passive activities): "What's more important, that a
bunch of scruffy people charged the Justice Department,
or that [500,000 people] were in the same place at one
time to sing?"76

Not only was such "violence" as destroying prop-
erty and scuffling with police proscribed in the view of
the Moratorium organizers, but also any tendency to uti-
lize the incredible mass of assembled humanity in any
way which might tangibly interfere with the smooth
physical functioning of the governing apparatus in the
nation's capital (e.g., nonviolent civil disobedience on the
order of, say, systematic traffic blockages and huge sit-
ins).77
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Unsurprisingly, this same mentality manifested it-
self even more clearly a year and a half later with the
open boycott by pacifism's "responsible leadership" (and
most of their committed followers) of the Indochina Peace
Campaign's planned "May Day Demonstration" in
Washington. Despite the fact that in some ways the war
had escalated (e.g., increasingly heavy bombing) since the
largest symbolic protest in American history - the
Moratorium fielded approximately one million passive
demonstrators, nationwide - it was still held that May
Day organizer Rennie Davis' intent to "show the govern-
ment that it will no longer be able to control its own
society unless it ends the war NOW!" was "going too
far." It was opined that although the May Day plan did
not itself call for violent acts, its disruption of business as
usual was likely to "provoke a violent response from
officials."78

Even more predictably, advocates of nonviolence
felt compelled to counter such emergent trends as the
SDS Revolutionary Youth Movement, Youth Against War
and Fascism, and Weatherman.79 Calling for non-attend-
ance at the demonstrations of "irresponsible" organiza-
tions attempting to build a "fighting movement among
white radicals," and wittily coining derogatory phrases
to describe them, the oppositional mainstream did its
utmost to thwart possible positive developments coming
from such unpacifist quarters. In the end, the stigma-
tized organizations themselves institutionalized this im-
posed isolation, their frustration with attempting to break
the inertia of symbolic opposition to the status quo con-
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verted into a "politics of despair" relying solely on vio-
lent actions undertaken by a network of tiny underground
cells.80

The real anathema to the nonviolent mass, how-
ever, turned out not to be white splinter groups such as
Weatherman. Rather, it came from a militant black
nationalism embodied in the Black Panther Party for Self-
Defense. After nearly a decade of proclaiming its "abso-
lute solidarity" with the liberatory efforts of American
blacks, pacifism found itself confronted during the late
'60s with the appearance of a cohesive organization that
consciously linked the oppression of the black commu-
nity to the exploitation of people the world over, and
programmatically asserted the same right to armed self-
defense acknowledged as the due of liberation movements
abroad.81

As the Panthers evidenced signs of making signifi-
cant headway, organizing first in their home community
of Oakland and then nationally, the state perceived some-
thing more threatening than yet another series of candle-
light vigils. It reacted accordingly, targeting the Panthers
for physical elimination. When Party cadres responded
(as promised) by meeting the violence of repression with
armed resistance, the bulk of their "principled" white
support evaporated. This horrifying retreat rapidly iso-
lated the Party from any possible mediating or buffering
from the full force of state terror and left its members
nakedly exposed to "surgical termination" by special po-
lice units.82
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To cover this default on true pacifist principles -
which call upon adherents not to run for safety but, in
the manner of Witness for Peace, to interpose their bod-
ies as a means of alleviating violence - it became fash-
ionable to observe that the Panthers were "as bad as the
cops" in that they had resorted to arms (a view which
should give pause when one recalls the twelfth
Sonderkommando); they had "brought this on themselves"
when they "provoked violence" by refusing the state an
uncontested right to maintain the lethal business as usual
it had visited upon black America since the inception of
the Republic.83

In deciphering the meaning of this pattern of re-
sponse to groups such as the Panthers, Weatherman, and
others who have attempted to go beyond a more sym-
bolic protest of, say, genocide, it is important to look
behind the cliches customarily used to explain the Ameri-
can pacifist posture (however revealing these may be in
themselves). More to the point than concerns that the
groups such as the Panthers "bring this [violent repres-
sion] on themselves" is the sentiment voiced by Irv Kurki,
a prominent Illinois anti-draft organizer during the win-
ter of 1969-70:

This idea of armed struggle or armed self-defense
or whatever you want to call i t . . . practiced by the
Black Panther Party, the Weathermen and a few
other groups is a very bad scene, a really dangerous
thing for all of us. This isn't Algeria or Vietnam, it's
the United States . . . these tactics are not only coun-
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terproductive in that they alienate people who are
otherwise very sympathetic to us . . . and lead to
the sort of thing which just happened in Chicago
. . . but they run the very real risk of bringing the
same sort of violent repression down on all of us (em-
phasis added).84

Precisely. The preoccupation with avoiding actions
which might "provoke violence" is thus not based on a
sincere belief that violence will, or even can, truly be
avoided. Pacifists, no less than their unpacifist counter-
parts, are quite aware that violence already exists as an
integral component in the execution of state policies and
requires no provocation; this is a formative basis of their
doctrine. What is at issue then cannot be a valid attempt
to stave off or even minimize violence per se. Instead, it
can only be a conscious effort not to refocus state vio-
lence in such a way that it would directly impact Ameri-
can pacifists themselves. This is true even when it can be
shown that the tactics which could trigger such a
refocusing might in themselves alleviate a real measure
of the much more massive state-inflicted violence occur-
ring elsewhere; better that another 100,000 Indochinese
peasants perish under a hail of cluster bombs and na-
palm than America's principled progressives suffer real
physical pain while rendering their government's actions
impracticable.85

Such conscientious avoidance of personal sacrifice
(i.e., dodging the experience of being on the receiving
end of violence, not the inflicting of it) has nothing to do
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with the lofty ideals and integrity by which American
pacifists claim to inform their practice. But it does ex-
plain the real nature of such curious phenomena as move-
ment marshals, steadfast refusals to attempt to bring the
seat of government to a standstill even when a million
people are on hand to accomplish the task, and the con-
sistently convoluted victim-blaming engaged in with re-
gard to domestic groups such as the Black Panther Party.86

Massive and unremitting violence in the colonies is ap-
palling to right-thinking people but ultimately accept-
able when compared with the unthinkable alternative that
any degreee of real violence might be redirected against
"mother country radicals."87

Viewed in this light, a great many things make
sense. For instance, the persistent use of the term
"responsible leadership" in describing the normative non-
violent sector of North American dissent - always some-
what mysterious when applied to supposed radicals (or
German Jews) — is clarified as signifying nothing substan-
tially different from the accommodation of the status quo
it implies in more conventional settings.88 The "rules of
the game" have long been established and tacitly agreed
to by both sides of the ostensible "oppositional equation":
demonstrations of "resistance" to state policies will be
allowed so long as they do nothing to materially interfere
with the implementation of those policies.89

The responsibility of the oppositional leadership
in such a trade-off is to ensure that state processes are not
threatened by substantial physical disruption; the recip-
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rocal responsibility of the government is to guarantee the
general safety of those who play according to the rules.90

This comfortable scenario is enhanced by the mutual
understanding that certain levels of "appropriate" (sym-
bolic) protest of given policies will result in the
"oppositional victory" of their modification (i.e., really a
"tuning" of policy by which it may be rendered more
functional and efficient, never an abandonment of fun-
damental policy thrusts), while efforts to move beyond
this metaphorical medium of dissent will be squelched
"by any means necessary" and by all parties concerned.91

Meanwhile, the entire unspoken arrangement is larded
with a layer of stridently abusive rhetoric directed by each
side against the other.

We are left with a husk of opposition, a ritual form
capable of affording a sentimentalistic "I'm OK, you're
OK" satisfaction to its subscribers at a psychic level but
utterly useless in terms of transforming the power rela-
tions perpetuating systemic global violence. Such a
defect can, however, be readily sublimated within the
aggregate comfort zone produced by the continuation of
North American business as usual; those who remain
within the parameters of nondisruptive dissent allowed
by the state, their symbolic duty to the victims of U.S.
policy done (and with the bases of state power wholly
unchallenged), can devote themselves to the prefigura-
tion of the revolutionary future society with which they
proclaim they will replace the present social order (hav-
ing, no doubt, persuaded the state to overthrow itself
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through the moral force of their arguments).92 Here, con-
crete activities such as sexual experimentation, refinement
of musical/artistic tastes, development of various meat-
free diets, getting in touch with one's "id" through medi-
tation and ingestion of hallucinogens, alteration of sex-
based distribution of household chores, and waging cam-
paigns against such "bourgeois vices" as smoking tobacco
become the signifiers of "correct politics" or even "revo-
lutionary practice." This is as opposed to the active and
effective confrontation of state power.93

Small wonder that North America's ghetto, barrio,
and reservation populations, along with the bulk of the
white working class - people who are by and large struc-
turally denied access to the comfort zone (both in mate-
rial terms and in a corresponding inability to avoid the
imposition of a relatively high degree of systemic vio-
lence) — tend either to stand aside in bemused
incomprehension of such politics or to react with out-
right hostility. Their apprehension of the need for revo-
lutionary change and their conception of revolutionary
dynamics are necessarily at radical odds with this notion
of "struggle."94 The American nonviolent movement,
which has laboured so long and so hard to isolate all di-
vergent oppositional tendencies, is in the end isolating
itself, becoming ever more demographically white, mid-
dle-class, and "respectable." Eventually, unless there is a
marked change in its obstinate insistence that it holds a
"moral right" to absolute tactical monopoly, American
pacifism will be left to "feel good about itself" while the
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revolution goes on without it.95

Let's Pretend

Are you listening Nixon? Johnson refused to
hear us, and you know what happened to that
ol' boy . . .

- Benjamin Spock, 1969

American pacifism seeks to project itself as a revolution-
ary alternative to the status quo.96 Of course, such a move-
ment or perspective can hardly acknowledge that its track
record in forcing substantive change upon the state has
been an approximate zero. A chronicle of significant suc-
cess must be offered, even where none exists. Equally,
should such a movement or perspective seek hegemony
of its particular vision - again, as American pacifism has
been shown to do since 1965 - a certain mythological
complex is required to support its contentions. Gener-
ally speaking, both needs can be accommodated within a
single unified propaganda structure.97

For proponents of the hegemony of nonviolent
political action within the American opposition, time-
honored fables such as the success of Gandhi's methods
(in and of themselves) and even the legacy of Martin
Luther King no longer retain the freshness and vitality
required to achieve the necessary result. As this has be-
come increasingly apparent, and as the potential to bring
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a number of emergently dissident elements (e.g., "freez-
ers," antinukers, environmentalists, opponents to saber-
rattling in Central America and the Mideast, and so on)
into some sort of centralized mass movement became
greater in the mid-80s, a freshly packaged pacifist "his-
tory" of its role in opposing the Vietnam war began to be
peddled with escalating frequency and insistence.98 It is
instructive to examine several salient claims still extended
by pacifist organizers.

The nonviolent mass movement against the war forced
Lyndon Johnson from office when he failed to with-
draw from Vietnam (picking up a theme topical to the
antiwar movement itself). Actually, as has been conclu-
sively demonstrated, it was "Hawks" rather than "Doves"
who toppled Johnson.99 This was due to the perceived
ineffectiveness with which he prosecuted the war, brought
about not by pacifist parades in American streets, but by
the effectiveness of Vietnamese armed resistance to the U.S.
military. The catalyst was the Vietnamese Tet Offensive
in January 1968 after U.S. Commanding General
William Westmoreland announced he had "broken their
ability to fight," and the general's resultant request for
another 206,000 troops to augment the more than one-
half million men already at his disposal.100 At this point,
the right wing decided that the war was lost and to begin
a process of cutting losses, thereby forcing Johnson out.

To discern where the balance of power lay and be-
gin to unravel who did what to whom, one need only
look at the fact that the antiwar candidate of the 1968
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campaign (Eugene McCarthy) was never in serious con-
tention as Johnson's replacement, and that it was the
choice of the right (Richard Nixon) who became the suc-
cessor.101

The self-sacrifice of such nonviolent oppositional tac-
tics as draft resistance seriously impaired the function-
ing of the U.S. military machine (picking up another
topical theme). Actually, there was not much self-sacri-
fice or risk involved. Of the estimated one million Ameri-
can males who committed draft offenses during the Vi-
etnam era, only 25,000 (2.5 percent) were indicted, and
a total of 3,250 (0.3 percent) went to prison. As many as
80,000 went into voluntary exile in Canada where they
noted the penalty of "being lonely."102 The other 91.5
percent of these self-sacrificing individuals apparently paid
no price at all, remaining in the comfort zone relative to
both the military and the supposed consequences of evad-
ing it.

It may be that draft resistance on this scale some-
how affected the reserve manpower of the military but
not its main force units. What did affect the functioning
of the military was the rapid disintegration of morale
among U.S. combat troops after 1968 as a result of the
effectiveness of Vietnamese armed resistance. The degen-
eration of effectiveness within the U.S. military, which
eventually neutralized it in the field, included mass re-
fusal to fight (approved, undoubtedly, by pacifists),
spiraling substance abuse (ditto), and, most effectively,
the assassination of commissioned and noncommissioned
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officers (well, that's going too far).103

The most effective tactic the nonviolent movement
could have engaged in to impair the U.S. military was
therefore the one thing it was most unprepared to con-
sider: making the individual personal sacrifice of going
into the military in a massive way in order to quickly
subvert it.

The nonviolent mass antiwar movement's solidarity with
the Vietnamese undercut the political ability of the U.S.
government to continue and forced the war to an early
close (a stated objective of the movement of the late '60s).
This claim is obviously closely akin to the contention
concerning Johnson, although it should be recalled that
even U.S. ground forces remained in Vietnam for an-
other four years after that "victory." Actually, there was
no mass antiwar movement in the United States, non-
violent or otherwise, by the time the war ended in 1975.
It had begun to dissipate rapidly during the summer of
1970 in the wake of sustaining its first and only real casu-
alties - a total of four dead at Kent State University in
Ohio that spring.104 By the time the last U.S. ground
troops were withdrawn in 1973, Nixinger had suspended
the draft, and with the element of their personal jeop-
ardy thus eliminated, the "principled" opposition fueling
the mass movement evaporated altogether while the war
did not.

That the war then continued for another three years
with U.S. technological and economic support at the cost
of hundreds of thousands of Vietnamese lives but absent
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even a symbolic mass American opposition worthy of
the name says volumes about the nature of the nonvio-
lent movement's "solidarity with the Vietnamese."105 And,
as always, it was the armed struggle waged by the Viet-
namese themselves - without the pretense of systematic
support from the American pacifists - which finally
forced the war to a close.106

It is evident even from this brief exposition of fact
versus fantasy - and the analysis could be extended to
much greater length with the same results - that a cer-
tain consistency is involved. As with earlier-developed
mythologies concerning Gandhi and King (i.e., that their
accomplishments were achieved through application of
nonviolent principles alone), the current pacifist propa-
ganda line concerning the Vietnam war reveals a truly
remarkable propensity to lay claim to progress attained
only through the most bitter forms of armed struggle
undertaken by others (all the while blandly insisting that
the "resort to violence" was/is "inappropriate" to the con-
text of North America).107

This already-noted cynical mindwarp holds little
appeal to those residing outside the socioeconomic lim-
its of the American comfort zone, and can hardly be ex-
pected to recruit them into adhering to nonviolence.
However, this in itself explains much about American
pacifism's real (perhaps subconscious) agenda and recon-
ciles a range of apparent contradictions in the postures of
American pacifist strategists.
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The Buck Is Passed

We support the just struggles of the NLF in
Vietnam . . .

- David Dellinger, 1969

It is immediately perplexing to confront the fact that many
of North America's most outspoken advocates of abso-
lute domestic nonviolence when challenging state power
have consistently aligned themselves with the most pow-
erful expressions of armed resistance to the exercise of
U.S. power abroad. Any roster of pacifist luminaries fit-
ting this description would include not only David
Dellinger but Joan Baez, Benjamin Spock, A. J. Muste,
Holly Near, Staughton Lynd, and Noam Chomsky as well.
The situation is all the more problematic when one con-
siders that these leaders, each in his/her own way, also
advocate their followers' perpetual diversion into activi-
ties prefiguring the nature of a revolutionary society, the
basis for which cannot be reasonably expected to appear
through nonviolent tactics alone.108

This apparent paradox erodes a line of reasoning
that, although it has probably never been precisely for-
mulated within the North American nonviolent move-
ment, seems likely to have informed the thinking of its
more astute leadership. Its logical contours can be
sketched as follows.

Since at least as early as 1916, the importance of
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colonial and later neocolonial exploitation of the
nonindustrialized world in maintaining modern capital-
ist states has been increasingly well understood by the
revolutionary opposition within those states.109 Today, it
is widely held that removal of neocolonial sources of
material and super profits would irrevocably undercut
the viability of late capitalist states.110

Beginning in the late 1940s with the emergence of
both decolonization mandates in international law111 and
the proliferation of armed liberation movements through-
out what became known as the "Third World," it be-
came obvious to the opposition within developed states -
of which the U.S. had by then assumed hegemonic sta-

tus — that precisely such an undercutting removal of prof-
its and raw materials was occurring.112

It required/requires no particularly sophisticated
analysis to perceive that the imposition of colonial/
neocolonial forms of exploitation upon Third World
populations entailed/entails a degree of systemic violence
sufficient to ensure the permanence of their revolt until
it succeeds.113 Similarly, it was/is understandable that
Third World revolution would continue of its own voli-
tion whether or not it was accompanied by overt revolu-
tionary activity within the "mother countries" (advanced
capitalist states).114

These understandings are readily coupled with the
knowledge that the types of warfare evidenced in
decolonization struggles were unlikely, under normal cir-
cumstances, to trigger superpower confrontations of the
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type which would threaten mother country populations
(including their internal oppositions).115 Instead, the ex-
istence of armed Third World liberation movements
would necessitate a continuing range of (token) conces-
sions by the advanced industrial states to their own
populations as a means of securing the internal security
required for the permanent prosecution of "brush fire
wars.

It follows that it is possible for the resident opposi-
tion to the advanced industrial states to rely upon the
armed efforts of those in the colonies to diminish the
relative power of the "mutual enemy," all the while await-
ing the "right moment" to take up arms themselves, "com-
pleting the world revolution" by bringing down the state.
The question then becomes one of when to "seize the
time," and who - precisely - it is who will be responsi-
ble for "picking up the gun" within the mother country
itself.117

From here it is possible to extrapolate that when
state power has been sufficiently weakened by the libera-
tion struggles of those in the colonies (read: nonwhites),
the most oppressed sectors of the mother country popu-
lation itself (again read nonwhites, often and accurately
described as constituting internal colonies) - which are
guided by motivations similar to those in the Third
World - will be in a position to wage successful armed
struggles from within.118 Such dissolution of the state will
mark the ushering in of the postrevolutionary era.

It is possible then to visualize a world revolution-
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ary process in which the necessity of armed participation
(and attendant physical suffering) by white radicals is
marginalized or dispensed with altogether. Their role in
this scenario becomes that of utilizing their already at-
tained economic and social advantages to prefigure, both
intellectually and more literally, the shape of the good
life to be shared by all in the postrevolutionary context;
it is presumed that they will become a (perhaps the) cru-
cial social element, having used the "space" (comfort zone)
achieved through state concessions generated by the
armed pressure exerted by others to the "constructive
rather than destructive purpose" of developing a "supe-
rior" model of societal relations.119

The function of "responsible" oppositional leader-
ship in the mother country - as opposed to the "irrespon-
sible" variety that might precipitate some measure of
armed resistance from within before the Third World has
bled itself in diminishing state power from without (and
who might even go so far as to suggest whites could di-
rectly participate) - is first and foremost to link the
mother country movement's inaction symbolically and rhe-
torically to Third World liberation struggles. The blatant
accommodation to state power involved in this is ration-
alized (both to the Third Worlders and to the movement
rank-and-file) by professions of personal and principled
pacifism, as well as in the need for "working models" of
nonviolent behavior in postrevolutionary society.120

From there, the nonviolent American movement
(by now overwhelmingly composed of white
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"progressives") can be steered into exactly the same sym-
bolic and rhetorical "solidarity" with an emerging
nonwhite armed revolution within the United States
and - voila! - positive social transformation has not only
been painlessly achieved (for whites), but they (being the
prefigurative nonviolent "experts" on building
postrevolutionary society) have maneuvered themselves
into leading roles in the aftermath.121

All of this, of course, is predicated on the assump-
tion that the colonized, both within and without, will
ultimately prove equal to their part, and that revolution-
ary transformation will actually occur. In the event that
the colonizing state ultimately proves the stronger of par-
ties in such a contest, the nonviolent movement — hav-
ing restricted its concrete activities to limits sanctioned
by that same state - will have a natural fall-back posi-
tion, being as it were only a variant of "the loyal opposi-
tion."122 The result of the carefully-constructed balance
(between professed solidarity with armed Third World
insurgents on the one hand, and tacit accommodation to
the very state power against which they fight on the other)
is that North American adherents to nonviolence are in-
tended to win regardless of the outcome; the comfort
zone of "white skin privilege" is to be continued in either
event. 123

Or this is the outcome that fence-sitting is expected
to accomplish. The range of tremendous ethical, moral,
and political problems inherent in this attitude are mostly
so self-evident as to require no further explanation or

consideration here. Before turning to the purely patho-
logical characteristics associated with such monumental
(attempted) buck-passing, there is one other primarily
political potentiality which bears at least passing discus-
sion. It is a possibility typically omitted or ignored within
discussions of "the praxis of nonviolence" in the United
States, largely because its very existence would tend to
render pacifism's pleasant (to its beneficiaries) prospec-
tus rather less rosy (read: less appealing to its intended
mass of subscribers). Undoubtedly, the oversight is also
bound up in pacifism's earlier-mentioned arrogance in
presuming it holds some power of superior morality to
determine that the nonviolence of its relations to the state
will necessarily be reciprocated (even to a relative degree)
in the state's relations with pacifists.124 Whatever the ba-
sis for generalized silence in this regard, due considera-
tion must be given to the likelihood that the state, at
some point along its anticipated trajectory of strategic
losses in the hinterlands, will experience the need to re-
constitute its credibility internally, to bring about the
psychic consolidation of its faithful ("morale building"
on the grand scale) by means of a "cleansing of national
life" from within.

Such a transition from liberalistic and cooptive
policies to much more overtly reactionary forms is cer-
tainly not without precedent when states perceive their
international power positions eroding, or simply under-
going substantial external threat.125 Invariably, such cir-
cumstances entail the identification (i.e., manufacture),
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targeting, and elimination of some internal entity as the
"subversive" element undercutting the "national will" and
purpose. At such times the state needs no, indeed can
tolerate no hint of, domestic opposition; those who are
"tainted" by a history of even the milder forms of "anti-
social" behavior can be assured of being selected as the
scapegoats required for this fascist sort of consensus build-
ing.126

While the precise form which might be assumed
by the scapegoating involved in a consolidation of North
American fascism remains unknown, it is clear that the
posture of the mass nonviolent movement closely approxi-
mates that of the Jews in Germany during the 1930s.
The notion that "it can't happen here" is merely a paral-
lel to the Jewish perception that it wouldn't happen there;
insistence on inhabiting a comfort zone even while thou-
sands upon thousands of Third World peasants are cre-
mated beneath canisters of American napalm is only a
manifestation of "the attitude of going on with business
as usual, even in a holocaust."127 Ultimately, as Bettelheim
observed, it is the dynamic of attempting to restrict op-
position to state terror to symbolic and nonviolent re-
sponses which gives the state "the idea that [its victims
can] be gotten to the point where they [will] walk into
the gas chambers on their own."128 And, as the Jewish
experience has shown for anyone who cares to look the
matter in the face, the very inertia of pacifist principles
prevents any effective conversion to armed self-defense
once adherents are targeted for systematic elimination
by the state.
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Profile of a Pathology

I just came home from Vietnam where I spent
twelve months of my life trying to pacify the
population. We couldn't do it; their resistance
was amazing. And it was wrong; the process
made me sick. So I came home to join the
resistance in my own country, and I find you
guys have pacified yourselves. That too amazes
me; that too makes me sick . . .

— Vietnam Veteran Against the War, 1970

A number of logical contradictions and fundamental
misunderstandings of political reality present themselves
within the doctrinal corpus of American pacifist premises
and practices (both as concerns real pacifism and relative
to the modern American "comfort zone" variety).
Matters of this sort are usually remediable, at least to a
significant extent, through processes of philosophical/
political dialogue, factual correction, and the like.129 Sub-
scribers to the notion of pacifism, however, have proven
themselves so resistant as to be immune to conventional
critique and suasion, hunkering down instead behind a
wall of "principles," especially when these can be demon-
strated to be lacking both logically and practically in terms
of validity, viability, and utility.130

The "blind faith" obstinacy inherent in this posi-
tion is thus not immediately open to pragmatic, or even
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empirical, consideration. It might be more properly
categorized within the sphere of theological inquiry (par-
ticularly as regards the fundamentalist and occult reli-
gious doctrines) - and, indeed, many variants of pacifist
dogma acknowledge strong links to an array of sects and
denominations - were it not that pacifism asserts itself
(generically) not only as a functional aspect of "the real
world," but as a praxis capable of engendering revolu-
tionary social transformation.131 Its basic irrationalities
must therefore be taken, on their face, as seriously in-
tended to supplant reality itself.

Codification of essentially religious symbology and
mythology as the basis for political ideology (or the
psuedoideology Weltanschauung) is not lacking in prec-
edent and has been effectively analyzed elsewhere.132 Al-
though a number of interesting aspects present them-
selves in the study of any specific fusion of spiritualist
impetus with political articulation/practice, the common
factor from one example to the next is a central belief
that objective conditions (i.e., reality) can be altered by
an act of "will" (individual or collective). This is often
accompanied by extremely antisocial characteristics,
manifested either consciously or subconsciously.133 The
political expression of pacifism confronts us with what
may be analogously described as a (mass) pathology.

As with any pathology, pacifism may be said to
exhibit a characteristic symptomology by which it can be
diagnosed. Salient examples of the complex of factors
making up the pathology may be described as follows:
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Pacifism is delusional. This symptom is marked by a
range of indicators, for example, insistence that reform
or adjustment of given state policies constitutes a "revo-
lutionary agenda," insistence that holding candlelight
vigils and walking down the street constitute "acts of soli-
darity" with those engaged in armed struggle, or -
despite facts to the contrary — that such things as "the
nonviolent decolonization of India" or "the antiwar move-
ment's forcing the Vietnam war to end" actually occurred.

At another level — and again despite clear facts to
the contrary - insisting that certain tactics avoid "pro-
voking violence" (when it is already massive) or that by
remaining nonviolent pacifism can "morally compel" the
state to respond in kind must be considered as deep-seated
and persistent delusions.134

Finally, it must be pointed out that many supposed
"deeply principled" adherents are systematically delud-
ing themselves that they are really pacifists at all. This
facet of the symptoms is marked by a consistent avoid-
ance of personal physical risk, an overweaning attitude
of personal superiority vis-a-vis those who "fail" to make
overt professions of nonviolence, and sporadic lapses into
rather unpacifist modes of conduct in interpersonal con-
texts (as opposed to relations with the state).135

Pacifism is racist. In displacing massive state violence
onto people of colour both outside and inside the mother
country, rather than absorbing any real measure of it
themselves (even when their physical intervention might
undercut the state's ability to inflict violence on
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nonwhites), pacifists can only be viewed as being objec-
tively racist.

Racism itself has been accurately defined as a pa-
thology.136 Within the context of pacifism, the basic strain
must be considered as complicated by an extremely con-
voluted process of victim-blaming under the guise of
"antiracism" (a matter linking back to the above-men-
tioned delusional characteristics of the pathology of paci-
fism).

Finally, both displacement of violence and victim-
blaming intertwine in their establishment of a comfort
zone for whites who utilize it (perhaps entirely subcon-
sciously) as a basis for "prefiguring" a complex of future
"revolutionary" social relations which could serve to
largely replicate the present privileged social position of
whites, vis-a-vis nonwhites, as a cultural/intellectual
"elite."137

The cluster of subparts encompassed by this over-
all aspect of the pacifist pathology is usually marked by a
pronounced tendency on the part of those suffering the
illness to react emotionally and with considerable defen-
siveness to any discussion (in some cases, mere mention)
of the nature of racist behaviors. The behavior is typi-
cally manifested in agitated assertions - usually with no
accusatory finger having been pointed — to the effect that
"I have nothing to be ashamed of" or "I have no reason
to feel guilty." As with any pathology, this is the prover-
bial telltale clue indicating s/he is subliminally aware that
s/he has much to be ashamed of and is experiencing con-
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siderable guilt as a result. Such avoidance may, in extreme
cases, merge once again with delusional characteristics of
the pathology.138

Pacifism is suicidal. In its core impulse to prostrate itself
before the obvious reality of the violence inherent in state
power, pacifism not only inverts Emiliano Zapata's fa-
mous dictum that "It is better to die on one's feet than to
live on one's knees"; it actually posits the proposition that
is it best to die on one's knees and seeks to achieve this
result as a matter of principle. Pacifist Eros is thus trans-
muted into Thanatos.139

While it seems certain that at least a portion of
pacifism's propensity toward suicide is born of the ear-
lier-mentioned delusion that it can impel nonviolence
on the part of the state (and is therefore simply errone-
ous), there is a likelihood that one of two other factors is
at work in many cases:

1. A sublimated death wish manifesting itself in a rather
commonly remarked "gambler's neurosis" (i.e., "Can I
risk everything and win?").

2. A desublimated death wish manifesting itself in a
"political" equivalent of walking out in front of a bus
("Will it hit me or not?").

In any event, this suicidal pathology may be as-
sumed to follow the contours of other such impulses,
centering on repressed guilt neuroses and associated feel-
ings of personal inadequacy (in all probability linked to
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the above-mentioned subliminal racism) and severely
complicated by a delusional insistence that the death wish
itself constitutes a "pro-life" impetus. It is interesting to
note that the latter claim has been advanced relative to
European Jews during the 1940s.140

From even this scanty profile, it is easy enough to
discern that pacifism - far from being a praxis adequate
to impel revolutionary change - assumes the configura-
tion of a pathological illness when advanced as a political
methodology. Given its deep-seated, superficially self-serv-
ing, and socially approved nature, it is likely to be an
exceedingly difficult pathology to treat and a long term
barrier to the formation of revolutionary consciousness/
action in the North America. Yet it is a barrier which
must be overcome if revolutionary change is to occur,
and for this reason, we turn to the questions of the
nature of the role of nonviolent political action within a
viable American transformative praxis, as well as pre-
liminary formulation of a therapeutic approach to the
pathology of pacifism.

Toward a Liberatory Praxis

The variegated canvas of the world is before
me; I stand over and against it; by my theo-
retical attitude to it I overcome its opposition
to me and make its contents my own. I am at
home in the world when I know it, still more
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so when I have understood it.
- G.W.R Hegel

While standard definitions tend to restrict the meaning
of the term "praxis" to being more or less a sophisticated
substitute for the words "action" or "practice," within the
tradition of revolutionary theory it yields a more precise
quality.141 August von Cieszkowski long ago observed,
"Practical philosophy, or more exactly stated, the Phi-
losophy of Praxis, which could influence life and social
relationships, the development of truth in concrete ac-
tivity—this is the overriding destiny of philosophy."142

For Marx, the essence of praxis lay in the prospect that
the ongoing process of changing circumstances (i.e.,
material conditions) could coincide with a human self-
consciousness which he described as rationally conceived
"self-changing" or "revolutionary praxis."143 In a dialecti-
cal sense, this entailed a process of qualitative transfor-
mation at the level of totality, from practice (relatively
unconscious world-making activity) to praxis (less deter-
mined, more conscious world-constituting activity); the
distinction between practice and praxis Marx defined as
being between something "in-itself" and something "for-
itself."144

Thus, as Richard Kilminster has noted, for Marx:

The famous 'cunning of Reason' in Hegel's The Phi-
losophy of History145 'sets of passions' of individuals
and the collective aspirations of nations 'to work
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for itself' in the process of historical self-realiza-
tion of what it essentially is, as comprehended and
exemplified by Reason at its later stages. Strong
teleological overtones are present in this concep-
tion as they are also in what we might analogously
term Marx's implicit notion of a cunning of praxis,
through which he discerned history had a con-
sciously appropriable meaning in the blindly de-
veloping but ultimately self-rationalizing develop-
ment of its successive social structures.146

In other words, praxis might be accurately defined
as action consciously and intentionally guided by theory
while simultaneously guiding the evolution of theoreti-
cal elaboration. It follows that any liberatory transforma-
tion of society is dependent upon the development/
articulation of an adequate praxis by which revolution-
ary struggle may be carried out.147

There are a vast range of implications to the praxical
symbiosis of theory and practice in prerevolutionary so-
ciety, most especially within an advanced capitalist con-
text such as that of the United States. To a significant
extent, these implications are intellectual/analytical in
nature, and the great weight of praxical consideration has
correspondingly focused itself in this direction. Insofar
as such concerns might rightly be viewed as "strategic,"
this emphasis is undoubtedly necessary. This is not to
say, however, that such preoccupations should be allowed
to assume an exclusivist dominance over other matters of
legitimate praxical interest. In this regard, the short shrift
afforded the more pragmatic or "tactical" aspects of praxis
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in contemporary dissident theory is, to say the least,
disturbing.148 Such uneven development of praxis is
extremely problematic in terms of actualizing revolution-
ary potential.

A clear example of this tendency may be found in
the paucity of recent literature attempting to explore the
appropriate physical relationship between the repressive/
defensive forces of the late capitalist state on the one hand,
and those avowedly pursuing its liberatory transforma-
tion on the other. Little intellectual or practical effort
has gone into examining the precise nature of revolu-
tionary (as opposed to ritual) confrontation or the literal
requirements of revolutionary struggle within fully in-
dustrialized nations. Consequently, a theoretical - hence,
praxical - vacuum has appeared in this connection. And,
as with any vacuum of this sort, the analytical default has
been filled with the most convenient and readily accessi-
ble set of operant assumptions available, in this case with
pacifism, the doctrine of "revolutionary nonviolence."

Predictably (for reasons already elaborated), the
same situation does not prevail with regard to liberatory
struggles in the Third World. In terms of both
historiography and mythology, it is considered axiomatic
that revolution in nonindustrialized areas all but inher-
ently entails resort to armed struggle and violence.149 This
remains true whether one is considering the Bolshevik
revolution, the Chinese revolution, the Vietnamese revo-
lution, the Cuban revolution, the Algerian revolution,
decolonization struggles in Africa during the 1950s, the
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Nicaraguan revolution, the Zimbabwean revolution, or
any other.150 The same principle also holds with regard to
Third World liberation movements such as the ANC in
South Africa, SWAPO in Namibia, the Tupamaros in
Uruguay, the Prestes Column in Brazil, Shining Path in
Peru, and so on.151 In each case, the fundamental physi-
cal relationship between armed struggle/violence and
liberatory posture is clear.

As a matter of praxis, this relationship has been
clarified (even codified) by theorists as diverse as Frantz
Fanon, Che Guevara, Mao Tsetung, and Vo Nguyen Giap,
to name but a few.152 The accuracy of their articulations
is so compelling that even such a devout (and princi-
pled) North American pacifist as Blase Bonpane has
observed that, in the Third World, armed struggle is
required because "passivity can coexist nicely with repres-
sion, injustice, and fascism."153 Bonpane goes on:

Unfortunately, we have been brought up on parlor
games, where the participants discuss whether or
not they are "for" or "against" violence. Can you
picture a similar discussion on whether we are for
or against disease? Violence, class struggle, and dis-
ease are all real. They do not go away through mys-
tification . . . those who deny the reality of vio-
lence and class struggle - like those who deny the
reality of disease - are not dealing with the real
world.154

The "real world" of Third World liberatory praxis
thus necessarily incorporates revolutionary violence as an
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integral element of itself. The principle is also extended
to cover certain situations within the less industrialized
sectors of the "First World," as is clearly the situation
relative to the Spanish Civil War, Irish resistance to Brit-
ish colonial rule, resistance to the Greek Junta during the
'60s and 70s, and - to a certain extent at least - within
the context of revolutionary struggle in Italy.155 Hence,
only within the most advanced — and privileged — sec-
tors of industrial society is armed struggle/violence con-
signed to the "praxical" realm of "counterproductivity,"
as when the pacifist left queues up to condemn the Black
Panther Party, Weatherman, the Baader-Meinhoff Group,
or its offshoot, the Red Army Faction.156

Aside from the obvious moral hypocrisy implicit
in this contradiction, the question must be posed as to
whether it offers any particular revolutionary advantage
to those espousing it. Given the availability of self-pre-
serving physical force in the hands of the state, within
advanced capitalist contexts no less — or even more - than
in colonial/neocolonial situations, the question presents
itself "at the bottom line" as an essentially military one.

Within this analytical paradigm, three cardinal ten-
ets and an axiom must be observed. The tenets are: (1)
the Napoleonic credo that "victory goes to the side field-
ing the biggest battalions" (i.e., those exercising the most
muscle tend to win contests of force); (2) that sheer scale
of force can often be offset through utilization of the el-
ement of surprise; and (3) even more than surprise, tacti-
cal flexibility (i.e., concentration of force at weak points)
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can often compensate for lack of strength or numbers
(this is a prime point of ju jitsu). The axiom at issue has
been adopted as the motto of the British Special Air Serv-
ice: "Who dares, wins."157

The first tenet is, to be sure, a hopeless proposition
at the outset of virtually any revolutionary struggle. The
"big battalions" — and balance of physical power - inevi-
tably rest with the state's police, paramilitary, and
military apparatus, at least through the initial and inter-
mediate stages of the liberatory process. Consequently,
Third World revolutionary tacticians have compensated
by emphasizing tenets two and three (surprise and flex-
ibility), developing the art of guerrilla warfare to a very
high degree.158 Within the more industrialized contexts
of Europe and North America, this has assumed forms
typically referred to as "terrorism."159 In either event, the
method has proven increasingly successful in befuddling
more orthodox military thinking throughout the
twentieth century, has led to a familiar series of fallen
dictators and dismantled colonial regimes, and has
substantially borne out the thrust of the "dare to
struggle, dare to win" axiom.160

The hegemony of pacifist activity and thought
within the late capitalist states, on the other hand, not
only bows before the balance of power that rests with the
status quo in any head-on contest by force, but also gives
up the second and third tenets. With activities self-
restricted to a relatively narrow band of ritual forms, paci-
fist tacticians automatically sacrifice much of their
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(potential) flexibility in confronting the state; within this
narrow band, actions become entirely predictable rather
than offering the utility of surprise. The bottom-line bal-
ance of physical power thus inevitably rests with the state
on an essentially permanent basis, and the possibility of
liberal social transformation is correspondingly dimin-
ished to a point of nonexistence. The British Special Air
Force motto is again borne out, this time via a converse
formulation: "Who fails to dare, loses . . . perpetually."

It is evident that whatever the attributes of pacifist
doctrine, "revolutionary nonviolence" is a complete mis-
nomer, that pacifism itself offers no coherent praxis for
liberatory social transformation. At best, it might be said
to yield certain aspects of a viable liberatory praxis, thus
assuming the status of a sort of "quasi-praxis." More ap-
propriately, it should be viewed more at the level of ide-
ology termed by Louis Althusser as constituting "Gener-
alities I."161 As a low level of ideological consciousness
(i.e., dogma) rather than the manifestation of a truly
praxical outlook, pacifism dovetails neatly with Ernest
Gellner's observation that ideological "patterns of legiti-
macy . . . are first and foremost sets of collectively held
beliefs about validity. The psychological ground of legiti-
macy is in fact the recognition of the validity of a given
social norm."162 Or, to take the matter further, we might
turn to the conclusion of J. G. Merquoir:

[A]s far as belief is concerned, ideological legitimacy
is chiefly, though not exclusively, for internal consump-
tion. Its function is really to act as a catalyst for the
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mind of the group whose interest it sublimates into
a justificatory set of ideals. Outside the interest-
bound class circle, ideology consists primarily of
unchallenged, normally tacit, value-orientations
which, once translated into the language of pur-
pose, amounts to the 'manipulation of bias' in fa-
vour of privileged groups. (emphasis in original)"163

This perception of pacifism as a self-justifying ideo-
logical preemption of proper praxical consideration, sub-
liminally intended to perpetuate the privileged status of
a given "progressive" elite, is helpful in determining what
is necessary to arrive at a true liberatory praxis within
advanced capitalist contexts. The all but unquestioned
legitimacy accruing to the principles of pacifist practice
must be continuously and comprehensively subjected to
the test of whether they, in themselves, are capable of
delivering the bottom-line transformation of state-
dominated social relations which alone constitutes the
revolutionary/liberatory process.164 Where they are found
to be incapable of such delivery, the principles must be
broadened or transcended altogether as a means of achiev-
ing an adequate praxis.

By this, it is not being suggested that nonviolent
forms of struggle are or should be abandoned, nor that
armed struggle should be the normative standard of revo-
lutionary performance, either practically or conceptually.
Rather, it is to follow the line of thinking recently articu-
lated by Kwame Ture (Stokely Carmichael) when he
noted:

If we are to consider ourselves as revolutionaries,
we must acknowledge that we have an obligation
to succeed in pursuing revolution. Here, we must
acknowledge not only the power of our enemies,
but our own power as well. Realizing the nature of
our power, we must not deny ourselves the exercise
of the options available to us; we must utilize sur-
prise, cunning and flexibility; we must use the
strength of our enemy to undo him, keeping him
confused and off-balance. We must organize with
perfect clarity to be utterly unpredictable. When
our enemies expect us to respond to provocation
with violence, we must react calmly and peacefully;
just as they anticipate our passivity, we must throw
a grenade.l65

What is at issue is not therefore the replacement of
hegemonic pacifism with some "cult of terror." Instead,
it is the realization that, in order to be effective and ulti-
mately successful, any revolutionary movement within
advanced capitalist nations must develop the broadest
possible range of thinking/action by which to confront
the state. This should be conceived not as an array of
component forms of struggle but as a continuum of ac-
tivity stretching from petitions/letter writing and so forth
through mass mobilization/demonstrations, onward into
the arena of armed self-defense, and still onward through
the realm of "offensive" military operations (e.g., elimi-
nation of critical state facilities, targeting of key individu-
als within the governmental/corporate apparatus, etc.).166

All of this must be apprehended as a holism, as an inter-
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nally consistent liberatory process applicable at this gen-
erally-formulated level to the late capitalist context no
less than to the Third World. From the basis of this fun-
damental understanding - and, it may be asserted, only
from this basis - can a viable liberatory praxis for North
America emerge.

It should by now be self-evident that, while a sub-
stantial - even preponderant - measure of nonviolent
activity is encompassed within any revolutionary praxis,
there is no place for the profession of "principled paci-
fism" to preclude — much less condemn — the utilization
of violence as a legitimate and necessary method of achiev-
ing liberation.167 The dismantling of the false conscious-
ness inherent in the ideology of "nonviolent revolution"
is therefore of primary importance in attaining an ad-
equate liberatory praxis.

A Therapeutic Approach to Pacifism

A reversal of perspective is produced vis-a-vis
adult consciousness: the historical becoming
which prepared it was not before it, it is only
for it; the time during which it progressed is no
longer the time of its constitution, but a time
which it constitutes . . . such is the reply of
critical thought to psychologism, sociologism
and historicism.

- Maurice Merleau-Ponty, 1947
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The pervasiveness of "pacifism" within the ostensibly
oppositional sectors of American society appear grounded
more in a tightly intertwined complex of pathological
characteristics than in some well thought through ma-
trix of consciously held philosophical tenets. To the ex-
tent that this is true, the extrapolation of pacifist ideo-
logical propositions serves to obfuscate rather than clarify
matters of praxical concern, to retard rather than further
liberatory revolutionary potentials within the United
States. Such a situation lends itself more readily to the
emergence of a fascist societal construct than to liberatory
transformation.168 Thus, the need to overcome the he-
gemony of pacifist thinking is clear.

However, as with any pathologically-based mani-
festation, hegemonic pacifism in advanced capitalist con-
texts proves itself supremely resistant - indeed, virtually
impervious — to mere logic and moral suasion. The stand-
ard accoutrements (such as intelligent theoretical dia-
logue) of political consciousness raising/movement build-
ing have proven relatively useless when confronted within
the cynically self-congratulatory obstinacy with which the
ideologues of pacifist absolutism defend their faith. What
is therefore required as a means of getting beyond the
smug exercise of knee-jerk pacifist "superiority," and into
the arena of effective liberatory praxis, is a therapeutic
rather than dialogic approach to the phenomenon.

What follows, then, is a sketch of a strategy by
which radical therapists might begin to work through
the pacifist problematic in both individual and group
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settings.169 It should be noted that the suggested method
of approach is contingent upon the therapist's own free-
dom from contamination with pacifist predilections (it
has been my experience that a number of supposed radi-
cal therapists are themselves in acute need of therapy in
this area).170 It should also be noted that, in the process of
elaboration, a number of terms from present psychologi-
cal jargon (e.g., "reality therapy") are simply appropri-
ated for their use value rather than through any formal
adherence to the precepts which led to their initial cur-
rency. Such instances should be self-explanatory.

Therapy may be perceived as progressing either
through a series of related and overlapping stages or phases
of indeterminate length.

Values Clarification. During this initial portion of the
therapeutic process, participants will be led through dis-
cussion/consideration of the bases of need for revolution-
ary social transformation, both objective and subjective.
Differentiations between objectively observed and sub-
jectively felt/experienced needs will be examined in depth,
with particular attention paid to contradictions - real or
perceived - between the two. The outcome of this por-
tion of the process is to assist each participant in arriving
at a realistic determination of whether s/he truly holds
values consistent with revolutionary aspirations, or
whether s/he is not more psychically inclined toward some
variant of reforming/modifying the status quo.

The role of the therapist in this setting is to be both
extremely conversant with objective factors, and to lead
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subjective responses of participants to an honest correla-
tion in each discursive moment of process. Although this
portion of therapy is quite hypothetical/theoretical in
nature, it must be anticipated that a significant portion
of participants who began defining themselves as paci-
fists will ultimately adopt a clarified set of personal val-
ues of a nonrevolutionary type, that is, acknowledging
that they personally wish to pursue a course of action
leading to some outcome other than the total transfor-
mation of the state/liberation of the most objectively op-
pressed social sectors.

It would be possible at this point to posit a proce-
dure for attempting the alteration of nonrevolutionary
values. However, the purpose of a radical (as opposed to
bourgeois) therapy is not to induce accommodation to
principles and values other than their own. In the sense
that the term is used here, "values clarification" is merely
an expedient to calling things by their right names and
to strip away superficial/rhetorical layers of delusion.

Reality Therapy. Those - including self-defined
pacifists - who in the initial phase of the process have
coherently articulated their self-concept as being revolu-
tionary will be led into a concrete integration with the
physical reality of the objective bases for revolution, as
well as application(s) of the revolutionary response to these
conditions. This phase is quite multifaceted and contains
a broad range of optional approaches.

In short, this second phase of the therapeutic proc-
ess will include direct and extended exposure to the con-
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ditions of life among at least one (and preferably more)
of the most objectively oppressed communities in North
America, for example, inner-city black ghettos, Mexican
and Puerto Rican barrios, American Indian reservations
or urban enclaves, southern rural black communities, and
so on. It is expected that participants will not merely
"visit," but remain in these communities for extended
periods, eating the food, living in comparable facilities
and getting by on the average annual income. Arguments
that such an undertaking is unreasonable because it would
be dangerous and participants would be unwanted in such
communities are not credible; these are the most funda-
mental reasons for going - the reality of existing in per-
petual physical jeopardy (and/or of being physically
abused in an extreme fashion) precisely because of being
unwanted (especially on racial grounds), while living in
the most squalid of conditions, is precisely what must be
understood by self-proclaimed revolutionaries, pacifist or
otherwise. Avoiding direct encounters with these circum-
stances as well as knowledge of them is to avoid revolu-
tionary reality in favor of the comfort zone.

This experience should be followed by a similar
sort of exposure to conditions among the oppressed within
one or more of the many Third World nations undergo-
ing revolutionary struggle. When at all possible, a part of
this process should include linking up directly with one
or more of the revolutionary groups operating in that
country, a matter which is likely to take time and be dan-
gerous (as will, say, living in an Indian village in Guate-
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mala or Peru). But, again, this is precisely the point; the
participant will obtain a clear knowledge of the realities
of state repression and armed resistance which cannot be
gained in any way other than through direct exposure.

Finally, either during or after the above processes,
each participant should engage in some direct and con-
sciously risk-inducing confrontation with state power.
This can be done in a myriad of ways, either individually
or in a group, but cannot include prior arrangements with
police in order to minimize their involvement. Nor can
it include obedience to police department demands for
"order" once the action begins; participants must adopt
a posture of absolute noncooperation with the state while
remaining true to their own declared values (e.g., for paci-
fists, refraining from violent acts themselves).

The role of the therapist - who should already have
such grounding in revolutionary reality him/herself- dur-
ing this phase of therapy is to facilitate the discussion of
the process in both individual and group settings. The
therapist must be conversant with the realities being ex-
perienced by participants to be able to assist them in es-
tablishing and apprehending a proper context in each
instance.

Evaluation. For those who complete phase two (and a
substantial degree of attrition must be anticipated in as-
sociation with reality therapy, especially among those who
began by espousing nonviolent "alternatives" to armed
struggle), there must come a period of independent and
guided reflection upon their observations and experiences
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"in the real world." This can be done on a purely indi-
vidual basis, but generally speaking, a group setting is
best for the guided portion of evaluation. A certain reca-
pitulation/reformulation of the outcomes of the values
clarification phase is in order, as is considerable philo-
sophical/situational discussion and analysis coupled to
readings; role-play has proven quite effective in many
instances.

The point of this portion of the therapeutic proc-
ess is to achieve a preliminary reconciliation of personal,
subjective values with concrete realities. A tangible out-
come is obtainable in each participant's formal articula-
tion of precisely how he/she sees his/her values coincid-
ing with the demonstrable physical requirements of
revolutionary social action. Again, it should be antici-
pated that during evaluation a segment of participants
will arrive at the autonomous decision that their
aspirations/commitments are to something other than
revolutionary social transformation.

The role of the therapist during this phase is to
serve as a consultant to participant self-evaluation, rec-
ommend readings as appropriate to participant concerns/
confusions, facilitate role-play and other group dynam-
ics, and assist participants in keeping their reconciliations
free of contradictions in logic.

Demystification. It has been my experience that, by this
point in the therapeutic process, there are few (if any)
remaining participants seeking to extend the principles
of pacifist absolutism. And among remaining partici-
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pants — especially among those who began with such ab-
solutist notions - there often remains a profound lack of
practical insight into the technologies and techniques
common to both physical repression and physical resist-
ance.

A typical psychological manifestation of such ig-
norance is the mystification of both the tools at issue and
those individuals known to be skilled in their use. For
example, a "fear of guns" is intrinsic to the pacifist left,
as is sheer irrational terror at the very idea of directly
confronting such mythologized characters as members
of SWAT teams, Special Forces ("Green Berets"), Rang-
ers, and members of right-wing vigilante organizations.
The outcomes of such mystification tend to congeal into
feelings of helplessness and inadequacy, rationalization,
and avoidance. Sublimated, these feelings reemerge in
the form of compensatory rhetoric, attempting to con-
vert low self-confidence into a signification of transcend-
ent virtue (i.e., "make the world go away").

Hence, while few participants will at this juncture
be prepared to honestly deny that armed struggle is and
must be an integral aspect of the revolutionary interest
which they profess to share, a number will still contend
that they are "philosophically" unable to directly partici-
pate in it. Clarification is obtainable in this connection
by bringing out the obvious: knowing how, at some
practical level, to engage in armed struggle and then
choosing not to is a much different proposition than
refraining from such engagement due to ignorance of the
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means and methods involved.
Here, "hands-on" training and experience is of the

essence. The basic technologies at issue — rifles, assault
rifles, handguns, shotguns, explosives, and the like, as
well as the rudiments of their proper application and
deployment — must be explored. This practical training
sequence should be augmented and enhanced by selected
readings, and continual individual and group discussions
of the meaning(s) of this new range of skills acquisition.171

It should be noted clearly that this phase of therapy
is not designed or intended to create "commandos" or to
form guerrilla units. Rather, it will serve only to acquaint
each participant with the fact that s/he has the same gen-
eral information/skills base as those who deter him/her
through physical intimidation or repression and is at least
potentially capable of the same degree of proficiency in
these formerly esoteric areas as their most "elite"
opponents. At this point, nonviolence can become a philo-
sophical choice or tactical expedient rather than a
necessity born of psychological default.

The role of the therapist during this phase is un-
likely to be that of trainer (although it is possible, given
that he/she should have already undergone such train-
ing). Rather, it is likely to be that of suggesting the
appropriate trainers and literature, and serving as discus-
sion/group facilitator for participants.

Reevaluation. In this final phase of therapy, remaining
participants will be led into articulation of their overall
perspective on the nature and process of revolutionary
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social transformation (i.e., their understanding of
liberatery praxis), including their individual perceptions
of their own specific roles within this process. The role of
the therapist is to draw each participant out into a full
and noncontradictory elaboration, as well as to facilitate
the emergence of a potential for future, ongoing
reevaluation and development of revolutionary conscious-
ness.

The internal composition of each phase of this
therapeutic approach in resolving the problem of
hegemonic (pathological) pacifism is open to almost in-
finite variation on the part of the therapists and partici-
pants involved in each instance of application. Even the
ordering of phases may be beneficially altered; for exam-
ple, what has been termed "reality therapy" may have
independently preceded and triggered the perceived need
for values clarification on the part of some (or many)
participants. Or, independently undertaken evaluations
may lead some participants to enter values clarification
and then proceed to reality therapy. The key for thera-
pists is to retain a sense of flexibility of approach when
applying the model, picking up participants at their own
points of entry and adapting the model accordingly, rather
than attempting some more-or-less rigid progression.

In sum, it is suggested that the appropriate appli-
cation of the broad therapeutic model described in this
section can have the effect of radically diminishing much
of the delusion, the aroma of racism and the sense of
privilege which mark the covert self-defeatism accompa-
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nying the practice of mainstream dissident politics in
contemporary America. At another level - if widely
adopted - the model will be of assistance in allowing the
construction of a true liberatery praxis, a real "strategy to
win," for the first time within advanced industrial soci-
ety. This potentiality, for those who would claim the
mantle of being revolutionary, can only be seen as a posi-
tive step.

Conclusion

In the contradiction lies the hope.
- Bertholt Brecht

This essay is far from definitive. Its composition and
emphasis have been dictated largely by the nature of the
dialogue and debate prevailing within the circle of the
American opposition today. The main weight of its ex-
position has gone to critique pacifist thinking and prac-
tice; its thrust has been more to debunk the principles of
hegemonic nonviolence rather than to posit fully articu-
lated alternatives. In the main, this has been brought about
by the degree of resistance customarily thrown up, a pri-
ori, to any challenge extended to the assumption of on-
tological goodness pacifism accords itself. The examples
it raises are intended to at least give pause to those whose
answers have been far too pat and whose "purity of pur-
pose" has gone unquestioned for far too long.

A consequence of this has been that the
conceptualization of other options, both within this es-
say and in the society beyond, have suffered. As concerns
society, this is an obviously unacceptable situation. As to
the essay, it may be asserted that it is to the good. The
author is neither vain nor arrogant enough to hold that
his single foray could be sufficient to offset the magni-
tude of problematic issues raised. Instead, it is to be hoped
that the emphasis of "Pacifism as Pathology" will cause
sufficient anger and controversy that others - many oth-
ers — will endeavor to seriously address the matters at
hand. Within such open and volatile forums, matters of
therapeutic and praxical concerns can hopefully advance.

In concluding, I would at last like to state the
essential premise of this essay clearly: the desire for a non-
violent and cooperative world is the healthiest of all
psychological manifestations. This is the overarching
principle of liberation and revolution.172 Undoubtedly, it
seems the highest order of contradiction that, in order to
achieve nonviolence, we must first break with it in over-
coming its root causes. Therein, however, lies our only
hope.



Interview with Nikos Maziotis, imprisoned member of 

Revolutionary Struggle (Greece)

Some Questions and Answers with N. Maziotis, event at Karditsa self-managed space, June 2016 

[excerpts] 

Q. How can the anarchist/antiauthoritarian space change from being reactive into a real revolutionary

movement? In your opinion, what political characteristics should it have, and what kind of 

organization and aims?

A: It is a question of political positions. Anarchy, or Libertarian or antiauthoritarian communism is a 

social proposal and organization. The condition to create a truly revolutionary anarchist movement is 

the existence of political positions and proposals in order to make clear to the people, the masses and 

workers, what we believe and what aims we have as anarchists. This means that we must take positions

on the burning problems and issues of our time that are the result of the capitalist crisis- such as debt, 

memoranda, the dilemma of staying in or leaving the European Union, and to make clear what is our 

goal as anarchists, which is none other than the overthrow and destruction of capital and the state and 

the creation of a stateless, classless society.

These are issues for which the masses of people, the people affected by the crisis and the policies for 

rescuing the system, have searched and still search answers, yet the anarchist/anti-authoritarian space 

had nothing different to offer them compared to the proposals of the mainstream parties (besides 

slogans perhaps). Also beyond the formulation of political positions and proposals it should be clear by

whom or in what ways and means our struggle will promote and implement these political positions 

and proposals- in other words, how we will make Anarchy a reality. 

So if we want to make revolution and overthrow capital and the state and to create a revolutionary 

movement aimed at this stateless and classless society, then we must necessarily have armed struggle in

our practice as a means of struggle. Because as I said in my presentation it is obvious and a given that 

no revolutionary perspective is possible without armed struggle.

Of course a revolutionary movement must have diverse methods of struggle, it must have all the 

different methods as so many arrows in its quiver: propaganda, counter-information, demonstrations, 

self-organized structures, and there must be open and public, as well as illegal actions.

But all these actions must be part of a larger package that serves the same purpose, the overthrow of the

regime. For this it is indispensable to have the greatest possible agreement among comrades on unified 

political positions and proposals, in a kind of political program. Otherwise we simply reproduce the 

characteristics of the current movement, which is a patchwork of groups and individuals, which is 

neither a unifying nor a united force and where all have different priorities, and therefore it remains a 

purely reactive political space, only for protest or at best insurrection, but it can not become a threat to 

the regime nor have a revolutionary perspective.

Regarding the organization that a revolutionary movement must have, it depends on the political 

positions and proposals we have. Since it seems today that nothing can be taken for granted, if we are 



anarchists, we are supposed to aim for the immediate abolition of the state as a mechanism to 

administer societal affairs and the destruction of capital. If our positions and our goals are the 

destruction of capitalism, the market economy and the state, leading to the creation of a stateless and 

classless society- that is, a confederal organization where the societal units are the communities, 

communes and collectives where the decisions are taken by assemblies of the people who make up 

these social organizations- then the organization of the anarchist revolutionary movement is quite 

obviously federal.

Because our organizational set-up is our social proposal in miniature, it is Anarchy in miniature. In 

such a case, anarchists already within their organizations do act as a microcosm of what they profess 

and support. Inside the old is born the new, but not by reproducing the old hierarchical structures and 

values of the world and society we want to change. This is very important, because previous 

revolutions in fact failed in their objectives because they reproduced these hierarchical values and 

structures in a slightly different way.

True communism means a society without a state. The difference between Marxists and anarchists is 

that in the process leading to communism, Marxists believe that there should exist in the transition 

from capitalism to communism, the so-called “workers state” or “dictatorship of the proletariat” and 

that later, when the conditions have matured and the class enemy is defeated, the state will simply 

dissolve itself. Whereas, in contrast, anarchists believe that the state must be dissolved and destroyed 

immediately without any transition. Historical experience has shown that no state dissolves itself, 

various pretexts are given for its preservation, and that no privileged caste resigns its privileges and 

gives up its power in the management of human affairs.

As shown in the example of the Russian Revolution of 1917-21, instead of the assumed self-dissolution

of the state, there was created the most authoritarian and totalitarian state, and this was a bad example 

for the labor movement and anti-imperialist struggles and revolutions in the Third World, which 

reproduced regimes that imposed full nationalization of the economy, along with the dictatorship of a 

bureaucracy that reproduced class divisions.

In the case of anarchists in the example of Spain, they proved what Saint-Just said in the French 

Revolution, that “those who make revolutions halfway only dig their own grave”. The Spanish 

anarchists- and they achieved major gains in terms of self-management in most of the Spanish territory 

where, thanks to their efforts, the Franco coup was suppressed- did not topple the two governments, 

both the local one of Catalonia and the central government in Madrid of the Popular Front, all in the 

name the anti-fascist struggle, with this resulting in constant concessions and repression of self-

management by the Communist-controlled government.

Future revolutions must not repeat past mistakes, and must dissolve the State directly as a mechanism 

of class-rule. We must promote this today as anarchists and we must show our political positions as a 

movement.

In February comrade Roupa attempted to help your getaway from the prison of Korydallos by 

[hijacking a] helicopter. Could you make a comment about this?

It was an action forming part of the framework of the continuation of action that Revolutionary 

Struggle has engaged in since 2009 at the beginning of the crisis, targeting the mechanisms and 

economic power structures that play a significant role in the crisis and its political representatives 

(Athens Stock Exchange, Eurobank, Citibank) and continued with the last attack of the organization in 

2014 on the Directorate of the Bank of Greece and the IMF permanent representative office, for which 
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I was recently sentenced to life imprisonment.

This escape attempt was a response to repression against Revolutionary Struggle and against other 

armed fighters, and in this context included in the escape were members of the CCF.

Despite the failure of this attempt, it is of great political value and importance.

As Revolutionary Struggle, we have made choices that have brought us face to face with state 

repression, prison, and we have risked our lives in this combat. For us, prison is a terrain of struggle, 

not the end of the fight, and we have proved that it was not the end with the arrests in 2010. To defend 

with pride what we are, and to continue the armed struggle is a duty and right, and it is our especial 

duty towards Lambros Fountas, our comrade who was killed in action, it is a matter of course for us 

and negates the repression.

Such actions as comrade Pola Roupa attempted are exemplary because they give a strong political 

message that we are and remain consequent, despite successive repressive operations of the state 

against us, despite the arrests, heavy sentences, and murder of Lambros Fountas, we are unrepentant 

and we will not stop struggling, we will never throw in the towel, we will never give up the fight.

Also the fact that the escape would have included members of CCF demonstrates further that there is 

not so much importance in different positions about issues concerning the struggle, but that what 

matters is the common goal, the struggle against authority, the struggle for the overthrow of capital and

the state.

Lately it is possible to observe a large deficit of solidarity towards all political prisoners. This was 

particularly illustrated by the massive political prisoners hunger strike of 2015. What do you think is 

the cause of this?

In my estimation, this is a result of the general political failure, or if you like, the political defeat of the 

anarchist/anti-authoritarian space over the last six years where, first of all, it was not up to the historic 

occasion, it could not intervene as a catalyst in the period after the inclusion of the country in the 

programs of international organizations of the Troika, and secondly, due to the fact that the terrorism of

the state started to bite, with the waves of repeated arrests for armed action the 2009-2011 period, a 

result that brought into prison dozens of comrades who have been sentenced to many years of prison, 

and that there exists the perspective that they will remain fairly long years in prison.

On the issue of solidarity there were simultaneous problems of separations, with criteria as to why 

someone was accused and what attitude they held, that is if they were “guilty” or “innocent”, if they 

took responsibility for participation in an armed organization or invoked a judicial “fabrication”. There 

were criteria of “solidarity” based on personal or family relationships, or the criteria that, “anyone I 

disagree with, I am not in solidarity with.”

In recent years we have witnessed many such separations using various criteria. All these divisions 

have basically a political background behind them, such as the exclusion of armed action as part of the 

fight against state and capital.

So a piece of the anarchist space has proven to be easier to mobilize on issues of “human rights” since 

they are considered more popularizable, with the issue of judicial “fabrications”, “unjust persecutions”, 

“construction of cases”, all this rather than of course the armed struggle cases for which the vast 

majority of the political prisoners are in prison, and many of whom have accepted political 
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responsibility for their participation in armed groups.

But now there is a general indifference and a general deficit in solidarity towards all political prisoners,

not just for one portion, and is irrespective of divisions and regardless of any controversy, and this is 

due to the political defeat of the anarchist/antiauthoritarian space in recent years. This defeat is the 

result of serious political shortcomings and incapacities, that it has no coherent political positions and 

proposals to the problems of our time, the crisis and policies to oppose it. So it could not intervene in 

the period of big mobilizations against the 1st Memorandum in 2010-12 and was unable to develop into

a serious political pole, a revolutionary movement that would be a threat to the regime.

This general political defeat affects the overall activity of the movement and has led to the present 

resignation and fragmentation- particularly visible in the last rallies against the 3rd Memorandum- and 

of course this too affects the question of solidarity with political prisoners. Naturally, the movement is 

also influenced by the general social defeat, after the mobilizations against the memoranda and rescue 

programs implemented over the past six years have all been defeated. From 2012 there has been a 

decline in social resistance and a lessening of mobilizations made against the governments of Samaras 

and of SYRIZA.

The overall political failure and defeat of the anarchist/anti-authoritarian space to develop into a 

revolutionary movement that has the potential for subversion and revolution is the cause of the deficit 

in solidarity with all the political prisoners, and not just for those that might be said to have 

responsibilities for various confrontations between prisoners, and which in some degree are caused 

between views of “innocence” and “guilt” and the issue of assumption of political responsibility.

To sum up, the problem of the anarchist space is an existential political one. It has forgotten about the 

war against authority, and therefore has forgotten its own prisoners of war. 
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KONGREYA STAR

Kongreya Star is a confederation of women’s movements through-
out the region of Rojava, a predominantly Kurdish area of northern Syr-
ia, also referred to as West-Kurdistan. While Kurds make up the majority 
of Rojava and most of the population is Muslim, the area is home to 
many different peoples, including Arabs, Assyrians and Ezidis, as well as 
a large Christian minority and many other smaller groups. One year after 
the Syrian Civil War began, Rojava declared its autonomy from both the 
Assad regime and the various other armed organisations active in the 
war.

The women’s movement in Rojava was founded in 2005 and 
originally called Yekîtiya Star. Under the fierce oppression of Bashar Al-
Assad’s Ba’ath regime, women in towns and villages across the northern 
areas of Syria began to come together and organise themselves, creat-
ing a strong basis for the confederated women’s movement. 

Because of their ethnicity, the majority Kurdish population of 
northern Syria suffered especially strong neglect and oppression under 
the Assad regime. Kurdish women, feeling this repression doubly as both 
women and Kurds, took the lead in organising and guiding the earliest 
years of the women’s movement. They learned from the experiences 
of the Kurdish Women’s Movement in other parts of Kurdistan (Bakur 
or southeast Turkey, Bashur or northern Iraq and Rojhilat or northwest 
Iran), active for thirty years before the founding of the women’s move-
ment in Rojava. 

When the democratic revolution in Rojava began on the nine-
teenth of July 2012, the women’s movement played an active role and 
ensured that women’s liberation remained a central point to the revo-
lution. With the fall of Assad and liberation of Rojava, Yekîtiya Star was 
able to continue its work out in the open, becoming one of the main 
movements in the region. Over the following years, the organisation has 
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grown to include more and more women of all ethnicities and religions. 
To reflect this increasingly inclusive reality, we decided in 2016 to change 
our name to Kongreya Star (Star Congress). 

Since the revolution, our scope of activities has risen significantly 
as our capacity has grown. As the overall umbrella of women’s move-
ments within Rojava, Kongreya Star plays an active role in organising 
women across all areas of life: education, culture and arts, economics, 
self-defence, social affairs, problem-solving and justice, politics, local 
government, ecology, press and media and international relations. It or-
ganises these areas of the society in the form of ten committees. These 
committees stem from the conviction that women need to organise 
themselves autonomously, as only a strong association of women can 
form the self-defence system necessary to confront the existing male-
dominated institutions. Only when women are able to organise them-
selves, we believe, will they be able to challenge the current patriarchal 
structures and mentalities in order to build viable, sustainable alterna-
tives. Without the liberation of women, a truly free society is impossible.

The strength and dedication shown by the women of Rojava 
throughout the conflict has led to this war being known as a women’s 
revolution. In both the heroic military defence against ISIS as well as in 
the building up of a new society that breaks with patriarchal traditions, 
women have embraced and championed an active role in every aspect 
of society. Kongreya Star views self-defence as a fundamental principle 
of defending, developing and improving the values of this ethical and 
democratic society. Self-defence therefore includes all spheres of life, 
not only the military aspects. As women have historically been the first 
group dominated in any society, we believe that women’s liberation is a 
central pillar in tackling all structures of oppression. While we fight for 
the liberation of women, we also address all other forms of oppression, 
albeit based on grounds of gender, ethnicity, class, or religion. 

Faced with the threat of ISIS, we believe that our greatest victory 
would be to build a society free from all oppression, in which those of 
different ethnicities and religions can live together in peace and democ-
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racy. This cannot be achieved through the continuation of the existing 
structures of nation-states, patriarchy and capitalism, which led to this 
crisis in the first place. Instead, we are establishing an alternative to the 
existing systems, a ‘third way’. This third way is called democratic con-
federalism. 

Democratic confederalism is based on the paradigms of a society 
built upon democracy, ecology and women’s liberation; a peaceful coex-
istence of all ethnicities and religions. It is a democratic model for direct 
and radical democracy, organised by the people from a grassroots level 
in communes and assemblies. This model, with its reliance on self-ad-
ministration rather than a centralised, mono-cultural nation state, was 
developed by Abdullah Öcalan, the founder of the Kurdish liberation 
movement. This system guarantees that all people are involved in the 
organisation of society and that the society is organised according to the 
peoples’ wishes and needs. 

In order to establish this new society, Kongreya Star and the 
women’s movement work closely with other social movements, includ-
ing youth groups and political parties. Together, we have created com-
munes in every town and neighbourhood and established the demo-
cratic self-administration that organises social and political life in Rojava. 
The Movement for a Democratic Society (Tevgera Civaka Demokratik, 
TEV-DEM) is the mixed gender umbrella movement for all civil society 
organisations developing in Rojava and has also played an important 
role as a parallel organisation of Kongreya Star. 

This brochure focuses on five fields of Kongreya Star: the organisa-
tion of the communes; establishing a communal economic system; pro-
viding education; the organisation of self-defence; and the development 
of the women’s science, called Jineology, along with the furthering of 
art and culture. Each of these fields is interconnected and in all of its ac-
tivities, Kongreya Star adheres to the bottom-up principle of democratic 
organisation. Kongreya Star also follows the principle of plurality, includ-
ing women of all ethnicities and religions. Together, we aim for equal 
participation and representation of women in all spheres of life, fusing 
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the foundation of a democratic nation with the ideology of women’s 
liberation. 

Working throughout Rojava and Syria, Kongreya Star aims to be an 
example for the entire Middle East and to realise the women’s liberation 
revolution across the entire region. Struggling against patriarchy and 
the accompanying family structure, we aim for the free-union of woman 
and man and a democratic family structure based on mutual will. Build-
ing from there, our goal is to overcome all forms of domination, power, 
ownership and sexism to establish a truly free society. 
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Communes and assemblies 

Since the revolution, people in Rojava are building up a system of 
democratic confederalism in the three cantons, Afrîn, Kobanê and Cizîre. 
Democratic Confederalism is a system based on a network of small, local 
communes and assemblies in which people come together to self-orga-
nise their neighbourhoods and towns and to decide on their collective 
needs and concerns. This system is not based on the paradigm of the na-
tion-state with its centralised, state organised democracy, but is rather 
a bottom-up, direct form of democracy. Communes and assemblies are 
the building blocks of this society, enabling the formation of a bottom-
up democracy which represents everybody and places the needs of the 
people first. 

Every neighbourhood and town in Rojava is organised in a com-
mune. Depending on the size of the village or town, the communes in 
Rojava range from communes of seven to two hundred persons. In the 
canton Cizîre there are approximately six-hundred and twenty com-
munes. In the canton Afrin there are five hundred and thirty communes 
and for Kobanê there are unfortunately no statistics available. The build-
ing-up of the communes is still in a starting-phase, because of the war. 
In Qamishlo, the largest town of the canton Cizîre there are ninety-eight 
communes. The number of communes continues to rise as more neigh-
bourhoods and villages organise themselves in this way. 

The communes come together on a regular basis to discuss and 
decide on collective matters such as the distribution of water and ener-
gy, solving social problems and the use of public space. The communes 
also organise training and education, such as first aid classes and reading 
and writing courses for adults. Every commune has an elected adminis-
tration of at least three people that have a two-year term. 

When problems in society arise, the commune is the first place 
where these problems are discussed and the members try to solve them 
collectively. Only when issues cannot be solved at the commune level, 
such as larger scale infrastructure, they are relegated to another level 
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of the self-administration, such as the city assembly or even the canton 
assembly. These assemblies consist of elected representatives from the 
communes. These representatives gain their legitimacy from the com-
mune, guaranteeing the bottom-up nature of democracy.

Women’s Communes

There are two networks of communes: one in which both men and 
women are represented, organised under the umbrella of the Society 
for a Democratic Society, (Tev-Dem) and another which represents the 
women of Rojava. This network of women’s communes is the basis of 
Kongreya Star. 

Within the women’s communes, women are - often for the first 
time - encouraged to formulate their needs and desires and to collec-
tively find solutions for them. In a society with a long tradition of pa-
triarchy, where culture and religion have led both men and women to 
believe that women are not capable of taking any role or responsibility 
outside of the sphere of the home and the family, the creation of wom-
en’s communes has played a fundamental role in the emancipation of 
women. Now women play an active role in public life, with participation 
rates in the communes averaging between fifty% and seventy% and in 
some neighbourhoods reaching hundred%. 

There are five committees present in every commune, namely:

1. Education committee, tasked with providing practical and ideo-
logical training and education to all members of every commune. Be-
sides the ideological training on the working and meaning of democratic 
confederalism, practical education, such as language classes, is also pro-
vided.

2. Health committee, which coordinates between the health ser-
vices and the commune, but also provides education on first-aid, natural 
medicine and prenatal care. Through the work of the communes, sever-
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al specialised women’s health care centres have also been established.

3. Economy committee, strengthening the communal economy 
by supporting the commune’s cooperatives, such as those that, use the 
common agricultural lands.

4. Problem-solving committee, which specialises in mediation in 
cases of conflicts, such as those between neighbours or in the family. 
It works on the principles of reconciliation, compensation and mutual 
agreement. In the women’s communes these committees work together 
closely with the House of Women, an institute which is present in every 
large town or city, providing advanced conflict solution and juridical as-
sistance to women in all types of conflict, including domestic violence.. 

5. Self-Defence committee, which is organised at the commune 
level by the People’s Protection Units (HPC). These units consist of mem-
bers, both men and women, of the commune that receive specialised 
training for this task. They provide security for their neighbourhoods in 
times of heightened conflict and coordinate closely with the security 
forces.   

Communes form both the foundation and the safeguard of true 
democracy.  They ensure that the needs of every community are met 
through collective decision making and they enable communities to or-
ganise collectively in whichever manner best fits their lifestyle.  Based 
on the principle of self-sufficiency, communes play an essential role in 
building the basis of an ethical society, just as the women’s communes 
form the building blocks of the women’s organisation.
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Education

After decades of suppression, the Rojava Revolution aims to re-
build society on the basis of an equal, democratic, bottom-up model of 
democratic confederalism. Educational institutions and academies are a 
vital component of this, as they allow society to acquire a basis of knowl-
edge about its own history, culture, philosophy and social development. 
Education allows people to reflect on their perspectives and needs as 
they learn how to organise themselves in a democratic way. 

The education committees of Kongreya Star are responsible for 
the organisation of the education of the women in the communes and 
assemblies as well as the organisation of the Star Academy. The goal of 
the education committees is threefold, namely, furthering the education 
of women, spreading awareness of women’s topics in society at large 
and transforming existing structures of education. The larger objective 
of the committee of education is to make women wise again, in order 
to shed the attitudes towards men and women that serve patriarchy. 
When women regain their wiseness, they are able to play an active, pos-
itive role for the society and family.

Kongreya Star places particular importance on education, as it be-
lieves emancipation can only occur when one knows oneself and one’s 
history. For decades, the Kurdish and other minority identities have 
been suppressed; under the Ba’ath regime Kurdish history and language 
courses were forbidden. Women are facing a similar suppression of their 
role in history, as history is too often written by and from the perspec-
tive of men. By focussing on the role of women, both historically and in 
present society, we aim to overcome the mentality that women are less 
capable and less knowledgeable than men. When one does not know 
oneself and has no confidence in oneself, one will always be subjected 
to the will of others. Education is an important means of self-defence 
against ideologies of dominance and an essential step towards achieving 
freedom.

Systems based on dominance like capitalism and patriarchy has 
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very deep personal and societal consequences. One example is the em-
phasis of capitalism on individualism, shaping the way people interact 
with each other, leading to competition and alienation instead of demo-
cratic cooperation. Without a deep analysis of how these systems influ-
ence individuals and society, we will not be able to overcome this hier-
archy and dominance and build up an alternative understanding based 
on a democratic mentality. For the transformation of a system based on 
dominance to a society based on democracy and equality, education is 
essential. Changing perspectives, mentalities and ways of thinking are 
essential for gaining democracy and freedom. Despite being one of the 
hardest parts it is also one of the most essential parts of the Rojava revo-
lution. 

To date, nine central committees of education have been formed, 
in nine different towns, consisting of representatives of all the communes 
of these towns. These representatives receive education and training 
and in turn educate the women in their respective communes. The edu-
cational committees organise education and training for all women at 
the communal level, based on the proposals and wishes of these com-
munes themselves. This education consists of language classes to pro-
mote literacy in the Kurdish language, history classes, education on the 
model of democratic confederalism, women’s rights and societal sexism 
and other specialised courses. A broad range of topics are discussed dur-
ing these classes, as well as the daily experiences of the participants, 
with the aim of finding collective improvements and solutions. The goal 
is not only to educate women, but also to empower them in their soci-
etal role and personal development. 

In addition, Kongreya Star has opened the Star Academy, a wom-
en’s academy, in Rimelan, where commune and assembly representa-
tives as well as the women in the administration of Kongreya Star re-
ceive courses based on the specific needs and wishes of the group. The 
courses that are offered at the moment are: 
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-History of the Middle East

-History of Kurdistan

-Women’s History

-Jineology

-Economy

-Law and Justice

-Diplomacy

-Gender-Equality, 

-Philosophy, 

-Philosophy of Abdullah Öcalan, 

-Sexism within Society, 

-Equality in Relationships, 

-Regimes of Truth, 

-Concepts and Analysis. 

The programs last from 25 days to two and a half months. Besides 
this specialised women’s academy, Kongreya Star provides courses with-
in existing academies and universities on the topics of gender-equality, 
societal sexism, women’s history, women’s liberation and Jineology (sci-
ence of women). 

Within their courses, Kongreya Star places a strong emphasis on 
history. In particular, they focus on the analysis of how systems of domi-
nance came into being and how societies before them, during the Neo-
lithic, Mesolithic and Palaeolithic eras, were structured. We believe that 
the societies which existed before patriarchal and hierarchical systems 
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became predominant were centred on women. Analysing these topics is 
incredibly important, as a better understanding of history will lead to a 
better understanding of the contemporary.

The aim of Kongreya Star is not merely to include women in the 
existing framework of knowledge, but rather to question and reshape 
this framework all together; to overcome the hierarchy of knowledge 
and to change the nature of science and education. For example, when 
we speak about the role of women in the formation of language, it is not 
sufficient to merely add a few women to the list of language specialists. 
Rather, we aim to understand the mechanisms that lay at the basis of 
the dominance of men’s language and of the exclusion of women from 
the history of this field by understanding the politics of power and truth 
regimes. In addition, we emphasize alternative ways of understanding 
language development, for example by focussing on oral history and the 
role that women (in particular mothers) play in the formation of lan-
guage by storytelling and song. 

Theoretical analysis is not the only focus within the education 
organised by Kongreya Star. In addition, it aims to encourage people’s 
natural curiosity and to foster free thinking, breaking with a mentality 
of dominance, cultivating a historical consciousness and a continuous 
exchange between practice and theory. Within the courses provided by 
Kongreya Star, freedom and education are understood as collective pro-
cesses. All education unfolds on the basis of participation, meaning that 
there is a focus on discussion, self-reflection and gaining a mutual un-
derstanding. All participants are encouraged to learn to express them-
selves and share their views and experiences. 

Education is not only important for women, it is important for the 
whole of the society, including men. Under the patriarchal mentality, 
men too have lost parts of their freedom and autonomy. They have, for 
example, lost the freedom of emotional expression, as this is not con-
sidered masculine. They have not been taught how to do housework, or 
how to take care of themselves, of the children, of the elderly or the ill. 
When women’s roles in society change, naturally the roles of men must 
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change as well. It is necessary to provide men with the tools to deal with 
this change and the tools to be able to participate in the new society.  

Furthermore, education is an important means of self-defence. To 
know oneself, one’s culture and language and to be able to discuss eth-
ics and politics, to gain self-consciousness and develop one’s personality 
are important weapons to be able to struggle against systems of domi-
nance – especially in a region where languages and cultures have long 
been suppressed. Education also promotes resilience against the capital-
ist mentality of exploitation, which alienates people from their culture 
and society. Through education, people learn critical reflection and are 
able to come up with ideas and solutions for problems in society. This 
way, people recognise their own power to organise and take responsibil-
ity for society, which is fundamental for a democratic, self-organised and 
ethically just society. Providing men and women with education is the 
first step towards achieving freedom. 
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Economy

The water of the Euphrates and Tigris rivers makes Rojava the 
breadbasket of Syria. Rojava is incredibly fertile and rich in resources 
such as oils. There has always been agriculture and mining in the re-
gion; however, under the Assad regime local people were not allowed to 
process the raw resources themselves. The centrally planned economy 
led to a monoculture in agriculture and the disappearance of industry, 
breaking down the production chain of the local economy. Currently, the 
on-going war and international embargo from neighbouring countries 
limits the possibilities to import vitally needed products, as well as to 
export goods and develop Rojava’s economy. 

In this difficult situation, there are however many initiatives to 
rebuild the economy on a just basis, providing for the daily needs of 
the population. These initiatives are based on the need to build an ethi-
cal, ecological economy based on self-sustainability and community in 
line with the overall model of democratic confederalism. The economy 
that is being built up is a communal economy, based on the bottom-
up organisation of society in communes and democratic assemblies. A 
communal economy puts the needs of the society first. Kongreya Star 
supports the foundations of a communal economy that is organised ac-
cording to the collective needs of the people by supporting the creation 
of women’s cooperatives. Building up a local, self-sufficient economy as 
well as a system of subsistence agriculture makes it possible to tackle 
unemployment and poverty and evade famine.  

For Rojava, which is a historically agricultural society, a communal 
economy isn’t a foreign concept. There is a history and culture that sup-
ports organising the economy in this way. Thus, the process of build-
ing up a cooperative economy is rather a revitalisation than a building 
process. A communal economy is different from a capitalist economy, 
in which the needs of and profits for a small group of individuals are 
more important than the needs of the society as a whole. In a capitalist 
economy, the profits and the power to organise the laws of trade and 
production lie in the hands of a small elite and this creates inequality 
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and promotes competition instead of cooperation. A capitalist economy 
leads to the exploitation of both nature and people, to poverty and even 
to war. As long as the economy is not in the hands of the people, de-
mocracy will not be possible. Therefore, the economy is a field of special 
significance for Kongreya Star.

Women’s Cooperatives

For Kongreya Star, the organisation of an economy that includes 
women and their perspectives is of vital importance. Historically, women 
have been an integral part within the economy. For thousands of years, 
women have organised society and economics based on the needs of 
their families and their communities. They have played a fundamental 
role in reproductive and productive work, in particular in agriculture. Yet 
with the advent of capitalism and class society, their role has been lim-
ited and unacknowledged and the economy regarded as the sphere of 
men. In order to break this dominance of the few over the many, of men 
over women, we need a different type of economy: a communal econ-
omy. This will lead to both the emancipation of women as they retake 
their roles within the economy and of the emancipation of the society as 
a whole as it must focus on the needs of the community. 

At the moment, Kongreya Star supports the building up of women’s 
cooperatives in three fields: agriculture, animal husbandry and produc-
tion and sales. We have thus far realised nine agricultural cooperatives, 
two animal husbandry cooperatives and a vast variety of cooperatives 
in the field of production and sales including three tailor cooperatives, 
two second-hand clothes shops, three bakeries, a restaurant, a cheese-
maker, a general store and a cooperative that pickles vegetables. There 
are also cooperatives planting fruit trees, a practise which was forbidden 
under the Ba’ath regime. The cooperatives vary in size depending on the 
nature of the activity, with the smallest involving only four women and 
the largest two hundred. Within the Canton Cîzîre only, the women’s co-
operatives provide more than thousand women (and their families) with 
a steady livelihood and this number is constantly growing. 
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The cooperatives supported by the economic committees of Kon-
greya Star are women’s cooperatives, but mixed gender cooperatives ex-
ist as well. They are supported by Tev-Dem and in these too the partici-
pation of women on all levels is an essential value. The women working 
in both types of cooperatives are workers as well as owners. Together 
they are responsible for the organisation and decision-making process 
of the cooperative and all members participate in decisions. Working 
and living together, sharing and supporting each other are all essential 
values of the cooperatives. 

It is important that in the communal economy, production meets 
the geographical, material and cultural needs of the society. The organ-
isation of cooperatives lies in the hands of the communes and therefore 
they work to produce in a manner that does not harm the environment 
of the commune or the health of the people. In a communal economy 
there is no oppression or exploitation. The people work together to 
tackle the needs of the society as discussed in the communes on a basis 
of mutual respect, friendship, effort and democracy. That everybody can 
equally participate in the collective life and work are important values 
for an ethical and just society. These are the values that lie at the basis 
of both democratic society and communal economy. 

The cooperatives also promote self-confidence, as women realise 
their own capacities and abilities, carry responsibility and solve prob-
lems together. For many women who have not worked outside of the 
family structure this is an incredibly empowering experience, increasing 
their self-confidence and thereby changing the structure of society. Kon-
greya Star therefore promotes the education of women and aids them 
in setting up women’s cooperatives, gaining the experiences that are 
important not only for the economy, but for building up a communal, 
collective life at the basis of an ethical, politically just and democratic 
society. 
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Self-defence

One of the most well-known images of Rojava is that of the wom-
en in the Women’s Defence Units (YPJ) bravely defending the people 
of Rojava against continuous attacks by ISIS. Self-defence is one of the 
cornerstones of the Rojava Revolution and the model of Democratic 
Confederalism. Kongreya Star regards self-defence not merely in military 
terms, but as a holistic practice that includes the autonomous organisa-
tion of women and the build-up of democracy.

Self-defence is a natural characteristic of all life. A flower protects 
itself with thorns; a chameleon changes colour according its environ-
ment; a turtle can retract inside its shell. Societies have always adapted 
and changed in order to defend themselves against attacks. However, 
with the emergence of the nation-state, self-defence has become part 
of the monopoly of the state. This monopoly of self-defence includes 
both military and society. The state has taken on the responsibility of 
defending its citizens against famine, sickness, poverty and war, but of-
ten fails in these duties. Even worse, the state itself is often the main 
perpetuator of violence against its citizens, as the Kurdish people have 
experienced over decades of oppression and persecution.

The destruction of the ability to defend one’s self marks the start 
of oppression. This becomes very clear in the example of Kurdistan: the 
oppression and persecution of the people in Kurdistan reached the cur-
rent level of mass oppression after the genocides in twenties of the last 
century. Concurrent with the application of policies of assimilation and 
displacement, laws forbidding weapons came into force. The Kurdish so-
ciety was stripped of its ability to defend itself, which opened the way 
for hard oppression.

Self-defence is crucial to women in particular, as historically they 
have endured the most violence. They are faced with rape, (domestic) 
violence, honour killings and murder. These forms of violence are closely 
tied to an ideology of sexism which creates a broader culture of violence 
that includes psychological violence, structural economic discrimination 
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against women, capitalist objectification of women and political under-
representation. The assault women face both on their physical, mental, 
psychological integrity as well on the ability to develop her and develop 
her own thoughts, feelings and will are enormous. When faced with sys-
temic sexism under the patriarchal and capitalist nation-state, women 
need to self-organise in order to fight all systems of oppression. The 
ideology of societal sexism and the system of patriarchy are based on 
the destruction of the ability to self-defence. Therefore the reconstruc-
tion of the ability to defence oneself is essential in building up a society 
based on democracy and the freedom of women.

In the holistic approach of self-defence of Kongreya Star, organis-
ing, the education of women, cultural self-determination, promoting the 
role of women in the economy, the inclusion of women’s rights in law, 
equal representation in all political levels and the promotion of women’s 
perspectives in all fields of society are considered crucial components of 
self-defence.  

There are three protection forces of women active in Rojava: 
the military women’s self-defence forces - the Women’s Defence Units 
(YPJ), the women’s security-forces (Asayish a Jin) and the women civil 
self-defence forces connected to the communes, the HPC. All of these 
women are trained in the use of various weapons - a very real neces-
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sity as Rojava is still under the constant threat of ISIS and other jihadist 
organisations. Both the security-forces and the communal self-defence 
forces of the HPC assist the YPJ in times of increased military activity. 
For example, the HPC may take over tasks such as operating city check 
points while security forces are engaged in heavier military activity. They 
also provide support to the YPJ at the frontlines against ISIS. We believe 
that every member of society should be able to defend him or herself in 
cases of attacks. The genocide of the Ezidis in Şengal at the hands of ISIS 
served as a painfully clear reminder of this necessity. The state military 
forces were unable to prevent this genocide, and this failure now func-
tions as a stark warning for the women of Rojava, who have organised 
themselves in order to educate and support themselves in self-defence 
and military tactics. 

In each commune there is a self-defence committee, tasked with 
ideological education, psychological training of defensibility, and the 
practical training of the HPC. The HPC is made up of members of the 
commune, usually parents and grandparents. Therefore, they are aware 
of what happens in the communes and are generally the first force to 
intervene in local issues. The HPC focuses on providing neighbourhood 
security and guarding events such as commemorations or celebrations. 
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They also work closely with local security forces (Asayish a Jin). The main 
objective of the women of HPC is to restore the mentality of self-de-
fence.

Like the women of the YPJ and the police forces, the women of the 
HPC form their own autonomous groups. They in particular are tasked 
with intervening in events of mistreatment or violence against women, 
as well as setting up mechanisms for the prevention of such violence. 
The core of preventing violence against women is the education of all 
members of the commune, from ideology to literacy and strengthening 
the role of women through including them in the structures of the com-
munes. 

In cases of violations of the Women’s Law of 2014 which, among 
others, forbids underage and forced marriages, physical violence against 
women and the tradition of dowry, the HPC aims to resolve conflicts 
through discussions and peaceful means. However, when this is impos-
sible, the HPC works together with the security forces to make arrests to 
stop the violence. They also work closely with the House of Women, an 
institution present in every larger town. The House of Women provides 
training to men and women on women’s rights, advanced conflict me-
diation and support for women in legal cases that women may file under 
the Women’s Law. 

The holistic approach of Kongreya Star has created a structure and 
culture which allows women to speak out against violence. The military 
training has also had a strong positive impact on the psychological se-
curity of women, especially in a society where women who spoke out 
about violence were most often silenced. Now women are actively 
speaking out, changing laws and traditions, searching for solutions, edu-
cating themselves and regarding themselves as equal partners to men. 
The organisation of women’s self-defence has taught women not only 
how to defend themselves against physical attacks, but also against a 
mentality and broader practice of sexism. 
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Culture and art

Culture and art have played important roles within Kurdish society 
throughout history. Especially in times of severe cultural, political, and 
military oppression, art has been used as a means to keep the Kurd-
ish identity and cultural consciousness alive. Since a long time, more as 
twenty-five years, work in the field of culture and art is being accom-
plished in Rojava and women played a vanguard role in this work. The-
atre, music and folklore groups and women’s folklore and music groups 
have existed since long before the Rojava Revolution. These groups play 
a positive role in the society. Since the revolution in Rojava, Kongreya 
Star has worked to strengthen art as a piece of Rojava’s democratic cul-
ture, as well as promoting the diversity of cultures and languages of the 
region. 

Art and culture encompass all the ways in which meaning, mental-
ity, feeling, consciousness and societal traditions are expressed and en-
abled. Religion, philosophy, mythology, science and art all integral parts 
of culture. Culture therefore plays an important role in establishing sys-
tems of dominance, as it influences how people are able or allowed to 
express themselves. Although often considered a ‘soft power’, establish-
ing control over culture can be one of the most extreme forms of vio-
lence against a people. Control over culture means control over the way 
citizens think, speak and express themselves and the search for power 
often means strictly oppressing anyone who expresses themselves in a 
way different from the dominant norm. 

The development of the nation-state system grew hand in hand 
with the process of nation building. Through centralized mass schooling 
programs, military conscription and the creation of national symbols, 
holidays and traditions, national identities were created. This process 
however generally included the severe repression of minority identities, 
languages and cultures. In all four states where large numbers of Kurds 
have traditionally resided, they have experienced the severe repression 
of these assimilation policies throughout history. This process continues 
today. War is fought on many fronts and psychological warfare is just as 
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important as military war. Television, music, movies and all other forms 
of art can be used to influence the mind-sets of people. In the end, the 
war fought in the mind of every citizen can be even more devastating 
than physical warfare, as it can lead to the elimination of an entire cul-
ture. 

The assimilation policies against Kurdish culture and language un-
der the Syrian regime have been so severe that before the revolution 
in Rojava, Kurdish languages were not allowed to be taught or used in 
schools or public life. Despite these attempts to stifle anything Kurdish, 
the suppression of women in education, economy, politics and other 
fields of the Syrian nation-state actually allowed them to keep their tra-
ditional culture and non-dominant languages such as Kurdish and Assyr-
ian alive. It was therefore the mothers who continued speaking Kurdish 
with their children, singing Kurdish lullabies and telling Kurdish folk sto-
ries, breathing life into the Kurdish language and culture.

The emphasis on opening up possibilities of free cultural expres-
sion is therefore of great significance in Rojava and should be regarded 
as a form of cultural self-defence. It is, however, not only the Kurdish 
culture that is promoted and protected by Kongreya Star. Central to the 
ideology of Kongreya Star is respect for and promotion of the diversity 
of society. Arab, Assyrian, Ezidis and other cultures in Rojava should all 
be able to learn and speak their own languages and express their own 
culture and religion. Therefore, Kongreya Star makes a concerted effort 
to accommodate all of these different cultures and languages. For exam-
ple, all communication for both Kongreya Star and the Self-Administra-
tion is done in three languages: Arab, Kurdish and Assyrian. For reviving 
a democratic society, the promotion of a democratic way of thinking and 
feeling through culture and art is of key importance. 

In Rojava, Tev-Çand coordinates the activities in the field of cul-
ture and art, like the work in cultural centres and in the establishing of 
groups, theatre, folklore, music, cinema, and academies. Every village 
and city has a cultural centre where all cultural activities are hosted and 
coordinated. Within these centres, different groups practice and per-
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form theatre, folklore dance, music, painting, and sculpture, many of 
which were banned before the revolution. Kongreya Star has, in collabo-
ration with existing committees, established the committee Tev-Çand-
Jin in 2015, which organises cultural activities for and by women. Under 
the coordination of Tev-Çand-Jin a women’s coordination in all cultural 
centres has been established and an academy for culture and art for 
women will be established to strengthen the work in culture and art for 
and by women. Tev-Çand-Jin, for example, organises cultural festivals in 
which women of all cultural denominations come together to share and 
perform poetry, stories, theatre, and songs. 

Women are faced with a significantly different reality than men 
and have different ways of expressing their reality and aspirations 
through art. As historically, women are the ones who keep traditional 
art and culture forms alive, passing those down to the next generation, 
they have become the vanguard of art. At the same time, women face 
other forms of repression under systems of patriarchy and capitalism, 
which devalue their art forms such as embroidery as mere handicrafts or 
pastimes. Therefore, Tev-Çand-Jin has taken upon itself the responsibil-
ity to elevate women’s art and promote women’s perspectives on art in 
society, as it sees the historically significant role of women in the promo-
tion of diversity and democratic values. 

Finally, the cultural centres promote activities for children, as art 
and play are crucial in learning how to communicate and work together 
in a democratic way. Despite these efforts and improvements, the chil-
dren in Rojava still face much adversity and violence, growing up in a 
society plagued by oppression and war. Theatre, music, sculpture, paint-
ing, film, and dance are media that enable children to deal with these 
experiences in a positive way. 
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Jineology

Jineology is a redevelopment of the social sciences from the fe-
male perspective. It builds upon the knowledge developed within the 
women’s movement, analysing existing theories concerning women, so-
ciety and life. In addition, it also addresses the ideological and societal 
problems that all women face. 

Existing dominant ideologies and power structures such as patriar-
chy, capitalism, orientalism and the nation-state system are embedded 
and reinforced by dominant knowledge production systems. Positivism, 
the central method of these systems, is based on ‘neutrality’, ‘objectiv-
ity’ and verification through mathematics and prescribed ways of ob-
servation. This way of knowledge production reduces the complexity of 
reality and human experience to something calculable. It also privileges 
certain forms of knowing over others, thereby deeming non-privileged 
voices as incapable of finding or voicing truth. By reproducing existing 
power relations, social sciences based on positivism perpetuate the sta-
tus quo of hierarchies: mind over body, human over nature, west over 
east, north over south, white over black, man over woman. 

Positivism encourages a distance between the observed reality 
and the observer. Historically this neutral observer has been the white 
man, while women -- and other marginalised groups -- were reduced to 
objects to be studied, without acknowledgement of their experiences 
or knowledge. This science can therefore be called neither objective 
nor completely accurate. Jineology aims to break down this hierarchy 
through studying life from the perspective and experiences of women 
and therefore accepting and adopting a point of view deeply embedded 
in struggle. 

The existing social sciences reproduce systems of dominance and 
can’t give answers to crucial questions; therefore a revolution in science 
is necessary. Jineology can be considered as this revolution. Jineology 
aims to make knowledge production and science part of life, closing the 
supposed ‘critical distance.’ ‘Jin’ is the Kurdish word for women, com-
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ing from the same root as ‘Jiyan’, which means life. Instead of reducing 
life to observable or calculable variables, Jineology asks questions about 
how to find and give meaning to life. In the existing social sciences there 
is no space for such a kind of questions; questions were there are more 
as one possible answer and which can’t be answered in an absolute way 
are excluded. But these questions are important, to be able to live, ques-
tions and research about the meaning of life are essential. If these ques-
tions can’t be answered life loses its meaning and becomes technical. 

Jineology aims to redefine the identity of women, not by changing 
the binary structure of weak women and strong men, but by surpassing 
it and creating new options for a female identity as both strong and car-
ing, simultaneously. With the emergence of patriarchy women lost their 
identity and got identities and roles which don’t reflect the identity of 
women. Only denying the identity and roles patriarchy gave to women 
is not enough. For a revolution of women a perception of the identity of 
women is needed. Therefore one task of Jineology is ‘the archaeology of 
women’: the identity of women has been put under earth and archae-
ology of women should dig the identity of women out in the visibility 
again. Breaking the hierarchical, binary system of patriarchy requires 
deep reflection and practice. 

Another objective of Jineology is to form a theoretical basis which 
makes equal partnership between men and women possible. Freedom 
of men and women is an essential condition. Equal relationships based 
on mutual respect won’t be possible as long as societal sexism influ-
ences the thoughts and feelings of men and women. A long struggle, 
education, reflection and theoretical work will be needed to overcome 
these attitudes. New relationships, based on equality are a requirement 
for a democracy. By seeing each other as human above all, before gen-
der, we are able to form and develop new relationships. By thinking and 
acting free from the constraint of patriarchy, both men and women can 
find ways to live and work together in equality and freedom. 

Because dominant knowledge production systems only serve to 
reinforce existing power relations, they have never been able to solve 
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actual societal problems. Instead, they simply perpetuate existing prob-
lems resulting from the realities of patriarchy. By delinking research and 
knowledge production from the power relations that cause these prob-
lems, Jineology aims to address the problems that women face every 
day. It aims to simultaneously create new ways of thinking as well as 
implementing new ways of acting. 

In order for a revolution of women’s liberation to succeed, a deep 
shift of power relations and structures of knowledge production must 
occur. Basic reforms such as equal pay or political representation will not 
be enough as long as the underlying ideas about what truth is and who 
wields it are not changed. Many revolutionary movements have fought 
for structural change in society, but none so far have been able to over-
turn the underlying patriarchal structure

And yet there is a historical, material base that gave rise to the 
emergence of the hierarchical structure of patriarchy in the first place. 
To understand the emergence of patriarchy, to understand how and 
what was lost, we must be able to consider a society without patriar-
chy, based on equality instead of hierarchy. Especially in moments of 
rapid change, such as revolution, an ethical social science that reflects, 
explains and steers is essential. Such an approach may allow us to revit-
alise society again in an ethical, political way. To remember, imagine and 
enact the truth of a society based on communality, democracy, equality, 
freedom and harmony is the goal of Jineology. 

As a social science, Jineology plays a large role in redefining the 
standards of aesthetics and ethics, including working to redefine the 
identity of women and in making women conscious and knowledgeable. 
In this way, Jineology lays an important foundation for the women’s 
struggle.

Jineology aims to learn from historical and contemporary femi-
nist and women’s movements worldwide and to further the struggle for 
women’s liberation. It regards itself as both a continuation of the femi-
nist struggle and as an alternative to a branch of feminism which has 
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not broken with capitalism -- and therefore existing structures of (male) 
dominance -- in a fundamental way.  

The revolution in Rojava can be called a women’s revolution. Jin-
eology reflects, learns and analyses this as well as other revolutions and 
struggles as a basis for furthering the revolution in Rojava. As a social 
science from the perspective of women, it offers a broad perspective 
and important feedback to the revolutionary movement, strengthening 
strategies, aims and organisational methods. However, rather than pas-
sively observing from a distance like many other social sciences, Jineol-
ogy takes its place in the middle of this struggle, co-creating knowledge 
of this struggle while simultaneously participating in the very struggle 

itself. 
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Diplomacy

The revolution in Rojava can be considered a women’s revolution 
and the model implemented in Rojava is unique in offering a chance to 
democracy, equality and freedom in Rojava, Syria and the entire Middle 
East. One of the 10 committees of Kongreya Star is the committee of 
diplomacy. Its goal is to share the ideals and experiences of Rojava with 
other (women’s) organisations inside and outside of Rojava and to build 
strong relationships of solidarity with women of all religions and ethnici-
ties.

Within the nation-state system diplomacy is often regarded as the 
negotiation of international relations between states based on geo-polit-
ical and economic interests. Diplomacy is one the ways in which states 
aim to increase their strategic, political and economic interests, for ex-
ample by negotiations enforcing army bases during peace negotiations 
or access to new markets for multinational companies with economic 
treaties. Although diplomacy is often associated with peace negotia-
tions or non-violence, this type of diplomacy of power can be seen as 
the continuation of war by other means. A war with the ultimate goal of 
the domination of people and nature. 

The kind of diplomacy Kongreya Star is striving for is not a diplo-
macy based on the domination of another people or territory but rather 
a people’s diplomacy based on equal relations based on solidarity and 
friendship. Instead of politics of isolation and division, it aims to a com-
ing together of the people in solidarity regardless of existing state bor-
ders.  

Rojava is a pluralistic society which will be celebrated instead of 
suppressed by the model of democratic confederalism that Kongreya 
Star pursues. In order to create a pluralistic unity, strong relationships 
between all women and women’s organisations in Rojava and Syria 
at large are crucial. Foreign powers have historically aimed to use the 
peaceful heterogeneity of the Middle East to divide people for their own 
benefits. Combined with a culture of dominance and patriarchy this has 
created dictatorships and oppression. The only defence against all pos-
sible threats is the rebuilding of good relationships between Assyrian, 
Ezidi, Arab and Kurdish women. This is the only way towards democracy, 
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as this is based on a mutual life, a mutual understanding and unity that 
at the same time preserves the different ethnic and religious identities 
present. Kongreya Star seeks to develop a joint life of women and peo-
ples on the basis of solidarity and political and economic partnership. To 
accomplish this, the committee of diplomatic relations works towards 
the building of alliances with all women and women’s organisations in 
Rojava and Syria. At the same time it aims to establish strong relation-
ships between the women’s organisations in the four parts of Kurdistan.

Creating solidarity is fundamentally different than asking for aid 
or support. Solidarity is based on mutual exchange. In Rojava we have 
many accomplishments and experiences which we like to share with 
women all over the world. We consider the model of democratic confed-
eralism based on ecology and the freedom of women universally appli-
cable and believe that other women and women’s movements can learn 
of our experiences in their own struggle as the root of the problems that 
women everywhere faces are similar. Many of the strategies we have 
developed such as the co-leadership, the alternative economy we are 
building up, the radical decentralised democratic structure of commune 
and councils, the experiences of the women’s defence forces (YPG) 
can be of adapted in other localities. We actively study other women’s 
movements and are also eager to learn from the particular struggles and 
strategies of other women. 

Kongreya Star aims to build strong connections with all women 
and women’s movements as well as all democratic, anti-capitalist or an-
ti-fascist organisations. We see the struggle against patriarchy and the 
model of democratic confederalism as universal and therefor we strive 
for a joint struggle, overcoming divisions. 



Experiences in Rojava: Interview with an 

anarchist YPG volunteer

We met and interviewed a person who travelled to Rojava to be a volunteer in the Peoples’ Protection 

Units (YPG). We present this interview anonymously, as wished by the person interviewed.

What inspired you to travel to Rojava and join the YPG?

Different aspects, but it connected me and others to our own historical roots such as antifascism, or 

revolutionary internationalism.

Were you in the International Batallion?

I wasn’t in any specific international battalion, just with the YPG/YPJ taburs [Kurdish battallions] 

formed mostly by Kurds, but also with other people, including other internationals. There is also the 

International Freedom Batallion, a tabur or batallion inside the YPG/YPJ’s structure, with the 

participation of different socialist and communist volunteers. Personally, I didn’t have contacts with 

them, and they are mostly marxist-leninists.

How important are political ideas of the movement (ie. Democratic Confederalism) inside the 

YPG?

There’s a big variety in the groups. For example the youth from Rojava are all getting new ideas 

through recent developments, but are still not quite understanding politics or the global perspective, and

remain nationalist. Whereas, for example, Kurds from Bakur or Qandil are already very revolutionary, 

and most of them have a high level of political consciousness and analytical capacity.

Can you tell us about daily life in the YPG and it’s command structure?

In general, daily life in the Kurdish defense units is not very similar to any army. Sometimes you forget

it’s a war because of the friendships and the happiness… and dancing! The feeling of revolution is 

really alive.

The units put a lot of importance on communitarian relations based on Democratic Confederalism. In 

this model the idea is that the defense force is not an army - it is a popular militia, a guerrilla force.

The command structure is a common responsibility. For example, the komutan (commander) are the 

only degree of rank. Actually it’s better to call it the co-commander, because above the level of team, 

the position is shared between a man and a woman. And whether you are the commander of a 5 person 

team or a tabur commander (a batallion), your position is only a task. The friends will follow your 

suggestions and direction because there is respect for the structure. You are in that position by 

consensus and because of your experience, and the rest of the friends recognize the person most 

suitable for the task.

The komutan is like the basis, or foundation, of the structure because they are the link, the articulation 

of the common body, and the collective brain. There is a huge responsibility to be a komutan, no matter

the number of friends under your responsibility. Because of this, the figure of komutan is respected and

they don’t even need, usually, to give any direct orders. It is not necessary. They must at least show the 

correct ethics and discipline, and intelligence and courage in battle.

The rest of friends will fight following their direction, and in the space for Tekmil [military self-



criticism assembly, see below] everyone can participate to discuss the tactics, and mistakes. Of course 

the commander-friends are human and make mistakes… and that is the moment to change their 

position, or send them to rest and to have some military and ideology study time. This military system 

that comes from the school of Qandil’s Kurdish guerrillas is the most advanced in the aspect of 

guerrilla history and of revolution in the art of war.

Also, there is no formal show of hierarchy such as military decorations or salutations, the only 

formality is the use of “friend” before the name of others, because that reminds us that we are all 

friends before all else, so we respect each other and resolve any conflicts in the spirit of friendship.

What is the military assembly or Tekmil? Can you elaborate?

The Tekmil is an assembly for critique, where you can give friendly and constructive critique to your 

commander or others in your unit, and also criticize yourself. But mostly you will receive critique and 

you must be up for understanding it and learn to be better. This is to take care of checking bad 

behaviour, to avoid personal conflicts, or small problems with attitude that can develop into conflicts. I 

saw few punishments or repression; if there is a conflict, there is a lot of talk instead. Of course this is 

just the model, and for most of the friends from Rojava this is the first time they are learning about this,

and where they had their first contact with political ideas.

But you can bring up anything to anyone at Tekmil. A major aim of it is to challenge your perspective, 

and get away from your ego. Making a critique is thus a great responsibility - to you, and towards the 

person you direct your critique to - and you should look for a solution and take responsibility for that 

solution.

This is very similar to the criticism that happens in Tev-Dem, the self-government assembly, where 

you take something practical and open it up to philosophical discussion. Here you can really see the 

Kurdish movement evolving.

What are your thoughts on joining the YPG and the training you participated in? 

The YPG academy has a lot of ideological, political, and historical education. It also included 

philosophy and its own Jineology classes (sociology of women). It’s really like a academy. One’s 

education there can be short or long, it depends. I was in the academy for a month and a half. The 

military academy is pretty basic. There are a lot of daily life routines, with an emphasis on how to stay 

in a team and work together, such as self-discipline and cleaning weapons. There are also academies 

for specialist military skills like sabotage and sniping.

Did you just spend your time in fighting units? Did you participate in any revolutionary aspect of

social organization?

No, though it’s hard to say where the limits of “civilian” or “social” structures are in a revolutionary 

situation. Everyone is in a process of education and self-education, building tools for self-government. 

Every institution has its own autonomy and in some cases its own interests. This can seem like a huge 

chaos and full of contradictions, but the confederal system keeps it self-regulating. The Tev-Dem and 

the people’s self defense, the HPC (Hêza Parastina Cewherî), are the most revolutionary aspects in my 

opinion – it provides the people with their own tools to defend themselves against even the YPG 

interests, the Canton’s institutions - government-etc.

Did you witness a Tev-Dem assembly taking place?

Yes, I saw an assembly but did not participate. I was rather engaged with the Tekmil assemblies in the 

military context.

The assembly self-goverment model is forming a really strong basis for the revolution. How assemblies



are created is that if an issue or new social or interest group comes up, one must make an assembly. If 

another interest or issue comes along, an assembly can be made within the first assembly. The 

assembly also needs to follow gender quotas; the equality of women is in all aspects of society. 

Actually the canton’s coordination imposes that if a social group, tribe or village makes an assembly, 

for example, to manage some cooperative farms, they must also have a women’s assembly that reflects 

the women’s view about it, and that the people in charge must not be only one, that normally used to be

a patriarch, but rather there has to be a co-leadership shared by a man and a woman. So there is a 

shared leadership position of the co-delegates; the woman represents the local women’s autonomous 

movement. Involving the people in an assembly system to resolve their own problems is the best way 

to think about revolution…and keeps them away from the TV!

It has been stated that building an ecological society is one of the primary goals of Rojava 

Revolution. What did you see in terms of ecology and the ecology movement?

They don’t understand too much in terms of ecology, in my experience. People from the mountains or 

Bakur know what it means to act sustainably and with the nature in mind, but in Rojava or Syria in 

general, not so much. A common experience was to hear that “Rojava is beautiful!” but then see plastic

trash burning somewhere.

In terms of real projects, Qamislo has a food sovereignty project, and Kobane has different proposals - 

and needs! - but needs volunteers. They need people! Not only to visit, but for serious projects and 

proposals to build a new society and new infrastructure.

However, a lot of people from Bakur and Iran are already mobilized and supporting social and 

ecological projects in Rojava.

What about the cooperative economy movement? Did you visit any cooperative farms, factories 

or workplaces?

Personally, I noticed that big landowners have escaped because they supported the regime, ISIS, or 

Barzani. Those lands were collectivized by the YPG/YPJ, and this includes some huge cement factories

managed by foreign Turkish and French corporations, that had Syrian workers from western parts of 

the country. This was tied to the program of arabization of Kurdish regions during the Syrian Regime. 

Also there are some empty villages, and the Kurdish organizations called on refugees to not leave and 

go to Europe, but instead come there and be cooperative owners of their own land and work.

But all of these experiments are limited; there are not enough people, the war puts everything in a 

fragile situation, there is an embargo that has stopped all investments in infrastructure, they don’t have 

qualified and committed people like volunteer technicians and engineers, the territory is destroyed by 

years of intensive monoculture, the people themselves are socially and culturally destroyed… Also 

there are different interests inside the “Kurdish” reality. But even on this subject, some time ago I saw a

text on the internet, like a call to action to help them to learn and study, and to put in practice, different 

historical or political socialization models. I’m not sure if it was some socialist or anarcho-syndicalist 

union working on this, I think traditional “revolutionary” movements and structures are watching the 

events in Kurdistan from a distance, they are not involved because it is a completly new paradigm of 

social revolution.

I saw lot of critiques on the “mixed” economy in Rojava, and the capitalism in Rojava, as well as the 

class interests that must lead the revolution to become a Revolution. There are a lot of socialists and 

anarchists of different political strains and tendencies, talking in forums and meetings about this, but 

very few are going there to work with them to build socialism. Although people in Rojava don’t need 

foreign socialists to teach them what to do, they rather need to build their own reality for themselves.

There is not more economic socialism in Rojava than what the local people want to build, such as the 



cooperatives that are working like socialist communities. The canton governments and armed structures

cannot impose the socialization of production and economy. They cannot do it and they don’t want to 

do it, so remembering this we can have a better approach to the reality in Rojava. They do have 

regulations over the economy and social planning programs, but if the people want to live in capitalist 

relations, there are not many possibilities other than for pedagogic intervention to change people’s 

perspectives.

There is cooperative and collective interest and support appearing thanks to the revolution, so we are at 

the beginning of the process of education and a process to build new social relations. Maybe we will 

need the next half a century of new struggles to see the fruits of these seeds.

The Kurdish movement has great respect for its martyrs. What are your thoughts on 

martyrship?

Martyrs and martyrdom are part of daily life for the Kurdish people and the revolutionaries. In the 

Middle East, but lost in Europe, the philosophy that martyrs don’t die continues to live in the 

communal mind. This is because the martyrs gave their lives for all of us, they sacrificed for our life 

and our freedom. That is sacred, and it is spiritual because it trespasses the material interest of the 

individual. Many show respect for martyrs by showing an image of them in events, and remembering 

them in salutations.

I know that this is a shock for our individualist mind, that we prefer to take care of our own asses first, 

and that being a martyr sounds like something fanatical, not like the highest category a person can be. 

But is true, our martyrs don’t die! Their blood never touches the ground!

Is Rojava really so ideal? Do you have any criticisms of the revolutionary process in Rojava?

If I look back on my experience now, it seems ideal. But you can also see a hard reality and lot of 

contradictions, and sometimes you can even feel that there is more to the aims and propaganda than in 

reality. There is a process with an honest intention, but it has a lot of problems to confront in reality.

We experienced a shock to our perception of reality in Rojava. I think that we arrived there with a 

backpack of idealistic and romantic views about the revolution, but in reality you need to build the 

revolution if you want it, and that means sometimes accepting that not everyone around you has the 

same idea of revolution and sometimes they cannot even understand why you came there to fight.

We are engaged in a democratic revolution, in the sense that no-one will impose anything upon 

another. This is totally opposed to the ‘proletarian dictatorship’ conception of revolution, definitely. 

This democratic conception accepts working with our own people, and other tendencies, that in many 

cases are the strongly opposed to our idea of revolution, or have practices opposite to our ethics.

Yes, the gangs of Daesh and the Turkish state are bad people, everybody there agrees, but you can also 

see racist attitudes against Arabs, and all those 'circumstantial alliances’ one day with USA, another 

with Russia and the Syrian regime. And some people are always trying to get positions of power, just 

like in any other part of the world.

Democratic Confederalism is against nationalism, but the nationalist idea is alive in most of the 

Kurdish people. This is not only about Kurdish national rights, that must be respected and defended, 

but about some positions and perspectives that do not care for the reality and struggles of others. 

Another criticism is the opportunistic use of capitalism we talked about before, and the so-called 

“mixed economy”, but I cannot think of any other economic system for that situation, so I only remind 

of this criticism because we have some comrades that insist on it.

It is also important to understand that the armed structures of Kurds come from a stalinist tradition, and

that they did a deep, collective self-criticism and are in a process towards a libertarian ethic, thanks to 



the confederalist idea and the culture of criticism. But that is a process, and although large parts of the 

movement are not following the stalinist model anymore, you can see it continuing in some practices 

like personal hierarchies and other roles.

Would you want to go back?

I wouldn’t go back, but who knows… The situation in Rojava is not comfortable, in the sense that there

is a hard war, and you should not have other reasons for being involved in the war than your own. I 

needed to go there to find a perspective on and a sense of our struggles and our lives, but now it is the 

time for others to do it. We need a generation with new perspectives, since our movements and 

environments lost the perspective long time ago.

Many Kurdish friends, in different situations, repeated the same thing to me: “Return to your people 

and continue the same fight over there”, “We don’t need Western martyrs, we need a revolution in 

Western countries!” So personally I absorbed the learning and experience in Rojava, and now is the 

time to see what is happening in our Western countries with this growth of racism and fascism.

Can you tell us about other international volunteers in Rojava and especially were there many 

women among them?

Many foreigners without political ideas, or former military men, become revolutionaries over there. It’s

good to remember that people can become conscious to these ideas when surrounded by revolution, and

can fight and spread ideas.

A few foreign women come to fight, but I didn’t see any of them personally. However, compared to 

men, the number was very small, anecdotic. We have an internationalist woman martyr, a marxist 

Euro-African woman, who fought in the International Battalion. And certainly there are much more 

from other non-Western countries, like Turkish, Arab, or Iranian women. But it is a weak point for the 

“white western” feminism that there is not enough active involvement in this women’s revolution, 

sadly.

What are your thoughts on Jineology and feminism?

The social science of Jineology (sociology or anthropology of the Woman) explains how the mankind 

lost a lot of their old nature because of the onset of hierarchical civilization, through the break from 

communitarian life, men becoming soldiers, priests, workers, etc. Even slaves, but remaining lords of 

their own house and wife.

Jineology argues that mankind can recover their nature through women’s liberation and through 

communitarian life. However, this is an issue that I’m not too deep in at the moment. It is very 

complex, but also interesting to study and discuss. It is a new idea for humanity. We have understood 

our history as the history of Man, and sociology as the social science of a patriarchal society, but now 

emerging from years of study and discussion by the Free Women’s Union in the mountains, we have a 

new tool to understand the evolution of power with history, and the role of women in it. Jineology is a 

tool for liberation because that history is also a history of the resistance of women, that we have to 

learn and know. Jineology is also a rupture with the tradition of Western liberal feminism.

Those inspired by Jineology are breaking with Western feminism because for them, Jineology is much 

more deep in its analysis; it is not partial and doesn’t have tendencies of interpretations or interest 

groups, but it is integral and universal.

It also has an important factor: Jineology is being put in to practice through autonomous women’s 

organizations and co-delegations in the administrative and political management of the communities. It 

is a real social practice, not just the thesis of some intellectual bourgeoise women, or the lifestyle of 

hedonist youngsters. For example, Jineology and the Kurdish women’s movement in Rojava criticize 



Western feminism because it was taken into the hands of modernity and positivism, and has broken ties

with communitarian life to become individualistic.

I think that Jineology is a good tool to provoke a restructuring of Western (liberal and radical) 

feminism, especially since any new ideas around the Woman and Revolution haven’t appeared in 

decades. We have revolutionary feminist comrades, but the feminism itself is not revolutionary 

anymore. Real practice is revolutionary, much more than ideas or aesthetics. Also, I do have to say that 

the Free Women’s Movement from Kurdistan has more conscience in the radical analysis of 

hierarchical civilization and domination, and has much more of an internationalist and libertarian 

perspective than the rest of the men in the movement. And this is thanks to the study of Jineology and 

the example of the Kurdish guerrilla women.

But even in this situation, the Kurdish women’s movement also needs to learn more from modern 

feminism, especially in respect of individuality and sexual liberation. They have social repression 

against this aspect of woman, and I think it’s because they built up a military revolutionary structure 

that needed to defend itself against the individualist interests and sexual domination in the Middle East,

but in some situations, in my opinion and with all my respects, they reproduce some Middle East’s 

religious taboos about the body and the sex.

http://kurdishquestion.com/article/3865-experiences-in-rojava-interview-with-an-anarchist-ypg-

volunteer



The success of the revolution in Rojava and its political practices have presented international

revolutionaries with a unique situation, one many of us didn’t know we could hope for in our

lifetimes. This opportunity has not only revitalized those fighting oppression around the world,

but also raised the important question: how do revolutionaries in their own cities relate with it.

We at Rojava Solidarity NYC, would like to offer a proposal.

Rojava, an autonomous region in Northern Syrian, the largest revolutionary territory of the 21st

century, has projected anarchist and communist ideas to the forefront of political discourse and

into the pragmatic and messy reality of everyday life. The revolution’s political foundation,

democratic confederalism, is an amalgamation of anarchist, communist, and feminists practices,

with a focus on ecology and profoundly rooted in the Kurdish liberation struggle. Rojava has been

fighting for survival against Daesh (ISIS), while simultaneously rejecting the state formation and

implementing decentralized self-governance.

Drawing From Rojava’s Success

Revolutionary Solidarity: Rojava and the
International Struggle
By Anonymous Contributor  - March 17, 2017
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For revolutionaries who have not had the chance to witness such massive revolutionary gains as

in Rojava, this is a development many thought impossible in their lifetimes. Historical

revolutionary situations from Spain to the Ukraine demonstrated examples of projects either

crushed or squeezed to the point where they didn’t have any more influence. Krongreya Star, the

PYD, TEV-DEM, YPG, and YPJ’s forms of political organization – political bodies that espouse

liberatory politics – have succeeded in being the predominant ones in society. Their political and

strategic vision has outmaneuvered and consolidated revolutionary gains that many other

movements have failed to achieve.

As revolutionaries, we are actively engaged in struggling against hegemonic forms of power and

building towards new forms of organization. The success and widespread nature of Rojava is

indispensable for our learning process. From communal relationships to the councils and

self-defense units, we can assess numerous potential routes by which we can create liberated

communities at home, while learning from their possibilities and pitfalls.

For groups struggling inside one of the most imperial and brutally capitalistic states, a large part

of our work is convincing our neighbors that self-governance works. Often during the course of a

project, people new to our politics have been skeptical of the practicality of anarchism,

decentralized decision making, and anti-state organizing. We have been able to explain how

these attributes function in Rojava, which, in turn, makes our organizing goals more attainable in

their eyes. Rojava’s decentralized model exemplifies what is possible today, and how people can

begin establishing these revolutionary processes in their communities.

Every revolution struggles with how to deal with counter-revolutionary elements. The Rojava

revolution has dealt reasonably, yet uncompromisingly, with political opponents. They have also

been able to keep the objectives of nation-states in flux, despite their continuous attempts to

harness Rojava’s resources. Instead, they have been able to leverage the political objectives of

other states in order to maintain territorial and revolutionary gains. These are essential lessons

for all revolutionaries.

False Binary: The Mindless Cheerleader Versus Critical
Solidarity
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A false binary has been presented by academics and well-meaning revolutionaries. They argue

one can either be a ‘mindless cheerleader’ or engage in what is called ‘critical solidarity.’ By this

formulation, the correct way to engage with Rojava, and to some degree all revolutionary

projects, is to analyze which aspects we disapprove of and vocally denounce these attributes –

ones that presumably don’t line up with our ideologies.

The first problem is that the concept of ’critical solidarity’ attempts to homogenize the region and

pretend that it could be evaluated as a uniform entity. If someone is critical of ‘Rojava,’ it

reinforces the framework of evaluating a people in the top-down terms of a nation-state rather

than a specific commune, region, or group. This practice denies the self-defining nature of

disparate groups that comprise society, denies the ground-up organizing structure of the

commune, and denies the very basis of self-governance. Essentially it eats away at the very

heart of the revolutionary aspects of society we are trying to affirm.

The most devastating effect is that these public denouncements have been exploited by political

opponents of the revolutionary project. While Rojava is under attack by ISIS, it also faces

shelling, assassination, and embargo by Turkey, and opposition from the Syrian government and

the ‘Free Syrian Army.’ The reactionary forces that don’t want to see a liberated region on their

borders or, for example, the self-liberation of women, are eager to use the fissures between

leftists in the West to undermine support for Rojava.

Further criticism is leveled against the political bodies and militias that defend and spread the

revolution. Such criticism, typically from people who are poorly informed, is in effect,

unequivocally counter-revolutionary. Those critics, rather than informing themselves of the

revolutionary process, learning about the groups on the ground, the militia movement, or the

fluidity and openness of the project, have taken it upon themselves to undermine a fragile

movement when it is most important to buttress its gains. For once, a revolutionary territory has

been established with calls for expansion around the globe and for revolutionary assistance, and

arm chair actors decide to fight back against it with the pen instead of strategizing about how to

march forward together. These critics should be thoroughly dismissed.

Finally, and most obviously, the absence of public critique does not equate mindlessness. Quite

the opposite is true. As political actors we are more mindful of the conditions that lead to
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decentralization, and the expansion of revolutionary gains, and we must put our assistance and

advocacy to work for those with same goals as us. The most liberatory aspects of society, such

as the communes and feminist organizations, are projects we must develop relationships with. As

this struggle unfolds at this very moment, there is an active opportunity to aid each other’s

successes.

A Shared Struggle: Revolutionary Solidarity

While there are several inherent flaws with the notion of ‘critical solidarity,’ the most egregious

problem is that it does not acknowledge the most important type of engagement: revolutionary

solidarity.

The connections between small revolutionary groups in different cities rely on the conception that

we are part of a shared struggle. We share knowledge, resources, and help propel each others’

objectives, building infrastructure and networks outside state and capitalist relations.

The same applies to a region deeply engaged in a revolution. The notion of ‘solidarity’ itself is

perhaps too weak a term to express the relationship between nascent revolutionary groups and a

region already practicing and experimenting with revolutionary social organization. In the most

concrete terms, as friends and comrades travel to the region, even sometimes giving their lives

for its success, our missions become intertwined.

It is our view that the best and most important criticality should be reserved for implementing

the struggle in our neighborhoods. We look at how things work in Rojava, make connections with

people who are implementing these social practices, learn from them, and evaluate how best

they will play out in our own struggles. This is where criticality makes sense. How should these

practices be introduced? How can they be most effective here? What practices allow for the most

self-direction and participation? This is the very method of self-criticism and reflection practiced

within every revolutionary organization in Rojava. In fact, if it hadn’t been so integral, it may

never had pivoted over from a Marxist-Leninist struggle to an anarchist-inspired one.

A new way for relating with a decentralized society is necessary, both for appropriately

acknowledging the people’s self-governance, but also for the work of propagating and reinforcing

people as people, rather than subjects behind a centralized governing body. Groups, such as the
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women’s organization Kongreya Star or the youth networks, reach out to other such groups

around the world, cutting through the unnecessary bureaucracy artificially erected by national

borders. Connecting on the basis of interest, identity, and shared revolutionary intentions is an

essential way for building movements across borders and undermining the hegemony of nation-

states.

As the rise of the far right around the globe threatens to destabilize civil society in it’s turbulent

battle for power and exclusionary violence, the more important it becomes to push forward

revolutionary solutions around the globe. The more successes anti-authoritarians have on a local

level, drawing more power towards the ground, the less power imperialist states can wield and

the less momentum fascist tendencies will have.

Many reactionary forces would not like to see the social project in Rojava succeed. Accelerating

the struggle back home helps undermine the international reach of nation-states, and the fascist

forces they breed. The rise of liberatory social movements simultaneously around the world helps

ensure the longevity of all. As international revolutionaries, the borders that separate our

landmasses, the languages we were born into, the history of our respective areas are not

unbreachable differences that separate us, but things either to be overcome, or understood, in

order to push the struggle forward together.

International Engagement

Presently international anarchists, socialists, and communist revolutionaries are actively involved

in the struggle in Rojava. They are involved at the civic level, participate in the militias, write

reports for those back home, and deliver supplies. At very least there is an alliance between such

actors abroad and at home. By traveling to a dangerous location, often to put their lives at risk

by participating in combat, these comrades have shown their commitment to the project. When

these fighters return home, they will be able to put their knowledge to use, to help further the

struggles there.

What has been confirmed many times over by the individuals and groups who have traveled to

Rojava, whether to report back about what is happening, to engage in the struggle, or to help

with civic projects, is that the goals of international revolutionaries and those participating in this
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social experiment are the same. The active engagement of anti-authoritarian revolutionaries is

key to the success of any revolutionary undertaking. This could mean traveling to the region to

participate, or this could mean actively engaging in struggle back home, or it could simply mean

spreading accurate knowledge about the practices there.

Rojava has articulated a new set of tools, proven the efficacy of feminism, and demonstrated

how to achieve the highest level of humanization of people through a stateless solution and

anti-capitalist practice. This work has not only made massive advances in the region, but brought

these forms of organizing to a broader swathe of the population, from the Democratic Federal

System of Northern Syria to regions abroad. This new paradigm for revolution has rejuvenated

the struggle for smaller groups of anarchists and anti-authoritarians in cities to indigenous

resistance at risk from neoliberal or capitalist enterprises, to armed guerrilla armies around the

world. The longevity of this model rests on the connection with and success of such struggles

around the world.

We propose revolutionary solidarity as the ideal way to engage with the social experiment in

Rojava, the new revolutionary paradigm of the 21st century.

Donate to help us grow and expand!

Subscribe to the IGD Newsletter
email address

Subscribe

Anonymous Contributor
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ANARCHISM IN
THE MIDDLE EAST

The Rojava Revolution 



The people of  Rojava are engaged in one of  the most liberatory social projects of  
our time. What began as an experiment in the wake of  Assad’s state forces has 
become a stateless aggregation of  autonomous councils and collectives. What 
began as a struggle for national liberation has resulted in strong militias and 
defense forces, the members of  which fully participate in the unique social and 
political life of  their region. What started as a fight for Kurdish people has resulted 
in a regional home for a Kurds, Arabs, Syrians, Arameans, Turks, Armenians, 
Yazidis, Chechens and other groups. What began as the hierarchical Marxist-
Leninist political party, the PKK, has evolved into what its leader Abdullah Öcalan 
calls "Democratic Confederalism", a “system of  a people without a State”, inspired 
by the work of  Murray Bookchin. 

What we see in Rojava today is anarchism in practice.    

Each Canton subscribes to a constitution that affirms a society free from authori-
tarianism and centralism, while allowing for pragmatic autonomy and pluralism.
Councils are formed at the street, city, and regional levels. While each council 
functions differently in cohesion with local particularities, a few key similarlities can 
be found throughout. Committees are self-organized, the councils mediate conflict 
on an individualized level, cooperatives strive for economic independence through 
local production.
The explicit intention of  the Cantons is to remain decentralized and stateless, and 
to extend this practice beyond state borders where nascent councils have already 
usurped the state in dealing with day-to-day affairs.
We, in Rojava Solidarity NYC, express unwavering solidarity with the people of  
Rojava, the anarchist nature of  this project, and with the revolutionary intentions 
behind it. 
Now the people of  Rojava and the extrordinary social project they have established 
finds themselves under the threat of  violent extermination and repression. The 
reactionary forces of  the Islamic State of  the Levant are attacking on multiple 
fronts, engaging the People’s Protection Units, regional militias, local people, and 
anarchist support units in the fight for their lives and the free territory they have 
built. Turkey’s Erdogan, afraid of  the Kurdish independence project, is squeezing 
the region from the North, blocking support and supplies. 
Rojava Solidarity NYC has been formed to support the Cantons of  Rojava in this 
dire time of  need, to publicize this incredible social structure and the struggle it is 
engaged in, and to provide a forum where we can learn from the pragmatic 
anarchism in this region. We call on those in the radical left and beyond to do the 
same and to support the autonomous territory of  Rojava.

Rojava Solidarity NYC

Solidarity With the Rojava Revolution



bases, weapons, resources, and a place for exiles from other communist regimes, 
including Cuba, Angola, Vietnam and others, but not a one of  those countries was 
interested in supporting their communist cousins in such a complicated geopolitical 
area without backing from the USSR. Some socialist countries did bring up UN 
resolutions, and most of  the Soviet sphere voted for measures in support of  
Kurdish autonomy in Kurdistan. Russia, along with UN Security Council member 
China, has also refused to designate the PKK or any other Kurdish political groups 
as terrorist organizations.
Western governments and organizations such as NATO have been involved in one 
side or another of  the Kurdish questions since the ear¬ly 19th century at the dawn 
of  the Kurdish autonomy movement. The French and the British foreign offices 
have used various regional Kurds and their dreams of  autonomy as proxies to 
secure their mandates in the Middle East and to thwart each other. During 
particular crises, for example immediately following World War I and World War II, 
shadowy diplomats were shuttling between Paris or London to Kurdish shepherd 
villages, bringing a little aid and vague promises of  support if  the Kurds supported 
their particular political machinations. European powers did not limit their role to 
just the territory of  Kurdistan either, and also used their home countries to get 
involved in the Kurdish Question. Countries like Germany, Belgium, and the 
Netherlands for a while allowed mili¬tant Kurdish training bases to operate on 
their soil but would raid and shut them down depending on the geopolitical winds 
of  the time. Greece supplied Kurds in Turkey and housed exiled PKK officials in 
order to punish Turkey for their 1974 invasion of  Cyprus, but after coming to 
agreement on trade with Turkey they kicked the PKK out and stopped all aid. 
France even tried to use Kurds to slow Algerian independence, despite the fact that 
there were no Kurds in Algeria, by implying they may give them territory in a 
French-owned Algeria.
 The US was late to the show of  manipulating the Kurds’ desire for 
freedom. During the Cold War the US mostly found itself  siding with the Shah of  
Iran and using CIA personnel and resources to help both repress the Kurds in Iran 
and foment Kurdish rebellions in Iraq. The US stuck to covert operations, and thus 
little was known until recently about US involvement in the Kurdish Question. 
During the first Gulf  War, when Iraq occupied the oil-rich emirate of  Kuwait in 
August 1990, Saddam Hussein became America’s enemy number one. Yet from 
1987 until the Iraqi invasion of  Kuwait, the US said nothing. At times, the US even 
supported Iraq in the UN, when Saddam Hussein was gassing tens of  thousands 
of  Kurds and bombing whole Kurdish towns and villages. But at the beginning of  
the First Gulf  War, George Bush Sr. publicly de¬clared Kurds are the US’s 
“natural allies” and suggested they should revolt against the Baghdad regime. Of  
course, Bush Sr. knew that the Kurds had already been fighting the Ba’athist regime 
in a bloody, fifteen-year, on-again off-again civil war.
 After the war, the US put in place an ineffective no fly zone, which 
ap¬parently did not include helicopters, to “protect the Kurds.” Thousands of  
Kurds and other civilians in northern Iraq were killed by Saddam’s military while 
US planes flew overhead doing nothing. During the sec¬ond Gulf  War, the US 

 The Kurdish Question has never been a strictly regional affair. Since 
before World War I until today, powers stretched over the entire globe—from 
Australia to America—have been involved in this issue. From Iraq to Egypt, the 
Kurds have been used as pawns to leverage the players of  the region. Just like in a 
game of  chess, the Kurdish pawn is often sacrificed to gain a better position on the 
board. Over and over again, foreign pow¬ers intervene for a brief  period of  time, 
encouraging Kurdish rebellion just to withdraw support at crucial points and 
sacrificing the Kurds when they are no longer needed. Sometimes world powers 
support one Kurd¬ish rebellion while simultaneously backing another regime’s 
crackdown on Kurdish villages only a few hundred miles away across the border. 
Kurdish autonomy has been used as a functional and disposable tool for achieving 
other countries’ agendas from the realignment of  the region af¬ter WWI, the rise 
of  Soviet power, through the Cold War and the spread of  Nasserism, to George 
Bush Sr.’s New World Order. Kurdish autono¬my has always been a means to end, 
never an end to itself, for the many states that have gotten involved over the years. 
Owing to their precarious position, the Kurds have been led to naively believe, 
decade after decade, that the world powers actually cared about their cause while 
they were being manipulated for someone else’s momentary geopolitical advan-
tage.
 The Soviet Union’s relationship to both its own 450,000 Kurds and the 
Kurds in Kurdistan was also marked mostly by state suspicion and repression. In 
the first years of  the Soviet Union, Kurds, like many other minority groups, were 
forcibly displaced and a special regional govern¬ment unit was set up to monitor 
them. This regional unit was reorganized several times and ultimately disbanded in 
1930 when the Stalinist central government feared it had become too sympathetic 
to the Kurds. Un¬der Stalin, tens of  thousands of  Kurds were deported from 
Azerbaijan and Armenia to Kazakhstan, while Kurds in Georgia became victims of  
the purges that followed the end of  WWII. Through the 1960s, various measures 
were taken by the Soviet Regime to marginalize and oppress its Kurdish popula-
tion. In the 1980s the PKK, the only Kurdish politi¬cal party to partner with 
Kurds in the USSR, began collaboration with Kurds living in the Transcaucasia 
region and made serious inroads with the population there. By 1986, non-armed 
PKK support organizations had formed in the USSR, though they were technically 
illegal. According to Turkish press, there was even a PKK organization in Kazakh-
stan in 2004.
 For the most part the Soviet Union, and later the Russian Federa¬tion, 
has not been involved directly with Kurdish Independence since the 1940s, when it 
supported an autonomous Kurdish state in Iran. Despite the PKK’s early commu-
nist roots, the Soviet Union never sup¬ported it because of  the USSR’s ties with 
Syria and Turkey. Today the Russian Federation is reluctant to actively support 
Kurdish independence in Kurdistan because of  its own restive minorities, including 
the Russian Kurds. At various times the PKK has sought support for training 

Power and The Kurds



 While the PKK was not founded by die-hard communists, it soon 
be¬came a classic Maoist national liberation struggle party complete with an 
unquestioned charismatic “father of  the people”, Abdullah Öcalan, a.k.a Apo. 
There was little to differentiate the PKK from the dozens of  Mao-in¬spired 
militant liberation groups of  the late 1970s and 1980s.
 The PKK weren’t the only committed Marxists in Kurdistan— a number 
of  other smaller groups existed, some claiming to be Leninists, Trotskyites, or even 
Titoists. But the peasant-based insurrectionary phi¬losophy of  Maoism, as 
espoused by the polit-bureau and the leadership of  the PKK, was by far the most 
popular and militarily effective means of  resisting oppression.
 The PKK’s flamboyant embrace of  communism garnered some sup¬port 
from the calcified old Left parties of  Western Europe, but it failed to produce 
much in the way of  real solidarity. While certain Maoist ideas appealed to Kurds 
eager to rid themselves of  authoritarian state repression, those same ideas alienated 
a lot of  potential, more liberal, supporters. Thus, the PKK’s struggles were largely 
ignored and some¬times condemned by possible sympathizers in and outside the 
region. The emphasis on centralization in Maoist communism also alienated many 
of  the social leaders inside Kurdistan. The Kurds traditionally have been socially 
and politically organized by loosely connected tribes and have supported tribal 
leaders who had distinguished themselves in some way other than heredity. 
Periodically, Kurds formed large, temporary confederations of  tribes to mount 
uprisings and military actions. Politi¬cal parties have never gained the monopoly 
on political organizing that they have in many other parts of  the world—it wasn’t 
uncommon for a Kurd to be part of  a few political parties and switch between 
them based on how successful they were. Despite these cultural obstacles, the PKK 
championed hardline communism until well after the fall of  the Soviet regime.
 For the PKK, the crisis in their communist faith didn’t occur until 1999 
when their leader Öcalan was arrested in Nairobi by the MIT (Turkish military 
intelligence), flown back to Turkey, and incarcerat¬ed on a prison island upon 
which he was the only inmate. The Turkish media showed a humiliated Öcalan, 
“the Terrorist of  Turkey,” harmless and in chains. With their leader captured and 
no obvious successor, the PKK’s central committee was thrown into crisis. The 
increasingly mili¬tant tactics of  bombings, roadside ambushes, and suicide 
bombers were not working, and the rise of  Jihadi attacks in the Middle East and 
the West made the PKK seem just like another Islamic terrorist organiza¬tion 
despite its communist ideology. This, combined with the collapse of  communism 
in Eastern Europe and Russia, led to a period of  ideological soul-searching for the 
PKK and its leader.
 Thousands of  miles away, on January 1, 1994 (five years before Öcalan’s 
capture) a new type of  liberation struggle kicked off  in the for¬gotten mountain 
jungles of  Chiapas, Mexico. The Zapatistas, with their red star flag and their black 
masks, burst onto the world stage and quickly inspired the progressive Left around 

asked again for the peshmerga (the military forces of  Iraqi Kurdistan) to help rid 
the country of  the Ba’athist regime. This time, the Kurds decided to focus on 
securing the north for themselves and on creating an army that could defend 
itself—they’d learned their les¬son from the first Gulf  War. Today the Kurdistan 
Regional Government (KRG) exists not because the US protected the Kurds, but 
because they took US and coalition aid and resources to prepare their own defense. 
The KRG also pursued its own diplomatic strategy with the fledgling and factious 
National Iraqi Congress.
 Many other countries, from China to Australia, have interfered in the 
Kurdish Question, ultimately thwarting the Kurdish dream of  freedom across a 
unified Kurdistan. Today almost all countries in the West have designated Kurdish 
militant groups as terrorists while at the same time trying to enlist their help in the 
war against the Islamic State and other Jihadist groups. It seems the Kurds have 
lost some of  their naivete and have learned that being temporary sacrificial pawns 
for the West will not aid their cause in the long run. The lesson of  the second Gulf  
War and the recent Syrian civil war is that the Kurds must rely on their own forces 
to have any hope of  securing autonomy and justice for their people.

From Red Star to Ishtar’s Star



the spring had morphed into a full-on armed insurrection against the Assad regime.
 When the protests first began, Assad’s government finally granted 
citizenship to an estimated 200,000 stateless Kurds in an effort to neutralize 
potential Kurdish opposition. By the beginning of  2012, when over 50% of  the 
country was controlled by rebel groups and Islamic militias, and Assad’s forces 
were spread thin, the regime decided to pull all military and government officials 
out of  the Kurdish regions in the north, in effect handing the region over to the 
Kurds and Yezedis living there. Oppo¬sition groups, most prominently the 
PKK-aligned Democratic Union Party (PYD), created a number of  coalition 
superstructures to administer the region. There was tension between PYD and 
parties aligned with the Kurdish Regional Government (KRG) in Iraq, however, 
and at one time there were even two competing coalitions: the PYD-backed 
Na¬tional Coordination Committee for Democratic Change (NCC) and the 
KRG-aligned Kurdish National Council (KNC). In early 2012, when it looked like 
the tension between the two groups might result in armed conflict, the President 
of  the KRG Massoud Barzani and leaders of  the PKK brought the two groups 
together to form a new coalition called the Supreme Kurdish Council (SKC) made 
up of  over fifteen political parties and hundreds of  community councils. Within 
months of  form¬ing, the SKC changed its name to the Democratic Society 
Movement (TEV-DEM) and added non-Kurdish groups, political parties, and 
orga¬nizations to the coalition. The TEV-DEM created an interim governing body 
for the Rojava region.

the world. A small Mayan liberation struggle had risen from the Lacandon Jungle 
of  Southern Mexico and declared themselves autonomous. These politically savvy 
revolutionaries created a new type of  leftist insurrectionary political configuration 
they called Zapatismo. Zapatismo situated itself  as a mode of  liberation and leftist 
struggle that rejected hierarchy, party control, and aspirations to create a State 
apparatus. The architects of  this new configuration had spent years in hardline 
Marxist guerrilla organizations in Mexico before rejecting that model of  struggle 
and seeking a new approach.
 Öcalan and the other leaders in the central committee of  the PKK were 
familiar with the rapid rise and success of  the Zapatistas. A year before his arrest, 
Öcalan had spoken to PKK party leaders about Zapatismo at a two-day confer-
ence. And in his first months of  imprisonment, Apo had a “crisis of  faith” 
regarding doctrinaire Marxist ideology and its ability to free the Kurds. Öcalan, 
who spent much of  his life espousing a hardline Stalinist doctrine, started to reject 
Marxism-Leninism in favor of  direct democracy. He had concluded that Marxism 
was authoritari¬an, dogmatic, and unable to creatively reflect the real problems 
facing the Kurdish resistance. In prison, Apo started reading anarchist and 
post-Marxist works including Emma Goldman, Foucault, Wallerstein, Braudel, and 
Murray Bookchin. Öcalan was particularly impressed with Bookchin’s anarchist 
philosophy of  ecological municipalism, going so far as to demand that all PKK 
leaders read Bookchin. From inside prison, Öcalan absorbed Bookchin’s ideas 
(most notably Bookchin’s Civilization Narratives) and wrote his own book based 
on these ideas, The Roots of  Civilization (2001). It was Bookchin’s Ecology of  
Freedom (1985), however, which Öcalan made required reading for all PKK 
militants. It went on to influence the ideas found in Rojava.
 In 2004, Öcalan tried to arrange a meeting with Bookchin through his 
lawyers, describing himself  as Bookchin’s “student” and eager to adapt Bookchin’s 
ideas to the Kurdish question. In particular, Öcalan wanted to discuss his newest 
manuscript, In Defense of  People (2004), which he had hoped would change the 
discourse of  the Kurdish struggle. Unfortunately for Öcalan, the 83-year-old 
Bookchin was too ill to accept the request and sent back a message of  support 
instead. Murray Bookchin died of  congested heart failure two years later, in 2006. 
A PKK congress held later that year hailed the American thinker as “one of  the 
greatest social scientists of  the 20th century,” and vowed that “Bookchin’s thesis 
on the state, power, and hierarchy will be implemented and realized through our 
struggle.... We will put this promise into practice, this as the first society that 
establishes a tangible democratic confederalism.” Five years later, in 2011, the 
Syrian civil war gave the Kurds a chance to try to make good on their promise.
 The Syrian civil war began as part of  the general uprisings in spring 2011 
in North Africa and the Middle East that the West dubbed the “Arab Spring.” 
Kurds from a variety of  political backgrounds joined students, Islamists, workers, 
political dissents, and others in calling for the end of  the repression of  the Assad 
dictatorship. Syrian President Bashar al-Assad, however, had learned the lessons of  
Tunisia, Libya, and Egypt and quickly sent in troops to crush the growing demo-
cratic movement. By autumn, the mostly peaceful protests that had taken place in 



making). It is unclear how membership is determined in these councils, but we 
know that the opposition movement coun¬cils prior to 2012 had no fixed mem-
bership and anyone showing up at assembly could fully participate. It is also 
unclear how often these councils meet and who determines when they meet. It is 
known that the neighborhood assemblies in the Efrin Canton meet weekly, as does 
one of  the hospital workers’ councils. These local councils make up the indivisible 
unit of  Rojava democracy. Larger bodies (e.g. Supreme Council of  the Rojava 
cantons) are populated with representatives from these local councils. All decisions 
from these “upper councils” must be formally adopted by the local councils to be 
binding for their con¬stituents. This is very different from the federalist tradition, 
in which the federation supersedes local control. In August 2014, for example, a 
regional council decided that local security forces could carry weapons while 
patrolling a city, but three local assemblies did not approve this decision, so in 
those local assembly areas security must refrain from carrying weapons. The role 
of  the “upper councils” is currently limited to coordination between the myriad of  
local councils while all power is still held locally. Representatives to the “upper 
councils” rotate fre¬quently, with a maximum term set by the “upper council,” but 
local councils often create their own guidelines for more frequent rotation of  their 
representatives. The goal of  the Rojava council system is to maxi¬mize local power 
and to decentralize while achieving a certain necessary degree of  regional coordina-
tion and information-sharing.
 The remaining government above the upper council level seems sim¬ilar 
to a council parliamentary system with rotating representatives, an executive branch 
composed of  canton co-presidents, and an independent judiciary. All governmental 
power emanates from the councils, and the councils retain local autonomy, thus 
forming a confederation. The con¬federation is made up of  three autonomous 
cantons that have their own ministries and militias. There is no federal government 
in the Rojava can¬ton system. Voluntary association and mutual aid are key 
concepts for the confederation, as these ideas protect local autonomy. Voluntary 
associa¬tion leads to radical decentralization, severely limiting any organizational 
structures above the primary decision-makers of  the local councils. All bodies 
beyond the local councils must have proportional representation of  the ethnic 
communities in the canton and at least 40% gender balance (this includes all 
ministries). Most ministries have co-ministers with one male and one female 
minister, with the exception of  the Women’s Min¬ister. Most decisions by the 
Supreme Council need support of  2/3 of  the delegates from the upper councils. 
Any canton retains autonomy from Supreme Council decisions and may override 
them in their own People’s Assembly (the largest upper council of  any region) 
while still being part of  the confederation. This bottom-up decentralization seeks 
to preserve the maximum level of  autonomy for local people while encouraging 
max¬imum political participation. 
 Both internal and external security for the cantons is administered by each 
canton’s People’s Assembly. The local security, which are equivalent to police, are 
called Asayish (security in Kurdish). The Asayish are elect¬ed by local councils and 
serve a specific term determined by the local council and the canton’s People’s 

The TEV-DEM’s program was heavily influenced by the PYD’s ideas of  “demo-
cratic confederalism,” which the PKK had adopted as their of¬ficial platform in a 
people’s congress on May 17th, 2005. According to the platform, and subsequent 
documents and proclamations from Ro¬java, “democratic confederalism of  
Rojava is not a State system, it is the democratic system of  a people without a 
State... It takes its power from the people and adopts to reach self-sufficiency in 
every field, including economy.” In Rojava, Democratic Confederalist ideology has 
three main planks: libertarian municipalism, radical pluralism, and social ecology. 
The TEV-DEM have been implementing this new social vision on a massive scale 
in Rojava since early 2012. The PKK has attempted (and succeeded to some 
degree) to implement democratic confederalism in scattered villages in Turkey 
along the Iraq border since 2009, experiments that served as an inspiration for 
much of  the Rojava revolution. This vision, in both Turkey and in Rojava, draws 
heavily from contemporary anarchist, feminist, and ecological thought.

 How do you base a government on anarchism? Rojava is not the first, and 
hopefully won’t be the last, experiment in creating a new form of  a decen¬tralized 
non-state government without hierarchy. In the past two years, two-and-half  
million people in Rojava have been participating in this new form of  governance, a 
governance related to that of  the Spanish Rev¬olution (1936), the Zapatistas 
(1994), the Argentinian Neighborhood Assembly Movement (2001-2003), and 
Murray Bookchin’s libertarian municipalism. Despite some similarities to these past 
experiments and ideas, what is being implemented in war-torn Rojava is unique-
and it’s extremely ambitious. It’s no hyperbole to say that this revolution in 
northern Syria is historic, especially for anarchists.
 At the core of  this social experiment are the variety of  “local coun¬cils” 
that encourage maximum participation by the people of  Rojava. The Kurdish 
people have a long history of  local assemblies based on tribal and familial 
allegiances. These semi-formal assemblies have been an important practice of  
social organizing for Kurds for hundreds of  years, so it is no surprise that the 
face-to-face assemblies soon became the backbone of  their new government. In 
Rojava, neighborhood assemblies make up the largest number of  councils. Every 
person (in¬cluding teenagers) can participate in an assembly near where they live. 
In addition to these neighborhood assemblies, there are councils based on work-
places, civic organizations, religious organizations, political parties, and other 
affinity-based councils (e.g. Youth). People often are part of  a number of  local 
councils depending on their life circumstanc¬es. These councils can be as small as 
a couple dozen people or they can have hundreds of  participants. But regardless of  
size, they operate similarly. The councils work on a direct democracy model, 
meaning that anyone at the council may speak, suggest topics to be decided upon, 
and vote on proposals (though many councils use consensus for their decision-

Democracy and Decentralization



Assembly. The Asayish have also their own assembly (but not one that can send 
representatives to the People’s Assembly), in which they elect officers and make 
other decisions. In ad¬dition to the Asayish, there are people’s self-defense militias 
to provide security from outside threats (e.g. currently the Islamic State, but this 
could also include regional and state government forces). These militias elect their 
own officers but are directly responsible to the canton’s People’s Assembly. Both 
the Asayish and the people’s self-defense militias have two organizations: one a 
female-only group and the other co-ed. Militias that are providing mutual aid in 
another canton (Asayish are for the most part forbidden to work in other cantons) 
must follow that canton’s Peo¬ple’s Assembly but can retain their own command-
ers and units. In times of  peace, the cantons do not maintain standing militia 
service.
 Rojava’s relationship with the Syrian state is yet to be tested. The Ro¬java 
Canton Confederation is not set up as a state. It draws instead on the idea of  dual 
power, an idea first outlined by the French anarchist Proudhon. The KCC 
described dual power as “a strategy of  achieving a libertarian socialist economy and 
political and social autonomy by means of  incrementally establishing and then 
networking institutions of  direct participatory democracy” to contest the existing 
authority of  state-capi¬talism. Rojava currently has set out a path of  co-existence 
with whatever state arises from the Syrian civil war and to the current alignment of  
neighboring states (namely Turkey, Iraq, and Iran) that encompass Kurd¬istan. 
People in Rojava would maintain their Syrian citizenship and participate in the 
Syrian state so long as it doesn’t directly contradict the Rojava principles. This 
uneasy co-existence is the reason the cantons have explicitly forbidden national 
flags, have not created a new currency, a foreign ministry, or national passports and 
identity papers, and why they do not have a standing army. It is unclear if  the 
people of  Rojava plan to maintain this relationship with the state or what would 
happen in conflictual situations.
 Rojava is neither a state nor a pure anarchist society. It is an ambitious 
social experiment that has rejected the seduction of  state power and na¬tionalism 
and has instead embraced autonomy, direct democracy, and decentralization to 
create a freer society for people in Rojava. The Rojava principles have borrowed 
from anarchism, social ecology, and feminism in an attempt to chart a societal 
vision that emphasizes accountabili¬ty and independence for a radically pluralistic 
community. It is unclear whether this experiment will move towards greater 
decentralization of  the kind Bookchin suggests and the Zapatistas have imple-
mented or if  it will become more centralized and federal as, happened after both 
the Russian and Spanish revolutions. What is happening right now is a his¬toric 
departure from traditional national-liberation struggle and should be of  great 
interest to anti-authoritarians everywhere.

This excerpt was taken from the book A Small Key Can Open A Large Door. The 
proceeds from the sale of  this book  pay for shipping  radical texts to The Mesopotamian 
Academy in Rojava and the People’s Library in Kobane. It is available at 
www.combustionbooks.org.



1. The right of  self-determination of  the peoples includes 
the right to a state of  their own. However, the foundation 
of  a state does not increase the freedom of  a people. The 
system of  the United Nations that is based on nation-states 
has remained inefficient. Meanwhile, nation-states have 
become serious obstacles for any social development. 
Democratic confederalism is the contrasting paradigm of  
the oppressed people.

2. Democratic confederalism is a non-state social paradigm. 
It is not controlled by a state. At the same time, democratic 
confederalism is the cultural organizational blueprint of  a 
democratic nation.

3. Democratic confederalism is based on grass-roots par-
ticipation. Its decision-making processes lie with the com-
munities. Higher levels only serve the coordination and 
implementation of  the will of  the communities that send 
their delegates to the general assemblies. For limited space 
of  time they are both mouthpiece and executive institu-
tions. However, the basic power of  decision rests with the 
local grass-roots institutions.

Principles of Democratic
Confederalism

4. In the Middle East, democracy cannot be imposed by 
the capitalist system and its imperial powers which only 
damage democracy. The propagation of  grass-roots 
democracy is elementary. It is the only approach that can 
cope with diverse ethnical groups, religions, and class 
differences. It also goes together well with the traditional 
confederate structure of  the society.

5. Democratic confederalism in Kurdistan is an anti-
nationalist movement as well. It aims at realizing the right 
of  self-defence of  the peoples by the advancement of  
democracy in all parts of  Kurdistan without questioning 
the existing political borders. Its goal is not the foundation 
of  a Kurdish nationstate. The movement intends to estab-
lish federal structures in Iran, Turkey, Syria, and Iraq that 
are open for all Kurds and at the same time form an um-
brella confederation for all four parts of  Kurdistan.

This excerpt was taken from the book Democratic Confederalism by the jailed leader of  the 
PKK, Abdullah Öcalan. This text marks a shift in his thinking to a stateless society, led by the 
people who participate in it. 



 The commune is a place not only of  self-organization but also of  social 
conflict resolution. It concerns itself  with social problems in the districts, support 
of  poorer members of  the commune, and the just distribution of  fuel, bread, and 
foodstuffs. Meetings of  the commune handle not only conflicts, the usual neigh-
borhood fights, but also violence against children, and resolution is attempted. In 
Dêrik we attended a meeting of  representatives of  a commune: they were discuss-
ing the case of  a family that had tied up a child. This behavior was now monitored 
and controlled. If  the misbehavior continues, the children will be taken to a 
protected place.

1 Alternative Justice: a legal committee in Gewer

In resolving conflicts, they try to find a consensual solution…The legal committees 
try to clamp down on this destructive cycle and seek to mediate a peaceful solution 
between parties even in cases of  murder. When a murder is committed, the 
prepetrator is punished with a heavy material fine and put on probation. He is also 
obligated, with the help of  a psychologist or other professional, to work on 
changing the way he thinks about the crime and on taking seriously his punish-
ment. Something similar goes on for those who commit other crimes.
 After this punishment process comes the attempt to socially reintegrate 
the perpetrator. Explained a  member of  the Gewer legal committee:

 Our way of  adminstering justive isn’t as retrospective as it is with state systems.  We don’t lock 
people up and then release them fifteen years later. Instead we try to effect a fundmental transfor-
mation in the person, and reintegrate them.

2 The Colemêrg Women’s Council

Every district in Colemêrg has a women’s committee, and every committee consists 
of  ten to fifteen women. This way, problems that arise can be addressed quickly.

If  a woman’s neighbor is a victim of  violence, she notifies us. She comes to us, not to the state, 
because people have had bad experiences with the state. And we try to find solutions. One woman 
moved from her village to the city, after which her husband injured his foot. So he had financial 
problems. We provided food for them, then we talked to the municipal government, which allocated 
bricks and sand, so they could build a house…

Another example: divorce is not accepted here, but we are firmly opposed to domestic violence. 
When we know that a woman has been beaten, we sit down with her and find out what she wants 
to do about it. Sometimes she loves the man very much and doesn’t want a separation. In that 

This stateless system has given rise to creative self-administration. In the cantons 
of  Efrin, Kobane, and Cizire (formally northern Syria) and in cities in Northern 
Kurdistan (also Southern Turkey), the formations and solutions to day-to-day 
problems are as various as the people who populate these areas. There are no 
overarching rules for how these councils and communes work. Rather, each region 
has adpated functions that make sense for their unique conditions. Conflict 
resolution in each area takes on a different character, depending on the people 
involved and the problems they face. So rather than describe a system, here you 
can read first hand accounts of  councilors and descriptions of  visitors to the 
communes. 

Conflict Resolution



case, we call in the family and the husband for a discussion. We explain to him our attitude 
toward violence and present him with the woman’s demands.

If  people are to take our movement seriously, they have to take our demands seriously. That’s also 
true when the woman prefers to separate, and she has to return the gifts she received at the 
wedding and the dowry. During the period of  the divorce, we stand with her.
 

3 A district council in Wan

How is your council organized?

About 15,000 people live in our urban district. We have street councils, district councils, and city 
councils. When a street council cant solve a problem, it’s passed to the district council. If  the 
district council can’t solve it, nor the city council, it’s discussed in the DTK. Wan has thirty-one 
districts, five of  which have a council. Our work is highly collective and communal, and so we’re 
always considering things in terms of  the other districts.

Do you receive outside financial support?

That wouldn’t fit our ideology. We’re autonomous. So we don’t accept financial support…

What else does the district council do?

We have a committee where district people can bring their complaints, like domestic violence nd 
quarrels between neighbors. Let’s say a family can’t afford to pay for a child’s school uniform, or 
some parents don’t want to send their daughter to school. They come to us.

4 Amed City Council

What’s happening with the cooperatives?

We have cooperatives that grow vegetables and pickle them. Women cultivate mushrooms, or bake 
bread, to achieve economic independence. Those are a few of  the projects that we have under way. 
There’s also the clay house project, which helps homeless people build clay houses. And comunes 
already exist in many rural places, with the goal of  providing for themselves.

What do legal committees do?

When we talk about judicial matters, you have to understand that we’re trying to organize a 
society without a state. Many people who have legal disputes or other problems that need solving 
don’t go to the Turkish courts anymore – they come to the city councils. So many of  the city 
councils are developing legal committees to handle legal issues, and people are learning to rely on 
them to solve their problems.



5 The Democratic Society Congress, DTK, was founded in 2005 as a democratic 
confederation for the pro-Kurdish BDP and other political parties, civil society 
organizations, religious communities, and women’s and youth organizations.
 On July, 14, 2011, more than eight hundred participants from different 
tendencies assembled in Amed and issued the Call for Democratic Autonomy, by a 
common declaration. The published document called for democratic autonomy in 
eight dimensions: politics, justice, self-defense, culture, society, economics, ecology, 
and diplomacy. The state [Turkey] promptly criminalized the DTK, as the highest 
institution of  democratic autonomy, and initiated judicial proceedings against it.
 As an example of  the DTK’s work, one of  our interviewees described the 
arbitration of  blood feuds. DTK members try yo end a blod feud before it can 
escalate. But they avoid the state courts; instead they discuss and hopefully solve 
the problem peacefully, within the community.

A member of  the DTK explained his work:
A practical example: a man called me up and shouted, ‘My wife has left me-I’m gonna kill her! 
Bring her back, or I’ll kill her!’ I tried to talk to talk him down over the phone, but when I 
couldn’t, I went over to his place. We talked for a long time, but I couldn’t get him to see reason. 
Now, I had been married for twenty-five years. I finally told this man. “ My wife also left me. 
Should I kill her? Yesterday we had an argument. I hit her, and so she left me. Was she right, or 
am I right?’ He thought about it, then hung his head and apologized. Now, don’t get me wrong - 
that never really happened between me and my wife - I just told him it did.

I was mayor for a year, during which time I as a delegate to the DTK. I’ve seen many cases of  
blood feuds and honor killings, for which the state has no solution. We stepped in and because we 
better understand people’s sensitivities, we were able to solve the problem. I could tell you about 
innumerable cases like that. Many of  our mayors and delegates face such situations. They do these 
individual interventions, but every locality also has a peace committee, from the BDP or the 
DTK, that tries to mediate conflicts.

These excerpts are interviews from the book Democratic Autonomy in Northern 
Kurdistan by TATORT Kurdistan, translated by Janet Biehl, and accounts from the 
article Democratic Autonomy in Rojava also by TATORT.



Cities in Kurdistan.



Rojava Solidarity NYC is an anarchist organization that aims to spread info and 
show solidarity with the revolutionary region of  Rojava.

rojavasolidaritynyc@gmail.com
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The first anarchist battalion has been launched in Rojava, and with that a new call for

revolutionary anarchists from around the world to join them. Rojava Solidarity NYC (RS NYC)

conducted an interview with the members of the International Revolutionary People’s Guerrilla

Forces (IRPGF) about how they got started, how they have experienced revolutionary life and

the possibilities for anarchists when an autonomous region supports the movement.

RS NYC: What made you decide to come to Rojava?

IRPGF: We decided to come to Rojava to defend the ongoing social revolution unfolding here

and in the broader region. We wanted to support the revolution not only with words and with

solidarity events but with our physical presence and our lives. The revolution’s primary focus

on women’s liberation and ecology are vital to any liberatory revolution and thus something we

not only support and defend but also seek to spread. Additionally, we wanted to learn as much

as we could about tactics and practices from the various militant Apoist and communist parties

as well as create a space for anarchist militants in the revolution.

RS NYC: How do you see your role in Rojava? And has it changed over the course of each

member’s involvement, from arriving to forming this collective?
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IRPGF: Our role in Rojava is first and foremost to help defend and ensure the success of the

revolution on both a social and military level. Secondly, our role includes spreading anarchist

principles and theory through education programs and exchanges with local communes and

collectives. We see ourselves here in Rojava as a constitutive part of the project of democratic

confederalism and we carry out whatever work is necessary to achieve the project’s

revolutionary goals and aims. While we all came here with these ideals and principles, the

longer we have stayed the more we have seen and understood the richness and complexity of

the revolution and the people, not only in an analytic sense but also in an emotional sense. For

example, here we have gained a new understanding of comradeship that would have never

developed in individualistic societies. This has allowed our understanding of the revolution to

be much more nuanced and comprehensive than any armchair revolutionary attempting to

critique from afar.

RS NYC: What are the characteristics or practices you’ve found in Rojava that exemplify the

revolution for you?

IRPGF: One of the main characteristics and practices that exemplify the revolution and its

ideals include the Tekmil, which is the term for the revolutionary practice of criticism and self

criticism implemented into the PKK by Öcalan and now used in revolutionary institutions in

both the social and military spheres. The tekmil is used for several purposes: to ensure that

people are continuously improving themselves and their relationships with those around them,

as a means of resolving differences and tensions in a healthy and effective way, to keep the

goals of a shared revolutionary horizon at the forefront of the struggle, and to restrict

hierarchical relationships from forming within autonomous groups. Other main characteristics

include collective life, women’s empowerment and defense, people’s defense, pluralism

(religious, ethnic), efforts to bridge ethnic conflicts (reconciliation), and politics being an

integral part of life for many. All of these characteristics have worked together to enable a

heterogeneous population of human beings to not only liberate and defend themselves but

also confront and work to reconcile conflicts that threaten their own solidarity. To us, this type

of continual struggle to advance the emancipation of all is what it means to be revolutionary.

RS NYC: How do you see the Rojava Revolution in relation to anarchist struggles around the

world?

IRPGF: The Rojava Revolution, much like the revolution in Chiapas in the 90’s, is one of

indigenous peoples not only standing up against colonizers and imperialists, but also seeking

to transcend capitalism and the nationstate. The Rojava Revolution and its principles are in
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line with those of anarchism and provides hope to other indigenous communities around the

world who are costruggling against their oppression and for their liberation. For example,

Şehîd Kawa Amed was a native american and NoDAPL activist who traveled to Rojava to show

his solidarity with the revolution and ultimately give his life for the cause. It is people like this

who reveal the interconnectedness of indigenous and anarchist struggles around the world and

fill us with the inspiration and determination to keep the struggle alive.

RS NYC: What are the larger goals of this organization?

IRPGF: Beyond supporting and defending the revolution in Rojava, we as IRPGF seek to

advance the cause of anarchism around the world and continue the armed struggle until world

revolution. In the meantime, we aim to create a training base in the region explicitly for

anarchists to come, train, and prepare for the revolution both here and on their home fronts.

We hope that this base will serve as a collective space where anarchists can come to learn a

variety of revolutionary skills, spanning from the social to the guerrilla. Additionally, with the

creation of this group, we aim to inspire more anarchists to come to the region and show

physical solidarity for the revolution. For those anarchists that are unable to come for reasons

outside their control, we hope that they can still support us and the revolutionary movements

around the world through local solidarity actions and other creative means.

RS NYC: What would be the ideal outcomes for IRPGF?

IRPGF: Ideal outcomes first include the success of the revolution in Rojava and the spread of

anarchist revolution and insurrection in every neighborhood around the world. Additionally, an

anarchist base that can act as a center for revolutionary living and training for the foreseeable

future would also be ideal. See you all in Rojava.

RS NYC: How did you come to the conclusion to make this group?

IRPGF: During the Spanish Civil War, tens of thousands of international volunteers and

revolutionaries traveled to Spain from as far as China to show their solidarity and give their

lives for a revolution that unfortunately proved to be unsuccessful. During the Syrian Civil War

today, less than a thousand international revolutionaries have come to support and defend the

ongoing social revolution in Rojava. We asked ourselves – how could it be that in the age of

the Internet, air travel, and a thus vastly interconnected world was there such a lack of

substantial international solidarity. We have heard criticisms from those who pay lip service to

the Spanish Civil War, yet attempt to shame those that travel to Rojava with terms such as
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adventurists, imperialists, racists, and more. However, it is precisely those who level such

critiques and do not show their physical solidarity here in Rojava who are the real racists,

islamophobes, and imperialists. Instead of risking their comfort, privilege, and craft beer, they

remain on their cushions, enjoying the material comforts provided by the imperialist and

colonialist powers that have created the fascist monsters in this region. Thus, we came to the

conclusion to make this group in order to fill the vacuum left by the anarchists who had yet to

do so.

RS NYC: Have there been any particular scenes or anecdotes that have reaffirmed your

impressions of or commitments to the revolutionary project in Rojava?

IRPGF: One of the most vivid scenes occurred when one of our comrades was staying with a

family and a woman of the family began to tell our comrade about her experience with

receiving education from and getting involved with the Mala Jin. She related how it changed

her life, how she was able to revolutionize her perception of herself as a human being, and

how a world of possibilities had opened up for her. Her eyes while discussing this are

something that our comrade will never forget. Still, our comrade notes that one mostly

experiences the revolutionary spirit in day to day life and those moments of true liberation

don’t come from the institutions that have been set up but from the cultural changes that have

occurred, which are almost impossible to capture with words.

Another event occurred on the eve of Nevroz. During the night, the city streets were full of

fires usually consisting of burning tires. People were gathered around them chanting, singing

and dancing. This was the day that for decades had been repressed and forbidden for Kurds in

Syria and Turkey. Now it was celebrated openly as a day of cultural expression and liberation

with great joy and excitement. While we were riding around the city in our pick up truck

waving, shouting and occasionally shooting off AK’s with our comrades, a large convoy of cars

appeared. They were packed with people who were hanging out the windows and even on the

roofs of the vehicles waving flags, chanting and shouting. Some were shooting tracer rounds

from their weapons since there were no fireworks for the festivities. We quickly pulled into the

convoy and drove around the city for hours honking the horn, waving to the people gathered

on the streets or looking from their balconies and windows and blasting revolutionary music.

During the evening we stumbled upon a large fire with many young children holding hands,

jumping up and down while singing and dancing. In front of the fire was a group of young girls

of all ages holding their hands up in the victory symbol and jumping up and down shouting

“Jin, Jiyan, Azadî!” or “Women, Life, Freedom!” Some of our comrades got emotional as the
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girls shouted with such joy and freedom. One comrade looked over and said that even if the

revolution is defeated, it would not have been in vain for this was the revolution victorious.

Lastly, a scene that cannot be left unmentioned is that of one of the şehîd ceremonies

(essentially a funeral) for one international and two local comrades. Even though it was just

two people from the region that had passed, the entire village and surrounding villages came

to the ceremony. All of the people came with their various YPG, YPJ, and related flags, all while

yelling powerful chants of ‘Şehîd Namirin! (Martyrs don’t die!) and ‘Bi can, bi xwîn, em bi te re

ne ey şehîd! (With soul, with blood, we are with you şehîd!’ They came together, cried

together, and experienced the death of a loved one together. This is due to the fact that death

is still a very communal event here; people know that a death in the community does not just

affect the individual, rather it affects everyone as each individual makes up part of the whole.

Further, they understand the need for physical solidarity with each other, which was

thoroughly exemplified by the attendance of the HPC, or the community defense militias –

consisting mainly of women ready to help defend their community from anyone that attempts

to infringe on its autonomy, whether it be daîş, the asayîş, or even the YPG. Scenes and

anecdotes such as these not only remind us why we fight and but also fill us with hope that

the revolution will both continue to flourish in the region and spread to the rest of the world.

RS NYC: What do you see as the greatest threat to the revolution?

IRPGF: The greatest threats to the revolution comes from various fronts: counterrevolutionary

forces; imperialist forces and/or colonial forces such as Turkey, USA, Assad, Russia, Iran, and

Barzani – KDP/ENKS; religious/ethnic sectarianism; and a liberal, statist outcome of the

revolution. As individual anarchists and as a collective under the name IRPGF, we will combat

these threats and do everything possible to ensure their destruction if they take a strike at the

revolution. For any anarchist interested in becoming a part of IRPGF, this is a prerequisite.

RS NYC: How would you like to position IRPGF in relation to struggles internationally?

IRPGF: From Chile to Greece, anarchist groups have risen and answered the call of armed

struggle. In other areas where armed struggle is not yet possible, anarchists have creatively

developed infrastructure and projects that truly address social issues when no one else would.

We see ourselves as a part of these larger anarchist movements and we extend our support

and solidarity to the anarchists who currently struggle both in and outside of the confines of

the state. We also honor and praise the brave anarchists around the world who have given

their lives to defeat oppression in all of its forms. In the long term, we hope to create a
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network of armed anarchist groups around the world who can jointly struggle against

capitalism and the state.

RS NYC: Did coming to Rojava change how you see the nature of the anarchist struggle?

IRPGF: Anarchist struggle without praxis is not struggle. Therefore, with a unified

understanding of theory and praxis necessary for revolution, we have seen how taking up

arms changes the struggle and our relationship to it and to one another. The severe lack of

international anarchist support is both shameful and indicative of a larger problem within the

anarchist movement – the unwillingness to truly put one’s life on the line for the struggle.

Thus, beyond all the self deception, delusion and congratulatory anarchist politics is the very

truth of the struggle; that in order to change the world one must be willing to risk their lives,

their comfort and their privilege. What this entails is of course relative to the area you are

organizing in. For example, if people in your area are experiencing heavy ICE raids, begin

sabotaging these raids by any means possible. If mosques are being attacked by far right

extremists, form groups to help prevent such attacks and expel fascists from the area. Pick up

a gun if necessary. Stand in front of a gun if necessary. If one is not ready to do this, they, in

our opinion, cannot call themselves a revolutionary.

RS NYC: What sorts of skills and practices would you recommend anarchist revolutionaries

develop to help them further the struggle?

IRPGF: Considering that revolution will contain both social and military aspects, we suggest

that to prepare adequately and further the struggle, people must learn to live communally and

develop the skills to carry out armed struggle. This is precisely the reason we see it as

imperative that we create a base in the region for anarchists to travel to and do just that.

RS NYC: There are many groups around the world right now hoping to bring the practices of

the Rojava Revolution back home. What sort of advice would you give them?

IRPGF: First, some advice is to be aware of the local contexts and develop programs specific to

not only the current but historical local contexts. Second, to defeat the imposed alienation of

both the State and Capital, it is important to find a way to develop means of spending time

with each other that create and maintain truly revolutionary relationships. Experiencing life

communally is an essential part of existing in Rojava and a key factor in the people’s ability to

continually rise up and defend each other when necessary. People here care about those

around them in a much deeper sense than the capitalist concept of simply scratching each
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other’s backs. To recreate this sense of community in Western societies we will first need to

revolutionize ourselves and our relationships with each other. Call outs on social media need to

be done away with. Baseless egos and smugness need to be done away with. Those attitudes

have done nothing but further stagnate the movement. Bring yourself back down to the level

of those around you, begin to perceive the movement as more than just something to boost

your selfesteem, and struggle. Until this is done, a revolution will not be possible. So, spend

time with each other. If you see problems in your comrades’ behavior, address them as a

group that cares about each other’s improvement as revolutionary human beings, rather than

taking it to Facebook and denouncing them publicly. Create groups that enable people to begin

to rely on each other again instead of the State. Get to know your neighbors and their

problems. Don’t think of yourself as better or separate from the general populous, as a real

revolution needs to flow up from the people. Hold neighborhood assemblies that allow for

projects to develop around local needs and put your lives on the line for others. Develop

decentralized defense militias that can go to war with the State and its lackeys (cops,

boneheads, etc.). In short, this is a time in the West when anarchism may either succeed or

fail completely and the path it will take is in all of our hands.

RS NYC: What are the best ways for people back home to join in your mission and support

your work?

IRPGF: Of course, the best way for anarchists back home to join in our mission and work

would be to come to Rojava and join the struggle directly. However, we are well aware that

this is not possible for everyone and understand the need for ways to support us from afar.

One simple yet crucial way to do so would be to join or create a local Rojava Solidarity group

and help fund raise for our military and medical supplies. Bleeding out is the number one killer

here and blood coagulates such as cellox are unfortunately in short supply. That and generally

spreading awareness about the revolution and anarchist participation in it would be very

helpful. Of course, continuing to advance the anarchist movement in your own neighborhoods

and fighting shouldertoshoulder with the oppressed wherever you are will help the

overarching mission and work of anarchism as well.

Follow: 

facebook: IRPGF 

Twitter: @IRPGF

More information: https://archive.org/search.php?query=creator%3A%22IRPGF%22

https://archive.org/search.php?query=creator%3A%22IRPGF%22


Feminism and Gender Abolition



Women in Prison: How It Is With Us

Assata Shakur / Joanne Chesimard

  published in The Black Scholar, April 1978

Assata Shakur was a member of the Black Panther Party who went underground to evade 

police repression, joining the Black Liberation Army. She was captured in 1973 and held 

as a political prisoner until 1979 (one year after this article was written), when she was 

broken out of prison by a unit of the Black Liberation Army. She made her was to Cuba 

where she lives to this day, despite increasing pressure from the United States for her 

extradition. 

We sit in the bull pen. We are all black. All restless. And we are all freezing. When we ask, the matron 

tells us that the heating system cannot be adjusted. All of us, with the exception of a woman, tall and 

gaunt, who looks naked and ravished, have refused the bologna sandwiches. The rest of us sit drinking 

bitter, syrupy tea. The tall, fortyish woman, with sloping shoulders, moves her head back and forth to 

the beat of a private tune while she takes small, tentative bites out a bologna sandwich. Someone asks 

her what she’s in for. Matter of factly, she says, “They say I killed some nigga. But how could I have 

when I’m buried down in South Carolina?” Everybody’s face gets busy exchanging looks. A short, 

stout young woman wearing men’s pants and men’s shoes says, “Buried in South Carolina?” “Yeah,” 

says the tall woman. “South Carolina, that’s where I’m buried. You don’t know that? You don’t know 

shit, do you? This ain’t me. This ain’t me.” She kept repeating, “This ain’t me” until she had eaten all 

the bologna sandwiches. Then she brushed off the crumbs and withdrew, head moving again, back into 

that world where only she could hear her private tune.

Lucille comes to my tier to ask me how much time a “C” felony conviction carries. I know, but i cannot

say the words. I tell her i will look it up and bring the sentence charts for her to see. I know that she has

just been convicted of manslaughter in the second degree. I also know that she can be sentenced up to 

fifteen years. I knew from what she had told me before that the District Attorney was willing to plea 

bargain: Five years probation in exchange for a guilty pleaø a lesser charge.

Her lawyer felt that she had a case: specifically, medical records which would prove that she had 

suffered repeated physical injunes as the result of beatings by the deceased and, as a result of those 

beatings, on the night of her arrest her arm was mutilated (she must still wear a brace on it) and one of 

her ears was partially severed in addition to other substantial injunes Her lawyer felt that her testimony,

when she took the stand in her own defense, would establish the fact that not only had she been 

repeatedly beaten by the deceased, but that on the night in question he told her he would kill her, 

viciously beat her and mauled her with a knife. But there is no self defense in the state of New York.

The District Attorney made a big deal of the fact that she drank. And the jury, affected by t.v. racism, 

“law and order”, petrified by crime and unimpressed with Lucille as a “responsible citizen,” convicted 

her. And i was the one who had to tell her that she was facing fifteen years in prison while we both 

silently wondered what would happen to the four teenage children that she had raised almost single-

handedly.



Spikey has short time, and it is evident, the day before she is to be released, that she does not want to 

go home. She comes to the Bing (Administrative Segregation) because she has received an infraction 

for fighting. Sitting in front of her cage and talking to her i realize that the fight was a desperate, last 

ditch effort in hope that the prison would take away her “good days.” She is in her late thirties. Her 

hands are swollen. Enormous. There are huge, open sores on her legs. She has about ten teeth left. And 

her entire body is scarred and ashen. She has been on drugs about twenty years. Her veins have 

collapsed. She has fibrosis epilepsy and edema. She has not seen her three children in about eight years.

She is ashamed to contact home because she robbed and abused her mother so many times.

  

When we talk it is around the Christmas holidays and she tells me about her bad luck. She tells me that 

she has spent the last four Christmases in jail and tells me how happy she is to be going home. But i 

know that she has no where to go and that the only “friends” she has in the world are here in jail. She 

tells me that the only regret she has about leaving is that she won’t be singing in the choir at Christmas.

As i talk to her i wonder if she will be back. I tell her good bye and wish her luck. Six days later, 

through the prison grapevine, i hear that she is back. Just in time for the Christmas show.

We are at sick call. We are waiting on wooden benches in a beige and orange room to see the doctor. 

Two young women who look only mildly battered by life sit wearing pastel dresses and pointy-toed 

state shoes. (Wearing “state” is often a sign that the wearer probably cannot afford to buy sneakers in 

commissary.) The two are talking about how well they were doing on the street. Eavesdropping, i find 

out that they both have fine “old men” that love the mess out of them. I find out that their men dress fly

and wear some baad clothes and so do they. One has 40 pairs of shoes while the other has 100 skirts. 

One has 2 suede and 5 leather coats. The other has 7 suedes and 3 leathers. One has 3 mink coats, a 

silver fox and a leopard. The other has 2 minks, a fox jacket, a floor length fox and a chinchilla. One 

has 4 diamond rings and the other has 5. One lives in a duplex with a sunken tub and a sunken living 

room with a water fall. The other describes a mansion with a revolving living room. I’m relieved when 

my name is called. I had been sitting there feeling very, very sad.

There are no criminals here at Riker’s Island Correctional Institution for Women, (New York), only 

victims. Most of the women (over 95%) are black and Puerto Rican. Many were abused children. Most 

have been abused by men and all have been abused by “the system.”

There are no big time gangsters here, no premeditated mass murderers, no godmothers. There are no 

big time dope dealers, no kidnappers, no Watergate women. There are virtually no women here charged

with white collar crimes like embezzling or fraud. Most of the women have drug related cases. Many 

are charged as accessories to crimes committed by men. The major crimes that women here are charged

with are prostitution, pick-pocketing, shop lifting, robbery and drugs. Women who have prostitution 

cases or who are doing “fine” time make up a substantial part of the short term population. The women 

see stealing or hustling as necessary for the survival of themselves or their children because jobs are 

scarce and welfare is impossible to live on. One thing is clear: amerikan capitalism is in no way 

threatened by the women in prison on Riker’s Island.

One gets the impression, when first coming to Riker’s Island that the architects conceived of it as a 

prison modelled after a juvenile center. In the areas where visitors usually pass there is plenty of glass 

and plenty of plants and flowers. The cell blocks consist of two long corridors with cells on each side 

connected by a watch room where the guards are stationed, called a bubble. Each corridor has a day 

room with a t.v., tables, multi-colored chairs, a stove that doesn’t work and a refrigerator. There’s a 



utility room with a sink and a washer and dryer that do not work.

Instead of bars the cells have doors which are painted bright, optimistic colors with slim glass 

observation panels. The doors are controlled electronically by the guards in the bubble. The cells are 

called rooms by everybody. They are furnished with a cot, a closet, a desk, a chair, a plastic 

upholstered headboard that opens for storage, a small book case, a mirror, a sink and a toilet. The 

prison distributes brightly colored bedspreads and throw rugs for a homey effect. There is a school 

area, a gym, a carpeted auditorium, two inmate cafeterias and outside recreation areas that are used 

during the summer months only.

The guards have successfully convinced most of the women that Riker’s Island is a country club. They 

say that it is a playhouse compared to some other prisons (especially male): a statement whose partial 

veracity is not predicated upon the humanity of correction officials at Riker’s Island, but, rather, by 

contrast to the unbelievably barbaric conditions of other prisons. Many women are convinced that they 

are, somehow, “getting over.” Some go so far as to reason that because they are not doing hard time, 

they are i really in prison.

  

This image is further reinforced the pseudo-motherly attitude many of the guards; a deception which all

too often successfully reverts women children. The guards call the women inmates by their first names.

The women address the guards either as Officer, Mis --- or by nicknames, (Teddy Bear, Spanky, Aunt 

Louise, Squeeze, Sarge, Black Beauty, Nutty Mahogany, etc.). Frequently, when a woman returns to 

Riker’s she will make the rounds, gleefully embracing her favorite guard: the prodigal daughter returns.

If two women are having a debate about any given topic the argument will often be resolved by “asking

the officer.” The guards are forever telling the women to “grow up,” to “act like ladies,” to “behave” 

and to be “good girls.” If an inmate is breaking some minor rule like coming to say “hi” to her friend 

on another floor or locking in a few minutes late, a guard will say, jokingly, “don’t let me have to come

down there and beat your butt.” It is not unusual to hear a guard tell a woman, “what you need is a 

good spanking.” The tone is often motherly, “didn’t I tell you, young lady, to…”; or, “you know better 

than that”; or, “that’s a good girl.” And the women respond accordingly. Some guards and inmates 

“play” together. One officer’s favorite “game” is taking off her belt and chasing her “girls” down the 

hall with it, smacking them on the butt.

But beneath the motherly veneer, the reality of guard life is every present. Most of the guards are black,

usually from working class, upward bound, civil service oriented backgrounds. They identify with the 

middle class, have middle class values and are extremely materialistic. They are not the most intelligent

women in the world and many are extremely limited.

Most are aware that there is no justice in the amerikan judicial system and that blacks and Puerto 

Ricans are discriminated against in every facet of amerikan life. But, at the same time, they are 

convinced that the system is somehow “lenient.” To them, the women in prison are “losers” who don’t 

have enough sense to stay out of jail. Most believe in the boot strap theory - anybody can “make it” if 

they try hard enough. They congratulate themselves on their great accomplishments. In contrast to 

themselves they see the inmate as ignorant, uncultured, self-destructive, weak-minded and stupid. They

ignore the fact that their dubious accomplishments are not based on superior intelligence or effort, but 

only on chance and a civil service list.

Many guards hate and feel trapped by their jobs. The guard is exposed to a certam amount of abuse 



from co-workers, from the brass as well as from inmates, ass kissing, robotizing and mandatory 

overtime. (It is common practice for guards to work a double shift at least once a week.) But no matter 

how much they hate the military structure, the infighting, the ugliness of their tasks, they are very 

aware of how close they are to the welfare lines. If they were not working as guards most would be 

underpaid or unemployed. Many would miss the feeling of superiority and power as much as they 

would miss the money, especially the cruel, sadistic ones.

The guards are usually defensive about their jobs and indicate by their behavior that they are not at all 

free from guilt. They repeatedly, compulsively say, as if to convince themselves, “This is a job just like

any other job.” The more they say it the more preposterous it seems.

  

The major topic of conversation here is drugs. Eighty percent of inmates have used drugs when they 

were in the street. Getting high is usually the first thing a woman says she’s going to do when she gets 

out. In prison, as on the streets, an escapist culture prevails. At least 50 percent of the prison population

take some form of psychotropic drug. Elaborate schemes to obtain contraband drugs are always in the 

works.

Days are spent in pleasant distractions: soap operas, prison love affairs, card playing and game playing.

A tiny minority are seriously involved in academic pursuits or the learning of skills. An even smaller 

minority attempt to study available law books. There are no jail house lawyers and most of the women 

lack knowledge of even the most rudimentary legal procedures. When asked what happened in court, 

or, what their lawyers said, they either don’t know or don’t remember. Feeling totally helpless and 

totally railroaded a woman will curse out her lawyer or the judge with little knowledge of what is being

done or of what should be done. Most plead guilty, whether they are guilty or not. The few who do go 

to trial usually have lawyers appointed by the state and usually are convicted.

Here, the word lesbian seldom, if ever, is mentioned. Most, if not all, of the homosexual relationships 

here involve role playing. The majority of relationships are either asexual or semi-sexual. The absence 

of sexual consummation is only partially explained by prison prohibition against any kind of sexual 

behavior. Basically the women are not looking for sex. They are looking for love, for concern and 

companionship. For relief from the overwhelming sense of isolation and solitude that pervades each of 

us.

Women who are “aggressive” or who play the masculine roles are referred to as butches, bulldaggers or

stud broads. They are always in demand because they are always in the minority. Women who are 

“passive,” or who play feminine roles are referred to as fems. The butch-fem relationships are often 

oppressive, resembling the most oppressive, exploitative aspect of a sexist society. It is typical to hear 

butches threatening fems with physical violence and it is not uncommon for butches to actually beat 

their “women.” Some butches consider themselves pimps and go with the women who have the most 

commissary, the most contraband or the best outside connections. They feel they are a class above 

ordinary women which entitles them to “respect.” They dictate to fems what they are to do and many 

insist the fems wash, iron, sew and clean their cells for them. A butch will refer to another butch as 

“man.” A butch who is well liked is known as “one of the fellas” by her peers.

Once in prison changes in roles are common. Many women who are strictly heterosexual in the street 

become butch in prison. “Fems” often create butches by convincing an inmate that she would make a 

“cute butch.” About 80 percent of the prison population engage in some form of homosexual 

relationship. Almost all follow negative, stereotypic male/ female role models.



There is no connection between the women’s movement and lesbianism. Most of the women at Riker’s 

Island have no idea what feminism is, let alone lesbianism. Feminism, the women’s liberation 

movement and the gay liberation movement are worlds away from women at Riker’s.

The black liberation struggle is equally removed from the lives of women at Riker’s. While they 

verbalize acute recognition that amerika is a racist country where the poor are treated like dirt they, 

nevertheless, feel responsible for the filth of their lives. The air at Riker’s is permeated with self-hatred.

Many women bear marks on their arms, legs and wrists from suicide attempts or self-mutilation. They 

speak about themselves in self-deprecating terms. They consider themselves failures.

While most women contend that whitey is responsible for their oppression they do not examine the 

cause or source of that oppression. There is no sense of class struggle. They have no sense of 

communism, no definition of it, but they consider it a bad thing. They do not want to destroy 

Rockefella. They want to be like him. Nicky Barnes, a major dope seller, is discussed with reverence. 

When he was convicted practically everyone was sad. Many gave speeches about how kind, smart and 

generous he was; no one spoke about the sale of drugs to our children.

  

Politicians are considered liars and crooks. The police are hated. Yet, during cop and robber movies, 

some cheer loudly for the cops. One woman pasted photographs of Farrah Fawcett Majors all over her 

cell because she “is a baad police bitch.” Kojak and Barretta get their share of admiration.

A striking difference between women and men prisoners at Riker’s Island is the absence of 

revolutionary rhetoric among the women. We have no study groups. We have no revolutionary 

literature around. There are no groups of militants attempting to “get their heads together.” The women 

at Riker’s seem vaguely aware of what a revolution is but generally regard it as an impossible dream. 

Not at all practical.

While men in prison struggle to maintain their manhood there is no comparable struggle by women to 

preserve their womanhood. One frequently hears women say, “Put a bunch of bitches together and 

you’ve got nothin but trouble”; and, “Women don’t stick together, that’s why we don’t have nothin.” 

Men prisoners constantly refer to each other as brother. Women prisoners rarely refer to each other as 

sister. Instead, “bitch” and “whore” are the common terms of reference. Women, however, are much 

kinder to each other than men, and any form of violence other than a fist fight is virtually unknown. 

Rape, murder and stabbings at the women’s prison are non-existent.

For many, prison is not that much different from the street. It is, for some, a place to rest and 

recuperate. For the prostitute prison is a vacation from turning tricks in the rain and snow. A vacation 

from brutal pimps. Prison for the addict is a place to get clean, get medical work done and gain weight. 

Often, when the habit becomes too expensive, the addict gets herself busted, (usually subconsciously) 

so she can get back in shape, leave with a clean system ready to start all over again. One woman claims

that for a month or two every year she either goes jail or to the crazy house to get away from her 

husband.

For many the cells are not much differt from the tenements, the shooting galleries and the welfare 

hotels they live in on the street. Sick call is no different from the clinic or the hospital emergency room.

The fights are the same except they are less dangerous. The police are the same. The poverty is the 

same. The alienation is the same. The racism is the same. The sexism is the same. The drugs are the 



same and the system is the same. Riker’s and is just another institution. In childhood school was their 

prison, or youth houses or reform schools or children shelters or foster homes or mental hospitals or 

drug programs and they see all institutions as indifferent to their needs, yet necessary to their survival.

The women at Riker’s Island come there from places like Harlem, Brownsville, Bedford-Stuyvesant, 

South Bronx and South Jamaica. They come from places where dreams have been abandoned like the 

buildings. Where there is no more sense of community. Where neighborhoods are transient. Where 

isolated people run from one fire trap to another. The cities have removed us from our strengths, from 

our roots, from our traditions. They have taken away our gardens and our sweet potato pies and given 

us McDonald’s. They have become our prisons, locking us into the futility and decay of pissy hallways 

that lead nowhere. They have alienated us from each other and made us fear each other. They have 

given us dope and television as a culture.

There are no politicians to trust. No roads to follow. No popular progressive culture to relate to. There 

are no new deals, no more promises of golden streets and no place else to migrate. My sisters in the 

streets, like my sisters at Riker’s Island, see no way out. “Where can I go?”, said a woman on the day 

she was going home. “If there’s nothing to believe in,” she said, “I can’t do nothin except try to find 

cloud nine.”

  

  What of our Past? What of our History? What of our Future?

I can imagine the pain and the strength of my great great grandmothers who were slaves and my great 

great grandmothers who were Cherokee Indians trapped on reservations. I remembered my great 

grandmother who walked every where rather than sit in the back of the bus. I think about North 

Carolina and my home town and i remember the women of my grandmother’s generation: strong, fierce

women who could stop you with a look out the corners of their eyes. Women who walked with 

majesty; who could wring a chicken’s neck and scale a fish. Who could pick cotton, plant a garden and 

sew without a pattern. Women who boiled clothes white in big black cauldrons and who hummed work

songs and lullabys. Women who visited the elderly, made soup for the sick and shortnin bread for the 

babies.

Women who delivered babies, searched for healing roots and brewed medicines. Women who darned 

sox and chopped wood and layed bricks. Women who could swim rivers and shoot the head off a 

snake. Women who took passionate responsibility for their children and for their neighbors’ children 

too.

The women in my grandmother’s generation made giving an art form. “Here, gal, take this pot of 

collards to Sister Sue”; “Take this bag of pecans to school for the teacher”; “Stay here while I go tend 

Mister Johnson’s leg.” Every child in the neighborhood ate in their kitchens. They called each other 

sister because of feeling rather than as the result of a movement. They supported each other through the

lean times, sharing the little they had.

The women of my grandmother’s generation in my home town trained their daughters for womanhood. 

They taught them to give respect and to demand respect. They taught their daughters how to churn 

butter; how to use elbow grease. They taught their daughters to respect the strength of their bodies, to 

lift boulders and how to kill a hog; what to do for colic, how to break a fever and how to make a 

poultice, patchwork quilts, plait hair and how to hum and sing. They taught their daughters to take care,

to take charge and to take responsibility. They would not tolerate a “lazy heifer” or a “gal with her head



in the clouds.” Their daughters had to learn how to get their lessons, how to survive, how to be strong. 

The women of my grandmother’s generation were the glue that held family and the community 

together. They were the backbone of the church. And of the school. They regarded outside institutions 

with dislike and distrust. They were determined that their children should survive and they were 

committed to a better future.

I think about my sisters in the movement. I remember the days when, draped in African garb, we 

rejected our foremothers and ourselves as castrators. We did penance for robbing the brother of his 

manhood, as if we were the oppressor. I remember the days of the Panther Party when we were 

“moderately liberated.” When we were allowed to wear pants and expected to pick up the gun. The 

days when we gave doe-eyed looks to our leaders. The days when we worked like dogs and struggled 

desperately for the respect which they struggled desperately not to give us. I remember the black 

history classes that did mention women and the posters of our “leaders” where women were 

conspicuously absent We visited our sisters who bore the complete responsibility of the children while 

the Brotha was doing his thing. Or had moved on to bigger and better things.

Most of us rejected the white women’s movement. Miss ann was still Miss ann to us whether she 

burned her bras or not. We could not muster sympathy for the fact that she was trapped in her mansion 

and oppressed by her husband. We were, and still are, in a much more terrible jail. We knew that our 

experiences as black women were completely different from those of our sisters in the white women’s 

movement. And we had no desire to sit in some consciousness raising group with white women and 

bare our souls.

Women can never be free in a country that is not free. We can never be liberated in a country where the

institutions that control our lives are oppressive. We can never be free while our men are oppressed. Or 

while the amerikan government and amerikan capitalism remain intact.

But it is imperative to our struggle that we build a strong black women’s movement. It is imperative 

that we, as black women, talk about the experiences that shaped us; that we assess our strengths and 

weaknesses and define our own history. It is imperative that we discuss positive ways to teach and 

socialize our children.

The poison and pollution of capitalist cities is choking us. We need the strong medicine of our 

foremothers to make us well again. We need their medicines to give us strength to fight and the drive to

win. Under the guidance of Harriet Tubman and Fannie Lou Hamer and all of our foremothers, let us 

rebuild a sense of community. Let us rebuild the culture of giving and carry on the tradition of fierce 

determination to move on closer to freedom.

  

  

If women want any rights 

more than they's got, why 

don't they just take them, and 

not be talking about it. 

—Sojourner Truth
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Many feminist theorists and activists categorically condemn 
"violence"-- be it offensive or defensive, physical or verbal-- on the grounds 
that "violence" (an extremely ambiguous term in itself) has its roots in 
patriarchal culture and the patriarchal mindset, and is somehow the 
"invention" of men-- as if violence doesn’t appear everywhere in the natural 
world in myriad forms, usually contributing in significant ways to the 
balance of local ecosystems. While certain feminist thinkers put forth an 
analysis of violence and hierarchical power relationships that is well worth 
considering, a wholesale condemnation of revolutionary violence aimed at 
the destruction of that which oppresses us is a gross oversimplification of 
an extremely complex situation: that is, the web of patriarchal tyranny that 
all of us, wimmin and men alike, find ourselves born into, where violence is 
used by our oppressors to enforce our political and social submission, and 
where we are all desperately looking for effective ways to reclaim our lives. 
Analyzing the role of armed resistance movements (and wimmins 
participation in them) in the larger liberation struggle against patriarchy and 
civilization from an entirely "essentialist" perspective -- as Robin Morgan 
does in her often cited work The Demon Lover -- is a misleading and 
deceptive form of Herstorical revisionism, as it completely discounts the lives 
of wimmin like Harriet Tubman, who led armed guerrilla raids into the 
southern united states (basically a slave-owning armed camp) to rescue 
fellow New Afrikans from captivity, as well as numerous other wimmin like 
Assata Shakur, Marilyn Buck, and Bernadine Dohrn, who enthusiastically 
embraced armed struggle as a tactic and had no regrets about it. This article 
will not attempt to defend armed struggle (because in our opinion it 
requires no justification) but will instead focus on two very specific groups 
(of many) that engaged in violent rebellion against the institutions of 
patriarchy. 

"No one who understands the feminist movement, or who knows the soul of a real 
woman, would make the mistake of supposing that the modern woman is fighting because 
she wants to be a man. That idea is the invention of masculine intelligence. Woman is 
fighting today, as she has all the way through the ages, for the freedom to be a woman." 

Anne B. Hamman 
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A Herstory of the 
Revolutionary 
Cells and Rote 
Zora Armed 
Resistance in 
West Germany 

The Revolutionary Cells (RZ) made 
their first appearance on 
November 16th, 1973 with an 
attack against ITT in West Berlin 
to point out the participation of 
this multinational corporation in 
Pinochet’s military putsch in Chile. 
In 1974, the first high-explosive 
attack was undertaken by the 
wimmin of the RZ against the 
Federal Constitutional Court in 
Karlsruhe, Germany, the day after 
it supported a new abortion law, 

Par. 218; a paragraph against free choice on abortion, allowing abortion 
only in certain cases. The RZ wimmin naturally demanded the total right for 
every womyn to have an abortion, as a right to self-determination over their 
own bodies. In 1976, numerous wimmin broke with the RZ and formed 
their own splinter group and from 1977 onwards, the militant feminist anti-
patriarchal urban guerrilla group Rote Zora (Red Zora) acted autonomously 
and independently, though some wimmin still participated in the 
Revolutionary Cells, which had by then shifted its focus to acts of 
clandestine sabotage in support of the larger anti-nuclear movement in 
Germany.  

Red Zora attacked predominantly patriarchal institutes, companies, and 
persons representing and building up a male sexist society, which is 
oppressing and exploiting wimmin worldwide. They have conducted 
campaigns against porn traders, sex shops, international traders of wimmin 
(those who profit from importing Asian wimmin as "brides" for West 
German men), doctors who are carrying out forced sterilizations, the 
Doctors Guild ("We see the Federal Doctors Guild as exponents of rape in 
white trenchcoats" - RZ), as well as drug companies like Schering who 
produced the birth-defect causing drug Duogynon. Another popular Red 
Zora tactic was the illegal reprinting of bus and streetcar fares. In individual 
cases, the Red Zora worked to put together a critique of the peace 
movement in 1984. In this paper, they criticized the peace movement as a 
bourgeois movement with an apocalyptic vision. The Red Zora said that the 
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major mistake of the peace movement was to concentrate their political 
goal only on the preservation of peace in the metropolis instead of 
discussing the imperialist context between armament and crisis: Third 
World misery and social cutbacks; sexism and racism. 
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In Total Strength and Resistance 

Continually spinning through sisterhood 
 
Ann Hansen 
 
Julie Belmas 

Once Again, this article is nowhere near as comprehensive as it could be: 
herstory is full of innumerable examples of strong, defiant wimmin who 
have utilized revolutionary violence in their own struggle for liberation, and 
to deny this or attempt to discredit revolutionary violence by branding it 
“male identified" is bullshit and an insult to wimmin everywhere. Political 
oppression can only be ended through resistance, and quite often this 
resistance will have to take on "violent" forms. Every real freedom fighter - 
whether they are female or male - recognizes this at some point, and stops 
wasting their time engaging in irresolvable philosophical debates and 
instead channels their energies towards the destruction of that which 
oppresses us all. 

* For more information on the revolutionary politics of Direct Action and 
the Wimmin’s Fire Brigade, we suggest the pamphlet, “Writings of the 
Vancouver Five” (available for free from falldistro@gmail.com) or “The 
Vancouver Five: Armed Struggle in Canada” (available for free download 
from zinelibrary.info) 

* Ann Hansen has also published a book recently called “Direct Action: 
Memoirs of an Urban Guerrilla”, which is available through the AK Press 
Mail-order Catalog  
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years. At her sentencing, Ann got one more opportunity to express herself, 
and she did just that by picking up a tomato she had smuggled into the 
courtroom and heaving it in the direction of the judge. It splattered on the 
curtain above his head, and he ducked out of the courtroom before he was 
called on to witness any further disruption of the courts decorum. In May 
1983, the long-running canadian anarchist paper Kick It Over published a 
statement by Ann Hansen and Julie Belmas that was written from their jail 
cells. We would like to conclude this article with a passage from this prison 
statement titled, “We Are Not Terrorists...” 

"Being womyn identified, politically conscious, environmentalists and determined to 
challenge the power and profit motives of the patriarchal society that insures the rape and 
mutilation of our mother earth, we refuse to accept their labels of us as terrorists. We 
know that there are many sisters who share our radical analysis of the issues around the 
charges laid on us. For centuries the authorities have reacted violently to womyn who 
resisted; they used to brand us as "witches" and burned us, now they label us as 
"terrorists" and will try to bury us in their cement tombs. 

The State and its media are portraying us as elements of a "lunatic fringe" so that people 
will be frightened of us instead of relating to us with their rebellious spirits. We must not 
allow the liberalism of this society to hide the sickness of the rulers and rapers behind 
their institutions, laws and lies. We are always threatened with their violence, whether it 
be through nuclear power plants, nuclear weapons, industrialism, prisons or sexual 
terrorism in our everyday society. We will face their horrors boldly and challenge their 
corporate interests with the determination and strength of womyn warriors. We will see a 
resistance movement building, in an attempt to rid the earth of further corporate 
destruction so that future generations can survive.  

It is not possible in this society to be a "liberated" womyn without being in a constant 
state of conflict and struggle. However, if our conflict and struggle is not guided by a 
consciousness of the magnitude of the problem, then our energies will be misdirected and 
futile. The womyn’s movement cannot be a one-issue oriented struggle, but must 
understand and embrace the ecological struggle, indigenous peoples resistance and anti-
imperialist liberation movements because the same patriarchal institutions that perpetuate 
our oppression also oppress the animals, the indigenous peoples, the third world peoples 
and the earth."  
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The Red Zora in 
the 90’s 

In the first two or three years of the 
1990’s, the RZ concentrated their 
actions on the issue of West German 
foreigner and refugee policies. 
Attacks such as the one on the Center 

for the Central Register in Cologne, or the kneecapping of Hollenburg -- 
the Chief of Immigration Police in West Berlin -- show the wide range of 
these militant politics. While those who were attacked were directly 
responsible for the racist refugee policies in Germany, the intentions of the 
attacks on the institutions involved in formulating these racist policies -- 
whose documents, files and data were destroyed -- was to procure a space 
which wasn’t controlled or regulated by the State. 

Since the early 70’s, the RZ and Red Zora have carried out over 200 attacks 
against the infrastructure of patriarchal culture. Red Zora’s most 
comprehensive and successful attack campaign so far has been the planting 
of incendiary bombs in ten branches of the Adler Corporation, one of West 
Germany’s largest clothing manufacturers selling discount clothing in the 
FRG, produced by low paid wimmin in South Korean and Sri Lankan 
factories. "The wimmin at Adler in South Korea struggle against the exploitation of 
their capacity for work and are putting up a fight against the daily sexism. They call for 
support from the FRG for their struggle. As a result, the shitty living and working 
conditions of wimmin in the vacuous production centers of the three continents and 
especially those of Adler in South Korea and Sri Lanka are becoming more widely 
known here through leaflets, events and actions at Adler’s retail centers. In these actions, 
anti-imperialism can be practical. So it was possible for the struggle there (by the wimmin 
in South Korea) and the struggle here (by Red Zora) are compatible: We aren’t fighting 
for the wimmin in the Third World, we’re fighting alongside them." (Quote from Red 
Zora, in their Adler statement.) 

In 1987, when Red Zora and their sister group in West Berlin, the 
Amazonen, fire bombed ten Adler outlets throughout West Germany, they 
caused millions of dollars in damages. Because of this, Adler was forced to 
meet the demands of the textile workers, clearly proving that militant 
resistance can be very effective. Both the Revolutionary Cells and Red Zora 
have anti-authoritarian structures and a decentralized decision-making 
process for choosing targets. As well, they point out that militant direct 
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actions are just one part of the revolutionary movement: "Although we 
participate in far-reaching and extensive legal work campaigns and social movements 
through our militant actions, these actions aren’t of any more importance than handing 
out flyers or leaflets, going to demonstrations, having sit-ins, publishing newspapers, 
educating people, or squatting houses. We don’t have a hierarchical system for choosing 
actions. Thinking in hierarchical divisions puts actions in a perspective of privilege and 
makes it prone to a patriarchal way of thinking." (Quote by members of the RZ in 
an interview that appeared in Autonomie in 1980.) 

One reason for the tactical successes of the Red Zora is that in their direct 
actions--militant as they are - they address issues that many people are 
already educated on and sympathetic to. For example, Red Zora has gained 
wide popular support because their actions appeal to the massive feminist 
movement that already exists in West Germany, where the anarchist and 
radical media had been doing much work for a long time to educate the 
public on issues involving sexism, wimmin’s oppression and exploitation, 
and wimmin’s rights to the control of their own bodies. While the RZ 
doesn’t claim as much support as Red Zora, in 1987, supporters of the 
Revolutionary Cells published the book Der Weg Zum Erfolg (The Way To 
Success), explaining their strategies, politics, and actions. Less than a week 
after the book hit the shelves of radical bookstores, the entire printing 
(around 3000) was sold out. 

The high degree of effectiveness of many RZ and Red Zora actions 
wouldn’t be possible without popular support. By themselves, their actions 
might only serve to alienate them from the more long-term struggle. 
However, with the support of the mass movements, members of the RZ 
and Red Zora are able to work among the numbers of people active in the 
above-ground struggle without exposing their underground identities. In 
their herstory, only one womyn has been arrested for membership in Red 
Zora, but due to lack of evidence against her, charges were dropped. 
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But the actions that we most want to analyze - within the context of this 
article - are the actions carried out by Ann Hansen and Julie Belmas, two 
members of Direct Action who formed the Wimmins Fire Brigade and 
firebombed three Red Hot Video Stores in the city of Vancouver (Red Hot 
was an American chain that had built up an inventory of video tapes pirated 
from hard-core porn films). These actions are worth looking at because 
they are a powerful reminder that the physical dismantling of patriarchy is just 
as important and necessary as the dismantling of patriarchy in our minds. 
Wimmin’s groups had been fighting for six months against the Red Hot 
chain when The Wimmin’s Fire Brigade lit the way to victory with 
firebombs: Within a few weeks, scores of wimmin’s groups of all stripes 
had issued statements of sympathy and understanding for the action, 
demonstrations had been held in a dozen centers across the province, and 
six porn shops had closed, moved away or withdrawn much of their stock 
out of fear that they would be the "next target". 

The Wimmin’s Fire Brigade (WFB) actions were so successful because it 
was so well-integrated into, and complimentary to, the public campaigns. As 
B.C. Blackout, a biweekly autonomist newsletter put it, "the action of the WFB 
could only have the impact it did because of the months of spade work by many groups 
and individuals educating themselves, doing research, making contacts, pressuring the 
authorities, documenting their case--in short, building the infrastructure for an effective, 
grass-roots movement." Since Vancouver already had a well-organized and 
militant campaign at work in opposition to the merchandising of violence 
against wimmin, the support was there when the WFB struck. 

The support was also there when Ann Hansen and Julie Belmas went to 
trial the following year. Every day hundreds of female and male supporters 
rallied on the courthouse steps carrying banners with messages like “Ann 
Hansen is a Freedom Fighter Not a Terrorist!”. In her final court statement 
just before her sentencing, Ann Hansen concluded with the comment: 
"Businesses such as Litton, BC Hydro and Red Hot Video are the real terrorists. They 
are guilty of crimes against humanity and the earth, yet they are free to carry on their 
illegal activities while those who resist and those who are their victims remain in prison. 
How do we, who have no armies, weapons, power or money, stop these criminals before 
they destroy the earth? I believe if there is any hope for the future, it lies in our struggle." 
As expected Ann was given life (she’s now out) and Julie was given 20 
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I Have Not Signed 
a Treaty with Any 
Government 
A Brief Look at “Direct 
Action” and “The 
Wimmin’s Fire Brigade” 

In 1982, five Canadian anti-
authoritarian activists, variously 
known as Direct Action, the 
Wimmin’s Fire Brigade, and the 
Vancouver Five, conducted a 
highly visible series of guerrilla 
actions against patriarchal, 
industrial civilization. When the 
five anarchists - two wimmin 
and three men-- who comprised 
these cells were finally captured 
by the Canadian state in 1983, 

they were charged with a host of clandestine attacks on industries that 
represented some of the most notorious war criminals, environmental 
despoilers, and exploiters of wimmin and children. 

The most serious charges that these anarchists faced when they were caught 
were related to three bombing operations, all conducted in support of 
massive public campaigns of protest: one against the Litton Systems plant 
near Toronto, where parts for Cruise missiles are made; another against the 
environmentally destructive Cheekye-Dunsmuir power project of British 
Columbia on Vancouver Island; and also a smattering against retail stores of 
Red Hot Video in Vancouver, where videotapes glorifying rape and other 
forms of savagery toward woman and children were sold. In addition, the 
Five were also charged with conspiring to hold up a Brinks armored car to 
finance their struggle (the hold-up never took place) and a variety of other 
weapon offenses. 

Each of these actions produced very specific tangible results that assisted 
the above-ground campaigns they were meant to compliment : In the case 
of Litton Systems of Canada, there had already been an ongoing mass 
struggle of sit-ins and other forms of civil disobedience before their 
Toronto factory was partially destroyed by a bomb attack in 1982. These 
demonstrations escalated after the bombing resulting in Litton losing their 
contract to produce the guidance system for an advanced version of the 
Cruise missile being developed by NATO and the United States military. 
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Resistance Is 
Possible: An 
Interview with 
Two Anonymous 
Members of Red 
Zora 

(Editor’s note: This was first published in 
June of 1984 in the German women’s 
magazine, Emma, and was the first 
interview where active members of the Red 
Zora explain why they struggle 
autonomously inside the RZ’s and the 
nature of their relationship to the wimmins 
movement) 

Let's start with who you are. 

Zora 1: If this is a personal question, 
then we are women between the 

ages of 20 and 51. Some of us sell our labour, some of us take what we 
need, and others are "parasites" on the welfare state. Some have children, 
some don't. Some women are lesbians, others love men. We buy in 
disgusting supermarkets, we live in ugly houses, we like going for walks or 
to the cinema, the theatre or the disco. We have parties and we cultivate 
idleness. And of course we live with the contradictions that many things we 
want to do can't be done spontaneously. But after successful actions we 
have great fun. 

What does your name mean? 

Zora 2: "The Red Zora And Her Gang" (a children's book) - that is the wild 
street kid who steals from the rich to give to the poor. Until today it seems 
to be a male privilege to build gangs or to act outside the law. Yet 
particularly because girls and women are strangled by thousands of personal 
and political chains this should make us masses of "bandits" fighting for 
our freedom, our dignity and our humanity. Law and order are 
fundamentally against us, even if we have hardly achieved any rights and 
have to fight for them daily. Radical women's struggles and loyalty to the 
law - there is no way they go together! 

Yet it is no coincidence that your name has the same first letters as 
the Revolutionary Cells (RZ). 
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Zora 1: No, of course not. Rote Zora expresses the fact that we have the 
same principles as the RZ's, the same concept of building illegal structures 
and a network which is not controlled by the state apparatus. This is so we 
can carry out our subversive direct actions - in connection with the open 
legal structures of various movements. "We strike back!" - this slogan of the 
women of May 1968 is no longer as controversial today regarding individual 
violence against women. But it is still very controversial, and most of the 
time taboo as an answer to the power conditions that steadily produce this 
violence.  

What actions have you carried out and what was the background? 

Zora 2: The women of the RZ started in 1974 with the bombing of the 
Supreme Court in Karlsruhe because we all wanted the total abolishment of 
Paragraph 218 (the abortion law). On the Walpurgisnight (last day of April, 
"Women Take Back The Night") 1977, we bombed the Federal Doctor's 
Guild because they undermined even this reduced abortion reform. Then 
the bombing against Schering during its Duogynon trial, and constant 
attacks against sex-shops. Actually one of these porno stores should burn 
or be devastated every day! Therefore we think it absolutely necessary to 
tear the oppression of women as sexual objects and producers of children 
out of the "private domain" and to show our anger and hate with fire and 
flames. 

Zora 1: We don't limit ourselves to direct or obvious women's oppression. 
As women we are also concerned about social power conditions, whether it 
be urban or environmental destruction, or capitalist ways of production; the 
same conditions men are confronted with. We don't like the left's "division 
of labour" under the motto: the women for the women's question, the men 
for the general political themes. Nobody can take away from us the 
responsibility for changing our everyday life. Therefore, for example, we 
have set fire to the fancy cars of the lawyers of "slumlord" Kaussen, who 
were responsible for a series of brutal evictions. Together with the RZ's we 
printed pirate public transportation tickets and distributed them in the Rulo 
area to introduce a little bit of zero-tariff. 
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when they start to present those who struggle uncompromisingly as 
responsible for state persecution, destruction, and repression. They not only 
confuse cause with effect, they also justify implicit state terror. Therefore, 
they weaken their own position. They narrow the frame of their protest and 
their resistance. 

Zora 1: Our experience: to stay uncontrolled and to protect ourselves 
against state attacks, a strong unity is necessary. We can no longer afford to 
have every group repeat the same mistakes. There must be structures in 
which we share knowledge and experiences which are useful for the 
movement. 

How can non-autonomous, non-radical women understand what you 
want? Armed actions do have a "scare away" effect. 

Zora 2: Why doesn't it have a "scare away" effect if a guy sells women, but 
it does if his car burns? Behind it is the fact that traditional social violence is 
accepted whereas similar reprisals "scare away". Maybe it is scary if everyday 
reality is questioned. Women who get it pounded into their heads from the 
time they are little girls that they are victims get insecure if they are 
confronted with the fact that women are neither victims nor peaceful. This 
is a provocation. Those women who experience their powerlessness with 
rage can identify with our actions. As every act of violence against one 
woman creates an atmosphere of threat against all women, our actions 
contribute - even if they aim only against the individual responsible - to the 
development of an atmosphere of "Resistance is possible!" 
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attack them and make them look foolish in public. For example, that it will 
be written on his house who he is and what he did, on his car, at his job - 
women's power everywhere! 

How can you take responsibility for possibility endangering the lives 
of innocent people with your actions?  

Zora 2: Why is it that people always assume that those who deal with 
explosives don't care about what is self-evident for yourselves, for the 
women's movement, or for the left? It's the opposite! Because of the 
possibility of endangering life we are forced to be especially responsible. 
You know as well as we do that we could give up if you were right with 
your question. It would be a paradox to struggle against a system for which 
life is only worthwhile as long as it is utilizable and at the same to become 
as cynical and brutal as that system. There were many actions we rejected 
because we couldn't eliminate the danger to innocent people. Some firms 
know this full well, which is why they prefer to move into residential 
buildings. They speculate with our morals if they move into residential 
dwellings to protect their property. 

What do you say against the argument: armed actions harm the 
movement. They are part of the reason for increasing surveillance of 
the women's movement to denounce it as terrorist, that it's split and 
isolated from the majority of women in the women's movement. 

Zora 1: To harm the movement - you talk about the installation of 
repression. The actions don't harm the movement! It's the opposite, they 
should and can support the movement directly. Our attack on the women 
traders, for example, helped to expose their businesses to public light, to 
threaten them, and they now know they have to anticipate the resistance of 
women if they go on with their business. These "gentlemen" know they 
have to anticipate resistance. We call this a strengthening of our movement. 

Zora 2: For a long time the strategy of counter-revolution has begun to split 
the radical wing from the rest of the movement by any means and isolate 
them to weaken the whole movement. In the 70's we had the experience of 
what it means when sectors of the left adopt the propaganda of the state, 
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Zora 2: Our latest bombimgs were directed against Siemens and the 
computer company Nixdorf. They promote the devlopment of new 
domination technology for more sophisticated possibilities of war 
production and counter-revolution. They also have the function of 
remodelling labour, especially on the backs of women world-wide. Women 
here will be exploited with the technology of these companies by working 
isolated from each other in part-time jobs, without social security. The 
women of the so-called Third World will be worn out by producing these 
technologies. At the age of 25 they are totally ruined. 

How important is the connection to the Third World, the exploitation 
of women there, for you? 

Zora 1: In all of our attacks we've declared this context, also when we 
attacked the women traders and the Philippine Embassy last year. We don't 
struggle for women in the Third World - we instead struggle with them, for 
example against the exploitation of women as a commodity. This modern 
slave trade has its equivalent in the conjugal possession conditions here. 
The forms of oppression are different but they all have the same roots. 
Nobody can play cards with us any longer. The separation between men 
and women has its equivalent internationally between people of the First 
and Third World. We ourselves profit from the international division of 
labour. We want to break with our involvement with this system and 
understand our common interests with women from other countries. 

You explained how you understand your practice, but you didn't 
explain why you organize yourself in the context of the RZ's. 

Zora 2: First of all the main reason is that these politics were devloped by 
the RZ's and we still think they are correct. During our development we 
determined our own content - therefore we organized autonomously as 
women - but we fall back on the experiences of the RZ's. We also think that 
the cooperation of radical groups can strengthen the militant resistance. 
There were productive forms of cooperation such as the actions against 
Reagan's visit or the discussion paper about the peace movement. But there 
are also stressful discussions. Sometimes men who otherwise transform 
their radical breaking with this system into a consequent practice are 
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alarmingly far away from realizing what anti-sexist struggle means and what 
meaning it has for social-revolutionary perspective. Between us women it is 
also controversial where the limits are, when a cooperation strengthens or 
paralyzes our women's struggle. But we think our feminist identity unites us 
with some women of the RZ's.  

Does that mean that you define yourself as feminists? 

Zora 1: Yes, of course, we think the personal is political. Therefore we 
believe that all things social, economic, and political which structure and 
reinforce the so-called personal are an invitation for struggle, especially for 
us women. These are the chains we want to tear apart. But it is incomplete 
to make the oppression of women here in West Germany the only turning 
of politics and not to see other oppressive conditions such as class 
oppression, racism, or the annihilation of whole peoples through 
imperialism. This attitude never understands the base of misery: that the 
oppression of women and sexual division of labour are presuppositions 
which are fundamental for oppression of any kind - against other races, 
minorities, the old and the sick, and especially against those who revolt. 

Zora 2: For us, difficulties start when feminist demands are used to demand 
"equal rights" and recognition in this society. We don't want women in 
men's positions and reject women who make their career inside the 
patriarchal structure under the guise of women's struggles. Such careers 
remain an individual act from which only some privileged women can 
profit. Women are only allowed to design and manage power in this society 
if they advocate the interests of men.  

The women's movement was quite strong in the 70's. It achieved 
some things in a legal way. For example: the struggle against the 
abortion law, publicity about violence against women in the family, 
and rape as an act of power and violence, the building of autonomous 
counter structures. Why do you then maintain the necessity of armed 
struggle? 

Zora 1: Of course, the women's movement achieved a lot and for me the 
most important is the development of a broad consciousness about 
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develop. The increasing oppression, with the help of new technologies, is 
investigated from the point of view of the lowest echelons of our society, 
new wages and work structures for women are analyzed, the indirect 
structures of women are understood. Many women understand and reject 
the everyday war against women - the wave of hardcore porn and 
propaganda contempuous of women - and the call of the society for 
increased motherhood and more femininity. They also understand that the 
setbacks in women's and family politics are presuppositions for the crisis 
and the new startegies of capital. The policy of population control, for 
example the change of the abortion law, is the attempt to have a qualitative 
influence on the development of the population. Among other things its 
aim is to mulitply the "healthy" German middle-class together with state 
sponsored genetic technology, which is a development we have to prevent. 
Today we need more urgently than ever before a radical women's 
movement which has the power to prevent and break open the social and 
political encirclement, not only of women, but also of foreigners and 
minorities; a women's liberation movement which does not reduce the hope 
for revolution to a nice dream. 

Do you understand yourself as being part of the women's movement, 
or of the guerrilla movement, or both, and how do you see the 
context? 

Zora 1: We are part of the women's movement. We struggle for women's 
liberation. Beside theoretical commonalities there also exists another unity 
between our practice and the legal women's movement, that is the personal 
radicalization which can encourage other women to resist and take 
themselves and the struggle seriously. It is the feeling of strength if you see 
that you can do things which before you were afraid of, and if you see that 
it brings about something. We would like to share this experience. We don't 
think it has to happen in the forms we choose. For example, take the 
women who disrupted a peep show by drawing women's symbols and 
dropping stink bombs - these actions encourage us, strengthen us, and we 
hope women feel the same way about our actions. Our dream is that 
everywhere small bands of women will exist, that in every city, a rapist, a 
women trader, a battering husband, a misogynist publisher, a porn trader, a 
pig gynecologist should have to feel that a band of women will find them to 
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structures, of projects, encounter centres, and of mysticism. There are many 
currents which do not reinforce each other very fruitfully, but instead partly 
exclude or fight each other. On the other hand new political impulses start 
from different contexts where women are becoming aware of their 
oppression and are radically questioning patriarchal structures and 
developing politics in the interests of women - for example women in Latin 
American solidarity groups, in anti-imperialist groups, in the squatters 
movement. Therefore the saying "The women's movement is dead, long 
live the women's movement!" is accurate. The women's movement is not 
one issue like the anti-nuke or squatter movements, which will not survive 
if no more nuclear plants are built, or no more property is available for 
speculation. The women's movement relates to the totality of patriarchal 
structures, their technology, their organiztion of labour, their relationship to 
nature, and it is therefore a phenomenon which won't disappear with the 
removal of some cancerous growths, but instead in the long process of 
social revolution. 

Zora 1: The women's movement has never really analyzed its defeat around 
the abortion law and around the state financing of projects like shelters for 
battered women. It lacks a rejection of state politics. Also, it anticipated the 
turning point in family politics through the wave of the new motherhood in 
the women's movement. Also, the class question never existed; social 
differences were denied by the universalization of sexist oppression. This 
makes it difficult to find an answer to the worsening of labour conditions, 
increasing oppression, and reactionary family politics in the present crisis. 
The lack of a perspective for action in order to react appropriately to the 
attack leads to the dilemma of either going offensively against reactionary 
politics or solely preserving the unfolding of leeway for women. We can't 
solve this problem in theory, but we don't think the building of women's 
committees (in the Green Party) is an appropriate solution. The experience 
is that women do not come to power by ways which exist directly to 
exclude women and to stabilize and conserve patriarchal domination. 
Therefore, we consider women's committees which want to organize 
greater influence in parties and institutions the wrong way. 

Zora 2: But in the meantime other important discussions and analyses by 
women which consider the future development of society have begun to 
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women's oppression in this society. Also women no longer experience their 
oppression as an individual case or think they themselves are responsible 
for it, instead women come together and experience their strength. The 
things that were organized by the women's movement like women's 
bookstores, women's centres, women's newspapers, and meetings and 
congresses - all this has been part of the political reality for some time and 
is a strong part of the development of the struggle.  

Zora 2: Some successes were rather an expression of the situation in a 
society which can allow women some leeway. Of course when they wanted 
women in the factories and offices they created more places in 
kindergartens, but this didn't lead to a basic change in the lifestyle of a 
woman. It requires a continous movement whose aims cannot be 
integrated, whose uncompromising section cannot be forced into legal 
forms, whose anger and dedication to non-parliamentary struggles and anti-
instituional forms is expressed without limit.  

Zora 1: The legal route is not sufficient because the usual repression and 
structures of violence are legal. It is legal if husbands beat and rape their 
wives. It is legal if women traders buy our Third World sisters and sell them 
to German men. It is legal when women ruin their health and do 
monotonous work for subsistence wages. These are all violent conditions 
which we are no longer willing to accept and tolerate and which can't be 
changed solely by criticism. It was an important step to create a public 
consciousness about violence against women, but it didn't lead to its 
prevention. It is a phenomenon that the screaming unfairness which 
women suffer is met with an incredible proportion of ignorance. It is a 
tolerance which exposes male parasitism. This "typical situation" is 
connected to the fact that there is not much resistance. Oppression is only 
recognized through resistance. Therefore we sabotage, boycott, damage, 
and take revenge for experienced violence and humiliation by attacking 
those who are responsible. 

What do you think about the contemporary women's movement? 

Zora 2: We think it's wrong to talk about the women's movement. On the 
one hand the women's movement is understood as a result of long existing 
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256 Queer Ultraviolence

Toward The 
Queerest 
Insurrection 
By The Mary Nardini Gang

i
Some will read “queer” as synonymous with “gay and lesbian” or 

“LGBT”. This reading falls short. While those who would fit within the 
constructions of “L”, “G”, “B” or “T” could fall within the discursive 
limits of queer, queer is not a stable area to inhabit. Queer is not 
merely another identity that can be tacked onto a list of neat social 
categories, nor the quantitative sum of our identities. Rather, it is the 
qualitative position of opposition to presentations of stability—an 
identity that problematizes the manageable limits of identity. Queer is 
a territory of tension, defined against the dominant narrative of white-
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ii
As queers we understand Normalcy. Normal, is the tyranny of our 
condition; reproduced in all of our relationships. Normalcy is violently 
reiterated in every minute of every day. We understand this Normalcy 
as the Totality. The Totality being the interconnection and overlapping 
of all oppression and misery. The Totality is the state. It is capitalism. 
It is civilization and empire. The totality is fence-post crucifixion. It 
is rape and murder at the hands of police. It is “Str8 Acting” and “No 
Fatties or Femmes”. It is Queer Eye for the Straight Guy. It is the brutal 
lessons taught to those who can’t achieve Normal. It is every way 
we’ve limited ourselves or learned to hate our bodies. We understand 
Normalcy all too well.

iii
When we speak of social war, we do so because purist class analysis 
is not enough for us. What does a marxist economic worldview mean 
to a survivor of bashing? To a sex worker? To a homeless, teenage 
runaway? How can class analysis, alone as paradigm for a revolution, 
promise liberation to those of us journeying beyond our assigned 
genders and sexualities? The Proletariat as revolutionary subject 
marginalizes all whose lives don’t fit in the model of heterosexual-
worker.

Lenin and Marx have never fucked the ways we have.

We need something a bit more thorough—something 
equipped to come with teeth-gnashing to all the intricacies of our 
misery. Simply put, we want to make ruins of domination in all of its 
varied and interlacing forms. This struggle inhabiting every social 
relationship is what we know as social war. It is both the process and 
the condition of a conflict with this totality.
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iv
In the discourse of queer, we are talking about a space of struggle 
against this totality—against normalcy. By “queer”, we mean “social 
war”. And when we speak of queer as a conflict with all domination, 
we mean it. 

v
See, we’ve always been the other, the alien, the criminal. The story of 
queers in this civilization has always been the narrative of the sexual 
deviant, the constitutional psychopathic inferior, the traitor, the freak, 
the moral imbecile. We’ve been excluded at the border, from labor, 
from familial ties. We’ve been forced into concentration camps, into 
sex slavery, into prisons.

The normal, the straight, the american family has 
always constructed itself in opposition to the queer. Straight is not 
queer. White is not of color. Healthy does not have HIV. Man is not 
woman. The discourses of heterosexuality, whiteness, and capitalism 
reproduce themselves into a model of power. For the rest of us, there 
is death. 

In his work, Jean Genet asserts that the life of a queer 
is one of exile—that all of the totality of this world is constructed to 
marginalize and exploit us. He posits the queer as the criminal. He 
glorifies homosexuality and criminality as the most beautiful and 
lovely forms of conflict with the bourgeois world. He writes of the 
secret worlds of rebellion and joy inhabited by criminals and queers. 

Quoth Genet, Excluded by my birth and tastes from the 
social order, I was not aware of its diversity. Nothing in the world was 
irrelevant: the stars on a general’s sleeve, the stock-market quotations, the 
olive harvest, the style of the judiciary, the wheat exchange, flower-beds. 
Nothing. This order, fearful and feared, whose details were all inter-related, 
had a meaning: my exile.
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vi
A fag is bashed because his gender presentation is far too femme. A 
poor transman can’t afford his life-saving hormones. A sex worker is 
murdered by their client. A genderqueer persyn is raped because ze 
just needed to be “fucked straight”. Four black lesbians are sent to 
prison for daring to defend themselves against a straight-male attacker. 
Cops beat us on the streets and our bodies are being destroyed by 
pharmaceutical companies because we can’t give them a dime.

Queers experience, directly with our bodies, the 
violence and domination of this world. Class, Race, Gender, Sexuality, 
Ability; while often these interrelated and overlapping categories of 
oppression are lost to abstraction, queers are forced to physically 
understand each. We’ve had our bodies and desires stolen from us, 
mutilated and sold back to us as a model of living we can never embody.

Foucault says that power must be understood in the 
first instance as the multiplicity of force relations immanent in the sphere 
in which they operate and which constitute their own organization; as 
the processes which, through ceaseless struggles and confrontations, 
transforms, strengthens or reverses them; as the support which these force 
relations find in one another, thus forming a chain or system, or on the 
contrary, the disjunctions and contradictions which isolate them from 
one another; and lastly, as the strategies in which they take effect, whose 
general design or institutional crystallization is embodied in the state 
apparatus, in the formulation of the law, in the various social hegemonies.

We experience the complexity of domination and 
social control amplified through heterosexuality. When police kill 
us, we want them dead in turn. When prisons entrap our bodies and 
rape us because our genders aren’t similarly contained, of course we 
want fire to them all. When borders are erected to construct a national 
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identity absent of people of color and queers, we see only one solution: 
every nation and border reduced to rubble. 

vii
The perspective of queers within the heteronormative world is a 
lens through which we can critique and attack the apparatus of 
capitalism. We can analyze the ways in which Medicine, the Prison 
System, the Church, the State, Marriage, the Media, Borders, the 
Military and Police are used to control and destroy us. More 
importantly, we can use these cases to articulate a cohesive criticism 
of every way that we are alienated and dominated.

Queer is a position from which to attack the 
normative—more, a position from which to understand and attack the 
ways in which normal is reproduced and reiterated. In destabilizing 
and problematizing normalcy, we can destabilize and become a 
problem for the Totality. 

The history of organized queers was borne out of 
this position. The most marginalized—transfolk, people of color, sex 
workers—have always been the catalysts for riotous explosions of 
queer resistance. These explosions have been coupled with a radical 
analysis wholeheartedly asserting that the liberation for queer people 
is intrinsically tied to the annihilation of capitalism and the state. It 
is no wonder, then, that the first people to publicly speak of sexual 
liberation in this country were anarchists, or that those in the last 
century who struggled for queer liberation also simultaneously 
struggled against capitalism, racism, patriarchy, and empire. This is 
our history.

viii 
If history proves anything, it is that capitalism has a treacherous 
recuperative tendency to pacify radical social movements. It works 
rather simply, actually. A group gains privilege and power within a 
movement, and shortly thereafter sells their comrades out. Within a 
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couple years of stonewall, affluent-gay-white-males had thoroughly 
marginalized everyone who had made their movement possible, and 
abandoned their revolution with them. 

It was once that to be queer was to be in direct 
conflict with the forces of control and domination. Now, we are faced 
with a condition of utter stagnation and sterility. As always, Capital 
recuperated brick-throwing street queens into suited politicians 
and activists. There are log-cabin-Republicans and “stonewall” 
refers to gay Democrats. There are gay energy drinks and a “queer” 
television station that wages war on the minds, bodies, and esteem of 
impressionable youth. The “LGBT” political establishment has become 
a force of assimilation, gentrification, capital, and state power. Gay 
identity has become both a marketable commodity and a device of 
withdrawal from struggle against domination.

Now they don’t critique marriage, military, or the 
state. Rather we have campaigns for queer assimilation into each. 
Their politics is advocacy for such grievous institutions, rather than 
the annihilation of them all. “Gays can kill poor people around the 
world as well as straight people!” “Gays can hold the reigns of the state 
and capital as well straight people!” “We are just like you”. 

Assimilationists want nothing less than to construct 
the homosexual as normal—white, monogamous, wealthy, 2.5 
children, SUVs with a white picket fence. This construction, of course, 
reproduces the stability of heterosexuality, whiteness, patriarchy, the 
gender binary, and capitalism itself. 

If we genuinely want to make ruins of this totality, 
we need to make a break. We don’t need inclusion into marriage, the 
military and the state. We need to end them. No more gay politicians, 
CEOs, and cops. We need to swiftly and immediately articulate a wide 
gulf between the politics of assimilation and the struggle for liberation.

We need to rediscover our riotous inheritance as 
queer anarchists. We need to destroy constructions of normalcy, and 
create instead a position based in our alienation from this normalcy, 
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and one capable of dismantling it. We must use these positions to 
instigate breaks, not just from the assimilationist mainstream, but 
from capitalism itself. These positions can become tools of a social 
force ready to create a complete rupture with this world. 

Our bodies have been born into conflict with this 
social order. We need to deepen that conflict and make it spread.

ix
Susan Stryker writes that the State acts to regulate bodies, in ways 
both great and small, by enmeshing them within norms and expectations 
that determine what kinds of lives are deemed livable or useful and by 
shutting down the space of possibility and imaginative transformation 
where peoples’ lives begin to exceed and escape the state’s use for them.

We must create space wherein it is possible for desire 
to flourish. This space, of course, requires conflict with this social 
order. To desire, in a world structured to confine desire, is a tension 
we live daily. We must understand this tension so that we can become 
powerful through it—we must understand it so that it can tear our 
confinement apart. 

This terrain, born in rupture, must challenge 
oppression in its entirety. This of course, means total negation of this 
world. We must become bodies in revolt. We need to delve into and 
indulge in power. We can learn the strength of our bodies in struggle 
for space for our desires. In desire we’ll find the power to destroy not 
only what destroys us, but also those who aspire to turn us into a 
gay mimicry of that which destroys us. We must be in conflict with 
regimes of the normal. This means to be at war with everything.

If we desire a world without restraint, we must tear 
this one to the ground. We must live beyond measure and love and 
desire in ways most devastating. We must come to understand the 
feeling of social war. We can learn to be a threat, we can become the 
queerest of insurrections.
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x
To be clear:

We’ve despaired that we could never be as well-
dressed or cultured as the Fab Five. We found nothing in Brokeback 
Mountain. We’ve spent far too long shuffling through hallways with 
heads-hung-low. We don’t give a shit about marriage or the military. 
But oh we’ve had the hottest sex—everywhere—in all the ways we 
aren’t supposed to and the other boys at school definitely can’t know 
about it. 

And when I was sixteen a would-be-bully pushed me 
and called me a faggot. I hit him in the mouth. The intercourse of my 
fist and his face was far sexier and more liberating than anything MTV 
ever offered our generation. With the pre-cum of desire on my lips I 
knew from then on that I was an anarchist.

In short, this world has never been enough for us. We 
say to it, “we want everything, motherfucker, try to stop us!”

FILTH IS OUR POLITICS!  
FILTH IS OUR LIFE!
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appendix one: relevant queer mythology
1. Cooper’s Donuts was an all night donut shop on a seedy stretch of 
Main Street in Los Angeles. It was a regular hangout for street queens 
and queer hustlers at all hours of the night. Police harassment was a 
regular fixture of the Cooper’s, but one May night in 1959, the queers 
fought back. What started with customers throwing donuts at the 
police escalated into full-on street fighting. In the ensuing chaos, all 
of the donut-wielding rebels  escaped into the night.

2. One weekend in August of 1966,  Compton’s—a twenty-four-hour 
cafeteria in San Francisco’s Tenderloin neighborhood—was buzzing 
with its usual late-night crowd of drag queens, hustlers, slummers, 
cruisers, runaway teens and neighborhood regulars. The restaurant’s 
management became annoyed by a noisy young crowd of queens at 
one table who seemed to be spending a lot of time without spending 
a lot of money, and it called the police to roust them. A surly police 
officer, accustomed to manhandling Compton’s clientele with 
impunity, grabbed the arm of one of the queens and tried to drag her 
away. She unexpectedly threw her coffee in his face, however, and a 
melee erupted: Plates, trays, cups, and silverware flew through the 
air at the startled police who ran outside and called for backup. The 
customers turned over the tables, smashed the plate-glass windows, 
and poured onto the streets. When the police reinforcements arrived, 
street fighting broke out all throughout the Compton’s vicinity. Drag 
queens beat the police with their heavy purses and kicked them with 
their high-heeled shoes. A police car was vandalized, a newspaper box 
was burnt to the ground, and general havoc was raised all throughout 
the Tenderloin.
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3. What began as an early morning raid on June 28th, 1969, at New 
York’s Stonewall Inn, escalated to four days of rioting throughout 
Greenwich Village. Police conducted the raid as usual; targeting 
people of color, transpeople, and gender variants for harassment 
and violence. It all changed, though, when a bull-dyke resisted her 
arrest and several street queens began throwing bottles and rocks 
at the police. The police began beating folks, but soon people from 
all over the neighborhood rushed to the scene, swelling the rioters’ 
numbers to over 2,000. The vastly outnumbered police barricaded 
themselves inside the bar, while an uprooted parking meter was used 
as a battering ram by the crowd. Molotov cocktails were thrown at the 
bar. Riot police arrived on scene, but were unable to regain control of 
the situation. Drag queens danced a conga line and sang songs amidst 
the street fighting to mock the inability of the police to re-establish 
order. The rioting continued until dawn, only to be picked up again at 
nightfall of the subsequent days.

4. On the night of May 21st 1979, in what has come to be known as 
the White Night Riots, the queer community of San Francisco was 
outraged and wanted justice for the murder of Harvey Milk. The 
outraged queers went to city hall where they smashed the windows 
and glass door of the building. The riotous crowd took to the streets, 
disrupting traffic, smashing storefronts and car windows, disabling 
buses, and setting twelve San Francisco Police cruisers on fire. The 
rioting spread throughout the city as others joined in on the fun!

5. In 1970, Stonewall veterans, Marsha P. Johnson and Sylvia Rivera 
founded STAR—Street Transvestite Action Revolutionaries. They 
opened the STAR house, a radical version of the “house” culture of 
black and latina queer communities. The house provided a safe and 
free place for queer and trans street kids to stay. Marsha and Sylvia as 
the “House Mothers” hustled to pay rent so that the kids would not be 
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founded STAR—Street Transvestite Action Revolutionaries. They 
opened the STAR house, a radical version of the “house” culture of 
black and latina queer communities. The house provided a safe and 
free place for queer and trans street kids to stay. Marsha and Sylvia as 
the “House Mothers” hustled to pay rent so that the kids would not be 
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forced to. Their “children” scavenged and stole food so that everyone 
in the house could eat. That’s what we call mutual aid!

6. In the time between the Stonewall Riots and the outbreak of HIV, 
the queer community of New York saw the rise of a culture of public 
sex. Queers had orgies in squatted buildings, in abandoned semi-
trucks, on the piers and in bars and clubs all along Christopher street. 
This is our idea of voluntary association of free individuals! Many 
mark this as the most sexually liberated time this country has ever 
seen. Though the authors of this essay wholeheartedly believe we can 
outdo them.
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Feminist pacifism or passive-ism? 

Dilar Dirik 

When some white women celebrate the non-violence of women’s marches against Trump and then 
pose for photographs with police officers while police violence specifically targets people of colour, 
when Nazi-punchers are accused of being no different from fascists, when feminists in relative safety 
accuse militant women in the Middle East facing sex slavery under ISIS of militarism, we must 
problematize the liberal notion of non-violence which disregards intersecting power systems and 
mechanisms of structural violence. By dogmatically clinging onto a pacifism (or passive-ism?) that has 
a classed and racial character, and demonising violent anti-system rage, feminists exclude themselves 
from a much needed debate on alternative forms of self-defence whose objective and aesthetic serve 
liberationist politics. In a global era of femicide, sexual violence and rape culture, who can afford not to
think about women’s self-defence?

Feminism has played an important role in anti-war movements and achieved political victories in 
peace-building. The feminist critique of militarism as a patriarchal instrument renders understandable 
the rejection of women’s participation in state-armies as being ‘empowering’. But liberal feminists’ 
blanket rejection of women’s violence, no matter the objective, fails to qualitatively distinguish 
between statist, colonialist, imperialist, interventionist militarism and necessary, legitimate self-
defence. 

The monopoly on violence as a fundamental characteristic of the state protects the latter from 
accusations of injustice, while criminalising people’s basic attempts at self-preservation. Depending on 
strategies and politics, non-state actors are labelled as ‘disruptive to public order’ at best, or ‘terrorists’ 
at worst. The tendency to uphold examples like Mahatma Gandhi or Martin Luther King to make the 
case for non-violent resistance often blurs historical facts to the point of sanitising the radical and 
sometimes violent elements of legitimate anti-colonial or anti-racist resistance. 

Simultaneously, the traditional association of violence with masculinity and the systematic exclusion of
women from politics, economy, war, and peace, reproduce patriarchy through a sexual division of roles
in the realm of power. The feminist critique of violence is based in well-intentioned, yet deeply 
essentialist, reasoning of a gender-based morality, which can also reproduce portrayals of women as 
passive, inherently apolitical, and in need of protection. Such gender-reductionism fails to understand 
that inclination to violence is not inherently gender-specific but determined by interconnected systems 
of hierarchy and power as the case of white American women torturing Iraqi men in Abu Ghraib prison
demonstrates.

Kurdish women have a tradition of resistance; their philosophy of self-defence ranges from 
autonomous guerrilla women’s armies to the development of self-managed women’s cooperatives. In 
recent years, the victories of the Women’s Defence Units (YPJ) in Rojava-Northern Syria and the YJA 
Star Guerrillas of the Kurdistan Worker’s Party (PKK) against ISIS have been inspiring. Kurdish 
women, along with their Arab and Syriac Christian sisters, liberated thousands of square miles from 
ISIS, creating scenes of beauty of women liberating women. At the same time, they were also building 
the foundations of a woman’s revolution inside society. However, some western feminists questioned 
its legitimacy and dismissed it as militarism or co-optation by political groups. Western media 
narratives have portrayed this struggle in a de-politicised, exotic way, or by making generalised 
assumptions about women’s ‘natural’ disinclination to violence.  If the media reporting was dominated 
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by a male gaze, it was partly due to feminists’ refusal to engage with this relevant topic. One cannot 

help but think that militant women taking matters into their own hands impairs western feminists’ 

ability to speak on behalf of women in the Middle East, projected as helpless victims, may be one of 

the reasons for this hostility. 

The Kurdish women’s struggle developed a woman-centred philosophy of self-defence and is situated 

in an intersectional analysis of colonialism, racism, nation-statism, capitalism, and patriarchy. The 

Rose Theory is a part of the unapologetically women-liberationist political thought of PKK leader 

Abdullah Öcalan. He suggests that in order to come up with non-statist forms of self-defence, we need 

to look no further than nature itself. Every living organism, a rose, a bee, has its mechanisms of self-

defence in order to protect and express its existence – with thorns, stings, teeth, claws, etc. not to 

dominate, exploit or unnecessarily destroy another creature but to preserve itself and meet its vital 

needs. Among humans, entire systems of exploitation and domination perpetuate violence beyond 

necessary physical survival. Against this abuse of power, legitimate self-defence must be based on 

social justice and communal ethics with particular respect to women’s autonomy. If we let go of social 

Darwinist notions of survivalism and competition which under capitalist modernity have reached 

deadly dimensions and focus on the interplay of life within ecological systems, we can learn from 

nature’s ways of resistance and formulate a self-defence philosophy. In order to fight the system, self-

defence must embrace direct action, participatory radical democracy, and self-managed social, political

and economic structures.

Alongside Democratic Confederalism led by the Kurdish freedom movement, an autonomous 

Women’s Democratic Confederalist system has been built up through thousands of communes, 

councils, cooperatives, academies and defence units in Kurdistan and beyond. Through the creation of 

an autonomous women’s commune in a rural village, the identity, existence, and will of its members 

find their expression in practice and challenge the authority of the patriarchal, capitalist state. 

Furthermore, economic autonomy and communal economy based on solidarity through the 

establishment of cooperatives are crucial to society’s self-defence as they guarantee self-sustenance 

through mutualism and shared responsibility, rejecting dependence on states and men. Care for water, 

lands, forests, historic and natural heritage are vital parts of self-defence against the nation-state and 

profit-oriented environmental destruction. 

Defending oneself also means to be and know oneself. This implies the overcoming of sexist, racist 

knowledge production that capitalist modernity advocates and which excludes the oppressed from 

history. Political consciousness constitutes a fight against assimilation, alienation from nature, and 

genocidal state policies. The answer to positivist, male-centred, colonialist history-writing and social 

science is thus the establishment of grassroots women’s academies promoting liberationist 

epistemologies. 

A fight without ethics cannot protect society. In the eyes of Kurdish women fighters, ISIS cannot be 

defeated by weapons only but by a social revolution. This is why Yazidi women, after experiencing a 

traumatic genocide under ISIS, formed an autonomous women’s council for the first time in their 

history with the slogan ‘The organization of Yazidi women will be the answer to all massacres’, 

alongside women’s military organisations. In Rojava, alongside the YPJ, even grandmothers learn how 

to handle AK47s and rotate among themselves the responsibility to protect their communities within 

the Self-Defence Forces (HPC), while thousands of women’s centres, cooperatives, communes, and 

academies aim to dismantle male domination. Against the Turkish state’s hyper-masculine war, 

Kurdish women constitute one of the main challenges to Erdogan’s one-man rule through their 

autonomous mobilisation. Crucially, women from different communities have joined them in 

constructing women’s alternatives to male domination in all spheres of life. An alternative self-defence 
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concept which does not reproduce statist militarism must of course be anti-nationalist.

Unlike violence which aims to subjugate the ‘other’, self-defence is a complete dedication and 
responsibility to life. To exist means to resist. And in order to exist meaningfully and freely, one must 
be politically autonomous. Put bluntly, in an international system of sexual and racial violence, 
legitimised by capitalist nation-states, the cry for non-violence is a luxury for those in privileged 
positions of relative safety, believing that they will never end up in a situation where violence will 
become necessary to survive. While theoretically sound, pacifism does not speak to the reality of 
masses of women and thus assumes a rather elitist first world character. 

If our claims to social justice are genuine, in a world system of intersecting forms of violence, we have 
to fight back. 
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Feminism and the Kurdish Freedom 

Movement
 

Dilar Dirik 

This article is an edited version of a presentation at the “Dissecting Capitalist Modernity–

Building Democratic Confederalism” Conference at Hamburg University, April 3-5
th

, 2015.

The fact that we are discussing the Kurdish freedom movement’s approaches, ideas, and re-

conceptualizations of freedom today at this conference with people from so many diverse 

backgrounds is quite telling of the larger impacts of the Kobanê resistance, which go far 

beyond its military aspects.

The World Women’s March this year was launched at the border between North (Bakur) and 

West Kurdistan (Rojava), the artificial line which separates the twin cities Qamişlo and 

Nisêbin from each other. The committee took this decision in order to pay tribute to the 

resistance of the Women’s Defense Units YPJ in Kobanê against the Islamic State (ISIS). 

This, among many other examples, illustrates the increasing interest of feminists around the 

world in the Kurdish women’s movement.

So, at this crucial period in which Kurdish women contributed to a re-articulation of women’s 

liberation by rejecting to comply with the premises of the global patriarchal capitalist nation-

state order, by breaking the taboo of women’s militancy (which is a taboo everywhere in the 

world, as it breaks social boundaries), by reclaiming legitimate self-defense, by dissociating 

the monopoly of power from the state, and by fighting a brutal force not on behalf of 

imperialist forces, but in order to create their own terms of liberation, not only from the state or

fascist organizations, but also their own community, what can feminist movements learn from 

the experience of Kurdish women?

First, it should be mentioned that Kurdish women’s relationship to the feminisms in the region 

has often been quite complicated. Turkish feminists for instance had the tendency to 

marginalize Kurdish women, which they perceived as backward, and tried to forcefully 
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assimilate them into their nationalist “modernization project”. In practice, this meant that all 

women first had to be “Turkish” in order to qualify for liberation. Their political struggle, 

especially when armed, was often met with harsh state violence, which used a gross 

combination of racism and sexism, centered around sexualized torture, systematic rape, and 

propaganda campaigns that portrayed militant women as prostitutes, because they dared to 

pose themselves as enemies of hyper-masculine armies. In the Western discourse, Kurdish 

women’s agency in their struggle was often denied by claims that they are “being 

instrumentalized for the national cause” or that they participate in the liberation struggle in 

order to escape their sad lives as “victims of a backward culture”. Apart from being inherently 

chauvinistic and sexist, these kinds of arguments are further unable to explain the fact that 

the Kurdish movement created a popular grassroots feminist movement which challenged 

tradition and transformed society to a striking extent. Today, when we look at how the 

mainstream treats the Kurdish women’s resistance against ISIS, we can see very simplistic 

and problematic approaches that focus on the war in terms of a physical military fight only, 

even a certain Schadenfreude that ISIS is being defeated by women, a classical “girls beat 

boys” type of attitude. The women’s political motivations, their ideologies are ignored or co-

opted within this context, even by feminists. Not many investigate the ideals that drive their 

struggle, barely anyone questions the fact that the ideology with which the women are fighting

against ISIS is in fact on the terrorist list of many Western countries.

The aim of this talk is not to imply that feminism and the Kurdish women’s movement are two 

separate things. Rather, I want to investigate their relationships and focus on the original 

approaches of the Kurdish women’s movement that could provide some perspectives for 

other movements.

Of course there is not one singular feminism, but several strands which sometimes differ 

greatly from each other. The specifics of the experience of Kurdish women which created 

direct lived consciousness of the fact that different forms of oppression are inter-related, due 

to their multiply-oppressed position as members of a stateless nation in a world ruled by 

states, socio-economic exclusion, and patriarchal violence by the state and the community, as

well as the Kurdish freedom movement’s critique of colonialism, capitalism, and the state, 

perhaps suggest anarchist, socialist and anti-colonial feminist movements to be the closest to 

the Kurdish women’s movement’s experience.



Yet, while claiming feminism as an important part of historical society and its legacy as a 

heritage, the discussions within the Kurdish women’s movement today aim to investigate the 

limits of feminism and move beyond it. This is not at all a classical post-feminist approach, nor

does it reject feminism. Moving beyond means to systematize an alternative to the dominant 

system through a radical systemic critique and the communalization of the multi-front 

struggle, especially by politicizing the grassroots, leading a mental revolution, and 

transforming or figuratively killing the masculine and its multitudinous expressions, as well as 

questioning and resisting the entire global order, the stage of this violence and oppression. 

Kobanê, as well as the two other cantons of Rojava –Cizîre and Afrîn- are an example of the 

practical implementation of this. As I argue, the resistance of Kobanê, where courageous 

women defeated the most fascist forces of our day, has a lot to do with the people’s political 

ideology and envisioned model. The victory of Kobanê is a direct result of the social and 

political organization of the cantons, as well as the movement’s concept of freedom, far 

beyond nationalism, power, and the state.

Abdullah Öcalan, the ideological representative of the PKK, explicitly states that patriarchy, 

along with capitalism and the state lie at the roots of oppression, domination, and power and 

makes the connection between them clear: “All the power and state ideologies stem from 

sexist attitudes and behaviour[...]. Without women’s slavery none of the other types of slavery

can exist let alone develop. Capitalism and nation-state denote the most institutionalized 

dominant male. More boldly and openly spoken: capitalism and nation-state are the 

monopolism of the despotic and exploitative male”.[1] He further claims: “Nothing in the 

Middle East is as gruesome as the social status of the woman. The enslavement of the 

woman is similar to the enslavement of the peoples, except it is even older”.[2] Elsewhere: 

“The project of women’s liberation goes far beyond the equality of the sexes, but moreover 

describes the essence of general democracy, of human rights, of harmony with nature and 

communal equality” (Öcalan, 2010, 203).

The Kurdish freedom movement’s outlook on women’s liberation is of an explicit communalist 

nature. Rather than deconstructing gender roles to infinity, it treats the conditions behind 

current concepts of womanhood as sociological phenomena and aims to redefine such 

concepts by formulating a new social contract. It criticizes mainstream feminism’s common 
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analysis of sexism in terms of gender only, as well as its failure to achieve wider social 

change and justice by limiting the struggle to the framework of the persisting order. One of 

feminism’s main tragedies is its falling into the trap of liberalism. Under the banner of 

liberation, extreme individualism and consumerism are often propagated as emancipation and

empowerment, posing clear obstacles to any collective action or to even touch the issues of 

real people. Of course individual liberties are crucial to democracy, but failure to mobilize in a 

grassroots manner requires a fundamental self-critique of feminism.The feminist term 

“intersectionality” of course underlines that forms of oppression are interlinked and that 

feminism needs to take a holistic approach to tackle them. But often, the feminist circles that 

engage in these debates fail to touch the real lives of millions of affected women, generating 

yet another vacuumed discussion on radicalism, inaccessible to most. How radical or 

intersectional is a struggle that fails to spread?

These attitudes, according to the Kurdish women’s movement, are linked to the subscription 

to positivist science and the relationship between knowledge and power, which blurs the 

explicit links between forms of domination, thus eliminating the belief in a different world by 

portraying the global system as the natural, immutable order of things. Due to its specific 

socio-political and economic conditions, as well as a firm ideological stance, accompanied by 

much sacrifice, the Kurdish women’s movement was able to mobilize into a mass movement 

by arriving at certain conclusions not just through theoretical debates, but actual lived 

experiences and practices, which not only created direct political consciousness but also an 

attachment to collectively find solutions, against all odds.

Thus, encouraged by Öcalan’s suggestion to develop a scientific method that challenges the 

hegemonic understanding of the sciences, especially the social sciences, which reproduce 

mechanisms of violence, exclusion, and oppression -one that does not limit itself to 

categorizing phenomena around humans and community without considering the fact that 

these are alive and potentially able to solve their problems, and that split areas of life from 

each other by creating myriads of scientific branches, but instead proposes a science that 

practically seeks to provide solutions to social problems, a “sociology of freedom”, centered 

around the voices and experiences of the oppressed- the women’s movement has been 

engaging in theoretical debates and proposed the concept of “jineology” (jin, Kurdish: 

“woman”). Discussions and debates are held in the Qandil mountains, at the frontlines in 



Rojava, as well as in poor neighborhoods in Diyarbakir – every street corner can be turned 

into an academy. Questions like “How to re-read and re-write women’s history? How is 

knowledge attained? What methods can be used in a liberationist quest for truth, when 

today’s science and knowledge productions take knowledge away from us and serve to 

maintain the status quo?” arise in intensive discussions. The deconstruction of patriarchy and 

other forms of subjugation, domination, and violence are accompanied by discussions on the 

construction of alternatives based on liberationist values and solutions to freedom issues.

While defining itself as a women’s science or women’s quest for knowledge itself, an 

objection that jineology poses to feminism is that it often occupies itself with analyzing social 

issues merely through gender lenses. While deconstructing gender roles and patriarchy has 

immensely contributed to our understanding of sexism and other forms of violence and 

oppression, this has not always successfully proposed what kind of alternative we can 

collectively create instead. If concepts such as man and woman, no matter how socially 

constructed they may be, look like they will persist in the minds of people for a while, should 

we perhaps try to set new terms of existence, provide them with a liberationist essence in the 

attempt to overcome them? Let us not forget the background behind which these discussions 

are being held – in and around ultra-conservative societies with limited room for individual 

self-expression that deem women as unworthy, voiceless servants of men, a context of 

normalized, overtly institutionalized violence against women. If it is possible to re-imagine 

concepts of identity such as the “nation” by disassociating it from ethnic implications and 

aiming at forming a unity based on principles, in other words, a unity of thought, consisting of 

political subjects rather than objects serving the state (which is the idea that is advocated in 

multi-cultural Rojava, the “democratic nation” as articulated by Öcalan), can we also create a 

new free, radically empowering women’s identity, based on autonomy and freedom to shape 

a new sense of community, free from hierarchy and domination? Jineology does not aim to 

perpetuate an essentialist concept of womanhood, a new assigning of a social role with 

limited room for movement, neither does it regard itself as a provider of answers, but 

proposes itself as a method to explore such arising questions in a collectivist manner.By 

researching history and history writing, jineology tries to learn from ruptures in mythologies 

and religions, understand the communalist forms of organization in the Neolithic age and 

beyond, investigate the relationships between means of production and social organization, 

and the rise of patriarchy with the emergence of accumulation and property.



And yet, while criticizing feminism’s fixation on gender, the Kurdish women’s movement at the

same time, due to its own experience, recognizes the urgent need to pay attention to specific 

oppressions. In fact, the core element of this movement’s organizational structure is the 

autonomous self-organization of groups and communities in order to enhance radical 

democracy. Unlike most leaders of classical national liberation movements, Öcalan 

emphasizes the need for autonomous and conscious feminist struggle[3]and even prioritizes 

women’s liberation: “The twenty first century must be the era of awakening; the era of the 

liberated, emancipated woman [...]. I believe [women’s liberation] should have priority over the

liberation of homelands and labour” (Öcalan, 2013, p.59). There are plenty of examples of 

how the Kurdish women’s movement tries to live this autonomy in practice here and now, 

rather than projecting it to a time in the future – even one brief look at Kurdish women’s 

participation and power in Turkey’s politics would speak volumes. Women’s liberation is not 

just seen as an aim, but as a method that needs to be practiced on an everyday basis. It is 

not something that will be achieved in a democracy, but it is democracy in practice.

Today, the movement splits power equally between one woman and one man from party 

presidencies to neighborhood councils through its co-chair principle. Beyond providing 

women and men with equal decision-making power, the co-chair concept aims to decentralize

power, prevent monopolism, and promote consensus-finding. This again demonstrates the 

association of liberation with communalist decision-making. The women’s movement is 

autonomously organized, socially, politically, militarily. While these organizational principles 

seek to guarantee women representation, massive social and political mobilization raises 

society’s consciousness, which requires a radical mentality revolution, because hierarchy and

domination first establish themselves in thought.

Inspired by these principles, the Rojava cantons enforce co-presidencies and quotas, and 

created women’s defense units, women’s communes, academies, tribunals, and cooperatives

in the midst of war and under the weight of an embargo. The women’s movement Yekîtiya 

Star is autonomously organized in all walks of life, from defense to economy to education to 

health. Autonomous women’s councils exist parallel to the people’s councils and can veto the 

latter’s decisions. Men committing violence against women are not supposed to be part of the 

administration. Gender-based discrimination, forced marriages, domestic violence, honor 
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killings, polygamy, child marriage, and bride price are criminalized. Many non-Kurdish 

women, especially Arabs and Assyrians, join the armed ranks and administration in Rojava 

and are encouraged to organize autonomously as well. In all spheres, including the internal 

security forces (asayish) and the People’s Defense Units YPG and Women’s Defense Units 

YPJ, gender equality is a central part of education and training. As Ruken, an activist of the 

women’s movement in Rojava said: “We don’t knock on people’s doors and tell them they are

wrong. Instead, we try to explain to them that they can organize themselves and give them 

the means to determine their own lives”.

Interestingly, though women’s liberation was always part of the PKK’s ideology, the women’s 

autonomous organization emerged simultaneous to the general shift of the political aim from 

the nation-state towards local grassroots-democratic mobilization. As the relationship 

between different forms of oppression was identified, as the oppressive assumptions and 

mechanisms of the statist system were exposed, alternative solutions were sought, resulting 

in the articulation of women’s liberation as an uncompromising principle.

Rather than aspiring to quest for justice within state-granted concepts such as legal rights, 

which is one of the pre-occupations of mainstream feminism, the Kurdish women’s movement

came to the conclusion that the road to liberation requires a fundamental critique of the 

system. Instead of putting the burden on women, women’s liberation becomes a matter of 

responsibility for all of society, because it becomes a measure for society’s ethics and 

freedom. For a meaningful freedom struggle, women's liberation must be an aim, but also an 

active method in the liberation process. In fact, expecting any meaningful social change from 

the very mechanisms that perpetuate rape culture and violence against women, such as the 

state, would mean to resort to liberalism with its feminist and democratic pretensions. A 

slogan I have seen in Rojava quite often, “We will defeat the attacks of the Islamic State by 

securing the liberation of women in the Middle East” is quite telling of this. Because one 

cannot just defeat ISIS militarily without also defeating the mentality that underlies it, the 

persisting global rape culture that gives it a platform. That mentality is not just embodied by 

ISIS, but is also partly expressed in our own minds, in our own communities – liberal state 

violence, ISIS’s violence, and honor killings in our own community are not that different from 

each other. Against all odds, after decades-long struggles and sacrifices, Kurdish women 

have established a political culture in and around the PKK in which sexism and violence 



against women will meet social ostracism.

The women’s movement independently produces sophisticated theories and critiques, but it is

striking that a male leader of a Middle Eastern movement places women’s liberation as a 

critical measure of freedom. This has led to many feminists –who often haven’t actually read 

Öcalan’s books- to criticize that the Kurdish women’s movement is centered around a man in 

a leadership position. But if we analyze women’s freedom problem beyond narrow 

understandings within the gender framework, but instead treat it as society’s freedom issue, 

as fundamentally linked to centuries-old reproductions of power and hierarchy, when we 

rearticulate our understandings of liberation outside of the parameters of the dominant system

with its patriarchal assumptions and behaviours, but seek to pose a radical alternative to it, if 

we thus stop regarding women’s liberation as a side effect of a perceived general revolution 

or liberation that may never come, but instead recognize that the radical fight for women’s 

freedom and their autonomous self-organization must be a central method and mechanism of 

the process towards freedom here and now, if we link the radical critique of the very methods 

we use to make sense of the world to the process of designing a more just life, in short – if we

broaden and hence systematize our struggle for liberation, and recognize that the road to 

freedom requires self-reflection and internalization of democratic liberationist values, perhaps 

it would not be surprising after all that one of the most outspoken feminists can in fact be a 

man. Rather than concerning ourselves with Öcalan’s sex or gender, we should perhaps try to

understand what it means for a man from an extremely feudal-patriarchal society to take such

a position regarding women’s enslavement. What does it mean when a person in such a 

leading position calls to “kill the man”? Perhaps this is the radicalism that we need to solve 

our issues...

The World Women’s March that I had mentioned in the introduction joined this year’s 8th 

March celebrations in Amed (Diyarbakir). While photos of martyred Kurdish women militants 

were waving in the wind, I saw a group of singing people forming a circle of traditional Kurdish

dances. One woman was playing the daf on which she had drawn the Anarchism A, while a 

veiled elderly woman in traditional clothes with fingers forming the victory sign was dancing to

her rhythm, next to a young man accompanying her joy by waving a large LGBT flag. Quite 

an unusual sight to say the least, but indeed telling of the character of the Kurdish women’s 

movement.



Those wondering whether the Kurdish women’s movement “is actually feminist or not” need to

realize the radicalism that swings between the two fingers raised to the victory sign by elderly 

women in colorful robes with traditional tattoos on their faces in Rojava today. That these 

women now participate in TV programs, people’s councils, the economy, that they now learn 

to read and write in their own language, that, once a week, a 70-year old woman recites 

traditional folk tales at the newly established Mesopotamia Academy of Social Sciences to 

challenge the history-writing of hegemonic powers and positivist science, is a radical act of 

defiance against the former monist regime, because rather than replacing the person on top, 

it refuses the parameters of the system altogether and constructs its own standards. And this 

platform will eventually defeat ISIS in the long-run.

The struggling women in Kobanê have become an inspiration for women around the word. In 

this sense, if we want to challenge the global patriarchal, nation-statist, racist, militarist, neo-

colonialist and capitalist systemic order, we should ask which kinds of feminism this system 

can accept and which ones it cannot. An imperialist “feminism” can justify wars in the Middle 

East to “save women from barbarism”, while the same forces that fuel this so-called 

barbarism by their foreign policies or arms trades label the women who defend themselves in 

Kobanê today as terrorist.

The dominant system considers one of the most mobilized and empowering women’s 

movements as an inherent threat to its status quo. Thus, it becomes clear that the Kurdish 

freedom movement does not pose a threat to the international order due to its potential 

capability of creating a new state – in fact, it opposes the state paradigm-, but because of its 

radical alternative to it, an alternative life explicitly centred on abolishing 5000 years of 

systematic mental and physical slavery.

When we look at the two sides that fight in Kobanê today – smiling, hopeful women on one 

side, and murderous, violent rapists, who build their hegemony of darkness on destruction 

and fascist brutality on the other side, it looks like a movie script, the storyline of a novel. But 

it is in no way a coincident that these two lines are fighting in Rojava. The current order may 

be the legacy of millennia-old systems of domination and subjugation, there may have always

been oppression, but at the same time, there have also always been revolutionary, rebellious,



resistance struggles. The Islamic State is not a coincidental evil, but a result of the world 

order, and this order, with all of its mercenaries, meets its biggest enemy in the radical smiles 

of struggling women. Smiling is an ideological act. And these women are the guardians of our 

option of freedom.

Kurdish women have always been excluded from history-writing, but now their power has 

gone down in history. We are proud to belong to a generation of young Kurdish women, who 

will grow up having witnessed and identified with such a glorious struggle. It is not an empty 

pride in meaningless things such as nationalism, but a pride in resisting and sacrificing 

oneself for fundamental principles, for life. We do not need any myths or romanticizations to 

justify our demands for freedom. And I cannot imagine any mythology, any religious text, any 

fairy tale that could be more epic, liberating, and empowering than the resistance displayed 

by Kobanê’s women against fascism. We were all reborn with the resistance of Kobanê.
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INTERVIEW

With Subcomandante Marcos

By El Kilombo Intergaláctico

THE OTHER CAMPAIGN: A DIAGNOSTIC

1After having spent all of  2006 traveling by land to visit the 32 states of  the Mexican Republic, the EZLN said that they have 

found much more pain than what they had expected. Since the Sixth Declaration was written, how have the EZ’s ideas changed, 

in terms of  what Mexico is, suffers, and could be?

Well to start with, before writing the Sixth, we did a kind of  x-ray or study of  the country.  Not by reading books, 

but, like the intellectuals say, through fieldwork.  So we sent a group of  compañeros and compañeras to vari-

ous parts of  the country to see what the situation was like.  After 2001, when the indigenous law was betrayed [by the 

National Congress], the question left pending was, what now? At that point, after so many years of  efforts to establish 

a conversation with the political class, which failed, we were deciding to change interlocutors, and we had to answer 

the question, now who? With whom are we going to speak? Which is what I was asking you before we started: “Who 

am I talking to?” So we sent out these compañeros and compañeras, and we gave them the collective name, “Elias 

Contreras,” in honor of  a support-base compañero who died around that time. They brought us this type of  radiog-

raphy that told us something about the subject of  land, something about the subject of  young people, and something 

about women. 

In broad strokes, this study coincided with our perception or intuition that the sectors that had worked most 

closely with us, or which had best understood our word as Zapatistas—indigenous peoples, women, and young peo-

ple—continued to be near us and continued to maintain this synchrony, not as a result of  the virtue of  our discourse, 

but because of  their own realities. That is, it is not the eloquence of  our word that has earned their ear, bur rather the 

fact that they are seeing and living things similar to what we are; this is why we are speaking the same language. 

We told ourselves we could construct a movement if  we could construct a common terrain. The terrain that 

the EZLN inhabits is a clandestine political-military one, and we would need to construct another level, another ter-

rain of  encounter, another space, like you guys say, to meet each other. And this was what the Sixth proposed. The 

place where we would meet would have to be in their places, on their terrains—no longer just Zapatista initiatives in 

Zapatista territory, because this would imply once again the hegemony of  the EZLN with respect to the tasks and 

priorities set and the paths and companions taken, which is what had marked the previous 10-12 years. So we said, if  

we make this common territory and common terrain, it has to be with them, where they are, and that means we will 

have to come out. 

So we did this kind of  diagnostic of  suffering, of  the criminalization of  the young people, of  this, how do I 

put it, this fraud of  gender equality.  By this I mean the assumption that the struggle over gender has advanced, be-

cause, within the political class or the wealthiest and most powerful business sector, women have been able to appear 

more visibly, which hides the fact that intrafamilial rape continues to be a problem, that aggression against women just 
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because they are women continues in the streets, at work, in school, everywhere. And on the subject of  indigenous 

peoples...Yes there had been much attention given to the indigenous Zapatistas of  Chiapas, and secondarily to the Na-

tional Indigenous Congress. But there are other indigenous peoples that were not even named, not recognized, as if  

they did not even exist. These are the things that were discovered, among other things, in the first journey of  the first 

phase [of  the Other Campaign]. 

We had thought, we must construct this terrain of  encounter, but we must also ask ourselves, “What for?” 

Then the basic principles of  the Sixth were established, and we decided we were against the political class, against 

the system, and we were going to identify the common enemy of  our pain and the form in which we would find that 

enemy and fight it. We were given the image of  a country with many pains but still marked by what the mass media 

presents us with: this great divide between the north of  the country, which supposedly has a quality of  life similar 

to that of  the southern United States, and the Mexican south, which is said to have a quality of  life closer to that of  

Central America. This is why it is presumed that the great movement of  people to the Other Side [the United States] 

came principally from the states of  the south and from Central America. 

When we began the journey, the first part, it was confirmed that there is in effect a significant acceleration of  

the loss of  lands and thus the expulsion of  indigenous peoples and poor farmers to the cities and toward the north-

ern border. Schools in general, from kindergarten to postgraduate studies, are undergoing an accelerated process of  

privatization, which leads to a lowering of  the quality of  teaching, the quality of  education, and the quality of  research, 

above all scientific research, which is converted into a kind of  factory for large transnational corporations. This is 

what they said in one state, Veracruz, where they told us, we didn’t realize that scientists are participating in a huge war 

industry. We were buying the myth that we are doing objective or neutral science, even humanitarian science, and it 

turns out that it is one part of  the knowledge that, in another part—in this case in large research centers paid for by 

private companies—is being converted into something harmful for humanity.

On the subject of  women, with regard to politics from above within the political class, when the struggle of  

women is institutionalized—that is, when it is accepted that there are rights that must be recognized—here in Mexico 

appears this great generalization that there can be good laws but they are not implemented. But what we found was 

that in addition, there are bad laws that are also not implemented. The other thing that we found that was not detected 

by the first group [Elias Contreras] was the destruction of  nature, now no longer because of  the inattention or care-

lessness of  governmental authorities or of  the population, but rather as a purposeful policy of  destruction, which is 

the case in all the coastal zones, in the Yucatan Peninsula, in Veracruz, and on the Oaxacan coast. Up to the Federal 

District [Mexico City], the center of  the republic, when we had traveled all of  the south and southeast and the Yucatan 

peninsula, the diagnostic was close, but things were actually worse, because there was an element which had not been 

detected by the commission we had sent—the sensibilities and feelings of  the people.

If  you recall, the journey changed as it went along. At the beginning, a lot of  people came to present their 

complaint or request, thinking that the Sixth Commission was a channel for getting their demand to the government.  

But as the journey advanced, this began to disappear, and little by little the forum of  denouncement turned into a fo-

rum of  expression for forms of  rebellion and resistance. And the people started getting to know each other.  And we 

discovered a hurting country but also a very organized country—organized, but dispersed. Many of  these rebellions 

we had not known of; that is why we make reference to the mass media, because it seems as though if  one doesn’t 

appear in the media, one doesn’t exist. In this sense, the EZLN existed because it appeared in the media, and since 

now it doesn’t appear, then it must not exist anymore. If  that happened to us, what was happening to the rest of  the 

people that had never appeared in the mass media? The Other Campaign means to be the forum where one begins 

to say, “I am this, I am here.”

When Atenco occurred and we stopped in the Federal District, the record so far was more or less balanced 

[between pain and resistance], with the addition of  this surplus, this extra learning, that we had discovered in these 

organized rebellions, which is not the same as just a rebellion. And the Other Campaign had the opportunity to gen-

erate a network between these rebellions. At this point the danger was the hegemonification of  what had flourished 

precisely because of  the fact of  being so different. At that time, certain tendencies had already arisen within the Other 

Campaign that tried to create a single party, a single movement, a single organization, which in our view would have 

meant that these different rebellions would have to retreat or retire. [We saw that] they were not already in a single 

movement or party for a reason.
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When we took off  to the North, we left with the prophecy that we were going to go completely unnoticed, 

that the conditions were completely different. But what we discovered in our path, if  you remember, was that the con-

ditions are the same or worse than in the South. We had bet that the North shared with the South historic and cultural 

roots, and for this reason continued to be Mexico.  But in the progress of  the journey to the North of  the Republic, 

we discovered that in addition to sharing similar living conditions, the North also shared with the South experiences 

of  organized rebellion, though dispersed.  

So after this year’s journey, on one hand we have a country in a more serious state of  destruction than we had 

thought, more in a state of  ruin, we say, but also much richer in terms of  the organization of  the people than what 

we had thought. In fact, in some parts we were already insisting that it was time to design an organizational form that 

didn’t erase the existence of  the great plurality that characterized these organized rebellions. Unfortunately, this was 

understood then as if  the Other Campaign is the place for whomever, even if  they aren’t in agreement with the Other 

Campaign. We think that there does have to be a basic political definition, but that it has to respect, maintain, cultivate, 

and make grow its spaces of  autonomy and rebellion. So, in broad strokes, we have these two results or these two axes: 

that of  destruction, which is telling us that there is no longer any turning back, that this is the last call, as we say, and 

that if  we take the slow road, little by little, we are not going to have anything left to save or rebuild; and on the other 

side, that of  the rebellions that are clamoring for a national organized space, without losing their identities. 

A SCRAMBLED GEOGRAPHY

2    How do the Zapatistas imagine the Mexican Nation in its deterritorialized reality, deterritorialized on one side by a globalized 

economy and a transnational division of  labor, and on the other by indigenous peoples, Mexicans, Chicanos, all of  whom were 

crossed by the border, instead of  the other way around, and now find themselves on both sides of  this line? What would a new 

nation and a new constitution look like in this context of  scrambled geography?

What we try to teach people—and to practice—is modesty. We have to recognize that there are realities that we 

cannot imagine, just like there are worlds that we cannot imagine; and the fact that we can’t imagine them does 

not mean that they aren’t possible. This Mexico, so complex in its destruction, could be equally complex in its rich-

ness. But we can’t imagine it, because when we try to imagine it, we use referents that we already know. That is, if  by 

the new constitution we are imagining a group of  intellectuals that get together, write up some good, well-intentioned 

laws, decree them and have a party and set a date to celebrate, where the children sing the national anthem and salute 

the flag, well no! We are saying that to make a new constitution is to create this common bridge, a new agreement. 

You and I are going to come to an agreement on how we are going to relate to each other; and this agreement is going 

to be different from what we have ever known, because you and I are going to be different from what we have ever 

been, because of  the place we occupy.  Neither women nor indigenous peoples nor young people, to speak of  the 

primordial sectors of  the Other Campaign, are going to be the same in the new Mexico. Not their demands, not their 

forms of  conceiving of  themselves, and not their futures. 

Talking to a compañera in the Other Campaign, I said to her, you can imagine, as a woman, a Mexico where 

the factories are the property of  the workers, but you can’t imagine one where you can walk in the street dressed 

however you want without being harassed. You can’t imagine this, and here we can help, because we can imagine it.  If  

we think another world is going to be possible, the fact that we can’t imagine it because of  our education, our history, 

because of  where each of  us—we as indigenous peoples, others as migrants, others as academics, others as a cultural-

artistic group, etc.—directs our gaze, does not mean that it isn’t possible to make.  It seems impossible to think that 

one could construct a nation with that border there, with immigration, with the Minutemen, with Bush and all that, 
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no? But the journey of  the Other Campaign demonstrated that from one end to the other, organizations, rebellions, 

and movements are arising for whom this border doesn’t exist; that is, it doesn’t exist in real terms. In this sense, we 

can find cultural roots deeper in North Carolina than in Polanco in Mexico City, despite the fact that this line, this 

border, divides one country from the other. 

So we say, how are we going to do this? By guaranteeing that the Other Campaign, or this great movement 

whatever it will be called, will always have a space for listening, and that this listening will always take into account 

what it hears.  If  it’s not one group, however good a group it is, the Zapatistas, or a group of  really good intellectu-

als, if  instead of  this one group deciding what the path will be, we all decide, or we take the word of  each and every 

person and start to construct something, that is where we will go. If  you remember when we went through Jalisco, we 

went through a place where there was a mural, and it was a compañero of  the Other who painted the mural. So when 

he was showing us the mural, I think it was in Ciudad Guzman, I asked him, “So, when you made this mural, did you 

imagine how it was going to look?” 

“Yeah, I imagined it already finished,” he said. 

“But even so, you started to make it and some things changed and the result is different but similar to what 

you imagined.” 

“Yes.” 

“Could you make a mural,” I asked him, “start a great drawing with many colors, without knowing the re-

sult?” 

“No,” he said, “That would take a lot of  imagination.” 

That is the Other Campaign. We are starting to make the outline of  something, though we don’t know how it 

will end up.  Our honesty and our humility is to recognize that we don’t know.  The only guarantee that we have that 

it’s going to be better is that we are choosing an ethics. And the ethics we are choosing is the ethics of  the people, the 

people from below; we are choosing to give them their place. It’s not about seeing if  in the future there are going to 

be better salaries, or better prices, or whatever. We don’t even know if  there are going to be salaries. This is a recogni-

tion of  the limits that we have, that our horizon is this world that we have.  And what lies beyond, that is for others 

to determine. 

This is what the Other Campaign is proposing. Those who try to explain us as a movement, an organization, 

or a political party, take as their referent what is already at hand. We say no. They say a federation of  organizations, 

or a united front of  organizations will have to form, some kind of  single unit, or a national dialogue, or a popular as-

sembly like in Oaxaca, or a National Democratic Convention like that of  Lopez Obrador. No! The surest thing is that 

it will be none of  these things, because each of  these has the horizon of  a specific problem—and the problem here 

isn’t defined still, other than that it is a system. None of  these other movements or organizational forms take seriously 

that there is another reality in another place that is the same. If  the first journey of  the Other Campaign removed 

the barrier that separated the north from the south of  Mexico, then the second phase, which we are going to launch 

starting in the north, we think will erase the [US-Mexico] border, in real terms, that it will be a bridge to the migrants, 

the Chicanos, to all of  the realities that are on the other side.  I’m not talking only about people of  Mexican origins, 

also the original peoples of  North America, to people of  color, to immigrants from other parts of  the world, for 

example from Asia, to the white low-income population, to all those there who are saying, “And us? What about us? 

Here in the belly of  the beast, is solidarity the only thing left for us?” Saying that there, one can’t do anything because 

everything is about television, everything is about drugs, everything is just shit...We think that these people are going 

to start making their bridges, and that there is where we have to give some room to imagination.

If  someone from the other side of  the border and from this side of  the border had the imagination to imag-

ine him/herself  as a rebel, then think how much more we could imagine a world that has nothing to do with this 

one—not the relations between men and women, not the relations between generations, not the relations between 

human beings and things or nature, nor between races, to put it one way, or between nations with different cultural 

roots. That is why we say that the Other Campaign, and I am referring not just to what was originated by the EZLN 

but to what has been born in the journey out of  the participation of  everyone, is going to be a great lesson for the 

world that one has to know how to read, and to read with humility. That is what we have not found in the intellectuals 

that have talked about the Other.
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WHEN THERE IS NO REFERENT, 

CREATE!

3 In the United States, we have a concept of  “people of  color,” people that for economic reasons have been forced, or their ancestors 

have been forced, to live in the United States. But even though these people have been marginalized and discriminated against, 

they do not consider themselves ex-nationals—they are not simply ex-Mexicans, or ex-Colombians, or ex-Africans—but neither 

do they consider themselves (US) Americans. That is, while they may have deep memories of  their lands, many haven’t seen those lands for 

400 years; but neither do they identify with a national project in the United States. In our own personal experiences, we recognize a grow-

ing population of  de-nationalized people that could never recognize the reconstruction of  a nation as their project, because they have never 

belonged to a nation. Currently, we see in the marginalized communities of  the United States and Europe that this subjectivity is growing, 

and we think that this subjectivity may have an important role to play in the construction of  resistance against global capitalism/neoliber-

alism. In your experiences in the encounters with the Other Side and along the border in general, how have you seen this experience and its 

possible role in the construction of  the Other and the Sixth?

The problem is identity. This, what you are saying, is exactly what an indigenous compañera from Oaxaca in New 

York said. She said, “The thing is that I’m here now.” And what’s more, she said it by video from New York 

because she couldn’t cross [the border], so she said, “I’m here now, and here I’m going to be something else. I’m not 

going to be gringo, I’m not going to be an indigenous Oaxacan because I’m not in Oaxaca though I have my roots 

there, and I’m not going to be Mexican. I’m going to be something else.” But she wasn’t comfortable with this, and she 

asked, “So if  that’s how it is, that I’m not anything, do I have a place in the Other Campaign or not?” We think this is 

the problem of  identity, when one says, “Who am I?” And they skim the yellow pages thinking, let’s see, my referent 

should be here somewhere. Yet it doesn’t occur to them that this referent doesn’t exist, that it must be constructed. 

The problem is not if  someone is African or North American or Mexican, but rather that one is constructing their 

own identity and that they define themselves: “I am this!” The basic element of  the notion of  indigenous peoples 

determined by the National Indigenous Congress (CNI) in the San Andres Accords, is that indigenous are those who 

self-proclaim themselves indigenous, who self-identify as indigenous. There’s no DNA test, no blood test, no test of  

cultural roots; to be indigenous it is enough to say so. And that’s how we recognize ourselves, the CNI says. 

There is no referent in these realities, above all in marginalized sectors, which have been stripped of  every-

thing, or have been offered cultural options that don’t satisfy them—because this happens a lot to young people, no? 

Because one says, “If  the option of  rebellion is what the mass media offers, between Britney Spears and Paris Hilton, 

then I’ll make my own rebellion.” Or, “Is this the only way to be rebellious or unruly? Or can I create my own way?” 

And they start to construct an identity, and they form small collectives, and they say, “Who are we? We are...” whatever 

they call themselves. [And when someone asks] “But you guys, what are you, anarchists, communists, Zapatistas?” 

[They answer] “No, we’re such and such collective.” 

We think that with regard to communities and collectives, this is going to arise. The world that we are going to 

construct has no reason to use former national identities or the construction of  a nation as a referent. If  some group 

in a North American city constructs its own identity and says, “I am whatever-they-call-it,” maybe not even a recog-

nized name, then a community in Southeast Mexico can do the same thing, to say we’re not indigenous Tzeltales or 

Tzotziles, we’re indigenous Zapatistas. We constructed that identity. Now [that identity] is not something that we grant, 

nor something that we belong to. It is a new identity, though there may be elements of, I am a woman, I am a young 
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person, I am indigenous, and I am a soldier, in the case of  an insurgenta,1 for example. 

It’s the same for the indigenous woman in New York. Her husband hits her and she can’t even report it be-

cause the police can deport her instead of  protecting her. She says, I have this reality and here I am going to construct 

my identity, and it has to do with the fact that I am indigenous, that I come from Oaxaca, with the reality that I suffer 

as a woman, that I am undocumented, that I work in a restaurant. And her children are going to have an identity that 

has to do with all this but is different still. In all of  the groups that are on the North American border, the southern 

border with Mexico, there are some that say, “We’re Chicanos,” others that say, “We’re Mexicans,” others that say, 

“We’re not Mexicans or Chicanos or North Americans, we’re....” And they give themselves a name. And this is our 

identity, and these are our cultural forms, and we dress like this and we talk like this, and this is our music and our art. 

And they begin to construct their own civilization, and just like a civilization their existence doesn’t depend on history 

books with references to the Roman civilization or the Aztec or whatever, but rather that there is a relationship in a 

community, a self-identity, a cultural, artistic, economic development. 

So we say that in this reality that you mention and explain, where you all live and work, the surest thing is that 

these people create their own identity, and that there’s no reason for us to pressure them to define themselves: “Are 

you Mexican or aren’t you?” There remains this problem of, “Am I in the Sixth International or am I in the Other 

Campaign?” Well, wherever you want to be! And they say, “Well the thing is, I’m from the Other Side.” Well yes but no, 

this doesn’t matter. We think what has to be done in these cases is not so much talk to the people, but listen to them. 

And with questions and everything, they start to draw their profile. And [they begin] to say, “Well, I don’t identify as 

Mexican. I don’t identify as African. I don’t identify as North American. I have these characteristics of  all of  them, 

but I also have these others, so I’m going to call myself...” And they give themselves a name, like the Chicanos gave 

themselves a name. The problem isn’t existence; it’s identity. Because they’re going to exist whether or not they are 

named. The problem is how this identity relates within itself, between those that identify as such, and how this identity 

relates to others. This is the relation that we want to construct, the new world, where these identities have a place, not 

just that they are there, but the way in which we relate to them.

ON ENCOUNTERS AND BRIDGES

4 Beyond the deterritorialization of  the population or the reconstruction of  the nation, the Zapatistas have said that now is the 

moment in which we need concrete forms of  transnational organization and resistance. How do you imagine a possible intersection 

or possible seamlessness between the practical work of  the Intergalactic and the entity of  a future Mexican nation? For example, 

in forms of  citizenship or labor regulations; one thing we have been thinking about is the free movement of  people with a citizenship that 

applies to the same boundaries as the North Atlantic Free Trade Association. As part of  the Other Campaign, what would the EZLN 

think with respect to these possibilities? 

This isn’t defined yet. In reality, the majority of  people in the Sixth are also in the Other, looking for their 

place. The moment will arrive when they will say, this is my place. But it is also evident that someone who has their 

historic horizon in Europe will think of  different things from someone with their historic horizon in Australia, or 

Guatemala, or Belize, or Bolivia, Ecuador, or whatever part of  the world, Russia. They are going to construct their 

identity and perspective, their own historic horizon. The new world for a European in the Spanish state means one 

thing. For the Russian it means another. For a North American it means another. For the indigenous something else, 

and it varies like that. But what doesn’t exist is what you mentioned before we started, the space to meet each other, 

to come into contact, to get to know each other. What guarantees us that the reality that the European woman con-

structs has a relation with that reality lived by a North American who doesn’t know what she is, or with that lived by 
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a woman in the mountains of  the Mexican Southeast, if  there’s no space for this? Or if  only space is solidarity on the 

border with charity. That is, I remember that you exist when they’re killing you, when you’re dying. In what moment 

are we going to construct a relationship of  respect? This is what we are trying to do in the Other. Yes, we ask to be 

supported, but we can also give support, even within our poverties and limitations. That is why we sent corn and other 

goods out to others. We’re not just here to receive; we are an organization, and we can also give. 

In this space, the European from the Spanish state, from the Basque state let’s say, to make it an even more 

conflictive place, is going to contribute her idea with the woman in New York who is a migrant but is not Mexican and 

is not American even though she has her papers, with the woman who is part of  the Good Government Council in a 

Zapatista community, with the Seri woman on the coast of  Sonora. Each person is going to start to say, “For me, my 

world is this way,” and they’re going to start constructing it and the other is going to learn. Not just to have the ideas, 

like Moy (Lieutenant Colonel Moises) explained, who said that when people talk to each other they begin to get ideas, 

and to understand each other’s ideas.  Not just this but also to create paths, coming and going, to meet each other.

What is the basic proposition of  a dialogue? A common place to speak and listen? No. No, because this is 

only possible if  there is already a stable bridge of  communication, a common language. No, the basic proposition of  

a dialogue is to recognize the existence of  the other, to respect them, to say, s/he is other, and I am going to relate 

to the other, discarding beforehand, not even thinking that s/he has to be like me, or that I will make him/her my 

way. Like we always say, “The thing is he wants to do it his way,” and that’s where things get screwed up and cause 

fights and so on.  Rather, it must be, this one is different, this other, as I am different. If  the problem is no longer 

who commands, or who makes everyone else do whatever, then we can go on to something else. Because even when 

there is similarity in the language, or understanding, there’s no common path because there is no respect, even if  we’re 

speaking the same language. 

So the basic point that the Other Campaign and the Sixth International  try to resolve is this: What place will 

each person have? And each person will decide that for themselves. The most likely, within the Sixth, is that people say, 

“We are other,” and they do an Other thing, and this is what it is about, that everyone goes about generating move-

ment. But in this trajectory they are getting to know each other and in the process creating bridges. And the same 

thing will happen as what happened in the Other Campaign, where the path of  the Sixth Commission was the pretext 

so that others got to know each other, and began to construct bridges and to relate to each other. These relation-

ships are maintained and will continue whether or not the Other exists. The Other could disappear or fail or change 

names, but this bridge that the Náhuatl of  Jalisco made with the Comca’ac and with the Seris of  Sonora, that doesn’t 

have anything to do with us anymore. We were the pretext for them to meet, so they could arrange for our visit. But 

now they’ve met each other. They’ve heard each other: “Things are really messed up here.” “Here too, we should get 

together.” 

When the Meeting in Defense of  Water and Mother Earth took place in Mezcala, in the edge of  the Chapala 

Lagoon in Jalisco near Guadalajara, the Yaquis came. This is a group that generally would very rarely meet with others, 

not just with mestizos, but also other indigenous groups, because they are a tribe that has grown from battling other 

tribes. All of  the tribes of  the North are warriors, because they were attacked by the Apaches and the Comanches, the 

Mexicaneros, by everyone. But they began to meet, now not dependent upon what the Other Campaign says or if  the 

Sixth Commission convokes them. The problem is not going to be how the Sixth International relates to what comes 

out of  the Other Campaign, but rather, what is the place that we are going to construct all together? And it probably 

won’t have anything to do with what we see now. If  the Other Campaign that you see now—a transnational move-

ment already, because already it is more than a national entity—is different from what you saw in September of  2005 

here in this very place in La Garrucha [where the early meetings and plenaries of  the Sixth Declaration were held in 

the fall of  2005], if  it changed that much in one year—it changed protagonists, it changed its objective, it changed its 

voice, it changed its horizon, it changed its pace, it changed its company, now we are all others, we became ourselves, 

who we are now, along the way—then just think, the same thing could happen in the rest of  the world and the rest 

of  the country. 
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THE MOVEMENT OF MOVEMENTS AND 

THE GENERATION OF ‘94

5 There is something that today we call “Generation ‘94”: young people in the majority but also people of  all ages, who had their 

political education in Chiapas or via Zapatista discourse and practice communicated through informational networks. These 

people, or this network, have made, politically, something like a Zapatista diaspora, which has had a profound and reciprocal 

effect with other movements and spaces: the alter-global movement, the World Social Forum and the regional forums, for example, in a Left 

that is young, global, and committed to making an “other politics,” in organizing itself  without doing the politics of  politicians. The impact 

from our perspective has been deep and strong. What has been the effect in Zapatista territory of  these interchanges and of  the birth of  

what could be called a diasporic Zapatismo?

First of  all, it may be what is least seen but it is also what is most felt here inside. Almost since the very beginning, 

the presence of  all these groups removed from our struggle the horizon of  fundamentalism. An organization that 

is 99.9999% indigenous has always the temptation of  becoming a race movement, especially in the Mexican Southeast, 

where the mestizo has cultivated hate and resentment in the indigenous for centuries. So in the moment when a fun-

damentally indigenous organization comes into the light of  day, and with great strength—and I’m not referring to the 

media impact in other countries, but rather how we saw ourselves here, we saw that we are many and we are organized 

and we can do all of  this—its immediate horizon is to become a race movement, that is, a fundamentalism, convert-

ing the Zapatista movement into a movement against another race (indigenous against mestizos, or between races, the 

Tzeltales against the Tzotziles, Tzotziles against... and so on). So this shared interchange, this give and take with what 

you all call “Generation ‘94,” immediately opens for us a new horizon and takes us out of  this fundamentalist risk. 

Now, we never suggested that!  I mean that it is a risk that I for one saw, that the moment was going to arrive when 

they say, take out the light-skinned ones because they’re light-skinned... and of  course there are historical arguments 

which back up [the idea] that from there comes the pain. 

So the appearance of  these people and this form of  relating to people of  other colors and other cultures 

opens the world to us without our moving. We become able to see the rest of  the world and other cultures like no one 

else has been able to, I think, without moving from our communities, because of  these people who came from other 

places. This “talk to me,” this “show yourself  to me,” to us as indigenous, was unknown. We would have said, “Who 

is going to want to listen to us and who is going to want to look at us?” And it turns out that all over the world there 

is this generation like you say that wanted to see us and listen to us.  So we began to listen and to speak and to show 

ourselves and to see others. We began to see the rest of  the world through a whole bunch of  windows that were these 

young people that came to us all this time. And whether we wanted it to or not, this had a beneficial effect on us, be-

cause, without losing our indigenous essence, because we are on our own court, in our territory, we can see everyone 

else without losing our identity. This opens our horizon and changes us; it makes us understand, in an almost natural 

pedagogical process, sui generis, that the world goes far beyond our noses, however big our noses may be. And that this 

world is much bigger, richer, better and worthwhile. 

So there is the impact that this interchange produces on the outside, which is what you have pointed out in 

the question. But what it produces inside is, first, it eliminates from us the possibility of  fundamentalism. If  not, you 

would have here a war like in the Balkans, first between mestizos, then between groups, between indigenous peoples, 

between Tzeltales and Tzotziles, later between communities and between valleys, and so on, because that is how his-

tory has gone.  The survival of  the EZLN has to do with the fact that we didn’t fall into this, and we still haven’t. All 
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this has to do with the fact that these other people came to us, that we were able to see out, and these other worlds 

made our hearts big. And a big heart is not capable of  stinginess. To be stingy, to be petty, to be egotistical, you must 

have a very small heart, and the Zapatista indigenous communities don’t. And this is why, because of  this contact, 

they have been able to construct. 

So this generation that comes after the uprising, our new generation, which I talked about one time to say that 

there is a new generation and it is better than we are... the thing is, this generation already has this richness. It’s not a 

generation that was formed in the mountains, which is where we were trained—isolated, in very difficult living condi-

tions, barely scratching out a survival. But [the new generation] grew up in the resistance itself, in rebellion, but always 

in contact with others with another horizon. When we were in the mountains, we were on the socialist path. We came 

out into public light knowing that there was now no referent for this, that these movements were finished, that even 

armed struggle was done. And these compañeros and compañeras that were children when we rose up in arms, grew 

up. They became adolescents, teenagers, young people, adults, in this world that is now much bigger, despite the fact 

that it is still their community. 

If  before 1994 a woman in this house would say, “I haven’t even been to Ocosingo. I’ve never been away from 

here,” and she would have this temptation to go to Ocosingo, and later to San Cristobal, and then Tuxtla, and then to 

Mexico City, that would be something else. The generation that is now governing in the autonomous municipalities, 

which makes up the Good Government Councils and the middle commands of  the EZLN, they don’t have this prob-

lem. They grew up in their communities but they have seen the world through all this we are talking about, through 

these people. Because it is not the same thing, for example, to see Italy on a National Geographic television program as 

to see Italy through the stories of  the people who are struggling in Italy. It’s not the same to see the United States of  

North America through the declarations of  Bush, when he manages to say something coherent, which is seldom, as 

it is to see the people organizing themselves there, people struggling, working, most of  all the communications media 

which are the ones who come here most. You see the world differently. So you could take the same journey that we 

have just taken following a tourist guide and you would say no, this doesn’t have anything to do with what I saw. The 

Mexico that we saw has nothing to do with tourist Mexico. Well in the same way, the world that we [Zapatistas] were 

able to see had nothing to do with the geographic world, or with the world you study in school. It had to do with these 

people who struggle. 

So these are two great achievements, or advantages, or learnings we have been given by this “Generation 

‘94”—to avoid fundamentalisms, and to form together this new generation which is the one that created autonomy 

here.  All that shined just now in the encounter between Zapatista peoples and peoples of  the world is a product of  

that generation, not of  us.  

BEYOND RESISTANCE? EVERYTHING.

6 This generation, repressed by a capitalism that does not recognize its reality and bored with the tactics and proposals of  a left with 

no relation to its world, has found something that interpolates it in the Geografía Revuelta2 [Scrambled Geography], the Calen-

dario Confundido,3 [Confused Calendar], the identity of  el pinguino4 [the Penguin], in the Pueblo Girafa5 [Giraffe People], in 

an institutional irreverence but a great personal respect...
There is something here that we recognize, if  not explicitly then intuitively, as the rejection of  the imposition of  a universal measure of  value, 

that is, capitalism. This generation has launched a diversity of  projects and ideas of  self-valorization, in concrete projects but also in terms of  a general 

understanding of  what it means to say, “vamos por todo” [we’re going for everything], or “para todos todo” [everything for everyone], or, as we’ve now 

seen grafittied on walls all over the world, “We Want Everything.”

This desire has developed within the Fourth World War, within the globalized market, the nation-state as storefront in the world mall, within 
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the fragmentation of  globalization. And these people, this generation, they are everywhere. 

Many that have opposed the movement of  this political generation, the movement of  movements, still insist that there is not a general discon-

tent with the effects and programs of  neoliberalism. Anyone speaking sincerely would have to conclude that the Other Campaign in Mexico has made 

this conclusion impossible. That is, in all the places visited by the Other Campaign, one constant was found: resistance to the devastating consequences 

of  capitalism. For us, one of  the undeniable virtues of  the Other Campaign has been the task of  putting these resistances in circulation, making them 

visible. However, it is a second idea announced by the EZLN and demonstrated in the Other Campaign that most calls our attention: the idea that 

resistance alone is not enough to change our situation. Taking into account that the EZ has been very clear that the Other Campaign is not a call 

for armed struggle, and using the experiences that the Other Campaign has found this past year, what do you imagine beyond resistance? Rebellion? 

Constituent power? A massive civil insurrection?

It has to do with the parameter in which things are valued. In reality, what is the criteria people are using when 

they say there isn’t a universal sentiment of  discontent with regards to neoliberalism? Why? Because the govern-

ments are neoliberal governments, because leftist parties do not arise. So these are considered indicators to say that 

the people are not discontent, that if  they were they would demonstrate their discontent. No. We say that the people 

are discontent, but we don’t have paths [for change], or we don’t have satisfactory paths. If, in Mexico or the North 

American Union, to be a rebel is to be part of  the Democratic Party, well a lot of  people are going to say, “Hmm, no. 

I think I’ll just stay where I am.” If  in Mexico that means being part of  the Revolutionary Democratic Party (PRD), a 

lot of  people are going to say no. [The choice is] you’re either a Democrat or a terrorist, or in favor of  armed struggle. 

And in the face of  this farce of  a dichotomy, many people say, “No, I’m not a Democrat and I’m not for armed 

struggle or violent action, or even direct action.”

So then they say, “Well that means these people are very conservative, conformist, or they are not being af-

fected by neoliberalism.” When really what is happening is that we need another way that has nothing to do with the 

radical Left of  armed struggle, or with the reformist left of  the electoral realm. We think that this discontent and 

inconformity exists across the world, and that you have to find it. It doesn’t have one channel of  expression, or the 

channels of  expression that exist do not satisfy it. And in the case of  young people, who are the majority of  the world 

population, this is exactly what is happening. Not even the parameters of  fashion, or musical style, or artistic forms 

can encompass this. That’s why new movements, new musical generations arise, because people don’t identify with 

one or the other, so they create another and then another, and this one is co-opted, and so they make another and yet 

another, and that’s how it goes.

So we think that if  this path of  inconformity isn’t constructed, well everyone will go about constructing their 

own ways of  manifesting it, but we will continue to lack the place of  encounter. That is why we say, this isn’t about 

constructing a world rebellion. That already exists. It’s about constructing the space where this rebellion encounters 

itself, shows itself, begins to know itself.  To those that say there isn’t discontent in the American Union, the thing is 

there is, but we can’t see it. Or we can’t see it because it doesn’t show itself. And it doesn’t show itself  because it has 

no place to do so.

In this situation, we think that in this “we want everything,” there is above all a valorization, how do I put 

it, not of  personal capacity, but of  a willingness to take risks. In 1994 in the dialogues in the cathedral, the govern-

ment representatives told us, “The thing is, you’re asking a lot.” And we said, “Those who are willing to die for their 

demands have the right to ask for everything.”  That is when one begins to ask, how much is life worth? What life do 

I want? And this is what it’s about, right? We said resistance is not enough. Resistance may be sufficient to detain the 

enthusiasm of  neoliberal destruction, but we would need a global resistance, an effort of  such force that you have to 

ask, “If  we already have this much strength, plus excess, why am I going to settle for stopping here?” Because this is 

the problem, right? Because between “something” and “we want everything”... Yes, we want not to die, agreed. But in 

order not to die, we need a force of  such strength that we arrive at the question, the place of  not dying is the desire 

to live like this. How? I don’t know. However each person determines. And the answer is different from one place to 

the next. 

We think that this movement has to encompass the international network of  resistances, but even with this 

strength of  force we must ask, is it only about this, that the army stays away from me, that I’m not harassed as a wom-

an, that I’m not criminalized as a young person, that I’m not attacked as an indigenous person? Or is it about, now 

with this strength, I can conquer and create my own identity as a woman? Because the problem with a woman saying, 

“It’s enough if  they just leave me alone,” is that another woman may say, “That isn’t enough! I have other aspirations. 
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And that they’re supposed to be praised because they aren’t raping or beating me, well no. I want more.” It’s the same 

with indigenous people. Young people, too.  So when this is put on the table, one begins to ask, “What am I capable 

of? How far can I go?” Because the politician is always going to tell you, “Up to here, no further,” or, “Okay, there, 

that’s sufficient,” or, “This is progress, and if  you don’t accept this, you’re going to lose everything.” 

Because one thing is that it’s not armed struggle, and another thing is that it’s not non-violent. One example 

is the APPO. In Oaxaca, there was not armed struggle, but there was violence, on both sides. And this popular vio-

lence, I don’t condemn it. On the contrary, I salute how they confronted the Federal Preventative Police and defeated 

them numerous times. And many have advised and are advising them [the Oaxacan resistance], and this is the dispute 

over the movement in Oaxaca, that they should stop where they’re at, that they have made significant progress, they 

achieved some things, and that now they should try to get a few prisoners out and leave it at that. But the kids, the 

young people, men and women, the ones who maintained the movement, they are saying, “Why?” And here lies the 

issue. “Why am I going to settle for Ulises Ruiz stepping down and someone else the same steps in? Why don’t I ask 

at this point, who do we want to be the government? Or why don’t I ask if  we’re going to have a government?” Some-

body said, I think it was a drawing that said, “They are trying to obligate us to govern. We won’t fall into the trap!” 

That is, they want us to be like them. 

And when this is what is put on the table, imagine this at the national and global level: why are we going to 

settle with saying, well okay, good enough that the capitalists just don’t destroy nature completely. We’re going to make 

laws so they can’t contaminate the rivers, destroy the beaches, the air, and all of  this. But, why do we have to settle for 

there being capitalists at all? That is the next question. We could demand that they give us good salaries, or that prices 

not be so high, or that they don’t manufacture such trash. But why does there have to be someone that does this? Why 

don’t we do it ourselves? Even the most radical leftist sectors in Mexico, the non-electoral Left, said, “the truth is we 

hadn’t even asked these questions. We were talking about the taking of  power, the dictatorship of  the proletariat, but 

we never put on the table that everything just belongs to the people.” 

This is what we are doing here in Zapatista territory. We didn’t rise up in arms to say, “Okay, let’s ask for bet-

ter salaries from the plantation owners.” No! We said, “We are not going to die anymore and we are going to run off  

the plantation owners and keep the land ourselves.” Are we going to ask that they give us a good municipal president? 

No! The municipal president has to go and we’re going to make our own government. It is this force, not personal 

strength, not “I’m strong because I do exercise,” but I am strong because I am willing to offer this, risk this, in the 

struggle. We think that in the Other Campaign, the Zapatistas are strong because we risked everything. And we chal-

lenge everyone else: and you, what will you risk? And we’ll see the size of  the risks, and thus the size of  the demands, 

and the [size of  the] fear, of  each person.

So this is what we say: if  it is great movements that have recently turned over governments and opened the 

possibility for change in a place, even if  that [change] hasn’t been concretized, those movements in the last few de-

cades have not been armed struggles. But neither have they been non-violent. In the cases of  Bolivia, Ecuador, Ar-

gentina, these weren’t armed struggles but neither were they struggles of  “flower power.” There were confrontations, 

there were clashes, fighting that resulted in injured and dead on both sides. And we think this is what must be done. 

But this is the problem, the problem of, for what? There are some that say, “In order to create a party,” and others 

that say, “No, in order to change society.” This is the great difference. And this is what those who are lobbying for 

the Other Campaign to join forces with Lopez Obrador’s movement don’t understand. It’s not the same thing! They 

want to change presidents, to switch governments. We don’t want the government. We want another country, another 

world. 
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CONSTRUCTING COMMUNITY IN 

LIBERATED TERRITORY

7 To give us a framework of  the “we” that you already are, can you explain the organization of  the MAREZ [Rebel Zapatista 

Autonomous Municipalities] and their relationship to the military structure of  the EZLN? How many autonomous munici-

palities exist? How many people live in these municipalities? What are the basic functions of  these municipalities? 

All of  this is born with the First Declaration of  the Lacandón Jungle, which says that the EZLN will advance and 

liberate the territories over which it advances from the oppressor government and will implant civilian, just, free, 

democratically chosen governments. This doesn’t happen. But in December of  1994, almost a year after the uprising, 

the autonomous municipalities were created, though still very dependent on the military structure, because at that 

time, we [the EZLN] were stationary there. We were in the territory where we formed, but now there was going to be 

a civilian government, not from the official government, but of  civilians from the communities.

But as an organization very tied to the political-military apparatus, the political-military apparatus was car-

rying out governmental functions, the organizational part, but it continued to be a hierarchical structure. It’s not 

that the military officers of  the insurgents give orders, but the committees do, which are the political-organizational 

commands. So during this time, the committee that should organize the people and represent the organization to 

the outside is carrying out governmental functions. We began to see justice issues, agrarian distribution problems for 

example, but all of  this kind of  stayed as “we’ll see,” because we didn’t yet know how the dialogues were going to 

turn out. When it became clear that these weren’t going anywhere, or at least that it was going to take a long time, the 

autonomous governments were installed. But we also began to see an unbalanced development in the regions. Where 

the commanding officers were closest to operations in a region, the development was slower, and where the officers 

were further, the development was faster. Because the distance of  the military command obligated them, like Moy 

explained, to resolve their problems. I mean, between “let’s go ask the command what to do” and “we have problems 

here and we have to resolve them,” in one of  these they start resolving their own problems. 

So the first characteristic that arose was how they [the autonomous governments] would be named. This falls 

to tradition: the assembly named them. And these are very local governments, geographically very local. They didn’t 

manage resources or projects or anything else at the beginning. They were just in charge of  resolving community 

problems in their own community, like land disputes or land distribution—because remember that we took over 

lands [in the uprising] and now it had to be decided how they would be distributed. Later, as the organization of  the 

autonomous municipalities advanced, we began to see that precisely where we weren’t directly involved, the coman-

dantes and comandantas, is where there was the most progress. The place where there was the most progress at that 

time was in Amparo Agua Tinta, which is almost to the southern border, far from all the other zones, in the zone 

of  La Realidad but remote. This municipality, in 1998, four years after the uprising, already had a civil record. That 

is, they were able to have civil marriages, which no other municipality did. The others are just starting to now, at that 

time they only had religious marriages, and Agua Tinta was doing it then. They had civil marriages, public registers of  

births, deaths, and official appointments/duties, with a minimal paperwork to keep records. They were governing and 

giving an identity to the people, resolving problems. And this began to develop gradually into programs of  education 

and health, though still very much in the mode where people from outside would come to give medicines or provide 

medical consultations and so on. 

So as the EZLN began to delink itself  from the labors of  civil governance, the municipalities advanced and 

developed. The EZLN at that time was receiving international aid and sending it out as it saw fit; it wasn’t of  course 
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for the EZLN in any case, but we were still deciding where it went and for what, because at that time the only person 

that knew the situation was the military commander for that region. This was who knew the territory, knew where 

things were the worst and where aid must be sent. And this was almost always material aid, like clothes, supplies, etc., 

when things were really bad. Later people began to offer productive projects and then the military commander began 

to say, well, now I don’t know. And so the autonomous authorities said, well, that’s us. And the autonomous munici-

palities began to grow, but still very unevenly. So the order was given that we [the EZLN] should back out of  this part 

completely to see if  the development would even out. And yes, after the order was given for military commanders 

not to get involved in civil decisions, things did even out more or less in the different zones and the compañeros were 

obligated to make the decisions. Because if  you’re asking “Hey what do I do,” and the answer is “I don’t know,” then 

they have to decide themselves.

Later we had the problem of  the land. There are about 32 autonomous territories. Between Zapatistas and 

non-Zapatistas that recognize the autonomous authorities, there would be around 300,000 indigenous persons—men, 

women, and children, Zapatistas and non-Zapatistas. So this relation develops and the issue comes up of  what goes 

on between one municipality and another in the same zone. And the history that Moy tells is how the first society of  

autonomous municipalities formed, which was in the Tojolobal zone. Four autonomous municipalities say okay, we’re 

going to start projects that work for all four of  us and unite the strength of  all four of  us. They start with a warehouse 

for corn, which is what they produce there, because there, the coyote comes and buys cheap and then sells high. So 

[the municipalities] say, “We need a warehouse where we can store and sell at a better price, and the coyote can go to 

hell.” So the four municipalities get together, make the warehouse, and the coyote has to pay the warehouse price or 

go home without any corn.

This turns out well there and so we say, what we have to do is coordinate according to zones, and this is where 

things really begin to even out. Because there’s also this problem that before, the autonomous municipalities only 

governed Zapatistas; only the Zapatista support bases recognized them. But as this structure develops, people that are 

not Zapatistas also begin to recognize them as their legitimate government. So we said, we’re an organization for Za-

patistas, but the government isn’t just for Zapatistas. It should be for anyone who wants it. So the Good Government 

Councils are created to resolve problems between Zapatistas and non-Zapatistas. And Non-Zapatistas is different 

from anti-Zapatistas; these people aren’t Zapatistas, but neither are they against us. So they recognize the government 

and they want to work with this government but they are not part of  us. So this mediating role develops. Later [the 

Good Government Councils] function also to distribute projects and to serve as another interlocutor for civil society. 

Because before, this was always done through the military commanders. You had to talk to the military command in 

order to propose or talk about a project. So now in each zone people could talk directly with the local authorities.

The next challenge was how to make a team, a Zapatista political system. [The communities] said, they can’t 

be permanent positions. They have to be rotating, just like in the autonomous municipalities. And it can’t be that 

someone steps out of  one position and steps into another. They have to go back and work the land because this is 

what guarantees that the political class is not corrupted, that there isn’t a political class! So what happens is that every 

week or every 15 days, depending on the Good Government Council, the council changes. And this is a mess for the 

people that come from outside because they make an agreement with one council and later when they get there it’s 

already another council. But for the people it has meant the demystification of  the labor of  governing. So every now 

and then Mrs. Tortilla-maker says, ‘pretty soon I’m going to be the government and then after a little bit I’m going 

back to making tortillas.’ So it’s one more job to do; it’s not being the boss. Not here. Here the problem isn’t going 

to be who rules. The problem is the relationship that you build. Even though this frustrates those of  you that come 

from outside and talk to one authority and later they change authorities on you, for us it has served us well. And that 

has been what has really launched the autonomous municipalities.

And the last element that I would add is this generation that grew. Apart from the delinking of  the political-

military apparatus, apart from the fact that this allowed for the recuperation of  the traditional customs and practices 

for choosing governance democratically, for resolving problems via dialogue and consensus and so on, apart from the 

fact that the positions and responsibilities are rotating in order to prevent corruption or that it is detected rapidly, apart 

from all of  this, the generation that were children during the uprising grew up with autonomous education, health, and 

have begun to hold delegated positions in the autonomous municipalities. But they are Others. They aren’t the ones 

that rose up in arms. They are the ones that grew up in the resistance.
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And the rotating and the length of  turns are decided at the regional level?

Yes, by zone really. That is, let’s say the Tzeltal people of  the Jungle zone, which is this one, have one rhythm. 

The Tzeltal people in the zone of  Altamirano have another. The Tzotzil people of  the Highlands have another. Ev-

erybody decides for themselves the length of  the [governing] turns. This has to do with how they see themselves, how 

long they need to learn, the distance they have to travel in order to trade off, the cycles of  each autonomous munici-

pality, because the Good Government Councils come out of  the autonomous municipalities. And the municipalities 

come from the communities, and that’s how everything rotates.

The autonomous education and health systems also vary by zone?

Yes, health, education, and also agrarian issues, the problem of  land. Because there are places that distribute 

in some ways and others in other ways, and there are places that don’t have land, like the Highlands. But the education 

system in one zone like Roberto Barrios is decided there by the Chol people, and it doesn’t have anything to do with 

La Realidad, which is Tojolobal.

I AM WE

8 There is another reverberation between movements that is seen and heard in the masks, in the “behind us we are you,” of  the 

Zapatistas which has been converted into the, “the other is I” of  the Piqueteros,6 in the recuperation of  the “I am we” of  the 

Black Panthers in the US in the 70’s, in the “We are all Atenco/ We are all Oaxaca” of  the current Other Campaign, and in 

the “We are all others!” of  the other loves7 and the transsexual community, adherents of  the Sixth Declaration. This has been one of  the 

most important lessons Zapatismo has given us, the challenge to the figure of  the individual author, the individual subject, and individual 

production.  And in combination with movements and contemporary tendencies like copyleft and the piracy cooperatives of  artistic, commu-

nicative, and informational material, we are teaching each other that stories are collective, style is a communal production, and ideas are the 

accumulation of  the histories and experiences of  many. However, in many parts of  the world, including Mexican society, the individualist 

subject is a very big obstacle to organization, and while in many places people have learned to think and produce in cooperation, it is still 

very hard for us dream collectively. How have the Zapatistas seen this paradox, if  you see it that way?

We think that the only real guarantee of  individuality, of  subjectivity, is the collective. The problem is how the 

collective relates to its parts: if  it is imposing a hegemony or respecting these differences. Just like this collec-

tive demands respect from other collectives in a larger movement, it must deal with the same issue among its parts. 

The fact that in the Other Campaign there are thousands of  individuals does not mean that they don’t have a group. 

It means that no group has satisfied them, that in no group have they felt respected in their individuality. Let’s say that 

half  of  those more than 3,000 individuals are spies or police or whatever, and that the other 1,500 are authentic. Well 

those 1,500 could be the biggest collective yet if  they all got together. But they haven’t found a space where they feel 

like, ‘I, as an individual with my faults and my strengths and my defects have a place, and I am going to be respected.’ 

They may think that Zapatismo isn’t going to include them, but it is going to open a space and it will not forget them. 

We think that it is just a question of  time before they understand that it is in collective where our problems can be 

resolved. But the worlds offered are not the only ones possible. It may be that the collectives that appear are not the 

only ones possible, that maybe another must be made. In fact, many collectives are confronting this problem. They 

are coming apart, not because of  political difference, but because there is no space for their individuality.

And the individual-individual, well no! This doesn’t exist! It is a myth of  capitalism. Individualism in reality is 

the negation of  the individuality of  subjectivity. We think that it is in the Other Campaign, this huge collective, where 

these individuals are finding an identification. [They say,] “I’m not willing to join this or that, but I am willing to do 
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such and such for this cause, and this is the space to do it. I paint, I sing, but I’m not going to any meetings.” Or, “I 

sing well, I paint well, or I make recordings or I hand out fliers or I set up a table, but I’m not going to do anything 

else. I don’t want to go to meetings to listen to speeches or any of  that. But this great space guarantees me that my 

individual action will become collective in a cause.”

This is what we need to convince the rest of  the world. The fact that the only place where you can be yourself, 

whatever you consider that to be, is in a collective that guarantees you that respect and where you guarantee respect in 

return. In this case, your commitment is not to an organizational structure but to a cause. Now, if  I am in a cause and 

in an organizational structure as well, then I commit myself  to respect their decision-making processes, their way of  

working in collective, and there are people who don’t go for that. What they’re interested in is that their efforts enter 

into a cause. But even so, we think that the world that we are dreaming, in this great society of  societies, the great 

collective of  collectives that will be the world, only there can the individual be, without this crisis of  identity of, “Who 

am I?” and “Where am I going?” knowing always that they have all the liberty to decide and create who they are and 

want to be. And that is what does not exist now.

ALL EMPIRES SEEM INVINCIBLE... 

9                   Many have asked you for your analysis of  the current national situation. We want to take this opportunity to ask also about 

the political moment currently lived at the global level. Here we have in mind a few things in particular: first, the war in Iraq, 

which from any perspective is a failure, and Bush’s subsequent power and popularity plummet in the US; two, the taking of  

power of  various self-proclaimed leftist or progressive governments in Latin America; and third, the political and economic growth of  vari-

ous previously considered marginalized countries, as is the case with China, or India, or Brazil. How do you see these phenomena? Do 

you see in them, or outside of  them, any hopeful signals? What could be the starting point to analyze these phenomena from a perspective 

from below? 

All empires, or all of  the great world oppressions, seemed invincible up to the eve of  their fall. The Roman Em-

pire, for example, the Nazis in Germany, and now that of  North America, or more generally of  neoliberalism, 

as we call this stage of  capitalism. The fact that more and more frequently war is resorted to, in order to defeat what 

was before defeated by an influx of  capital, hides the fact that the science is the same. When the Iraq war started, a 

leftist intellectual, well, they say leftist, Regis Debray, of  France, said, “How stupid the North Americans are. They 

could have overturned Hussein and conquered Iraq by making them loans.” The International Monetary Fund could 

give the loans, indebt the country, do what it has done in other countries, and it will have Iraq and the entire Middle 

East on their knees. But Mr. Debray and the European intellectuals were forgetting that war is essential to capitalism, 

that destruction is essential to capitalism. War is an industry that generates profit for capitalism. In this case, it wasn’t 

about dominating Iraq; it was about generating profit. And the form to generate profit was with a war. 

Like in Vietnam, like in other places, the North American government has realized that neither military tech-

nology nor the number of  men available is important in order to conquer a territory. That it is only possible to con-

quer it completely if  it destroys that territory completely, and total destruction is not in [the US’] plans at this point. 

So it turns out that it isn’t enough to get rid of  Hussein and the Iraqi army, but that they would have to get rid of  the 

entire Iraqi population in order to defeat the resistance. So where the large companies are already installed, those that 

arrived behind the North American army, they say, wait a minute, where is the market? A desert market of  buyers and 

sellers is of  no use to me, not even as a production base; we’re going to have to import from everywhere, workers yes, 

but also the buyers—producers and buyers. At which point we get to this absurd logic of  capitalism where you have 

to make war to make profit and then stop the war so that the profits come through, and this is reaching its limit in 

Iraq, if  you look at it from above.
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In the case of  the other colossus that is arising, which is what is putting the gringos on alert, it turns out that 

the expansion of  Chinese society is generating a market worth millions, and everyone is asking themselves, who is go-

ing to build these houses? Who is going to feed these people? Who is going to dress these millions of  Chinese? The 

Chinese government plans to concentrate the population, because it is so large, in great metropolises. Magnificent 

idea some say, but others say, who will be the firm contracted to build these metropolises? Because that’s where the 

profit will be. And making war with China is unthinkable, because it’s not just the territory but also the people! So 

they [the North Americans] say, here we are all tangled up in Iraq and the market is over there, and the Europeans are 

there and the Japanese are there and the whole world is saying that over there is this great mass of  people that needs 

someone to sell them things, because the Chinese don’t have that. They [China] are saying, “Who wants to come sell?” 

And everyone is saying, “Vamonos!” It is a market infinitely superior to that which opened when the Soviet Union fell, 

when all of  a sudden the North Americans said, “Bingo!” And they began to come in and it turned out much better 

than if  they had defeated the Soviet Union militarily, because the market stayed intact, that is, the producers and the 

consumers.

So, broadly speaking, we see all this. And in neoliberalism, the fight is for the market. It doesn’t matter what 

is destroyed in the process: the fundamental logic is profit. So when a war produces profit, they are going to make 

war. When stopping war makes profit, they are going to stop the war. But on the other side are the tendencies that 

are below, subterranean, disperse. Evidently, the Ford Directory of  corporate giants are not the only ones able to 

convince the North American government; it also takes the Iraqi resistance movement, just like occurred in Vietnam 

and in other places. 

In this great struggle for the market, between these companies fighting for the market, in this logic of  profit, 

there is something that is leftover, and that is the political class. [In this logic they ask], “These politicians from before, 

why do we need them? Why, if  a business can do the job better? Why do we want political parties if  we can put in 

the president that we want?” Because, now no one even remembers, but Bush was installed via electoral fraud in the 

country that proclaims itself  the defender of  democracy! A scandalous fraud at that, and documented, provable! That 

is, he got to the presidency without having the majority of  the votes, of  those that they counted that is. So, why do 

we need the political class if  we can put in the president that we want or the government that we want? The United 

Nations is a place to deposit money exempt from taxes, like a world telethon; that is the UN, because it does abso-

lutely nothing else. So, what do we do then with these politicians? There the problem is that the big companies say [to 

the political class]: “Okay, you guys tell us why we shouldn’t sacrifice you. Convince us you’re worthwhile.” And thus 

begins the dispute over who will administer this crisis. And it turns out that the big powers don’t necessarily conform 

to the proposals of  the Right. If  there is a proposal from the Left that guarantees them a better administration, they 

go with that one. 

About a decade ago, when a leftist candidate was about to win—in Uruguay or Paraguay I think it was—some-

one at the World Bank was asked if  this wasn’t going to be a problem, especially with the tradition of  dictatorial 

regimes against the Left there, and the official said no! If  it’s a good administration of  our political economic policy, 

whoever is fine. And in effect, ever since then, for the last 10 years to date, these governments have been taking 

power and have turned out to be excellent administrators [of  neoliberalism]. Lula is the best example of  the fact that 

a left-handed government functions better for this in Latin America. No other country in Latin America has as many 

economic successes as Brazil, economic successes for those above that is, and this is a government supposedly of  the 

Left. So we said, this option is going to continue appearing here and there, and we thought it was going to happen in 

Mexico. But it looks like the possibility of  Lopez Obrador in power frightened these people, and the people with the 

money said no, better not. But if  they had been more prudent and not so greedy...

So we see in the whole world this tendency from above to fight for markets, not just this internal agreement in 

North America, but also in the European economy once the European Union was consolidated, in the resurgence of  

Japan, and now with the Chinese there saying, “Here I am, I buy, I sell.” And [the Chinese] are calculating that what-

ever happens, whoever they let in, they are moving up as a world economic power that can sell and buy and in some 

moment will be decisive in the geopolitics of  that hemisphere. But on the other side are these sparks of  rebellion 

that appear on the national level, and that later have these great flashes like in parts of  the alter-global movement that 

may seem still to be very small and dispersed but which are going to be a great world power. But that is how history 

works. On the eve of  the fall of  the Roman Empire, the appearance of  the Barbarians here and there was thought to 
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be nothing to worry about. And that’s how the Roman Empire reacted until they realized what was happening, and by 

then, there was nothing left. The problem isn’t this [lack of  resistance]; we think that the problem is that in addition 

to constructing the network that makes world linkage possible, world solidarity, a world network that is, when all this 

begins to surge from the bottom, there must simultaneously be a discussion and a proposal: What now? Because if  

we don’t respond to this question, we return to what was before. 

And here I want to include a parenthesis. If  Kilombo hadn’t posed the question after the movement against 

the war in Iraq, “What now? After this, what?” they would have returned to their normal lives. They would have 

went on like nothing had happened. They would be living and eating and breathing like anybody else. It is when this 

question is asked, “And now what? We’re going to do this, but then what?” that the opportunity arises for history not 

to repeat itself. Because if  not, it seems to me that it will repeat. You can make a global movement and take down 

everything that exists now, and not offer an alternative and come back to make something equally bad or worse. This 

is what has happened in the history of  the world. We can’t always say that the world that comes out of  the destruc-

tion of  the previous one is better. That’s just not true. The world that the Spanish built wasn’t better than that of  the 

Aztecs, which was already bad—the Aztec Empire—because it wasn’t an alternative. So it could be just this, a historic 

anecdote, everything that the museums study, everything that was the North American Empire or the French Empire 

or the British Empire, if  there still is one; the problem is if  we’re not just going to make the same thing all over again. 

In another interview they asked us, what is Marcos’ worst nightmare? That nightmare would be that after all this, we 

would end up the same. That we would return to being the same thing, with another name, with another face, that 

the indigenous peoples in Mexico would be free at the cost of  the submission of  the mestizos. That is a nightmare. 

That would be to change history but only to change its protagonist and not its path. And what we want to change is 

the path. That there are mestizos, indigenous, everybody able to do their own thing, with good relationships to each 

other, not one above or over the other. So the nightmare would be that we would win and we would lose winning. Or 

that in winning what we wanted, we did what we didn’t want to do.

 AQUÍ ESTAMOS CABRONES! 

10         How do you see, from the perspective of  the Other Campaign, the importance of  the burgeoning immigrant movement in 

the United States? Did the May 1st marches of  last year in US cities, which were, it must be said, the biggest one-day 

protests in the history of  the United States, carry some resonance for Zapatismo? What do you think could be the founda-

tions for a common imagination between this movement and Zapatismo in Mexico?

To die for! This movement is the best example of  the fact that things aren’t until they are. Because if  you remem-

ber how the media managed this—all of  the [Mexican] media, national but also the more leftist ones—the image 

of  North America they were creating was that the people there were worried about whether they were going to have 

the right to vote or not, and for whom they were going to vote. So they were asking if  the [Mexican] Senate was going 

to approve the vote from the exterior, if  they were going to be able to run campaigns there. And the media correspon-

dents were saying, “Our compatriots in the US, the migrants, are concerned about this. And they’re also worried about 

if  they’re going to get hit by the Minutemen, by these assassins, all this that the Texas ranchers were doing.” And then 

all of  a sudden they have a march, and it’s a huge march, and everyone said, “Of  course, we saw this coming.” But it’s 

not true! Nobody saw it coming! There wasn’t anything that said this was going to happen.

I think the most surprised were the migrants themselves, who said, “Cabrón, there are so many of  us!” The 

reaction of  Power to try to co-opt and control as many of  the visible leaders as possible, to take the movement down, 

was apparently successful. I say “apparently,” because it’s the same thing in Oaxaca. It looks like the movement is over 

and it turns out that the lessons learned there stuck, or that they continue germinating there and that they will arise 

again.

The problem that this great migrant movement—in all of  its differences—brought up is the same that the 
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Other Campaign is addressing. And this was summed up well by that little girl [in Tijuana] who said, “Here we are.” 

The problem isn’t what are they going to do with us. The problem is that here we are and we want this. Not if  we’re 

leaving or if  they’re going to send us back. They have to get used to the idea that we’re here. This is our identity, 

whatever that may be for each one of  us. And the world has to get used to the idea that I exist, that here I am.

We think that there is where this bridge will be built, that this is a great movement independent of  its political 

affiliations and its identities, and it has in the Other Campaign and the Sixth International a space to encounter other 

realities. Because at some point, someone always comes to us to try to get some kind of  political backing in order to 

hegemonize the rest of  the migrant movement in the United States. And we say, “No, it’s not that there aren’t others 

[in the movement]. There are others.” “But these others are bad,” they tell us. [And we respond], “No, all are migrants; 

it is their identity.”  What they are disputing is who has the role of  interlocutor with those in power. We say we’re not 

interested in who has this role, or in giving political backing to anyone. [The Other Campaign] is the space for you to 

meet the indigenous peoples who are here but who also have people on the other side—the O’odham, the Kiliwa, the 

Kumiai, and also the Zapatistas, the Náhuatl, the Zapotecos.  This is the space where all these can meet. And this is 

the space where the Zapotec from Oaxaca can say, “I am Zapotec from Oaxaca,” and another will say, “I’m Zapotec 

from New York,” and so on.

And at the same moment that they are saying this, that is exactly what we are doing. We loved it [the May 1st 

marches], because they didn’t warn anybody! It was like January 1st of  1994, when everyone said, “Well they surprised 

us!” Well yes! Because everyone was looking somewhere else. But if  it was possible that tens of  thousands of  indig-

enous in the mountains where there is no communication were preparing an uprising for 10 years and nobody realized 

it, how is it possible that hundreds of  thousands of  migrants in the cities, where there is so much communication, 

organized this and nobody realized it? Not the journalists, the editorialists, the analysts, not even the FBI or the CIA! 

One has to say, well, if  they haven’t had more towers fall, they must not have any more towers! If  this is their security 

system! It’s ridiculous! How can it be that all this was being generated, because it wasn’t just 10 or 20 that came out... It 

seems to me that in the American Union, a big march is 5,000, 10,000 people, that even that is nearly unprecedented. 

Or something really amazing would be the million that marched in the people of  color march in Washington years 

ago. But this, millions of  people, simultaneously, unprecedented... Man, what an intelligence service! This would be 

cause to take down the chief, no? And instead they gave him another job! It’s true! They gave Bush another four years! 

But oh well, these things happen in whatever part of  the world....

And this is a government worried about its internal security. And this [migrant] reality has us quite happy, 

because, what we were told in ‘94 was, “Listen, you all keep it up and grow and good luck there, but the gringos are 

not going to permit it. It’s going to be like Vietnam.” And I said, “No, Mexico is farther from the United States than 

Vietnam.” “How?” they ask. Because we’re already there. We are inside the American Union, and there weren’t as 

many then [‘94] as there are now. That is, you can’t just attack like that. It’s not like you can go to the people and say, 

“Look, there are some horrible yellow Chinese that want to hurt us, and we’re going after them.” Even when they did 

that, the people didn’t swallow it. And now, to say that we’re going to attack these people who come from your same 

land, it’s not that easy. 

So over all, this is how we saw the movement there; it made us very happy. We laughed quite a bit at the edito-

rialists and analysts. Because later they wanted to say, “Well you guys didn’t see it coming,” and I told them, “Noooooo, 

I remember what you wrote about the migrant movement before this march! You don’t remember now?” This is what 

they always say about us, that the bad thing, well,  I don’t know if  it’s bad;  they say, “But the thing is that the compa-

ñeros remember everything!” And I said yes! We do remember everything! [Laughing]

Oh, and the Seris said that [about identity] too, “We’re not part of  Mexico. We don’t recognize Mexico. We are 

the Comca’ac nation. We are a nation.” I guess we’ll see how they do it. And why not?
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LOVE: A POLITICS

11 Many times you have said that this movement is the greatest lesson of  love that these lands have ever seen. Another time, 

in Tijuana, you said that the EZ prefers to use the word “respect” instead of  “love.” This concept, love or respect, how 

do you conceptualize it as a political concept, perhaps the most important political concept of  our times, the concept that 

lacks nothing?

What we said was that the problem of  love is a problem of  respect. That love understood as possession, prop-

erty, is not what we think is love. That fundamentally a relationship, of  whatever kind, not just in a couple 

but between people who relate to each other, has to be based in respect. If  not, sooner or later it becomes a kind of  

domination or destruction. I say that without condemning any of  the healthy perversions like sadomasochism and all 

that, which are also ways to relate. [Laughing] 

The problem of  respect is toward the Other. We say that when we as Zapatistas say we love this land, it is 

that we respect it. And we look for the best for it, not according to our criteria but according to what we understand 

from [the land] itself. Because it’s not the same to say, “I love you and I want what’s best for you but according to 

what I think is best for you, and I don’t give a shit what you think.’ That’s not respect. We say that this has to be ac-

cording to what each person thinks. And this is the reading that one does, where one commits errors or finds truths. 

In this case, that is the reading the Zapatista indigenous peoples make of  the land. That is respect. It [the land] says, 

“The best thing for me is that you protect me, you care for me; they are trying to destroy me, etc.” We say, we must 

do something. 

Whatever political relationship that is not based in respect is a manipulation. Well-intentioned or bad-inten-

tioned, it doesn’t matter, because it is a manipulation. If  you don’t respect the thinking of  the other, of  their word, if  

you don’t speak to them clearly, then you don’t respect them and you are manipulating them. There was a compañera 

who was asking, “Okay, all this about peaceful struggle that the Zapatistas are saying, that’s a strategy right? I mean 

really you are thinking in terms of  armed struggle, right? I mean, because with the army and all!” And I told her, “Do 

you believe that we are going to be dishonest with people, telling them that it is a peaceful struggle and to sign on up 

but really we’re preparing an armed struggle?” Of  course not! We would say so, publicly. We would say, “Compañeros, 

we’re going to say this is a peaceful fight, but really it’s going to be armed struggle.” [Not to tell them] would be to 

disrespect them, to manipulate them. And we can’t construct a political relationship like that. Or we could, but that’s 

not the relationship that we want; we want something else, a new relationship. If  you’re going to do something, good 

or bad or whatever, you have to say so clearly. And the people who are with you, who support you, or who are your 

compañeros, in that they don’t just support you but you mutually support each other in a project, they have to know 

that you spoke straight. Now if  it turns out badly, that’s something else, but they have to know you didn’t fool them, 

that you didn’t manipulate them. And to do that you have to respect them, and to respect them you need to know 

them.

We can’t construct a relationship of  respect with the Chicano movement, or with the Mexicans on the other 

side, or with the migrant movement, or with the movement of  people of  color, or with the movement of  all the iden-

tities that are going to arise—I’m thinking, for example, of  the communities of  Asian origin that already have their 

own logic in the American Union—if  we don’t know them. And we say that this is not about making an introduction, 

about exchanging cards. It’s about creating the space where we can introduce ourselves and get to know each other. 

Where we can do this thing of, ‘I am, I am here, and these are my problems. I’m telling you so that you know me, not 

so that you help me or have pity on me or admire me or learn from me.’  Not with this enthusiasm for dependency. 

But rather, “Look at me, this is my face.” And then if  you like it or not, well, that is very much your problem.
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That’s why we said, starting there, we can construct respect or we can construct a relationship of  domination. 

There are people who come to see, to figure out what this is about, and who say, “Here, good, here they’re doing 

something with political purchase.” Or, “Here, no.” So their interest is where there is political purchase, where they 

can reap some benefit. And where they can’t, then no. But if  there is a relationship of  respect, then it’s not that way. 

So the knowing each other follows respecting each other. That is what has to be constructed.

And this is what we say is a demonstration of  love: respect. This, along with subjectivity, is something difficult 

to construct in these times. That is, in capitalism, it is difficult to construct a relationship of  respect, even between two 

individuals, and that much more difficult in collectivity, in society, or in a nation. What respect can you say the North 

American government has for its people? At the hour that it turns out that, “Oh, guess what, the weapons we were 

searching for in Iraq, well they didn’t really exist. And we knew they didn’t exist but we needed something to tell you 

in order to be able to attack.” And what respect does CNN or the other major North American media companies have 

when they tell the people, “We fooled you; the images that we showed of  Iraq aren’t of  Iraq. Or there were more but 

we only used these.” And what respect does the teacher have for the student, the student for his/her classmate, neigh-

bor for neighbor, and so on, if  there is nothing in this society telling you it’s possible to create a relationship based in 

respect? And we say that is the only solid relationship it is possible to create—that which is based in respect. And that 

is what we want to do, and what we are learning to do. And we make mistakes. Sometimes we make mistakes in saying, 

“I am thinking you are saying this,” and you aren’t saying that. Take land for example, or the example of  indigenous 

peoples, of  student groups, or of  the young people who we saw on the journey, of  landless peasants, of  the poor, or 

the migrants, the women, etc. We say that what we agree upon, even when we are hearing wrong or understanding 

wrong, is that we need a space to listen to each other. 


